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Sacred Heart Basilica: A Preface
When I drive up over the final hill towards Timaru from the south, I am looking
for just one thing. When I see the dome of the Basilica – it suddenly pops into
view as you crest the summit just past Kingsdown – I know I am nearly home. It
seems to float there, this magnificent building that oddly enough is near the edge
of town. Such a fabulous edifice seems more like something that the whole town
should be built around. Yet there it is, a miracle in creamy limestone and verdigris
copper, dominating Timaru’s southern approaches. There is nothing else like it in the
city and no other building that comes anywhere near its imposing presence on the
townscape.
As a child, I revelled in the light and colour of Sacred Heart’s interior. There was
the richness of the stained glass: scenes from the life of Christ in the main body of
the church, a roll call of saints above the sanctuary and along the nave. The statues
were further markers of Catholic identity – St Peter Chanel, the Madonna and Child,
the Angels, St Joseph. Just sitting there, you could quietly absorb 2,000 years of
Catholic tradition. The ornate marble altar absolutely intrigued me. I wondered if
there wasn’t some secret doorway set into its columns and decorative panels that
would open directly into heaven. I can recall looking up at the limestone pediment
that stretches right around the church, just above the Ionic columns, and thinking
how cool it would be to crawl along it, checking there for the same secret entranceway
to paradise.
The Basilica seemed like something ancient and timeless, a little piece of eternity
that had taken root amongst us. It was an impression that was reinforced by the
triumphant sound of the organ at full blast. But most of all it was inspired by the
vigour of the large worshipping community that thronged its pews every Sunday.
There were, as well, over a dozen priests in residence at the Presbytery in the 1960s.
They took turns to say upward of five Masses each Sunday, daily Mass during the
week, as well as separate daily ones for the Brothers across Craigie Avenue in their
‘monastery’ and the Sisters in the Mercy Convent. Together the priests, brothers and
nuns made up a significant corps of dedicated Catholic personnel. They all wore
special uniforms that marked them out. The Sisters alone occupied half the front left
section of pews at the main Sunday Mass.
The whole thing – the building, its decorations, its specialised personnel, the
regular routines of worship – had an aura of stability and, to this child anyway, a
delicious hint of sanctity. Catholicism stamped a deep mark on me, long before I even
became aware that there was any such thing. Generations of Timaruvians must have
experienced the same subconscious formation in faith. Since the first Catholics came
to the little town on the edge of the sea in the 1850s, Timaru had been the focal point
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for a thriving community of believers. Overwhelmingly Irish, those first Catholics
were also overwhelmingly of humble means. The magnificence of the Catholic ‘plant’
that they had developed within fifty years of arrival is testimony to a tremendous
devotion to the church.
In fact, Sacred Heart Basilica is a standing symbol of incredible ambition by this
very humbly placed group of people. In 1911 there were only 1,600 Catholics in
Timaru. Few of them earned above the average wage. Yet, fired up by a zealous leader
like Fr Tubman, they erected a church that cost £23,000 (many millions of dollars
in current values). It was grander and larger by far than the churches built by their
fellow townsfolk, for denominations that included wealthier and better-connected
sections of the Timaru community. Why did they do it? What did they mean by it?
These are come of the questions that this history will seek to answer. In doing so,
it will draw on previous publications about the parish and its various institutions as
well as on memories shared by parishioners. The photographic record opens a window
on the people who have been ‘Sacred Heart’ and the changing and evolving nature of
their shared life as Catholics in Timaru.
In 1969 when the parish celebrated its centenary there was a sense of optimism
in the air. It was only a few years since Pope John XXIII had instigated the Second
Vatican Council whose reforms were still flowing through to the pews. Change was
everywhere and there was, for many at least, a sense of excitement about the Church
and the new direction it seemed to be taking. Few would have anticipated the losses
that would follow. One obvious loss was of all those professed religious who had
served the parish so well for so long. The Marist Brothers are long gone from Timaru.
The ranks of Mercy Sisters have thinned and those remaining are mostly elderly.
Even the Marist Fathers have cut their ties with Sacred Heart. In fact, the present
staffing arrangements of the parish have a sense of turning full circle. Where once Fr
Chataigner had to cover a scattered parish from the Waitaki to the Rangitata, it seems
that it will not be long until his successor(s) will be doing the same.
This poses important challenges for the Church as it looks to provide for the spiritual
needs of Timaru into the future without the significant (and unpaid) input of the
religious Brothers, Sisters and priests. It also poses a challenge to the parishioners
of Sacred Heart who have inherited a profound deposit of faith from those who went
before. As we celebrate the centenary of the Basilica we also need to renew our
commitment to all that it stands for. Our forbears planted seeds here that have
produced many fruits over a century and half of Catholicism in Timaru. As we look
ahead to a future shrouded in uncertainty, we need to be bold, as they were, confident
that the Lord will take our humble efforts and make of them all that he needs for
the light of faith to shine on our beloved ‘township by the sea’. Let us hope that this
beautiful building long remains a beacon of hope on Timaru’s skyline, our testimony
in stone to the faith we proclaim.
I had plans to write a different book in 2011. It was going to be about the gold
trails of Otago, in celebration of the 150th anniversary of Gabriel Read’s discovery
of gold in 1861. That book would have been dedicated to Brother Joseph McCarthy
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and the Marist Form 1 class of 1974. Our school trip through the Otago goldfields
that year first sparked the enthusiasm for New Zealand history that led to my present
career. I had to shelve that project when the call came to write this parish history.
Marist School and the contribution of the religious teachers to Sacred Heart parish is
an important theme of this book so the dedication seems almost as appropriate:
“To Brother Joseph and the Class of ‘74 –
they were golden days in more ways than one.”
Seán G Brosnahan
August 2011.
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Foreword
Alongside the steps leading into the south porch of this Basilica
dedicated to the Most Sacred Heart of Jesus you will sight the Foundation
Stone which reads … “This foundation stone, was blessed and placed
by the Most Reverend Doctor Grimes, Bishop of Christchurch, on the 6
February 1910 A.D., Rector, Fr J. Tubman, S.M.” We owe our Basilica
to the vision, the enterprise and vigour of Dean John Tubman and the
encouragement of his Bishop, John Grimes; to its truly inspirational
architect, Francis Petre; to its constructive foreman Bart Moriarty and his
workmen; and to the Catholic community and many citizens of Timaru
town and country for their outstanding funding generosity.
We know how important it was for Catholics 100 years ago, as always,
to have a permanent place of meeting where they could worship God
together, publicly; to pray; to listen to God’s word in Scripture; to gather around the Eucharistic altar
table; to receive strength from their communion with God so as to live and work with the Lord at their
side during the week. Inside this Basilica the Lord is here: we stand on holy ground.
Of those who gathered at this spot 100 years ago not one survives who can remember that day of
rejoicing. But we have our own memories of this important place in our lives. You know better than
I the names of faithful Catholic families, many of them Irish, who laboured in this district and kept
the Sabbath holy, drew strength for their journey to God from the Sacraments they received here. How
many of us have been reborn spiritually in Baptism at the marble font! How many personal secrets have
been confided to a forgiving and compassionate Saviour in the Reconciliation rooms! What multitudes
have been fed with the Bread of Heaven and the Blood of Christ (which is Jesus) in Holy Communion!
How many wives and husbands have exchanged their wedding vows before this sacred altar! How many
Masses and prayers have been offered for those who have died, whose bodies have rested here before
burial! What music, what songs of praise and thanksgiving have echoed around these walls!
Then there are those helpful aids to our devotions which we see all around us, the spandreled
inner dome and outer copper cupola; the sanctuary’s 13 Ionic columns representing the Apostles;
the original Italian alabaster altars; graceful statues in and about the sanctuary, reminders of the
angels and saints and their inspirational lives, the magnificent story-telling stained-glass windows
from England, Australia, Germany and Ireland; Arthur Hobday’s finest musical organ instrument; John
Warner’s English bells in the north tower. Let’s say a prayer for the benefactors who made all these
things possible.
I remember with gratitude the many priests and brothers of the Society of Mary who gave part of
their lives lovingly in the name of Jesus and Mary to celebrate the sacraments with the people of this
parish, to bring the word of God to them, over 137 years. Now Sacred Heart Basilica has a dedicated
Diocesan Parish Priest, Fr Peter Costello. Gratitude, too, to the many religious and parishioners who
have been in their various ways, great servants of the Lord’s work in the Basilica’s operations.
And when this Basilica celebrates 100 years hence, the bi-centenary of its consecration, people will
say, “This Basilica was built out of living stones, men, women and children, linked together by a holy
pride in the service of God. That is why it stands for a monument of our Catholic past; that is why it
flourished and grew stronger, and yielded a harvest in eternity.
Earl Crotty S.M.
Parish Priest (2002-2006)
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Introduction
It is an honour to write these introductory lines for this book which
commemorates Sacred Heart Parish and the Centennial of the Basilica.
This publication will be a treasure of information and, for many, evoke
forgotten memories. The work of the author Seán Brosnahan, is to be
commended.
Sacred Heart Basilica has been the ‘spiritual home’ for innumerable
parishioners, priests and religious over these 100 years. The Centennial
provides an opportunity to reflect on, and congratulate, the depth of
faith and vision of Fr John Tubman SM as well as the generosity and
self sacrifice of those parishioners who built this magnificent building.
We express our thanks and appreciation to those who have responded to
the needs of the parish and continue to maintain and take care of the
Basilica.
Sacred Heart Parish has been guided and administered by priests of the Society of Mary for 137
years. In January 2007, the then Parish Priest, Fr Earl Crotty S.M., handed the ‘reins’ over to diocesan
priests. We are grateful to all Marist priests and religious brothers who have given so much to the
parish.
Sacred Heart Basilica is an architectural vision and beacon for Timaru as well as a place of worship
and peace for all who visit. We give thanks to God for all graces, memories and blessings showered upon
parishioners and the Basilica over the years. Long may they continue.
Finally, I congratulate the members of the Centennial Committee who have organised this centenary
and all parishioners and community members who have contributed to these celebrations.
We are all encouraged by the current message on the Parish Billboard which says it all, ‘Have Faith
in the Future’.
Fr Peter Costello
Parish Priest
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The Centenary Book Committee
This impressive parish history would have been impossible without the widespread support of our
parishioners, and in particular a select group of dedicated people who have given hundreds of hours of
their valuable time in ensuring we have a written and pictorial record to be proud of.
Jim Anderson was the first to come on board. His particular forte was in seconding Alan Annett
onto the Committee, and being the financial controller of the project. His enthusiasm and emphasis on
timetables kept the venture firmly on the right track.
Alan Annett was an inspired choice with his vast knowledge and experience of local history writing.
His contacts with Pope Print proved invaluable in determining the layout and possibilities of this
book.
Ray Brosnahan was our link man with the author, and a provider of so much institutional knowledge
of the Parish’s past and workings.
The engine room of the whole project was Sheila Coman and Bernadette Simpson, who organised
the links to our older parishioners whose memories provide the flavour of so many of the book's later
chapters.
Finally to Dave Batchelor whose love of local history is boundless, and who dedicated himself
tirelessly into organising so much of the layout and material into the individual chapters.
Without this wonderful fun-loving team, this project would have been impossible. Thank you one
and all – this book is your legacy to Sacred Heart Parish.
Bernard Pavletich
Chairman
Centenary Book Committee 2010-11

Back row: Ray Brosnahan, Bernie Pavletich, Jim Anderson.
Front: Alan Annett, Sheila Coman, Seán Brosnahan, Bernadette Simpson, Dave Batchelor.
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Chapter One

“Thinking About Heaven”
The Beginnings of Sacred Heart
Catholicism began in Timaru when the first Catholic arrived and offered a prayer.
Quite possibly he (almost certainly a he) was a whaler, working from the shore station
established by the Weller brothers at Caroline Bay and Patiti Point in 1839. They were
a rough lot the whalers, many of them ex-convicts from Australia and quite a few
from Irish and presumably Catholic backgrounds. Their work was dirty and dangerous
and it’s not hard to imagine a quick ‘Hail Mary’ being offered as our speculative
whaler contested the rough
seas off Timaru with a
struggling bull whale. Not
that he might have seen
the inside of a church for
years. The vagabonds who
staffed the New Zealand
whaling stations were often
here because they wanted
to get as far away from
civilisation (and authority)
as possible. You couldn’t
get much further away than
southern New Zealand in Photograph of a sketch of the Timaru beach and its few
buildings in 1853.
- South Canterbury Museum #1894
1839. But even here the
name of Jesus was soon to
be proclaimed. The Catholic
Church extended a tentative hand southwards in 1840 when Bishop Pompallier toured
the whaling stations and Maori settlements in his boat the Sancta Maria.
There is no record of a stop at the Timaru station. In any case neither the whalers
nor the French Bishop managed to establish a firm foothold in the south. The whaling
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industry collapsed through over-fishing in the early 1840s
and Timaru was abandoned by 1841. Bishop Pompallier
meanwhile found that he just didn’t have the resources
to extend his mission to the tiny and far-flung South
Island settlements and Maori kaiks. Even the missionary
post he established among the French immigrants at
Akaroa proved a failure and was abandoned. Thereafter
Catholic priests visited intermittently from their base in
Wellington. To look for a formal beginning to Catholic
affairs in Timaru, we need to track these pioneer priests.
Their written records provide a point of reference that can
be followed.
‘Track’ seems a very appropriate word. The first French
Marist priests were truly missionaries whose ‘parish’ was
the whole South Island. They literally ‘tracked’ a few
scattered Catholics across this whole vast territory. North
- Catholic Publications Centre
and south of Timaru were the planned ‘Wakefield’ class
settlements of Canterbury and Otago. Each had a religious
identity as its central organising principle. Canterbury was the Church of England
settlement, aspiring to replicate the best of ‘Old England’ in Christchurch and its
satellite settlements. Dunedin and Otago meanwhile were strongholds of ‘Free Church’
Presbyterianism, a rather fierce variety of Scottish Calvinism.
Rev. Jean Baptiste Pompallier,
first Catholic Bishop of New
Zealand, who sailed past
Timaru in 1840.

Fr Jean Baptiste Petitjean S.M., the Marist
missionary who was the first Catholic
priest to visit Timaru.
- Marist archives, Wellington [MAW]

Catholics were not particularly welcome in
either settlement in the early days. In fact
they were downright unwelcome. Most early
immigrants came out to the colony after being
selected by the private companies promoting
these two settlements. Consequently very few
Catholics made it onto the first ships sent to
Canterbury or Otago. The pioneer Marist priest
Fr Petitjean summed it up very nicely when
he reported back to France how the arrival of
Catholics in either place, “could be compared to
goods introduced by contraband”; their presence
a sort of accident that had seen them wash up
on the southern coast in spite of the hostility
to their presence. Altogether, he reckoned in
1857 that there were no more than 600 Catholics
spread right across the whole island. Finding
them, he said, was like a shepherd “seeking his
flock in a desert.” Petitjean was the first of the
Marist ‘shepherds’ to pass through the Timaru
district. He was well-named. Translated from
the French his Christian names “Jean Baptiste”
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mean ‘John (the) Baptist’ and like the original, the priest was a voice literally crying
in the wilderness.
Timaru was still little more than an abandoned whaling station when Fr Petitjean
reached its future site in December 1857. The whole territory between the Rangitata
and Pareora rivers then formed the Levels Station, a vast sheep run operated by the
Rhodes brothers. In 1856 the brothers bought a 126-acre section above the beach
at Timaru, immediately north of a section that had been reserved for a township by
the government. Just before Fr Petitjean’s arrival they added another 60-acre section
adjoining the first. These two sections subsequently formed Rhodes Township while
the Government Town faced it south of the line of what would become North Street.
But when Fr Petitjean appeared from the south in late 1857 there was little more on
either site than the decrepit remains of whaling huts, the Rhodes brothers’ woolshed
and a wattle slab whare at the foot of the future George Street.
Seven months earlier, the French priest had celebrated his first Mass in Christchurch
for “nearly twenty people” and had been pleasantly surprised to find even that many
Catholics there. In the following months he had sailed or walked all the way to Bluff
and Riverton. He had been shipwrecked, lost his way numerous times and chanced
his luck on innumerable river crossings as he tramped across the largely unoccupied
southern territories, searching for Catholics in need of his services. South Canterbury
was traversed on a final sweep northward from Dunedin. From Christchurch he would
return to the Marist base in Wellington. We only know that Fr Petitjean stopped off at
the Levels Station because George Rhodes recorded in his diary on 17 December that
“the Priest took letters to post for us”.
Fr Petitjean was then 46 years old. He had already been in New Zealand for eighteen
years and had become inured to physical hardship and danger in his many travels.
He had also learnt two new languages – Maori
and English – so that he could be an effective
minister to his New Zealand congregations. Maori
had been the early priority when Petitjean started
his missionary work in the Far North in 1840 but
within a couple of years he had been transferred
to a new settlement taking shape at Auckland.
Here most of his congregation was Irish, the
beginning of a switch for the Marists that would
become decisive as the years went on and growing
numbers of immigrants arrived in New Zealand.
As their numbers swelled the tiny band of Marists
struggled to keep up. Hence the vast terrain
traversed by Fr Petitjean through 1857.
Twelve more years would pass before a priest
could be spared for South Canterbury as a
permanent station. The first incumbent, however,
made several visits in the years between, following
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Jean Baptiste Chataigner S.M., the
‘apostle of Canterbury’ and first
resident priest in Timaru.
- Redwood album [MAW]

in Fr Petitjean’s footsteps with long journeys on foot up and down the island. This
was Fr Chataigner, remembered today as ‘the apostle of Canterbury’. He was one of
the Marist ‘reinforcements’ sent out from France in 1860. Almost immediately he was
sent south (along with Fr Séon) to establish a church at Christchurch and serve all the
territory down to Otago. He was 39 years old, a seminary professor who had long had
a desire to serve in the missions. In her book Sons of France, Mary Goulter describes
him as a “memorable personality”, a man who stood out even among the outstanding
group of men that were the pioneer Marists. Younger priests reckoned that his stern,
bearded face put them in mind of Moses or Abraham. He had the patriarchal character
to match – “A man of granite”- whose tough exterior masked a kind heart and deep
spirituality.
To appreciate the contribution that Petitjean, Chataigner and their confreres made
to our Catholic heritage in South Canterbury we need to remember the toughness
and tenacity that their priestly ministry required. Fr Chataigner shared Fr Petitjean’s
Christian names – Jean Baptiste – and like him fulfilled the role of a John the Baptist
figure in those years before he finally settled in Timaru in 1869. A French manuscript
records something of his journeys in the wilderness of the 1860s: “His parish was as
big as a diocese. It was 230 miles from Christchurch to the south coast, and the first
village, called Timaru, was 150 miles [sic] from Christchurch. If he was surprised out
in the open at nightfall, he slept in the bushes or under the trees. When it was cold,
or he was soaking through by the rain, he shivered, and waited for daylight. In Father
Chataigner’s own words: ‘We say a few Hail Marys, we think about Heaven for a while,
and then we are almost merry when the sun comes up’.”
Fr Chataigner’s first visit to Timaru also came at the end of a great tramp crosscountry from Otago in 1860. He had been summoned south from Christchurch to
provide the sacraments to a woman dying at Moeraki. Sailing to Port Chalmers,
he disembarked and immediately set off over the hills and through the bush. As
night descended he found himself somewhere south of Waikouaiti where it proved
“impossible to find a road or a house; so I sat under a bush, and my little sack served
me as a bolster.” A day later he reached Moeraki only to find that the sick woman, Mrs
Gleeson, had died ten days earlier. He could at least say the funeral prayers for her
but then it was off again overland to walk home to Christchurch. “My return was by a
long course of 260 miles, nearly always in the midst of an immense plain … Some posts
placed at a distance from one another, a ploughed track, or the footprints of horses,
were the only signs by which a traveller could assuredly say, ‘I am on the right track’.”
Timaru was slowly taking shape when Fr Chataigner reached it in 1860. It was still
a rudimentary settlement but growing rapidly with the first shipload of immigrants
from the Strathallan several months into their colonial apprenticeship. There were even
ten Catholics on hand (though none of them were Strathallan passengers as far as is
known) to greet the French priest and a new baby for him to baptise. This was Margaret
Cecilia, daughter of Henry and Caroline Knight, and her baptism on 11 November 1860
is the first recorded sacramental activity by the church in Timaru. What must it
have been like? Nothing like what Fr Chataigner was used to in France anyway. No
church, the most basic of vestments and liturgical vessels, a tiny congregation. And
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yet there was all that was required nonetheless; a seed of faith being planted in the
wilderness and “two or three gathered in my name.” Sadly, the little girl died the same
year. Her parents, English Catholics from Somerset, were lessees of the 20,000 acre
run behind Cave that they called ‘Cannington’ after their home in England. Henry
was mad on horses, organising the first race meeting at Washdyke earlier in 1860. He
won the first ever ‘Timaru Cup’ but his farming activities were less successful. Having
lost most of the equity
in ‘Cannington’ by 1866,
the Knights returned to
England where Henry died
of typhoid two years later
at the age of 33.
The second direct
shipment of migrants for
Timaru arrived on the
Echunga thirteen months
after Fr Chataigner’s first
Part of a transcript of the ‘Echunga’ passenger list in 1860.
visit, in December 1861.
Among its 310 passengers
there were 130 or so bound for Timaru. A number of them, however, refused to
disembark when it became apparent that there was little preparation to receive them
and carried on to Lyttelton. Among the Echunga passengers there were 69 Irish,
mostly Ulster Protestants but a small group of Catholics from the south as well.
Names on the passenger list include Brosnahans, Hoares, Coffeys, Fitzgeralds, Collins,
a Connor, a Duan, a Groggin, a Mahoney, Murphys, a Quin, a Rourke, and a Shea. No
doubt these are the roots of families bearing these names some of whom were fixtures
in Sacred Heart life from the beginning. They included three groups; William and
John Fitzgerald from Co Cork; Dennis Mahoney, James Duan, James Coffey and John
Goggin from Co Tipperary; and the largest group from Co Kerry.
The Kerry group were coming to South Canterbury at the behest of Richard Hoare,
a young Irishman working
for the Rhodes at their
Levels sheep station. Oral
tradition has it that he
was encouraged to send
home for more like himself
who would also be assured
of work at the station. He
duly sent for his parents,
Patrick and Catherine Hoare
of O’Dorney parish, Co Kerry,
his brother Dennis, sister
Margaret, another sister
A group of Kerrytown residents in the 1890s.
Brosnahan collection.
Mary and her husband
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John Moore, and an Elizabeth Connor. Richard nominated all seven for assisted passages
through the Canterbury Provincial Government’s immigration scheme. Also aboard,
though not as assisted passengers, were John and Margaret Brosnahan, a brother and
sister from Aghadoe parish, a little to the south of O’Dorney, and Patrick Brosnahan
(the first member of my family to come to New Zealand), from the Ballymacelligott/
Currans area in between O’Dorney and Aghadoe. These ten from County Kerry, were
the first link in an extensive ‘chain’ of migration from the eastern parishes of Kerry
to South Canterbury. They were followed by dozens of Kerrymen and women over the
next few decades, spreading out across South Canterbury from an original toehold on
the Levels. Many settled on the margins of the Levels estate on small farms. Their
settlement there was called Kerrytown in acknowledgement of these Irish origins.
Smaller groups of Irish passengers arrived on successive ships to Timaru in the
early 1860s. No doubt others drifted south or north from Christchurch and Dunedin.
The presence of at least several dozen Irish Catholics in South Canterbury meant that
Fr Chataigner and his confrere in Christchurch
Fr Chervier had to make regular visits to this
southern part of his ‘parish’. The discovery of
gold in Otago in 1861 and then on the West
Coast in 1863 had finally broken down all
barriers to Irish migration and large numbers
of Irish Catholics poured into the South Island.
Once they’d had their fill of being ‘diggers’ many
drifted to South Canterbury and returned to the
agricultural pursuits that they were more used
to at home. They made good workers and many
began to prosper and invest in small sections
of land of their own on the edges of the great
estates where they worked. Irish girls meanwhile
were in demand to become domestic servants in
colonial homes. Domestic life for the pioneers
involved so much hard grinding labour that even
relatively modest families depended on such
Fr Jean Chervier S.M., Chataigner’s partner
assistance. Irish women were often denigrated
in Christchurch and occasional visitor to
South Canterbury in the 1860s.
for their lack of experience in the finer arts of
[MAW]
domestic service but beggars couldn’t be choosers
– it was often an Irish servant or none at all.
Irish women were also in demand as wives. The gold rushes had upset the
gender balance in Canterbury and Otago drawing many more men than women to
both provinces. The provincial governments in each recruited young women as best
they could from Britain, offering free passages to young single women in the 1860s.
Irish girls proved much more willing to make the long journey than English or Scots.
Protestant men therefore began to court them just as eagerly as the Irish Catholics
did. This situation posed a real challenge to the Church. There was a very real threat
that Irish girls marrying Protestants would also join their churches and bring up their
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children the same way. Such ‘leakage’ was dreaded by Church authorities who could
see the challenge faced by the poor Irish in remaining loyal to their faith when it
brought such social opprobrium. It was therefore vital that priests were on hand to
provide the sacraments, encourage devotion and build a strong parish structure to
support the Catholic community.
An important strategy adopted to bolster Catholic loyalty was to emphasise its
Irishness, utilising the double strength of Irish and Catholic identity. The French
background of the Marist priests complicated this approach. To begin with there
was a language barrier. Some of the Frenchmen must have struggled with the thick
brogues of their Irish parishioners. Fr Chataigner was an excellent linguist. His fine
ear is evident in the way he captured the Irish pronunciation of names in his earliest
baptism and marriage records in Timaru. My own family name appears in these as
‘Brusnaan’. This seems quite alien to modern generations who have become used to
the anglicised pronunciation ‘Broz-nar-han’. But a visit back to Co Kerry in 1988
stunned me with the thick Kerry accent which pronounces the name ‘Brushnaan’ – very
similar to the way it was recorded by Fr Chataigner. Even so, the cultural differences
were more profound than simply (Irish) English and French. French Catholicism was
considerably more sophisticated than what the Irish were used to. English oppression
had driven their church underground and impoverished its outward expression. Fine
churches, ornate church furniture and elaborate liturgies were recent innovations in
the Ireland the migrants came from. The church they would build with the French
pastor in Timaru would be something altogether novel, enriched by French and Italian
spiritualities and theologies.
The same process was in fact underway
in Ireland too. This great 19th century
resurgence in Irish Catholicism has
been called a ‘devotional revolution’ by
historians. In the quarter century from
1850 Catholic life and religious practice
changed profoundly in Ireland, becoming
much more focused on the sacraments and
clerical leadership. The older Catholicism
of the penal days had had to depend much
less on priests and involved a more private
and home-based spirituality. The new
emphasis on public acts of worship lifted
Irish Mass attendance rates dramatically
(from what had been very low levels) and
introduced new devotions from Europe,
like Benediction. French and Italian
theologies, saints, and organisational
practices like lay sodalities were all part
of this mix. The whole process stimulated
lay spirituality but also tightened church

The Sacred Heart of Jesus, a dramatic representation
of the vision witnessed by the French nun St
Margaret Mary Alacoque in the 1670s.
- B. Pavletich Collection
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discipline under clerical leadership. Timaru’s pioneer Irish Catholics may have already
experienced the new forms in Ireland before migrating but even then they would have
been novel, and perhaps disconcerting.
It is useful to remember this background when we consider the formation of Sacred
Heart parish in 1869. In the past we have been inclined to think of the pioneer
Catholics as staunch adherents to long-established Irish traditions. In fact they were
people on the cusp of changes as dramatic as those experienced by the generation
of Catholics who lived through the transformation that followed the Second Vatican
Council of the 1960s. This is obvious when we reflect for a moment on the name
chosen for the parish. It wasn’t St Patrick, St Brigid or any or the myriad of Irish
saints that would have referenced the traditions of home. Instead it was the ‘Sacred
Heart’ of Jesus, a devotion developed by the French nun Margaret Mary Alacoque in
the 1670s. Celebrated by the French church, the feast of the Sacred Heart had only
been extended to the whole church in 1856, just a year before Fr Petitjean’s first
visit to Timaru. So devotion to the Sacred Heart was something new, and something
French.
There was naturally some tension between the different national traditions in the
colonial setting. Fr Moreau, Dunedin’s pioneer priest, was distressed for example when
his Irish parishioners began agitating for Irish clergy to serve them in Otago. Their
wish was granted in 1869 with the appointment of an Irishman, Patrick Moran, as the
first Bishop of Dunedin. When he arrived two years later, Moran famously dismissed
the work of his Marist predecessors in a letter to a friend with the comment that,
“The Frenchmen are good men and respectable priests; but they have the interests of
their order, as they call it, to attend to, and in doing so, they appear to me to have
satisfied themselves in saying their prayers.” It is hard to square this criticism with
Fr Chataigner’s vigorous establishment of a Catholic infrastructure in Christchurch.
He and Fr Séon had a church under construction there within a fortnight of their
arrival in May 1860. Four years later Bishop Viard was on hand to open and bless a
more substantial building to cater for a rapidly expanding Catholic population. In
1867 the Sisters of Mercy arrived to staff a parish school in Christchurch. Chataigner,
in fact, had a well-deserved reputation as a man who got things done. Having laid
the foundations in Christchurch – a functioning parish and school with buildings,
active worshippers and Catholic education all in place – Timaru was fortunate indeed
to be the next appointment for
this highly competent churchbuilder.

The original Mechanics Institute building, North Street, venue
for Timaru Masses from 1864. - South Canterbury Museum 1049
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He wasted little time after
his arrival in June 1869 to begin
preparations for a church in
Timaru. Up till then Mass had
been said in private homes and,
from 1864, in the Mechanics
Institute building in North

Detail of an early map showing the Catholic church on the Town Belt (later Craigie Avenue), the beginnings
of the sizeable church estate in this area.
- Plan of Timaru Townships Canterbury, 1875, South Canterbury Museum.

Street. Once the Timaru Herald was established, also in 1864, an advertisement would
be placed to let local Catholics know that a priest would be visiting, and where and
when he would say Mass. In late 1867 a meeting had been held to discuss a churchbuilding programme and fund-raising was begun. A year later, Fr Chataigner was able
to purchase an eight-acre block of land on the edge of town (actually outside the town
boundary) for £118. This section, with later additions, would ultimately accommodate
the church, presbytery, convent, convent school, and the parish secondary schools. It
was an excellent investment. Yet it is again worth noting how things stood in 1868
rather than how they
look in 2011.
The
Catholic
section’s position on
the edge of the town
seems rather symbolic.
All of the Protestant
churches – Anglican,
Presbyterian, Wesleyan,
Primitive
Methodist
and
Congregational

The distance from the early Protestant churches in central Timaru can be
seen in this contemporary photo.
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– were built in an arc that ran through the central portion of the town. Their
spires marked a progression through the heart of Timaru, claiming the space for the
various British denominations who shared a common Protestant heritage despite their
separate identities. These churches co-operated easily with one another and their
adherents were quite at ease in moving from one to the other. It was quite common
for immigrants to switch their church allegiance as a result of marriage or because
there was a popular preacher in a particular church. But it was not so simple when
it came to the Protestant/Catholic divide. This was a very deep division, rooted
in bitter struggles in the centuries since the Reformation and further complicated
by enmity between Ireland and England. The Catholic Church was widely reviled
in Protestant Britain in the 19th century and this hostility also bound the various
Protestant churches in New Zealand together as a shared platform.
Fr Chataigner got an early reminder of this sensitivity during elections for the
Timaru School Committee in October 1871. At that time there was only one school in
town and every child whose parents could afford it was educated there. Nine members
were required for the committee and it was proposed that the four resident clergymen
should all be simply appointed, with elections for the remaining five positions. The
Anglican, Presbyterian and Wesleyan ministers objected to this procedure, however,
preferring to face election. The proposer, a Mr Kent, “accused the three clergymen of
objecting to be elected in the way he proposed because they did not wish the weakest
denomination in the place to be represented by its minister. All the denominations
would not be fairly represented if he was not there.”[Timaru Herald 11 October 1871]
Kent’s proposal was lost, however, and an election was held. Fr Chataigner withdrew
his name from the ballot first, perhaps fearing the ignominy of being rejected by the
voters. The three other ministers were duly elected.
The position of the site for the Catholic precinct was likewise a matter of choice
rather than any compulsion or rejection by the non-Catholic majority. Barbara Harper
records in her centennial history of the parish that George Rhodes had donated a
site in ‘Rhodes Town’ (the area to the north of North Street) for the Catholics, just
as he had for the other main denominations. Fr Chataigner chose to exchange this
area as part of his purchase in 1868, opting instead for the Government Town block,
which Mrs Harper describes as “nearer a residential area.” This seems rather an odd
description since the Rhodes Town streets were then the main residential area of
Timaru. The southern area was less popular and therefore no doubt cheaper. But
there may have been more to it than that. In 1863 a local wit (John T Morris) wrote
a comical poem describing Timaru – The New Chum in Timaru (To his friend Mick., in
Ireland – in which he records its early residential segregation:
“While the Government Town, faith, there’s not a house in it.
They’ve an ‘Irish Town’ here, where the Paddys (sly elves)
Have settled together, and live by themselves;
A ‘Deal Town,’ all boatmen, old ‘shells’ and whatnot;
And a ‘York Town,’ the lowest and worst of the lot.”
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It may in fact have been the location of this ‘Irish Town’ that directed Fr Chataigner’s
land selection. It seems to have been an area to the west of the Timaru town boundary
and possibly a place where people could erect basic cottages without having to pay
rent, rates etc. In this sense it was ‘off the grid’ of the relatively limited recordkeeping of the day and remains in a sense ‘invisible’ to history – along with its
residents – although there are scattered references to it in the Timaru newspaper in
the 1860s and 1870s. One describes the first steeplechase race ever held in Timaru
in 1865:
“The course consisted of grass and arable land, and was over about three miles of
fair hunting country, and having about seventeen or eighteen fences, some of them
of rather formidable appearance. The start took place on the north side of the town
near to Mr. Driller’s fence; they then took the small enclosure in York Town, and made
across Mr. Gibson’s sod wall and bank (a bit of a rasper); then over the fences through
Irish Town and up to Mr. Double’s paddock; then round a flag-staff into a small gully,
making the next fence into Mr. R. Scarf’s garden; then skirting round by Captain Cain’s
house and Mr. Stubbs’ paddocks, and finishing close to the Commercial Hotel, the last
two jumps being the post and rail fence in and out of the Government paddock.” [TH,
25 Feb 1865]
These clues to Irish Town’s location are not altogether easy to decipher but seem
to suggest a spot west of Grey Road (then the town boundary) and possibly between
Church and Arthur Streets. This seems a little too far north to justify Fr Chataigner’s
move to the town belt section if he was trying to position the church nearer to this

Suggested location
of Irish Town

No-one seems to know where Timaru’s ‘Irishtown’ was. A spot to the west of the town boundary on Grey
Road is most likely and possibly in the block between Arthur and Church Streets.
- Plan of Timaru Townships Canterbury, 1875, South Canterbury Museum.
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supposed concentration of Catholic townsfolk. He may simply have wanted room for
future expansion and correctly guessed that a central town site would have quickly
proven inadequate for the church/convent/school complex that he must have had in
mind for Sacred Heart even then. The new site certainly provided greater potential
and laid the cornerstone for the substantial Catholic zone that underpinned so much
subsequent parish development. It also provided a magnet for Catholics as they
began to settle in town in the next couple of decades. Proximity to the church and
its schools must have been a key factor in many families’ choice of section as the town
expanded south and westwards.
Whether Fr Chataigner followed his parishioners or led them to concentrate around
the future Craigie Avenue is probably impossible to determine from surviving records.
But what records do survive lend weight to the second interpretation. The position of
Timaru’s pioneer Catholics as a community below the horizon of the historical record is
further emphasised by my relatively unsuccessful efforts to identify where they were
living in this period. I first tried to do this by matching details from Fr Chataigner’s
baptismal records with Borough rating records and Provincial electoral rolls. This
involved 250 baptisms recorded in the Sacred Heart register between Fr Chataigner’s
arrival in the town in June 1869 (when Mathilda Bottomly became the first Timaruvian
to be baptised by a resident priest) and October 1874 when the new church eventually
opened. Most of these baptisms, however, took place in Temuka (109 of those where
locations are given or that I could work out from other information). Just 64 baptisms
are recorded at Timaru itself and these include a number of successive births to the
same parents. There were thus just 37 couples involved. Only six of the fathers can be
identified in the surviving Timaru rate book from 1867 and two more from the Timaru
electoral roll for 1870/71. The addresses of the latter pair moreover are both from the
country district north of town. No women, of course, appear in either source.
Between 1852 and 1879 the franchise in New Zealand was restricted to adult males
who passed various property qualifications. They either had to own freehold land
valued at £50 or more, lease land with an annual rental value over £10, or be a
householder occupying property with an annual rental value of £10 or more in urban
areas and £5 in rural areas. This cut out the majority of working men. In 1871 for
example there were only 418 registered electors in the Timaru electoral district from
a total population of 4330. Colonial opportunities did enable many working men to
rise quite quickly into the ranks of the property owning (or leasing) class however.
I therefore checked the 1874/75 electoral roll for Timaru district and found entries
for an additional 13 of the fathers in the baptismal sample. Most of them, however,
owed their voting rights to property in the country, mainly on the Levels Plains near
Kerrytown. This suggests that couples would as likely travel into town to have the
priest baptise their baby as for Fr Chataigner to journey out to them.
The other 16 fathers, all obviously caring for young families, must have lived
somewhere. Shanty-type housing in “Irish Town” seems one very likely place. The
other type of home that would have been likewise invisible to historic records is live-in
accommodation on employer’s farms, although I suspect this would have applied more
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to single men and women than families. It is perhaps worth noting who the original
six identifiable couples were, and where they lived: Patrick Blake and Mary Stevens
in King Street; Thomas Goldstone and Maryann McLean on the Great South Road;
Benjamin Kelly and Ellen Stack on Brown Street; John Stack and Margaret Bryan on
High Street; James Sullivan and Jane Alexandra in Latter Street; and John Cuthbert
Knight and Agnes Mary Merritt in Heaton Street. All these locations are pretty handy
to the church site on the ‘Town Belt”. One further aside: the first child baptised in
the new church would be Honora (‘Onora’ in Fr Chataigner’s record) daughter of John
Fitzgerald and Annie Dodds who was baptised on 30 October 1874.
The relatively youth and modest socioeconomic status of his parishioners meant
that managing Catholic relations with the wider society was an important part of Fr
Chataigner’s leadership role. Given the nature of his congregation – mostly immigrants
with little education and little social standing – it often fell to him to safeguard their
interests, as he saw them. Education was a key component of this. The school system
was not yet ‘free, compulsory and secular’ as it would become in 1877. The church
was therefore intensely concerned that the government schools should not be a means
of alienating Catholic children from their religious identity by providing Protestant
religious instruction. Fr Chataigner regularly lodged complaints with the local School
Committees in Temuka, Timaru and Waimate whenever he felt Catholic children were
at risk in this way. Again, this was not because the Committee or their teachers
were out to ‘get’ the Catholics. It was just that while the Protestants could accept a
common approach to something like Bible instruction the text books provided would
invariably be implicitly anti-Catholic in tone. Secular philosophies were also feared by
the Church in the 19th century as inherently hostile to a Catholic belief system. The
only way to be sure of providing a Catholic framework for education was to establish
independent Catholic schools. It would be some time before Timaru Catholics could
contemplate the huge costs that this entailed.
The priority of course was to build a church. Temuka took the lead here. Its
church, designed in the Gothic style by the leading Christchurch architect Benjamin
Mountfort, was opened in May 1871. It was praised by the newspaper: “In architectural
pretensions this building is superior to the other churches here, and does great credit to
the energy of that religious body.” [TH 10 May 1871] The costs had been kept down
a little by the voluntary cartage of building materials by parishioners, establishing a
tradition that would endure to the construction of the Basilica in Timaru forty years
later. Fr Chataigner had raided the Timaru church building fund to set Temuka on its
way, though, in fact, much of the money contributed had actually been donated “from
the Temuka side” as he described it. He was content for the meantime to say Mass in a
room in his ‘Priory’, designated the Catholic Chapel in news reports. But this was not
really satisfactory either from a practical sense or as a matter of pride.
A new Timaru church was finally opened on 25 October 1874. Fr Chataigner had
both designed it and supervised its construction, using the same firm of contractors
as for his Temuka church. It was Gothic in style, cruciform in shape, and built of local
timber with a bluestone foundation. It was not very big – just 17 metres long and 12
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metres wide. Yet it sounds as if it was quite an elegant little church, furnished with
a harmonium, ornamented with stained glass windows and equipped with a bell in
its 18 metre high steeple. It was certainly a milestone for the congregation and for
Timaru another fine addition to its architectural riches. Fr Chataigner had to do the
honours in opening the church himself and made a decent show of it, “attired in rich
vestments, attended by five acolytes, in accordance with the Romish ritual” as the South
Canterbury Times reported. He also announced its dedication to the Sacred Heart, as
“The Church of the Sacred Heart”, explaining that “he thought he would place his flock,
good and bad, in the wounds of the Sacred Heart, and thus gradually draw them to the
contemplation of its loveliness, and most merciful and boundless charity.”

A William Ferrier photograph of the first Sacred Heart Church
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- Private Collection

Chapter Two

“No Better Neighbours than the Roman Catholics”
Making Progress 1874 - 1878
The building of the first Sacred Heart church in 1874 marks the end of the raw
pioneering stage for Timaru’s Catholics but only just. The grand carriageways of
Craigie Avenue were still far in the future and in fact there was as yet still no road
to the church site from North Street. In bad weather the rough track through the
mud became virtually impassable. In 1873 leading parishioners, including Thomas
O’Driscoll, had petitioned the local Council to form and metal the roadway. One
councillor made the revealing observation that while the road line was inside the
town boundary, the church site was not. This is also clear on early Timaru maps,
which show the town boundary as a ‘Town Belt’ that ran south along what would later
become Craigie Avenue and then followed east along what is now Domain Avenue to
meet the sea at Patiti Point. In the other direction, there was a slight kink westward
at North Street but even Rhodestown only extended inland to Grey Road and met the
sea at the bottom of what is now Wai-iti Road. Timaru was still a very small town and
the new Catholic church was perched just outside its western boundary.
These were very significant years, however, both for Timaru and New Zealand. A
huge expansion in government-sponsored immigration was then reaching its climax
and with it a great programme of development work that saw newly arrived immigrants
working alongside older colonists on road and railway construction, erecting telegraph
lines, building bridges and harbours. In short, it was a boom time and Timaru shared
in the spoils as much as any other town in the colony. Ships chartered in London
finally began to sail direct for Timaru, laden with immigrants. In the 1860s only a
tiny trickle of Lyttelton-bound immigrants from Britain had made a further journey
south to Timaru. But with the new government policy to encourage migration on an
unprecedented scale, Timaru was briefly a popular destination. In 1874, 26 immigrant
ships anchored off Caroline Bay bringing almost a thousand new arrivals. This was
four times the number of the previous peak year in 1863 when 238 had landed. The
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Timaru, circa 1866. The Great North Road (later Stafford Street) is in the foreground.
- South Canterbury Museum 2454

number was never matched again but for most years of the 1870s at least half a dozen
ships brought migrants direct to Timaru.
The 1870s is therefore the most significant period in Timaru history for establishing
the demographic base of the town’s population. This decade shaped the long-term
profile of the communities that would evolve in the settlement. Most significantly for
our story, Irish Catholics occupied a more prominent place in the migrant flow of the
1870s than at any other time before or since. On a national scale, Irish immigrants
made up at least 25% of the in-flow and possibly more. Many of these people,
particularly perhaps to Canterbury destinations, were Protestant Irish from the north,
who were especially targeted by New Zealand immigration recruiters and who often
followed kin already here. But a majority of the new Irish arrivals were undoubtedly
Catholics, including very many who were likewise offered assisted passages to New
Zealand through their friends and relations already in South Canterbury. This is why
so many people from Co Kerry came – they were following the chain of migration

Ferrier photograph of the first parish church with the convent in the background, circa 1885.
- Private Collection
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laid down in the 1860s by the pioneer Irish group described in chapter one. Similar
‘chains’ brought people from Galway and Tipperary and lots of other Irish towns and
counties.
For Fr Chataigner, this meant blossoming congregations to cater for right across
South Canterbury. The 1874 census recorded 172 Catholics living within the borough
of Timaru. There were 98 males and 74 females, a gender imbalance that reflected the
goldrush inflow of the 1860s. But these figures did not reflect the large number of
Catholics who lived outside the town limits (including presumably Fr Chataigner) but
were also part of the Sacred Heart congregation. Their growing numbers meant that
the lovely little Timaru church was probably too small almost as soon as it opened.
By the time of the next census in 1878, the borough population of Catholics had more
than doubled – to 401. Significantly the gender imbalance was now reversed: there
were 213 females and only 188 males. The figures can’t be broken down to show other
characteristics, such as birthplace or age, but it’s reasonable to suppose that the more
balanced immigration of the 1870s and the swelling numbers of children born in the
colony were reflected in the census return.
The bald figures confirm again the
rapidly changing nature of the
pioneer Catholic community that Fr
Chataigner served. And the surge
in numbers was spread right across
his extensive pastoral area, which
still extended from the Rangitata to
the Waitaki. There were now 2281
Catholics within this area (Geraldine
and Waimate counties), a far cry from
the scattered handfuls of twenty years
Turning the first sod for railway construction at
before. Travel, at least, was becoming
Timaru, 4 October 1871.
- South Canterbury Museum 0567.
a little easier. The priest’s monthly
visit to Temuka for instance was much
simpler with the completion of a bridge over the Opihi in 1870 and a railway line
in 1875 – one of the new construction projects developed by the government. The
foundations that the Marists had laid down in South Canterbury were proving solid
and progress was simply a matter of time. Fr Chataigner had demonstrated his worth
again. As an anonymous correspondent wrote of him to the Tablet in October 1874,
“a more painstaking priest there is not in Canterbury.” Consequently, when the Marist
central administration in Wellington found itself in a complete mess in mid-1875, it
was the ‘painstaking’ Fr Chataigner who was called north to sort things out.
South Canterbury was sorry to lose him, not just the Catholics but the wider
community too for whom he had proven a tactful and diplomatic representative of
the church. His congregations in Temuka, Timaru and Waimate got together and
presented him with a handsome horse and buggy, valued at 133 guineas, as well as
a cash gift of 50 guineas (a guinea was one pound plus a shilling). A well-attended
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farewell function in Timaru in July added a further
67 guineas to the pot. To put this in context,
unskilled labourers – the category applicable to
most Timaru Catholic men at this time – were being
paid up to 9 shillings a day in South Canterbury
in 1874 (£2.14s for a six-day week), while female
domestic servants could earn up to £45 a year (plus
their keep). The substantial sums stumped up in
appreciation of the priest’s service are therefore
strong indications of Fr Chataigner’s popularity
with his Irish congregation. The priest was just as
sad to leave. As Mary Goulter wrote of him in her
profile in Sons of France, “Timaru with its sunshine
and sea breezes, has a habit of twining itself around
the hearts of its priests.” Moreover, he hated windy
Wellington and his thankless task of straightening
out the mission’s accounts. “Life here”, he wrote
back from the northern city, “is as miserable as a
winter’s night; the climate is horrible; my position
has no name here, or rather it is no position at all.”
He had, he said, a “head full of figures, and hands
full of pound notes.”
Barbara Harper’s centennial history records Fr
Chataigner’s departure as taking place in 1876
and his return in 1878. Contemporary newspaper
reports, however, record farewell functions in
Report of Fr Chataigner’s farewell from
July 1875, and then his return to Timaru at the
Timaru in 1875.
– Timaru Herald.
beginning of October 1877. In
the intervening two years, Timaru was left in the care of Fr
John Goutenoire. Another French-born Marist, he had
arrived from Napier some months before Chataigner’s
departure and acted initially as the parish’s first curate.
He stepped up to be parish priest from July 1875. The
next year, 1876, Fr Louis Fauvel was appointed to the
new parish of Temuka, separating off the northern
part of the original parish (including Geraldine and
stretching north to the Rangitata). This created a
pastoral zone very similar to the situation in 2011. The
southern zone extending down to Waimate remained
part of Timaru until 1881. Fr Goutenoire took the first
steps to build a church there. Subsequently, as Waimate was
separated off from Timaru in its turn, he became Waimate’s
Fr Louis Fauvel S.M.
first resident priest.
[MAW]
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Fr Goutenoire was to become a beloved figure in
South Canterbury; known to all as “good Fr John”.
His first task in Timaru was to raise funds to extend
Fr Chataigner’s church. In fact, of course, he was
no more than a figurehead. The real fund-raising
work was done by the ladies of the parish, who
spent months in late 1876 preparing for a grand
bazaar. A group of six women co-ordinated the
project: Mrs Pender (wife of the head of the Timaru
police force Inspector Peter Pender), a Mrs Knight,
Mrs Wildermoth (wife of the Cave publican John
Wildermoth), and Mrs Mullin (wife of the Timaru
publican Michael Mullin), a Miss McIntosh and a
Fr John Goutenoire S.M., (Good Father
Miss Stent. It’s a shame that women are so hard to
John) who took over in Timaru during
trace in records from this period. The three women
Father Chataigner’s absence and
later became the first parish priest of
in this fundWaimate.
[MAW]
raising
group
who can be
positively identified, are categorised here by
reference to their husbands’ occupations. That they
should be the wives of two publicans and a policeman
probably represents a pretty characteristic profile
for the leading members of a Catholic congregation
- Timaru Herald, 24 April, 1876
in New Zealand at this time.
Whatever their husbands’ roles, the ladies did an incredible amount of work,
marshalling the efforts of the whole parish to gather together a stunning array of
goods for sale. The event itself was held over 5 days during the A & P show at
the beginning of November when there were lots of visitors in town. Moss Jonas’
repository beside the Bank of New Zealand in Main South Road (later Stafford Street)
was the venue. Jonas was not only an auctioneer and commission agent but also a
leading Timaru Jew and later Mayor of the town.
He had not long before celebrated the opening
of a synagogue for his own congregation in
Bank Street. His premises may well have been
simply the most suitable venue but perhaps this
connection is also a reminder of how fund-raisers
like the bazaar were major community events in
a fledgling township like Timaru. Whatever the
cause, the whole population of the town would
flock to support the occasion, which was in any
case probably the most exciting show in town that
week. The rather overblown report published by
the Timaru Herald gives us some hint of just how
Advertisement for the parish’s Grand
impressive it must have been:
Bazaar in 1876. – Timaru Herald.
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Thomas Harney was a professional
gardener and horticulturalist as well as a
staunch Catholic. He was responsible for
the ‘evergreen decorations’ at the 1886
Bazaar.
- South Canterbury Museum 2008/148.49.

“The fancy bazaar at Mr Moss Jonas's Repository,
in aid of the building fund of the Catholic Church,
Timaru, opened yesterday afternoon. The
collection of articles displayed, the taste with
which the stalls were arranged, and the general
appearance of the whole building, was most
pleasing, and could not fail to attract large
numbers of visitors. Over the entrance are
the words— in large letters— ‘Grand Oriental
Bazaar,’ round which are green boughs, &c. and
in the centre a ten-star gaslight. On entering the
building one is at once struck with the fantastic
evergreen decorations in all parts. These were carried
out under the direction and supervision of Mr
Duval and Mr Harney. The gaslighting was done
by Mr Ford, who has succeeded in illuminating the
different prominent features so as to show them
off to the best advantage.

In describing the different stalls it is a matter of impossibility to go at any length
into details, as the articles displayed are of such a varied character, and all so choice,
that one could never know which to praise most. Commencing on the left hand side,
after entering, the first stall is one presided over by Mrs Ford, assisted by Miss Watkins.
Here we noticed amongst some of the most striking articles several very handsome toilet
sets, revolving cigarholders, clocks, beautifully worked cushions, and an exceedingly
pretty parachute of an entirely new description. But perhaps the most marvellous of the
wonders displayed to view were the talking and walking dolls, which distinctly uttered
'papa" and "mamma," and strutted about in a most graceful manner. Amongst other
works of art were railway trains, steamboats, cabs, etc., all worked by machinery of the
most approved style. All the rest of the articles were of an equally choice kind.
Next to Mrs Ford's stall on the same side comes a double one presided over by
Mesdames Pender and Knight, assisted by Misses Davis, Macintosh, Hibbard, and, Mrs
Sims. The eye here wanders from one thing to another in a maze of bewilderment;
everything being so exquisite and rare. It is first arrested by some excessively pretty
bonnets, then by a Swiss hamlet carved in wood with lake and boats moving on it; next
it will be caught by fancy work tables, cosies, and some marvellous crochet work. A very
handsome sofa rug will next meet the glance, and so on from one thing to another; from
the useful to the ornamental. A work of art here to be seen is the case in which is placed
a small species of seagull, rocks, shells, and seaweed being excellently represented.
Moving on we come to the flower stall, presided over. by the ladies of the previously
mentioned stall. Here are displayed the most tempting boquets of the choicest flowers
in season, the collection being such as we have rarely seen equalled.
Across the western end of the building is the refreshment hall, presided over by Miss
Connor, assisted by Mesdames Murphy and Ross, and Miss Shea. Here may be found
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no end of tempting delicacies for the hungry and thirsty, all displayed to the very best
advantage by the fair vendors. Next (on the North Side of the building) comes another
fancy stall, presided over by Mrs Wildermoth, assisted by Misses Bresnan and Fahey. Here
again may be seen another table covered with articles of exquisite workmanship and
curiosities of all descriptions. A sweet little doll, dressed up as a bride, is conspicuously
placed, and if there was only a little more of her one might really mistake her for
the genuine thing. Pictures, comprising one of St. Patrick, are numerous, as are also
valuable albums, musical instruments, and various sorts of jewellery. Moving onwards
towards the door, one comes to two more fancy stalls, the first presided over by Miss
Stent, assisted by Mrs Filmore, and Misses Glasson and Pinkey, and the second by Mrs
Reilly, assisted by: Misses Griffin and England. Each, of these is on a par with those
already described, in fact the tout ensemble of the whole bazaar is beyond description.
It would be simply impossible to find a collection of articles superior in any way
to those at this Bazaar, and the trouble and pains taken over them must have been
very great. Many of the really useful and valuable articles are donations from people
belonging to other denominations who have in this way shown their sympathy with,
and desire to assist the objects which the Church have in view. We would honestly and
strongly advise all who can possibly do so to pay the Bazaar a visit, and once in we can
wager they will not come away empty-handed. It presents an opportunity of purchasing
choice and good articles which will very rarely if ever occur again, The attendance
yesterday was most satisfactory, the building being literally crowded, the greater part
of the time. It will be open again to-day. Music is not wanted to enliven the scene, the
piano being presided over by different lady and gentlemen friends.
Wow! It sounds more exciting than The Warehouse sale on Boxing Day. In any
case, the bazaar was a major success raising over £700 for the church building fund.
In 2011 dollars this is approximately $100,000. Fr Goutenoire must have confidently
anticipated such a result. Tenders had been called and work was under way on the
church by mid-October, even before the bazaar was held. The tender notice referred to
“completion” of the church without further detail but a newspaper report described
the additions as more than doubling its original size. There was also a new bell,
actually a second-hand one donated by run-holder Isaac Sheath after a new imported
one proved too expensive at £80. A local merchant was left carrying the latter until
an art union fund-raiser was held to purchase it as Timaru’s new fire bell (“better than
any fire bell… in Dunedin”!). Barbara Harper also describes some interior decoration,
“The ceiling was painted sky blue and spangled with bright gilt stars”, a rose window
was added to the sanctuary and choir stalls erected on either side. Oddly, however,
when the completed church was opened by Bishop Redwood in June 1877, reports
described it as “the new Catholic Church”.
At the opening ceremonies the customary collection was taken up, knocking a
further £90 off the remaining debt on the church. So far, this sounds like the ordinary
record of giving, characteristic of a 19th-century colonial Catholic congregation. To
put it in some perspective, however, the same congregation had stumped up £28
for the Timaru Benevolent Society just one week earlier. The extraordinary nature
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of its charity only becomes evident
when we find that every other church
congregation in Timaru likewise devoted
its collection to the Benevolent Society
on that day. Catholics were notably
poorer as a group than the other church
congregations. There were moreover
many more Anglicans, considerably
more Presbyterians and a similar number
of Methodists (Wesleyans) to Catholics
in town. But as against the £28 donated
by the Catholics, the Anglicans gave
just £17, the Presbyterians £13 and the
Wesleyans £3. This prompted a rather
acerbic editorial comment from the
Timaru Herald under the header, “Alas
for the rarity, of Christian charity.” It is
worth quoting these comments further,
not as some mean-spirited jibe at the
Protestant churches, but simply as a
contemporary tribute to the generosity
of the pioneer generation of Timaru
Catholics.

Bishop Francis Redwood in the 1880s.
- Held Firm By Faith by Michael O’Meeghan SM

“We are safe in putting down the
congregation at St. Mary's Church
[Anglican] at three times that of the Catholic Church in number, and ten times in
average wealth; and we probably should not be far out in estimating the Presbyterian
congregation at double that of the Catholic Church in number, and four times as wealthy...
It would seem, then, that the Catholics, who are almost all poor, hard-working people,
earning their bread by the sweat of their brow, and who do not include among them a
single member of the wealthy classes, "lent to the Lord " on this occasion at least five
shillings for every one thus invested by each of their wealthy neighbors [sic]. ... Let the
poor of Timaru … remember that they owe their acknowledgments, humanly speaking,
not to the rich, the pretentious, and the splendid; but mainly to the humble, worthy
Catholic priest and his small but charitable flock,
... Almost entirely unaided, they have erected a commodious and very beautiful
church, at a cost which, to more niggardly or less pious communities, would seem to
be altogether beyond their means. They have not been able quite to pay for it yet, and
we believe that to-morrow a special appeal will be made to them for that purpose. That
it will be cheerfully and liberally responded to there cannot be a doubt; but is it not
most creditable to them that, with this second call immediately pending, they should
have contributed so largely last Sunday? The fact is, that with the Catholics religion is
a reality, and charity is one of its highest duties.” [TH 25 June 1877]
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These comments also testify to a steadily
improving reputation for the Catholic
community in Timaru. Old sectarian
prejudices seemed to be diminishing as
the Sacred Heart congregation showed
itself to be dedicated, civic-minded and
philanthropic to an admirable degree.
This increased standing was even more
evident during a debate within the
Anglican congregation at St Mary’s about
alternative sites for a new church that
they were planning to build in 1878.
Their original site, the gift of George
Rhodes, was felt to be too small for their
ambitious plans to add a parsonage and
a school to the new church. Alternative
sites were therefore considered including
a number of sections adjacent to the
Catholic-owned land along the Town
Fulbert Archer, the first chairman of the Timaru
Belt. Some members of the St Mary’s Harbour Board and a respected member of the
Vestry apparently expressed reservations Timaru community.
- South Canterbury Museum 3351
about putting themselves so close to the
Catholics. Their attitude, however, was
roundly condemned by a Mr Archer to general acclaim from a well-attended meeting:
“For his part he would not ask for better neighbors [sic] than the Roman Catholics,
and the fact of their possessing the adjoining sections he would regard as a great
advantage. (Hear, hear.) He had recently visited the Roman Catholic chapel, and also
the residence of the priests who officiated there, and had been struck with the spotless
purity of the shrine, and the jealous care with which the ground around was attended
to. He thought that they should have congratulated themselves upon having the sections
adjoining their church owned by a religious body who always take a pride in improving
and beautifying every thing belonging to them. (Hear, hear, and applause.) … He only
wished that the Church of England people would be influenced by the same spirit as the
Roman Catholics, and by the same attachment to their Church, for, if they were, this
grand edifice of which they had been talking for the last two years, instead of being little
better than an ecclesiastical mirage, would have long ago been a reality in their midst.
(Applause.) [TH 17 May 1878.]
Challenges lay ahead, however, for this cosy picture of sectarian harmony. The
growing size of the Catholic population and perhaps even more its increasing sense of
self confidence did not go unnoticed by enemies of the Church. Keeping the Catholics
in their place was a particular pre-occupation for Orangemen. This lodge organisation
had its origins among the Protestant ‘loyalists’ of the northern Irish province of Ulster
but through the 19th century had spread throughout Scotland and Northern England.
Orangeism came to New Zealand with immigrants from all three countries. Orange
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lodges began to appear in Canterbury from 1864 and a Timaru lodge opened in 1874.
Its ideology centred on hostility to Catholicism. The expanding Catholic presence in
Timaru through the 1870s inevitably set the scene for a clash between the two groups.
The result – the subject of the next chapter - would have long-term consequences for
Catholic life in Timaru.

Advertisement for the formation of an Orange Lodge in Timaru,
March 1874.
– Timaru Herald.
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Chapter Three

“The Saige O Timaru”
The 1879 Boxing Day Riot
The immigrant generation of Irish Catholics was not a backward-looking group.
Many had left their homes in Ireland with relief, glad to be free of the poverty and
lack of opportunity that awaited them there. South Canterbury was, in contrast, a
place of wonderful prospects. There were jobs that paid well. There was the chance
to own some land – no more of the oppressive landlord regime of home. Even better,
young men and women could marry and have a family. There were plenty of suitors
to choose from and no need to raise dowries or have an inheritance to look forward to
before doing so. Such was not the case in rural Ireland after the Great Famine. Families
restricted marriage options so that just one son would inherit the family farm and
just one daughter get a dowry. The rest of the children in the large families that were
common could expect nothing. Their only real hope of achieving an independence –
and of having a family – was to emigrate.
I think that is why there was so little attachment to Irish traditions in the colony.
Sure, folk customs were maintained for a while but in the long run very little of old

Cottages built to shelter new immigrants at Patiti Point in the 1870s. – South Canterbury Museum collection 2377
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Ireland was passed on to the succeeding generations in New Zealand. Instead, the
migrants embraced new colonial ways with alacrity. English was the language of the
future so Irish was left for the old people to chat among themselves. The French
priests introduced ‘modern’ Catholic practices from Europe – Benediction, sodalities,
devotion to the Sacred Heart - and their Irish congregations lapped them up. Asked
to contribute to one church-building fund after another, they dug deep and gave
generously from their fragile new prosperity. Beyond their church network, the
migrants mixed freely with people from other ethnic and religious backgrounds and
began to develop a sense of identity as colonials. In Timaru an Irish Catholic was just
as good as the next man (or woman) and didn’t need to kow tow to anyone.
But there remained points of difference. The church for one thing was determined
to hold on to the allegiance of its members. Two threats to that loyalty were greatly
feared. The first was the challenge posed by ‘mixed marriages’. Because so many
Irish girls were prepared to emigrate – when English and Scottish girls were much
less enthusiastic – Irish women were a disproportionate element in the pool of
young marriageable women in the colony. Protestant men were actively courting
them and many Catholic girls were happy to be wooed. What about their children

Reporting of Father Henneberry’s sermon in Timaru and Bishop Redwood’s earlier strictures
against ‘mixed marriages’, which both caused offence to Protestants.
– Timaru Herald 1878
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however? The Catholic bishops were worried that such families would be drawn to the
more socially acceptable religious affiliations of Protestant fathers. To counter this
threat, powerful communal proscriptions were put in place. ‘Mixed marriages’ were
strongly discouraged from the pulpit. Protestant spouses had to sign a commitment
to bring up their children as Catholics. Wedding ceremonies were conducted in the
sacristy instead of the church, symbolically marking the ‘mixed’ union as somehow
second-rate. A visiting Irish missioner, Fr Patrick Henneberry, raised the ire of New
Zealand Protestants after newspaper reports that he was preaching against the evils
attendant on mixed marriages when he toured the colony in late 1878.
The second threat was from the colonial education system. This too was feared by
the bishops as a form of Protestantising by stealth, or perhaps worse, a secularising
influence that would undermine religious belief altogether. Hence Fr Chataigner’s
careful watch on the activities of public school teachers. And for good reason. School
textbooks, particularly in history and bible study, were studded with anti-Catholic
references. Many public school teachers were not averse to pushing an anti-Catholic
line either, shaming Catholic children before their classmates. The church’s answer
was to develop schools of its own, places where Catholic children could receive a good
education from within a Catholic worldview. This became even more imperative in 1877
when an Act was passed to make New Zealand primary education “free, compulsory
and secular.” Catholic schools were now considered an essential component of every
parish structure.
A primary school thus became the top priority for Sacred Heart parish once the
church had been successfully completed. Bishop Redwood
pushed the idea every time he passed through town and
in early 1879 he issued instructions to the Timaru
architect Maurice Duval to prepare plans for two
schools – one for the girls and one for the boys. The
former was to be on land to the south of the church
and the latter across the road, at the corner of the
Town Belt and Browne Street. Design for the first
school was completed by April and a construction
contract was awarded to John Delaney soon after.
He had men on site by May. Delaney’s price was
£1,244: clearly there was no let up in the parish’s
fund-raising after the grand effort to pay for the
church. The school building proved to be a good
investment, however, serving the parish well – with
some additions and alterations - for over a century. Maurice Duval, the Belgian architect
It was an unusual design and, according to its last who designed most of the early
principal Sr Elizabeth Sherry, “a lovely school to Catholic buildings in Timaru.
– South Canterbury Museum 3331
teach in.”
The school, Timaru’s first Catholic one, opened on 3 November 1879. While called
the ‘girls’ school’, it had to cater for boys as well as girls to begin with. Not together
however. Duval, the Belgian-born Catholic architect (responsible for the fancy
decorations at the 1876 bazaar), had cleverly designed it so that the main schoolroom
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could be divided in two with
a moveable partition. This
allowed boys to be taught
on one side, girls on the
other, until the separate
boys’ school was erected
in 1881. Bishop Redwood
came to Timaru a fortnight
after lessons began, to
officially open and bless the
school. It was a delightful
ceremony, beginning with a
Sacred Heart Primary School, Timaru’s first Catholic school.
Mass, then a procession to
– Sister Elizabeth Sherry RSM
the school with the children
in holiday garb and carrying various colourful banners. The bishop added to the colour,
wearing his full episcopal regalia, while young Charlie Wilson delivered a welcoming
address. Eight other children flanked him as representatives of the pupils, selected
too perhaps as the progeny of leading parishioners
– two of Inspector Pender’s children, two of Thomas
Harney’s, and Thomas O’Driscoll’s step-son among
them.

Report on the Catholic procession that
followed Fr Henneberry’s sermon.
- Timaru Herald August 1878

For the parish community, this was just another
public demonstration of pride and communal
achievement. It followed on both from the church
opening in 1877 and the temperance mission run by
Fr Henneberry in 1878. The latter had concluded
with a mass procession of Timaru Catholics from
the church, along the main street and back, replete
with colourful banners displaying symbols of Irish
and Catholic identity. Perhaps unwittingly, these
displays had annoyed some Protestant citizens of
Timaru. Members of the Orange lodge in particular
saw the processions as provocative and felt it was
time to match it with one of their own. Orange
processions, however, were much more explicitly
antagonistic than what the Catholics had been
doing. Orange symbols were rooted in bitter
episodes in Irish history, specifically the defeat of
Catholic forces at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690
and the subsequent oppression of the native Irish
by Protestant settlers from England and Scotland.
Orange marches could be seen not only as reminders
of that oppression but also as statements of intent
that Protestant dominance should continue.
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Unsurprisingly, Catholics found such
displays galling. All around the world,
whether in Ireland, Scotland, England,
Canada, Australia – in fact anywhere that
Orangemen expressed themselves with
public processions - Catholic opposition
was common, creating noisy disturbances
at best and full-blown riots at worst. In
1879, this world-wide migrant phenomenon
came to Canterbury, not just once but
twice - in two separate places on the same
day. In Christchurch as well as Timaru,
Orangemen had decided to mount their
first public processions on the Boxing Day
holiday. This was not one of the traditional
Timaru Orange Lodge advertisement. The symbol
of William of Orange on his horse harks back to
dates for Orange marches – those were 12
the Battle of the Boyne.
– Timaru Herald
July and 5 November – but it was a day for
picnics and processions for many groups
in colonial communities. In Timaru therefore the Orangemen tacked their march on
to an annual Timaru procession of Friendly Societies, and something very similar was
planned for Christchurch. Both marches were publicly advertised in the lead-up to
the Christmas holiday. It was a first, a statement by die-hard Protestants that they
aspired to replicate the old-world Protestant
ascendancy in colonial Canterbury.
Timaru’s Catholics were not slow to react.
Thomas O’Driscoll, publican of the Hibernian
Hotel, took the lead in organising a Catholic
response. Born in Ballymacelligott, County
Kerry, O’Driscoll had arrived in Canterbury
with his brother Michael in 1866. They
followed a sister, Hannah, and another
brother, Matthew, who nominated them
both for assisted passage. After a couple of
years as an agricultural labourer, Thomas had
married Mary Gerity, the widow of a Timaru
publican and began a long and successful
career as a hotelkeeper. We have already seen
the prominent role that the O’Driscolls and
other publicans played within the Catholic
community. Quite apart from his customers,
Thomas had an extensive network of friends
and relations from Co Kerry in the country
districts to the north and south of Timaru. As
the Christmas holiday loomed, he dashed off
letters to everyone he could think of for help
to ‘obstruct the [Orange] ruffians’.
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Headstone in Timaru cemetery for Thomas
O’Driscoll, chief organiser of the Timaru
rioters in 1879.

Inspector Peter Pender, the head of the Timaru
police force and Sacred Heart parishioner who
had to walk a fine line in dealing with sectarian
unrest.
– South Canterbury Museum 3332

Inspector Peter Pender, head of the Timaru
police force, was also a parishioner at Sacred
Heart, however. As we have seen, he and his
wife matched publicans like the O’Driscolls
or the Mullins for involvement in parish
affairs. By Christmas Eve Pender knew of the
plans to oppose the Orange march and took
the precaution of sending to Christchurch
for reinforcements. In fact, it was an open
secret around the town that trouble was
brewing and on 26 December - a Friday - the
Timaru Herald expressed the hope that the
Orangemen would abandon their plan since
such a ‘challenge’ was out of place in Timaru
and ‘calculated to give offence to a section
of the community’. The Mayor and the
Resident Magistrate even went to the Orange
lodge room to make this appeal in person.
The only concession that the Orangemen
were prepared to make was to wait until the
procession actually began before putting on
their regalia.

At ten o’clock 40 Orangemen set off from
Russell Square for the Foresters Hall in
George Street where the procession would begin. Simultaneously a watching detective,
observed some 80 men leaving Thomas O’Driscoll’s Hibernian Hotel in Latter Street for
the same destination. On arrival the Orangemen formed up in ranks behind a group
from the Foresters Lodge and another from the Oddfellows. But as soon as they began
to put on their ceremonial sashes and scarves – their ‘colours’ – they were surrounded
by some 150 shouting men determined to prevent the march. Inspector Pender bravely
rode his horse between the two groups, supported by his men on foot and the local
magistrate who vainly appealed to the ‘Hibernian’ crowd to let the Orangemen proceed.
He must have heaved a sigh of relief when 20 police reinforcements appeared on the
scene, fresh off a special train from Christchurch. But the balance tipped against
them moments later when another hundred or more Catholics appeared almost
simultaneously off a train from Waimate. It was a lively scene, with hundreds of overexcited men jostling for position within a crowded streetscape and a situation ripe for
explosion into violence.
The procession then set off, with the Orangemen at the rear. The police attempted
to hold back the surging ‘Hibernians’ but they broke through the police ranks and
into the Orangemen, cutting them off from the tail of the procession, which carried
on up the street. There was a moment of confusion but, amazingly, no blows were
exchanged and only one Orangeman had the indignity of having his scarf pulled
off. The Orangemen then beat a hasty retreat into the Foresters Hall to consider
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Key locations in the Timaru Boxing Day riot, 1879: 1. Orange Lodge Russell Square (Orange) 2. The
Foresters Hall(Red) 3. The Hibernian Hotel (Dark Green) 4. Timaru Railway Station (Light Green) 5.
Timaru Police Station (North St) (Blue) 6. Sacred Heart Church (Yellow).
- part of Plan of Timaru Townships Canterbury 1875, South Canterbury Museum

their options. A few drew their ceremonial swords with intent but Inspector Pender
immediately clamped down on this and the swords were wisely put away. Out on the
street, the Resident Magistrate went through the formal procedure of ‘reading the
Riot Act’. The Catholic crowd took no notice of this at all. The stand-off continued
until the Orangemen decided that discretion was the better part of valour and they
would forego their march for the moment and take off their ‘colours’. The police took
a similarly discreet line, opting to leave any arrests until a later time and withdrawing
to the police station.
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It seemed like a triumph for the Catholics. They tagged along behind the police
party and then formed a loose procession of their own and marched victoriously
along the main street. There is no mention of it in the surviving records but I rather
imagine that they then headed back to the Hibernian to celebrate with a few victory
toasts. In the afternoon and early evening the ‘country cousins’ - most of those who
had gathered in fact - caught trains to return to their homes around Temuka and
Waimate. No-one thought for a minute that this was the end of the matter, it was
merely the end of round one, but victory had gone to the Catholics on points. Round
two would be another matter altogether. The Orangemen were not expected to take
their humiliation lightly and both sides were soon protesting their intentions to roll
up reinforcements for another stoush on New Year’s Day. The police responded in
kind, drawing in further reinforcements from Oamaru and Dunedin and swearing in
local citizens as special constables. By the end of Boxing Day 1879, there were over

An engraving depicting the more serious assault on the Orange march in Christchurch. The Catholic navvies
are depicted with brutish ape-like faces in contrast to the fine Anglo-Saxon profiles of the Orangemen.
- Illustrated New Zealand Herald, January 1880, Otago Settlers Museum collection
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70 policemen on hand in Timaru, one for every 48 residents. The town was in a state
of siege – mockingly immortalised by Thomas Bracken in his poem on the riots The
Saige O Timaru – that would be unique in its history.
Nor was that the end of the official response. Thomas Weldon, commander of the
South Island Constabulary, came up from Dunedin to take charge himself. Telegrams
whizzed back and forth between him and the Police Commissioner in Wellington. A
detachment of the Armed Constabulary was sent down from the North Island, the local
military Volunteer unit was deployed on nightly guard duty through the week, and,
for New Year’s Day, 300 special constables were sworn into service and armed with
batons. The police themselves carried snider rifles. Was this a huge over-reaction
or sensible precautions? Police intelligence suggested the latter, since according
to a surviving police report it was believed that “‘both parties were supposed to be
mustering all the available men they could, [and] arms and ammunition were called
into requisition by the contending parties .... an affray or riot of no ordinary kind was
fully anticipated.”
What made it all seem even worse was the simultaneous attack in Christchurch on
Boxing Day where the Orange procession had been physically assaulted and some of
the marchers beaten with pick handles. It seemed incredible that the two attacks
could be anything other than a co-ordinated plan, raising fears well beyond Orange
ranks about what the Irish Catholics were up to. In fact, the Christchurch attack
was opportunistic, the work of a crowd of drunken navvies on holiday and staying
at a local ‘Irish’ hotel. They had watched the police contingent leaving for Timaru
early in the morning and saw a chance for some mischief in their absence. Later in
the day, as news of their attack on the Orange procession spread, their hotel – The
Borough in Manchester Street - came under attack from an angry mob of Protestants,
who broke all its windows with stones. Ironically, the police remnant then had to
safeguard the hotel, even while they made several arrests of rioters from among its
disreputable inhabitants. All very exciting but not something to challenge civic
order long-term. The Christchurch rioters were subsequently prosecuted and jailed.
Attention meanwhile had quickly switched back to Timaru.
Unlike in Christchurch, however, the rioters in Timaru were drawn from the
heart of the Catholic community. Fr Chataigner got stuck into them at Mass two
days later. He must have been shaken by the disaster that threatened the carefully
cultivated relationships with Timaru’s Protestants. What sort of neighbours would
they be considered now? He told his congregation in no uncertain terms that they
had to ignore the Orangemen and have no part in further confrontations, advice
echoed by Bishop Moran from Dunedin. A parish meeting was held on 28 December
at which those present – no doubt under the stern gaze of the Frenchman - voted
overwhelmingly against further action and committed themselves to dissuade others
likewise. Then the arrests began. Six of the ringleaders from Boxing Day were placed
under armed guard in the Timaru lock-up on 30 December, including Thomas O’Driscoll.
Three more would be arrested the following week. At least seven of those arrested
were Kerrymen – O’Driscoll himself, Jeremiah Kelly, Patrick O’Shea, Patrick O’Connor,
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Daniel O’Keefe, John Dennehy and Maurice Moynihan.
The other two were a James Watson and Larry Tooher,
who was the pioneer Catholic of Waimate and at whose
home visiting priests had stayed and early Masses in the
town been said.
New Year’s Day 1880 dawned in Timaru on an
incredible gathering of soldiers and policemen: 300
special constables, 160 Volunteers and Artillery Cadets,
51 Armed Constabulary, eight Timaru and 23 Dunedin
policemen, and six constables - a grand total of 557
men – all ready to preserve the Queen’s peace from Orange
or Green. The Catholics were in fact no longer any sort of
threat but perhaps they were now somewhat threatened
Larry Tooher, pioneer Waimate
themselves.
Public reaction to the Timaru riot was no
Catholic and one of those
less hostile to the Catholic faction than it had been in
arrested for his role in the Boxing
Day events.
- Seán Brosnahan
Christchurch. This became clear during New Year’s Day
when fully 3,000 people took part in an impromptu
procession to the Caledonian games at the sports ground. Periodically along the
route cheers were given for the Queen and for the Orange lodge. An even larger
procession followed the end of the sports in the evening. It was a symbolic reclaiming
of the civic space. For while the Orange lodge might represent an extreme perspective,
Protestant identity was nonetheless a unifying factor for a much larger portion of the
community. The message was unmistakeable – Catholics were the minority in Timaru
and they challenged Protestant symbols at their peril.
This message was rammed home even more dramatically the following November
when Timaru finally had its Orange march. Christchurch had held one on the great
Orange anniversary of 12 July. Timaru took the second great Orange day, 5 November.
The police had been monitoring developments all year and remained concerned about
the proposed marches since the Orangemen were supposed to have purchased large
numbers of revolvers. Inspector Broham advised Wellington headquarters that while
it was “most improbable that any attack will be made upon [the Orange marchers] in
Christchurch ... Inspector Pender tells me that he is not quite sure whether they will be
allowed to march unmolested through Timaru, as the feelings of the Catholic party are
deeply roused, and their number is very large in the district.” A warning was passed
to the Orange leaders not to go armed through the streets and it was heeded; the July
Christchurch march went off peacefully enough. One thousand Orange supporters
took part, watched by a supportive crowd of ten thousand. A more overt police
presence was organised for the November march in Timaru – 150 special constables
sworn in and reinforcements brought in from Christchurch, Oamaru and Dunedin. The
hotels were also closed as a precaution.
The Timaru march also passed off peacefully. Five hundred Orangemen gathered
from all over the South Island, supported by three thousand members of the public
who marched behind them. The Catholics wisely kept their heads down. The only
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This military procession passing the Shamrock Hotel in Stafford Street south in the mid-1890s would have
been an uncomfortable reminder for Catholics of the 1880 March.
- South Canterbury Museum 1559

open signs of defiance were long green ribbons streaming out from the curtains of the
Shamrock Hotel in Stafford Street and women inside who spat at the marchers from
behind them. These would be relations of mine I have to confess, indeed members of
the Hoare family who had been among the original Catholic settlers in Timaru and had
opened the Shamrock Hotel two days before the ‘riot’, in December 1879. The Boxing
Day ringleaders had meanwhile been convicted of riot and assault in the District
Court in March but had appealed. Their fate was thus still undecided in November
and they certainly couldn’t afford to cause any more trouble.
They had engaged Robert Stout, until recently the Attorney
General, to argue their case. He did so very effectively,
arguing from Irish history to show the provocative nature of
Orange demonstrations. By the time the appeal was heard
in January 1881 the second Orange march had already been
held without incident. The accused men were able to muster
a host of character witnesses to testify to their respectability
and good behaviour, including Inspector Pender. All were
let off in the end with a good behaviour bond, except for
Thomas O’Driscoll who was singled out as the chief organiser
and fined £100. Even then, however, the judge acknowledged
that he would not ‘send a man of his high character to herd
Robert Stout,
- Otago Settlers Museum
with felons in gaol.’
But if the rioters seemed to get off virtually ‘scot-free’, a bitter feeling lingered
in the wake of the conflict. ‘Communal feelings’ are a hard thing to pin down in
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historical records. But sometimes we can use something else as a de facto indicator
of what people might have been thinking. In 1880 the substitute marker could be
reaction to a famine then raging in Ireland. The distress was particularly bad in
Co Kerry – the third harvest in a row had been a disaster. This was of course the
home area for so many of South Canterbury’s Catholic Irish (reflected too in the
origins of the riot leaders). News of the suffering in Ireland led to Irish Famine Relief
Committees being established throughout New Zealand to organise fund-raising of
relief. Substantial amounts were donated in every centre of consequence. Timaru
was the notable exception. When a meeting was finally held to establish a local
committee, it met with little enthusiasm. Much was made of “the unfortunate feeling”
current in the town as the reason. The committee nonetheless organised a street
appeal but this too met with “a disagreeable reaction” and the pathetic sum of £5.11.0
was donated (although the Catholic congregations in Timaru and Temuka separately
contributed £140.)
Ironically, the Famine Fund street appeal was held at the end of a week when the
Timaru Orange Lodge was hosting a notorious anti-Catholic lecturer, the Canadian expriest Pastor Charles Chiniquy. His tour had been long anticipated by the Orange lodges
of New Zealand as a sort of riposte to Fr Henneberry’s mission in 1878. Chiniquy had
a strong track record of stirring up sectarian ill-feeling on similar lecture tours around
the world. New Zealand newspapers had been reporting on a trail of discord left by
Chiniquy through Australia just before the Boxing Day riots. Indeed, Thomas O’Driscoll
had referred to Chiniquy’s forthcoming visit in his notorious letter. But the riots and
their aftermath seem to have taught a valuable lesson to Catholic communities across
New Zealand about pushing their claims too far – significantly the Chiniquy tour
passed off without attracting a single incident of Catholic reaction.
This lesson must have been seared into the collective consciousness of Sacred
Heart’s pioneer generation of parishioners. Given the hundreds that had jostled with
the Orangemen on Boxing Day, there can have been few Timaru Catholic families who
were not directly implicated in its events. They were lucky that only nine men had
been picked out for criminal prosecution; it could have been dozens more. Afterwards,
they faced a renewed struggle to earn the approbation of their fellow citizens. But
they had done it before; the trick was going to be to follow the same path that had
proven so successful in the 1870s. Agitation about old Irish issues was out. Catholics
would win respect by quietly building their place in the colonial community. Indeed,
building was going to be the operative word, as Sacred Heart parishioners would
demonstrate in the years ahead.
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Chapter Four

Labourers of the Lord
The Sacred Heart Nuns in Timaru
The disaster of the riots was followed almost immediately by a quite amazing –
and positive - development for Timaru’s Catholics. Even while some of its members
languished in the police lock-up awaiting trial, the parish celebrated the long-awaited
arrival of Sacred Heart nuns from the United States. Their coming was a signal
achievement for the parish. It meant that the keystone of a Catholic education
system was finally in place. To understand its importance we need to go back briefly
to the concept of “a strong parish structure”, referred to in an earlier chapter. We
noted how concerned the 19th-century Church was to safeguard its flocks against
‘leakage’ in the colonies of the British Empire. The strictures against ‘mixed marriage’
were one important means of guarding the communal boundary. The other, and
equally important, was the Catholic school system. It was the chief agency for the
socialisation of new generations of colonially-born Catholics and a boundary marker
for the community.
This parish church-parish school duplex was rooted in contemporary Irish
developments, a model for church-building exported by Irish missionaries to North
America, Australia and New Zealand in a very consistent pattern in the late 19th
century. Control of education through church-run schools was fundamental to the
Irish model. Schools, however, are expensive institutions. In New Zealand, they
became prohibitively so for the Church in 1877, when all state funding for religious
schools was abolished in favour of a “free, compulsory and secular” public system.
This posed an enormous challenge for the Catholic Church, which hitherto had enjoyed
various levels of public subsidy for its schools in the different New Zealand provinces.
Catholics now had to stump up from their own slender resources if they wanted to
maintain a separate school system. Paying the teachers was a real challenge. Keeping
good teachers – and Catholics qualified to teach must have been thin on the ground
- was next to impossible with the low salaries on offer.
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In hindsight, the whole aspiration to run a Catholic school system without state
funding was unsustainable if the teaching workforce had to be paid at market
rates. Fortunately for the Catholic community there was an alternative. Religious
congregations proliferated in the 19th century. In France 200,000 women entered the
novitiates of 400 different congregations between 1800 and 1880. New ones were
popping up all the time, each with its own character and ‘brand’ identity based on
some particular spiritual quality – the Sisters of Mercy, the Society of Mary, the Little
Sisters of the Poor, the Little Brothers of Mary and so on. A good number of the
French and Irish examples were dedicated to teaching the children of the poor. These
dedicated women and men (far more women than men) lived lives bound by the vows
of poverty, chastity and obedience. Some were also highly trained, well educated, and
able to offer a top-class education. All of them were remarkably cheap to run – if
you could get them. Competition for religious was thus pretty intense. Ambitious
bishops and parish priests were always sending off desperate appeals to the Mother
Houses of religious congregations. They weren’t above trying to way-lay groups of
nuns travelling through their territory either, entreating them to stay and trying to
better offers from rival claimants for their services.
Thus the sense almost of astonishment in
Timaru in 1880 that Fr Chataigner had not only
secured the parish a group of nuns but that
these were Sisters of the Society of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus. As far as religious congregations
went, this was a pretty flash French variety.
Even more astoundingly, Timaru was to be the
first foundation by the Sacred Heart Sisters in
Australasia, despite the fact that Australasian
bishops had been trying to obtain Sacred Heart
nuns for their dioceses for decades. The first
request had come from John Polding, Australia’s
first bishop, in 1840. He visited the Society’s
foundress, Madeleine Sophie Barat, in Rome
asking for nuns to come out to Sydney but
Saint Madeleine Sophie Barat, the French
she turned him down. “I had my usual answer
foundress of the Society of the Sacred
Heart. - Society of the Sacred Heart Archives
to give,” she wrote at the time, “a refusal or
indefinite postponement. But Australia is an
English colony; foundations in Ireland and England will enable us to go there in time.”
She gave the same answer to New Zealand’s first bishop, Jean Baptiste Pompallier,
when he made his approach in 1847. One interesting thing about these early rebuffs
is the French angle – both Pompallier and Polding had impeccable French connections,
the former being French, the latter having been educated by French nuns in Liverpool.
Such factors were an important consideration as we shall see. Nonetheless, Mother
Barat turned the pioneer bishops down without a qualm.
The revealing thing about Madeleine Sophie Barat’s responses to the Australasian
prelates is the international perspective she expressed. Barat was a remarkable
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woman. She had founded her Society in 1800 as a twenty year old and led it from
then until her death in 1865. In that time, her spiritual ‘empire’ grew exponentially,
from its first school in Amiens in northern France to become what was in effect
a multi-national (spiritual) corporation embracing 89 convents and schools in over
twelve countries, and staffed by 3,600 nuns. These were holy women, inspired by
their devotion to the Sacred Heart and dedicating their lives to the Church. Madeleine
Sophie Barat was canonised in 1925. It takes nothing away from their sanctity to
also consider how unusual these women were in the society of their day. How many
other 19th-century women had the power and independence to calmly dismiss requests
from men like Polding and Pompallier? How many ran large-scale enterprises such
as these networks of schools and convents with their branches around the world, all
linked back through a hierarchical chain of command entirely composed of women?
No wonder so many bishops struggled in their relationships with the foundresses of
female religious congregations and indulged so frequently in patriarchal power-plays
to put them ‘in their place’. Little wonder too, that young Catholic women felt inspired
by such role models and flocked to join convents and embrace their independent and
personally fulfilling lifestyle.
The obvious question for us, however, is
that if Bishop Polding couldn’t secure Sacred
Heart nuns for Sydney and Bishop Pompallier
couldn’t get any for Auckland, how was Fr
Chataigner able to inveigle this pioneer band
to Timaru? The answer involves a complex web
that stretches from France to the United States
and on to New Zealand. Its two key points are
a fever in Louisiana and a fire in Kansas. The
fever was the often-deadly yellow fever that
afflicted a young Fr John Goutenoire while he
was stationed at the Marist Mission in Louisiana.
The Marist Fathers operated Jefferson College
there and its close neighbour was a Sacred Heart
convent and school. When the young priest
fell ill he was given shelter at a cottage on the
convent grounds and nursed back to health by
Mother Susannah Boudreau, the American
its Superior, Mother Susanne Boudreau. Fr John Superior who accompanied the pioneer
was “a man with tremendous enthusiasm for group of Sacred Heart nuns to Timaru but
everything he undertook.” [The Harvest, p37] He died shortly after their arrival.
- Society of the Sacred Heart Archives
evidently left a strong and favourable impression
on the French-American nun. The Sacred Heart
Sisters’ records for 1880/81 noted how “this act of kindness was a remote cause of
the foundation of Timaru: Father Goutenoire … suggested the Society of the Sacred
Heart when there was a question of bringing a religious community to New Zealand.”
Intriguingly, it was Susanne Boudreau herself who managed final negotiations with
Bishop Redwood for the Timaru foundation and then accompanied the pioneer band
to the colony. But more of that below. What of the fire?
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The large religious congregations had two key resources; their skilled personnel
and their building and property complexes. Their leaders were forever shuffling these
resources around like pieces on a chessboard, responding to the huge worldwide
demand from Catholic communities for their services. When the need for a community
disappeared therefore, its members were swiftly re-deployed somewhere else. Hence
the impact of a fire, such as the one that destroyed the Jesuit College at St Mary’s
in Kansas on 3 February 1879. The Jesuits had worked in concert with Sacred Heart
Sisters for many years in a Kansas mission to the Potawatomi Indians. As white
settlers flooded into Kansas, however, the Indians moved westward ahead of them.
By 1879 the Sisters had only 16 Indian students left and their mission had lost its
original purpose. When the Jesuits lost their building to the fire, the nuns offered
them theirs in its place. The Sacred Heart community was available to be put to better
use somewhere else. Bishop Redwood’s request was thus well-timed: the transfer
would be from Kansas to Timaru, and from the Indians to the Irish.
There was a third factor; sound, practical
property considerations. Bishop Redwood, acting
for Fr Chataigner in his negotiations with Mother
Lehon, the Sacred Heart Superior General in Paris
and Mother Boudreau in America, had sweetened
his bid for the Sisters’ services with a generous
offer of land and assistance with the building of
a suitable convent in Timaru. Mother Boudreau
was already keen and put her weight behind the
New Zealand appeal as she reported to Bishop
Redwood:
“Immediately on receipt of your letter I wrote to
[our Mother General] urging a favourable reply and
enclosing your letter with that of Fr Chataigner and
the little chart that gives a clear idea of the position
Mother Lehon, the Sacred Heart
and advantages of the property so generously donated
Superior General in Paris .
… The land offered is a beautiful and valuable gift,
- Society of the Sacred Heart Archives
for which we hope to make some compensation by
devoting ourselves unreservedly to the care of souls
according to your Lordship’s intentions … We did not calculate upon the very generous
help you are willing to give us in the construction of our Convent, and we will by no
means avail ourselves of your munificence unless we are in real necessity, for we do not
wish to be a hindrance but a help, in a mission which we know must be straitened in
material resources.” [ p 8.]
The same clear-sighted assessment is evident in Mother Lehon’s correspondence
with Bishop Redwood:
“Till now I have refused any establishment in Oceania on account of the great distance.
But this time I have wavered; the veneration and confidence which I have for the Society
of the Reverend Marist Fathers allows me, it seems, to send our Religious to New Zealand
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with more security. I am grateful also, my Lord, for the offer which you have made us
of a section of land, and according to your desire I shall explain the conditions on which
alone we shall agree to a foundation …” [p6]
The Superior General then outlined what her nuns were able
to do – run elementary and boarding schools, give retreats,
organise sodalities and run teachers’ training colleges – and
explained their rule of enclosure. “Such are our means of
apostolate”, she added, “we could not go beyond them without
changing that spirit proper to our Institute which ensures its
strength and even its existence.” [p6]. This was fair and frank
on her part because when we think about Timaru’s Catholics
and their needs in 1879, the Sacred Heart Sisters and all the
wonderful educational services they could provide seem a
very odd match. The ‘rule of enclosure’ in particular imposed
significant limits on the Sisters’ practical usefulness in a Bishop Patrick Moran,
rough and ready colonial township like Timaru. Something Bishop of Dunedin and
founder of the New
similar had happened when the first nuns were introduced Zealand Tablet in 1873.
to Dunedin eight years earlier. Following his appointment to
- Catholic Publications Centre
the newly created Dunedin diocese, Bishop Patrick Moran had
gone to Dublin to secure some Dominican Sisters to accompany him to New Zealand in
1871. The Dominicans at Sion Hill Convent had pointed out to Moran that they were
entirely the wrong kind of nuns for the job; “walking nuns” would be much better.
Moran’s reply is illuminating: “No” he said, “it would be better for the people to come
to the Sisters rather than the Sisters come to the people.”
What does this mean? Why couldn’t Dominicans or Sacred Heart Sisters ‘walk’?
The answer lies in the long development of Catholic religious orders, which had led
to three different types of religious life. The first, and oldest, were those groups
who withdrew from ordinary life to avoid the distractions of the workaday world and
separated themselves into enclosed communities of men and women – monks and
nuns – bound by a Rule such as that of St Benedict. Their life focused on their own
spiritual journey through obedience to the Rule and contemplative prayer, especially
the communal routine of daily prayer known as the Divine Office, broken only by work.
Then, in the 13th century a new style of religious life emerged with the Dominicans
and the Franciscans. They sought to engage more with the world by marrying the
contemplative prayer life of the monastery with active participation in the world. The
Dominican motto expressed this well: “To contemplate and share with others the fruits
of contemplation.” It was a dynamic synthesis, which transformed Catholic life and
made a huge contribution to the cultural development of Europe, particularly through
the development of universities.
In the 19th century there was a massive expansion of a third way of living the
‘religious life’; what were called ‘active orders’. They were dedicated to ‘corporal
works of mercy’, that is to helping ordinary people with their practical difficulties
in the world; caring for the sick and the orphaned, or teaching the children of the
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poor. Such were the Mercy Sisters, the Sisters of St Joseph, the Marist Brothers, the
Christian Brothers, and a host of others. Their members shared a communal life of
prayer but they went out into the community to do their work. Practically speaking,
these were the most suitable religious to have in a raw colonial setting. Bishops,
however, tended to be a bit snobbish. There was a certain spiritual cachet attached
to the enclosed orders, perhaps just a sense of mystery and otherworldliness about
their removal from the hustle and bustle of the ordinary life of a community. It was
this limiting characteristic that the Dublin Dominicans and Mother Lehon in Paris
were emphasising to the respective New Zealand bishops. Both groups of Sisters lived
a contemplative way of life which ‘enclosed’ them in their convents. They combined
this life of contemplation with the running of schools but would not otherwise ‘walk’
out into the community. As Moran said, children and others in need of their services
would have to come to the Sisters, not vice versa.
Interestingly, Fr Fauvel was to make a very different
assessment when he went looking for nuns to meet the
needs of his parishioners at Temuka. In 1880, after the
Sacred Heart Sisters had arrived in Timaru, he began a
letter-writing campaign to Australia to convince Mary
MacKillop to send her Sisters of St Joseph (of the Sacred
Heart) to New Zealand. Fifteen letters later, in 1883,
the first group of Josephites arrived from Australia and
a convent and school were opened in Temuka. A year
later reinforcements arrived to open a second convent
school at Kerrytown. Both of these congregations thus
chart their New Zealand histories from a start in South
Canterbury. The Sacred Heart Sisters and the Sisters of St
Joseph, however, had very different approaches, albeit that
both were dedicated to the mission of educating Catholic
children. The nuns from America were very much in
Saint Mary of the Cross,
th
Mary MacKillop.
the 19 -century French mould of a cloistered lifestyle.
The Australian Order in contrast was established to
reach out into poor and isolated
rural communities and the
Sisters lived out their religious
life alongside the people, and in
similar conditions. I make the
comparison not to suggest one
was better than the other but
simply to remind us of what the
different styles meant for parish
life.
Saint Mary of the Cross, Mary MacKillop with Sisters of St
Joseph at their Temuka convent.
- Sisters of St Joseph of the Sacred Heart Archives
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In the case of the Timaru
establishment, it meant that a
new convent building would be

required that fitted the needs of the Sisters for an enclosed life. What this implied
for the ordinary Catholics of the day was more fund-raising; this time for a building
grander than anything else yet built in Timaru. It was certainly a return to the
successful ‘reputation-building through building’ strategy of the 1870s but with bells
on! This was obviously accepted by Bishop Redwood, indeed part of the promise
of support with which he had secured the foundation. Fr Chataigner must also
have understood and embraced this requirement. Strangely, however, he had made
absolutely no provision for sheltering the Sisters until the new convent was built by
the time they stepped off the train in Timaru on 19 January 1880. It was almost a rerun of the way he had dealt with the arrival of the first nuns (Sisters of the Missions)
in Christchurch 12 years before. On that occasion, Chataigner had in fact written
asking the Sisters to delay their arrival but his letter had gone astray and a group of
three Sisters arrived unexpectedly by boat at Lyttelton:
“When the good father recovered from his surprise, he bade them welcome, and then
without noticing that they were wet through and had had nothing to eat since the day
before, he took them to the church … As soon as Mass was over, Rev. Father Chataigner
introduced the Sisters to the congregation saying, ‘My dear brethren, here are three
Sisters … I did not expect them for some time longer – there is no place ready for them
– I don’t know what to do with them. There they are – I throw them on your mercy.”
[Sons of France, pp179-80.]
This time there could be no excuse that the
Sisters’ arrival was unexpected. Letters had
certainly been exchanged. International telegraphic
communication had been possible in New Zealand
since 1876 so no doubt telegrams were sent with
travel plans confirmed as well. It took the nuns
a month to get from St Louis, Missouri via San
Francisco to Auckland, another week to travel
south. Bishop Redwood met the Sacred Heart
party in Wellington and accompanied them by boat
and train down to Timaru. There to meet them
at the railway station were Frs Chataigner and
Fauvel, surrounded by a large crowd, eager to get
their first look at a Catholic nun. The newspaper
reports suggest that the crowd was made up of local
Catholics. I imagine that there were a few stray
Protestants among them. Catholic nuns The prayer written by Mother Boudreau at the time of her
exercised a sort of horrified fascination departure to Timaru and its translation below.
for 19th-century Protestants. Lurid
tales of women held against their will
in Catholic convents were standard fare
from anti-Catholic preachers, such as
the Canadian Pastor Chiniquy who was
due to ‘perform’ in Timaru a fortnight
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later. The prospect of seeing six real live nuns on a railway platform must have been
irresistible. The Sacred Heart Sisters’ history certainly refers to “the excitement of the
townspeople who thronged the route from the station.” But even among the Catholics,
there would have been few who were familiar with nuns ‘in the flesh’. The Irish church
in places like rural Co Kerry was only establishing its first post-Reformation convents
in the 1870s. Many of South Canterbury’s pioneer Catholics probably had their first
encounter with a nun in Timaru.
From the railway station, carriages took the Bishop, the two priests and the six
Sisters of the Sacred Heart on to a reception at the school. Fr Goutenoire was waiting
there with the school children who gave the customary performance of welcome. Young
Jane Murphy was their spokeswoman and would soon be a pupil. Then it was time for
the Sisters to bunk down in the school. It seems incredible that Fr Chataigner had not
found temporary accommodation for them elsewhere. Was he too distracted by the
shenanigans on Boxing Day and the need to prevent any further trouble at New Year?
Or were Timaru landlords ill-disposed to co-operate in the temporarily heightened
atmosphere of sectarian ill-feeling? There is no evidence to work with here, only the
extraordinary fact that the stately Sisters from St Louis were expected to ‘camp out’ in
the school rooms with a section partitioned off for their living quarters and furnished
with their trunks and packing cases as tables and chairs.
Actually, the Sisters seem to have enjoyed the experience. Their leader, Mother
Susanne Boudreau, Superior of the Sacred Heart order for the entire western United
States, relished the simplicity of her tiny cell in the school. One of the Sisters
reported back in a letter to Maryville, that “[Mother Boudreau] is charmed with New
Zealand, particularly with Timaru and our good, kind Bishop and Father Chataigner.
Unfortunately for our aspirations after suffering, if dining on top of a barrel could
be so called, we are disappointed, for so long as the Bishop remains with us, Father
Chataigner insists upon our dining with them both at the Presbytery.” Indeed the
whole trip must have been rather a jaunt for women who normally spent their lives
‘enclosed’ and away from the workaday world. They passed through San Francisco,
stopped over at Honolulu and were well treated by the ship’s officers and crew as well
as fellow passengers. The ‘camping out’ phase in Timaru was simply embraced as an
opportunity to go without; an attitude of self-denial characteristic of 19th-century
piety.
The whole parish must have been in high spirits on Sunday 1 February 1880 when a
foundation stone was unveiled for the new convent. The Sacred Heart Sisters’ history
records that plans for the convent had been prepared by Redwood and Chataigner,
based on the Sacred Heart convent of Grand Couteau in Louisiana. This is hard to
reconcile with photographs of the American building, erected in 1822 but still in
operation as a Sacred Heart school in 2011; its exterior at least looks nothing like the
Timaru convent. The Sisters certainly had input into the design process, however.
One of their letters to America from late January 1880 records that “Nearly all our free
time has been taken up in making plans of the new building, the front elevation of which
was approved by Rev. Mother and His Lordship this morning …” The design was in the
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hands of the Timaru architect
Maurice Duval. Duval was a
Belgian (some references say
French) so he would have been
very familiar with European
architectural
models
and
convents.
He spent twenty
years in Timaru in the late 19th
century and designed many of
its most notable buildings. Duval
provided a fulsome description
of what he had in mind for the
convent to reporters attending
the stone-laying ceremony:

The Sacred Heart convent of Grand Couteau in Louisiana,
supposedly the model for Timaru’s convent.

“The buildings when completed will form the largest and most imposing structure
in South Canterbury. It will be of two lofty storeys, the height from the ground line to
the ridge of the roof being 49ft 6in. The main facade, presented to the east, is 121 ft
long and the lateral facades of the two wings are each 134 ft long. The style may be
described as Italian-Gothic or Anglo-Italian, and the material to be used, blue stone
with white stone dressings, will lend itself readily to the production of a good effect.
The front facade is rendered handsome and symmetrical by the gables of the wings
being run out six feet beyond the general line of the front, and by a Gothic portico over
the main entrance. Above the portico is a balcony on which a window opens, and this
is surmounted by a handsome pediment, in the tympanum of which are disposed the
symbolic Sacred Hearts, surrounded by a floral wreath. The lateral facades, each 131
ft long, are alike in appearance, and are each relieved by two projecting gables at onethird from the angles of the building. The windows are square, with pediments, except
in the gable walls of the lateral facades, where they are of different, forms m order to
give still further variety to these elevations. The pediment over the main entrance and
the various gables are surmounted by crosses, and the ridge of the roof is crowned by
an ornamental cast-iron cresting.” [TH, 2 February 1880].
He went on to describe in detail the buildings internal lay-out and fittings as well
as plans for subsequent stages of development, including a chapel. He accurately, if a
little immodestly, predicted that the convent would be “an ornament to the town, and
a credit alike, to the skill of its designer, and to the energy of the Church by whom it is
being constructed.” Total cost for the completed complex he estimated at £10,000, the
first stage about to be built at £5,000. These were ambitious targets, especially with
the tender for the Catholic boys’ school also about to be let. The financial pressure on
the small local Catholic community was unrelenting. Bishop Redwood exhorted the
crowd at the foundation-stone ceremony to “give generously”, while Bishop Moran –
up from Dunedin for such an auspicious occasion – took the opportunity to have a
crack at the government at the injustice of Catholic having to fund the ‘godless’ state
education system as well as their own. Buried beneath the stone was a relic of St
Philippine Duchesne, foundress of the Sacred Heart Sisters in the United States, and
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a scroll recording the names of who was who in the contemporary world; the Pope,
the Queen, the Governor, the Bishops and local priests. The foundation stone scroll
also recorded details of the pioneer band of Sisters and their respective roles: Mother
Susannah Boudreau as ‘Superior Vicar’ of the Sacred Heart Sisters, Mother Rachel
Sharman as the ‘first local Superior’, and ‘her companions’: Mother Catherine Sullivan,
Mother Helen Mair, Mother Juliette Bauduy-Garesché and Sister Mary Heffernan.
This was a very impressive group of women from startlingly diverse backgrounds.
It is worth noting some of this background simply as a reminder of what a remarkable
coup it was for the parish to win their services. The Superior, Mother Rachel Sharman,
was a convert to Catholicism. She was an English-born teacher who had been received
into the church by Fr Manning, later the Cardinal Archbishop of the English church.
Estranged from her family due to her conversion, she had left England for America
to offer herself for missionary service. Timaru was to be her testing ground as she
was thrust into the role of first local Superior. It was Mother Sharman who designed
the convent grounds and garden and prepared the curriculum of the planned College.
Catherine Sullivan was an American who joined the Society at seventeen and as a
young Sister had built up a thriving parish school in Chicago looking after a thousand
children. She was not at all keen on the move to New Zealand but accepted it as her
duty, “this rends my heart but God asks me for this sacrifice – that is enough.” Her
large family supported her with letters – the mail steamer in February 1880 brought
41 letters for her from Chicago. It was her task in Timaru to take over the parish
primary school.
Helen Mair was a Canadian who had been a teacher for some years before she became
a nun in 1871. She was both highly qualified,
talented and extremely industrious, reputedly able
to achieve as much on her own as four others might
be expected to do. She worked alongside Mother
Sullivan in the school during the first months of
1880. Later she would become Mistress General of
the Boarding School. Her letters to the nuns back in
Chicago and St Louis offer some interesting insights
into the Sisters’ early impressions of Timaru. Juliette
Bauduy-Garesché was a middle-aged American
mother, another convert to Catholicism who had
followed two of her daughters into religious life
after the death of her husband. Mary Heffernan
was the only Irishwoman among the foundresses.
Originally from Co Tipperary, she had gone to the
United States as a young girl with her widowed
Juliette
Bauduy-Garesché,
the
mother. America’s big cities had formed her. All
American widow who became a Sister
five of the foundresses were thus highly educated,
of the Sacred Heart and was one of
cultured women with an international perspective
the Timaru Convent’s founding band
that would have been rare in Timaru in 1880. They
of religious.
- Society of the Sacred Heart Archives
had been carefully selected to be, in the words of
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Mother Boudreau, “competent and willing to devote themselves without reserve to the
work awaiting them.”
That work was of course education; taking over the parish school and establishing a
boarding school. Mother Sullivan had the primary school up and running for the start
of the new school year on 2 February. But, as the previous parish history records, the
American nuns “had difficulty in adjusting themselves to some of the ways and customs
of this young country.” In other words Timaru and the situation they faced had come
as something of a culture shock. Some of the Sacred Heart Sisters therefore went
south to Dunedin to take advice from the Dominican Sisters, who like them lived an
enclosed life and were operating a parish school and a secondary school. Moreover
the Dominicans had had ten years to adapt this educational model to the colonial
environment. Mother Boudreau was due to return to the United States once the
pioneer band were all settled in but on her return from the south was struck down by
illness. It was sudden and serious and within days she died. According to the Timaru
Herald, “her death was caused by dysentery, which aggravated an internal complaint
of long-standing.” I wonder if the primitive conditions the Sisters were living in may
have been to blame. There seems to have been a swift response to Mother Boudreau’s
death anyway. By the end of February Fr Chataigner had moved the nuns into the
presbytery and found a house to rent for himself and Fr Goutenoire until their convent
was ready. Mother Boudreau was buried in the grounds of the convent. Her death,
according to the Herald, “threw quite a gloom over the community, non-Catholics as
well as Catholics expressing the deepest sorrow at it.”

The Sacred Heart parish school when the nuns took it over. The small room on the far right is where
Mother Boudreau died.
- Society of the Sacred Heart Archives

When the Sacred Heart Sisters took over the Sacred Heart parish school in February
1880, it had some 70 pupils, just over half of them girls. These were day scholars
seeking a basic education in reading, writing, arithmetic and religion. Their parents
were the ordinary Catholics of Timaru, able to pay a modest sum for the privilege of
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a Catholic education. The Sisters, however, could
offer much more. The model they established,
like the Dominican one in Dunedin, leveraged
the parish school’s financial sustainability off the
profits from the superior education the Sisters
provided to a much more select clientele who
could pay handsome fees. Once the Sisters took
over the presbytery at the end of February, they
opened their boarding establishment there. Mary
Wildermoth, daughter of the Cave publican, was
the first boarder. Four more girls joined her over
the next few months. One was an Anglican and two
more were the twin daughters of Michael Quinn
of Temuka’s Star Hotel. When these boarders
moved into the new convent in October, they
The final resting place for some of the
were joined by Katie O’Driscoll, only daughter of
earliest Sacred Heart Sisters, in the
the Hibernian Hotel’s Thomas O’Driscoll, and a
Timaru Cemetery.
daughter of Martin Kennedy, a West Coast mining
magnate and one of New Zealand’s wealthiest Catholics.
There seems to have been three parts to the equation: the free parish day school;
a ‘select’ primary school; and the boarding establishment. The Herald reported that,
“the functions of the Convent school will be comparable with those of a girls’ high
school.” This two-tier education system endured in Timaru at the convent right up
to the 1960s but little mention is made of it in previous histories. It seems almost

The Parish School in the early 1880s.

- Society of the Sacred Heart Archives
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like a secret that can’t be acknowledged, yet class distinctions and privilege were
at the heart of the Convent system. Advertisements for the new Convent school
offered “Board and Tuition, comprising an English Education in all its branches, £40 per
annum. Day Pupils, Select. School, £10 per annum. Music, and use of Instrument, £10
per annum. The French or German Language, if desired, taught free of charge.” The
equivalent sums in 2011 dollars (according to the Reserve Bank’s inflation calculator)
would be just over $6,000 for the boarders and $1,500 for the day scholars. These
seem relatively modest sums for what was on offer but clearly the price was well
beyond what most local Catholics could afford, given their humble socio-economic
status.
Who took advantage of the Sacred Heart Sisters’ new educational services? Looking
at the admission register for both the boarding school and the ‘select day school’ during
their first decade (1880-89) provides some suggestions. The boarding establishment
was on a modest scale – just a small number of girls living with the Sisters. It sounds
something like a ‘finishing school’. I can imagine the Sisters paying close attention to
the pupils’ manners and deportment as well as their education proper. The boarders
must have taken their classes alongside the girls from the ‘select’ day school – but
not the parish school, which was run quite separately. The curriculum was aimed at
a different level as evidenced by the advertised offer of music and modern language
lessons. It also extended up to senior secondary level. There was nothing similar
available for girls anywhere else in South Canterbury in 1880. A local High School
opened at more or less the same time, in February 1880. It catered for girls as well as
boys, though they were taught separately until the senior levels. Timaru Girls High
School did not open as a separate institution until the end of 1897. Craighead, the
Anglican girls secondary school, did not exist as a church-affiliated institution until
1926 – although its precursor, a private secondary school for girls, opened in 1911.
This meant that the market for quality single sex girls’ education was wide open in
Timaru. The nuns were leading the field.
Not surprisingly then, early enrolments at the ‘select day school’ were mostly from
local Anglicans, Timaru’s dominant social group. Catholics made up just 32% (20) of
the 62 girls enrolled there from 1880-89. The Anglican component was 39% (24),
Presbyterians 15% (9), Jews 5% (3) and Wesleyans 3% (2). The Catholic girls were
mostly the daughters of local publicans, with a few successful farmers and a newspaper
proprietor also sending their daughters to the convent. The Jewish girls were the
three daughters of Moss Jonas, the auctioneer and one-time Mayor of Timaru, while
the Anglicans who sent their girls to the nuns included a local magistrate, a solicitor,
an architect and an auctioneer. The girls ranged in age from five years to 19 so there
must have been significant variation in what classes were offered to cater for their
different needs, from infants right up to senior secondary. The 76 girls enrolled as
boarders in the same period also included one girl as young as five and a good number
not much older. Most, however, were of secondary age with a few past normal school
age including one twenty year old. ‘Finishing school’ certainly comes to mind here.
There were fewer non-Catholics among the boarders than the day scholars, with 73%
of them Catholics. Of the others 21% (16) were Anglican. The Catholic fathers
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included many of the country publicans around South Canterbury but a number came
from as far away as Auckland and included a judge and a doctor, members of the small
group of Catholic professional men in the colony.
This rather confounds my suggestion that the Catholic education system was a key
‘boundary-marker’ for the Catholic ethnic group. Or rather complicates it slightly. The
function of a Catholic education system remained the same, particularly in the Sacred
Heart parish school where I doubt there were many non-Catholics in attendance. What
was clever about the Sacred Heart Sisters’ model was that the well-to-do members of the
Timaru community, be they Catholic or not, were effectively subsidising the education
of the broad mass of poorer Catholics. An entry on the Sisters in a community profile
published in 1903 states that the Sisters “dedicate themselves to the education of
young girls in boarding and day schools, and to the gratuitous instruction of the poorer
classes.” [Cyclopedia of New Zealand, Canterbury Volume, 1903, p984.] This suggests
that the parish school no longer needed to charge fees after the Sisters arrived.
Paying the wages of teachers had been a real challenge in the months before their
arrival, as it was to remain for the boys’ school once it opened in 1881. But even if
the Sisters did not claim payment for their labour in the parish, their presence still
generated costs. These seem to have been shared substantially, in the early years at
least, with Timaru’s Protestant communities.
The major initial cost was the construction of the convent. This went forward with
remarkable speed once the foundation stone was laid in February. By the end of that
month tenders had been called. Frank Petre, the up and coming Dunedin architect,
seems to have been involved – plans and specifications as well as tender forms were
available for viewing in his office in the southern city. The construction contract was
duly awarded to N Murphy for £6,300. Gow and Griffin of Dunedin and Timaru were
the plasterers, a Mr Maloney the plumber and gas-fitter and Knight the painter. By

The completed Convent building. The blank wall on the right shows where the chapel wing was added in
1905.
- Society of the Sacred Heart Archives
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September 1880 the Tablet was reporting the building near completion, “the joiners
work is especially commendable, its equal is not to be found in Timaru, and to one and
all concerned in the whole work we must give praise for the faithful manner in which
the design is carried out.” Indeed the building had star billing as the most remarkable
edifice in the town. Mother Sullivan wrote home to her brother in America how the
nuns’ building project, “excites the astonishment of the entire colony … I believe every
man, woman and child in Timaru and the surrounding countryside has been to see
it!”.
On 24 September the Sisters moved in. On the same day four more Sisters arrived
as reinforcements from America. The requisite opening ceremony was held on 3
October with Bishop Moran up from Dunedin to do the honours in Bishop Redwood’s
absence overseas. Catholics from all over South Canterbury were in attendance as
well as many from Christchurch and Oamaru. The Bishop made the customary appeal
for funds. “The ladies who were to be teachers therein were strangers,” he said to
the assembled crowd,” who came not to make money, for they spent their own money
freely… Their coming was a manifestation of faith, which they should thank Almighty
God for having bestowed upon them.” He trusted that the people would express
their thanks “by their liberality.” He underlined the significance of the Convent as a
symbol of progress, not just for the Church in Timaru but for the whole country. The
new building was indeed a remarkable addition to what was still a raw colonial town.
The Convent as an institution had even more significance. As a Catholic riposte to the
social disaster of Boxing Day 1879, it was a stunning comeback. It seems somehow
fitting then that the first girl to join the nuns in the new Convent was Thomas
O’Driscoll’s daughter Katie.

An early photographic postcard of the Convent Chapel.
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- Mrs Eathorne

Above: This postcard highlights once more the location of the Catholic enclave on the outskirts of Timaru.
- Private Collection.

Below: Lawrence Tracy with his ‘chooks’ in the Convent garden. Lawrence was the Convent gardener for
over sixty years.
- Society of the Sacred Heart archives.
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View of the Convent from Hassall Street.

The Convent
The Sisters of Mercy moved into the Convent on 12 December 1935, reopening the school in 1936. The Convent remained the centrepiece of Sacred
Heart College (1935), then Mercy College (1969) and finally Roncalli College
(1982) until it was demolished in 1984.

Mater Admirabilis
Painted by a young Sacre Coeur nun.
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Office of the Sister in Charge.

Upstairs Chapel.
Paintings by Mother Ryan RSCJ.

Sisters’ Library and grand piano.

Lady Chapel, downstairs after Vatican II.

Boarders’ stairs.
Madonna Parlour.
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Misericordia Crest over the front door
and with Sacred Heart Crest beneath.

New Convent viewed from roof of the
old Convent.

Front entrance of the Convent.
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Marian statue in upstairs Chapel now in grotto in
church grounds.

Communion rail and parquet floor in Chapel
upstairs.

Confessional door and door to Sacristy.

Front corridor - bell on left side now in Roncalli
College staff room.
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Sisters’ Dining Room
Jubilee Celebration.

Stairs leading to corridor outside Chapel.

Corridor leading to Sisters’ Community Room upstairs.

Painting of Mother Catherine McAuley on
Boarders’ stairs.

Corridor to Commercial Rooms
Mater Admirabilis in the distance.
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Mother Catherine McAuley
Foundress of the Sisters of Mercy, Ireland, 1831.

Picture from the Boarders’ Dining Room.

Picture from the Sisters’ Community Room.
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New altar after Vatican II.
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Reception Ceremony September 1955.

Rosary Sunday.
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Chapter Five

Across the Road
Boys’ Education at Sacred Heart
With the Sacred Heart nuns in place, Timaru Catholics had sorted at least half of
their educational requirements. This chapter will look at the challenges posed by the
other half of the equation; finding an affordable way of providing primary education
for the boys. This could have been left to the Sacred Heart Sisters – as it was for
the first year after their arrival. It may have been a matter of numbers. There was
apparently a significant surge in the number of girls attending the parish school once
the Sisters arrived. The same thing happened at the boys’ school, however, as parents
began to realise how vital a basic education was going to be for their children’s future
in a modernising colonial economy. School rolls rose everywhere in New Zealand in
the 1880s. Fr Chataigner’s plan seems to have been firmly based on the concept of
single sex education from the outset; he allowed for two separate school buildings,
each capable of accommodating 100 children. Even while the boys were temporarily
included in instruction at the girls’ school, the genders were kept apart. A moveable
partition was used to divide the teaching space, a precursor to the fence that would
later divide the boys and girls’ secondary schools until the 1980s.
The Sacred Heart community settled into their grand convent on the hill as further
batches of nuns arrived from America. The ‘star quality’ of the Sisters, coupled with
the architectural splendor of the convent building, even gave the parish something
of a national and international reputation. Catholic dignatories visiting New Zealand
were dispatched to Timaru to admire the Convent and marvel at the presence of
the esteemed Order in such a colonial byway. Bishop Redwood even boasted to Pope
Leo XIII about it on his visit to Rome in 1881, reporting back during his next call
in Timaru that, “His Holiness was greatly pleased, and wondered at the possibility
of such a thing, remarking that it was a great Order.” In September 1882 the nuns’
presence earned Timaru a mention in the Brooklyn Catholic Review, New York, when
the Marist Provincial Fr Sauzeau passed through the United States. “The Ladies of
the Sacred Heart will be interested in Father Sauzeau’s visit, as he has recently been at
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Postcard.

- B. Pavletich Collection.

Timaru where the American colony of nuns of that order, under the lead of the lamented
Madame Baudreaux, who died shortly after arriving in New Zealand, opened the first
house in that country; and they now have an academy and a large parochial school in
successful operation.”

Father Sauzeau.

[MAW]
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The focus of Fr Sauzeau’s mission,
however, was religious men.
He
was on his way to France to try and
secure more French Marist Brothers
for New Zealand to add to the small
communities already in Auckland
and Wellington. Male religious were
increasingly in demand worldwide in
the 19th century but in even shorter
supply than religious Sisters. If the
developing New Zealand Catholic school
system was to fulfill the educational
needs of boys as well as girls - and
be fiscally sustainable - their vowed
life of commitment would be critical.
Timaru’s Catholic community learnt
this the hard way in the 1880s. Its
boys’ school opened early in 1881 in
the new building commissioned by Fr
Chataigner near the corner of Browne

Street and the Town Belt (later Craigie Avenue), just ‘across the road’ from the girls’
parish school. Mr O’Shea and Miss Dennehy, the original Sacred Heart school teachers
who had been displaced by the nuns after just a few months’ service do not seem to
have been involved in its operation.
They were taught instead by a newly employed layman, Mr Alfred King Harlock B.A.
“late of St Peter’s College, Cambridge”. He was joined at some point early in 1881 by a
Miss Murphy. This was probably Jane Murphy, a seventeen-year-old parishioner who had
delivered the address of welcome to the Sisters
and seems to have been marked out as a local
prodigy. She would teach at the school for the
next nine years until her untimely death from
illness in 1891. Harlock, however, lasted just
a year before being dismissed. This is recorded
in a letter to the paper from a Catholic parent
in January 1882. The anonymous parent
paid tribute to Harlock’s efforts during his
brief tenure at the school. It also referred
obliquely to problems leading up to his abrupt
departure; With I believe three exceptions the
late master has given entire satisfaction…”
‘Three exceptions’ in twelve months – not
the most encouraging statistic! Harlock next
appears as master at the Kingsdown School
but a few years later he was just an assistant
teacher at Kakahu, surely a downward career
trajectory. You’d have to wonder a little too
about Harlock’s ostentatious references to his
Cambridge degree – not easily checked from
Timaru in 1881. In fact the teacher had been
charged with forging a cheque in Akaroa two
years earlier. Five years before that he was
convicted of being drunk and disorderly in
Christchurch. I was able to discover these past
indiscretions through the wonders of modern
technology in minutes. Fr Chataigner would
have had to take Harlock’s references at face
value.
Harlock was replaced for the 1882 school
year by James McLaughlin, recruited from the
Wakanui School, near Ashburton. He seemed
ideal; a well qualified and experienced teacher
who had been highly regarded during eighteen
months in Ashburton. He also came with a
wife who assisted him at the school, as did
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Despite his flaws, this earlier 1880 Herald
report also suggests Mr Harlock had some
educational skills.

one of his sons who was a ‘qualified pupil teacher’.
This apparent bonus in personnel was subsequently
to cause problems. McLaughlin later claimed that
average attendance at the school had more than
doubled during the course of the year, from 32 to 73.
This must have put a lot of pressure on the teachers,
and drawn on the additional McLaughlins’ services
more than expected. But McLaughlin was sacked
after just a year as well. In February 1883 he took the
parish priest to court, claiming that his wife had not
been paid £70 for her services as an assistant teacher
as agreed the previous March. Unfortunately his
agreement had been a verbal one with Fr Chataigner
who had allegedly agreed to “remunerate her with
Father Chataigner.
what would be fair at the end of the year.” But in mid- South Canterbury Museum P0094
1882 the Frenchman left Timaru and was succeeded
by an Irish Marist, Fr Thomas Devoy.
The new parish priest disclaimed all knowledge of Chataigner’s offer. Indeed, the
£200 that was McLaughlin’s agreed salary (he claimed in court that £200 plus a free
house was the standard pay for a teacher of his standing) was significantly more than
the previous teacher Harlock had been getting the year before - £100 and just £25 for
Miss Murphy – and apparently a real stretch for the parish finances. If he had heard
anything about £70 for Mrs McLaughlin, testified Fr Devoy, “he should have given
them notice at once, because the parish could not afford it.” In court aspersions were
also cast on the validity of McLaughlin’s claimed qualification, a B.A. from Trinity
College Dublin, while it was also noted that he had been dismissed after due warning
“on account of his intemperate habits.” The judge found in the priest’s favour in the
court case, saving the parish from any further expense. It was nonetheless a worrying
pattern; two consecutive masters with suspect qualifications and issues with drink.
No wonder the priests and bishops were increasingly keen to secure religious teachers
whose bone fides could be vouchsafed by their Superiors.
There is another question that needs to be asked. Why was Catholic boys’ education
being left at basic primary level at a time when nuns were establishing Catholic
schools offering much higher levels of attainment for girls? This was not just the
case in Timaru, it is clear from a Tablet survey of the development of Catholic schools
nationally in May 1882 that it was a pattern nation-wide: “There is scarcely a town
now of any importance that has not, or is not about to have, a branch of some Order
of nuns. The Sisters of St. Dominic at Dunedin, Invercargill, and Oamaru; the Sisters of
the Sacred Heart at Timaru; the Order of Missions at Christchurch, Napier, and Nelson;
the Order of St. Joseph at Wanganui; the Sisters of Mercy at Wellington, Hokitika,
and Greymouth, and three branches of the same Order in the diocese of Auckland, …
altogether, fifteen establishments, with an average of three classes of schools, numbering
about five thousand pupils.”
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The reference to “three classes of schools” is telling; the primary/select/secondary
arrangement evident in Timaru’s Convent and parochial school system was echoed
up and down the country. But the same survey could reference only the Christian
Brothers’ school in Dunedin, a Jesuit college in the same city that was soon to fail, and
a couple of Marist Brothers’ schools in the North Island. None offered anything akin
to the higher education available from the better convents. This gender imbalance
seems odd to say the least, given the restricted opportunities for 19th century girls to
earn a living. If the Catholic community were to advance socio-economically, it would
need well-educated boys to carry their families forward by advancing job prospects.
Well-educated Catholic girls, on the other hand, were still expected to restrict their
choice of partner to those of their own faith. They must have faced some anguished
choices in the colonial marriage market.
The Marist Fathers were well aware of this serious deficiency in the Catholic
education system. In September1883 they announced a plan to establish a secondary
boarding school for boys in Wellington. The new College was seen as having a national
catchment and subscriptions toward its construction were to be solicited across the
country. Timaru’s dynamic parish priest, Fr Devoy,
got the job of spearheading the fund-raising
campaign through the South Island. He
started in his own backyard, lists of
donors from Timaru, Temuka and
Geraldine appearing in the Tablet
through late 1883. The amounts
donated
are
significant,
especially given the difficult
economic situation that faced
New Zealand through the
1880s. A whole swag of South
Canterbury families subscribed
£25, others £10, and dozens
lesser amounts. As usual the
publicans led the charge, Thomas
O’Driscoll, Michael Mullin, and
Michael Quinn heading the lists, but
lots of ordinary families and even single
women also contributed their £1 or 10
Michael Mullin, a generous benefactor to the parish.
- South Canterbury Museum 2000/148.49
shillings.
Many of these donors could never
have hoped to send sons to Wellington to take advantage of the College’s services.
Their gift was essentially an investment in the future of the Catholic community. It
was also a tribute to the pervasiveness of their pastor. Tablet reports of Fr Devoy’s
progress attest to this skill: “Whatever may be said of the ‘hard times’, they seem to
vanish wherever the rev. Father’s face is seen, and his persuasive and eloquent words
reach the ear.” [14 December 1883] And again: “It may also be interesting to your
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readers to hear that in five districts already visited, the Rev. Father Devoy, who, to do
him no more than strict justice, is an excellent beggar, has collected £1500. This needs
no comment; it shows simply how much in earnest the Catholics of this part of the
diocese of Wellington are in matters educational, and how highly they esteem the good
Marist Fathers.” [23 November 1883].
While Fr Devoy was seconded to the fund-raising tour, he was temporarily replaced
in Timaru by Fr Daniel McGuinness, another Irish priest from the West Coast. The move
was also an attempt to save McGuinness’s health, which had suffered during two years
in Greymouth. In August 1884, however, Devoy was ordered back to Timaru urgently.
Fr McGuinness’s health had collapsed completely. He was
sent to Sydney to recover but died there a few months
later. By then Fr Keane had also moved on, to Geraldine.
He was succeeded as curate by Fr James Goggan. Goggan
was, like Devoy, a product of the Marist College at
Dundalk in Ireland. Their partnership in Timaru was
brief. In 1885 both men were appointed to the staff
of the new Marist College in Wellington, Fr Devoy as its
procurator (responsible for money and administration)
and Goggan as a teacher. The new school’s prospectus
set out the new College’s mission to provide a superior
education for the children of Irish migrants: “As the vast
Father James Goggan.
majority of Catholic youths in the colony are sons of Erin,
- St Joseph’s Parish, Temuka 75th
the college is named after the great apostle of Ireland
Jubilee publication.
[and] is intended to provide … the advantages of the
great public schools of Europe.”
It was a start. Boys from Timaru seeking a Catholic secondary education now had
a place to go – if their parents could afford it or they could win a scholarship – and
a small number did. Secondary education remained, however, the preserve of the
wealthy and the gifted. Most boys could only expect a primary education. The boys’

The Marist School, circa 1885.

- South Canterbury Museum 0930
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school was thus a pressing concern for the parish. Reports from the mid-1880s suggest
that it was delivering a reasonable standard of education, notwithstanding continuing
staffing issues. After the debacle with the McLaughlins, Fr Devoy had advertised
for a new Master - “Must have first-class Certificates and Testimonials” - at £160, a
significant reduction in salary that presumably reflected straitened circumstances.
This was after all a period of major economic downturn in New Zealand – the Long
Depression. There was a steady stream of parishioners departing for Australia in the
1880s and those who remained faced hard times and a reduced capacity for giving,
even to the Church.
Information on Timaru’s Catholic schools in this period comes from an unlikely
source: Anglican deliberations on education at their annual Synod in Christchurch.
Canterbury Anglicans, it seems, were rather impressed by the poor Catholics efforts
to develop a separate school system. Many Anglicans were quite keen on the idea
of church schools of their own, sharing some sympathy for Catholics at the injustice
of having to fund a ‘god-less’ state system as well as their religious schools. Various
speakers at the 1883 Anglican Synod referred to the Catholic system. Archdeacon
Harper (who was a member of the Board of the Timaru High School) thought “that
the Roman Catholics, by their persistent efforts, were bound to succeed eventually in
gaining their demand for a dual system, and the Church of England would gladly avail
herself of the same system.” [Tablet, 26 October 1883]. The Timaru situation came
in for special mention: “Mr. Graham mentioned that ‘the Catholics at Timaru had, at
an expense of £3,000, built excellent brick schools, and that the difficulty of teachers
had been met there by ladies teaching the boys even up to the age of 14. Archdeacon
Dudley had often wondered how it was that the Church of Rome could get ladies to
devote themselves by vows (which he, of course, disapproved), while the ladies of the
Church of England could not be induced to devote themselves to
train up the little ones of Christ.”
John Acland, the Peel Forest squire who was South
Canterbury’s representative on the Legislative Council
(the appointed Upper Chamber of Parliament), went
even further, courting unpopularity; “The Roman
Catholics would, he (Mr. Acland) believed, get what
they were insisting upon. (No.) They had a very
just claim; this was undeniable, They taught [-]000
children, and thus saved the State the expense of
teaching them— this showed the justice of their
claim. The Church of England did not do this, and
had not, therefore, the same claim. The Roman
Catholics did not intend to give up their claim, and
if the Church were wise in her generation she would
imitate their example.” Acland also revealed a key
feature of the Catholic system: “the Roman
Catholics were prepared to devote time and
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John Acland.
- South Canterbury Museum 3041

money to their separate schools. They admitted children free, though they expected one
shilling a week if the children were not too poor.”
The ‘one shilling per week’ fee also features in a cheeky bid by one Catholic parent
to recover his school fees from the state system. In 1881 Mr Austin Curlin sent a letter
to the Timaru Education Board “applying for the sum of 30s, the amount paid by him as
school fees for his son at the Catholic School, Timaru, for 30 weeks. The Secretary stated
that Mr Curlin had spoken to him about the matter. He claimed that as he paid his rates
and taxes the Board should pay his son’s school fees, so that be might be placed on an
equality with those attending the public school. The application was not entertained.”
[TH, 6 January 1881]. Curlin’s letter was a neat summary of the Catholic view of the
1877 Education Act. It would, however, be a century before the justice of that claim
would be accepted by the State. Meanwhile the Catholic community had to soldier on,
funding the schools as best it could. Hence the vital role of religious teachers with
their low-cost lifestyle. But there was more to the preference for religious teachers
than simply cost as we have seen.
The virtues of religious teachers were emphasised again and again. This might in
part have been dressing up the stark economic reality with the patina of a higher
purpose but there does seem to have been a deep-seated belief in the superiority
of the religious as Catholic teachers. In 1883, for example, the Tablet reported
enthusiastically on a combined Catholic schools’ ‘entertainment’ in Timaru, held
in the boys’ school room but organised by Mother Sullivan and featuring children
from both parish schools (as well as a few members of the Literary Society). The
entertainment, an elaborate combination of dramas, recitations and songs, was
capped off by the inaugural performance of the parish’s newly formed brass band
who played “God Save the Queen”. The Tablet report, however, reserved all credit for
Mother Sullivan: “We have very much pleasure in congratulating the good people of
Timaru on the great success that has attended this
performance, and which is strong evidence in favour
of the advantage to their children of being taught
under the direction of members of a religious Order.
These revered teachers not only implant in the minds
and hearts of their young scholars lessons of solid
piety, never to be effaced, but also give them the best
secular instruction.” This seems a little harsh on
the young laywomen teachers, such as Jane Murphy,
who appear to have been holding the fort at the
boys’ school.

Father Thomas Devoy.
[MAW]

Catholic lay teachers were in an invidious position
in this period. On the one hand they were in urgent
demand, as evidenced by competing advertisements
from all around the country as each Catholic parish
sought to establish its own primary school. Devoy’s
advertisement in the Tablet for a Timaru teacher
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in 1883, for example, appeared alongside one from Fr Goutenoire in Waimate (who
could pay only £140) as well as those from numerous North Island towns. Suitably
qualified Catholics must have been thin on the ground. The pay and conditions were
undoubtedly worse than in the state sector too, suggesting that the Catholic schools
either got candidates who the state schools did not want or those prepared to make
sacrifices to serve their community. Probably a bit of both. Timaru had experienced
the poor candidates in Harlock and McLaughlin. Later in the decade the parish seems
to have been better served by Mr C.C. McCarthy
and then by William McMonagle. Both men were
strongly committed to the Church. Each acted as
Timaru correspondent for the Tablet and served
on parish organisations, as well as running the
school. This didn’t save them, however, from
dismissal on the one hand and redundancy on
the other.
McCarthy came first, in charge of the Timaru
Catholic boys’ school probably from early
1886. During 1887, however, he seems to have
come into conflict with the parish priest, Fr
James Foley (who with his curate Fr O’Hallahan
replaced the Devoy/Goggan team in mid-1885).
Archbishop Redwood was effusive in praise of
the school master during a surprise visit to the
boys’ school in February 1888: “[The bishop]
paid a tribute of praise to the Timaru boys’
school as being fortunate in having a principal
of ability and experience to direct them in their
studies. He hoped the Timaru boys’ school would
always be found in such a forward state as that
in which, as he was informed by their pastor, it
ranked at present” [Tablet 10 February 1888]
Just a month later, however, the Tablet reported
McCarthy’s resignation. The Catholic paper also
noted, a little peevishly, that “His successor … is
evidently being negotiated with privately, as the
usual advertisement inviting applications, has not
caught my vision in the TABLET.” The peevishness
was perhaps understandable since McCarthy
probably wrote the report himself as the paper’s
Timaru correspondent.

Above: Father Foley.

[MAW]

Below: Father O’Hallahan.
- Private Collection.

He was well aware that Fr Foley was desperate to secure religious brothers to run
the school. Hopes were high, with the new Christchurch bishop announcing with
some fanfare that he was bringing Marist Brothers to Canterbury during his first visit
to Timaru the same month. Five had already arrived in Christchurch to take over the
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boys’ school there. Timaru would likely be next. Fr Foley couldn’t wait however; in
1889 he was negotiating with the Christian Brothers to come to Timaru and purchased
a section beside the school to build them a residence.
Meanwhile, Mr McCarthy, having departed the school under a cloud, was denied the
customary parish farewell. Instead, a group of well-disposed parishioners and some
non-Catholic friends put on a function for him at the Shamrock Hotel. They paid tribute
to his qualities as a teacher and presented him with a purse of sovereigns. McCarthy
in response “said if he had not succeeded in doing his duty to the satisfaction of those
in so-called nominal authority over him, it was no fault of his. He then commented
severely on the mode of inspection recently adopted in the school under his charge …”
It is hard to know how to decipher these cryptic comments but clearly the teacher
and the priest had fallen out. McCarthy also reported proudly “he could point to at
least a dozen of his old pupils from the Catholic boys’ school who were now employed
in newspaper and commercial offices in the town, and who were doing well.” This was
a pointed reminder of what the parish was trying to achieve by educating its young,
and McCarthy’s success in fulfilling his mission.
Equally interesting, however, is what happened to McCarthy next. He had applied
for and won an appointment as headmaster at the Winchester public school, only
to have his candidacy objected to, ostensibly because he was a Catholic. According
to the Tablet, admittedly a far from objective source, this was due to the Scottish
Presbyterian bigots who dominated the South Canterbury Board of Education and
controlled its appointments and patronage. In the event McCarthy was able to secure
his new job at Winchester but his situation reinforces the awkward position occupied
by lay Catholic teachers in 19th century New Zealand. Desperately wanted by church
schools until religious teachers made them suddenly surplus to requirements, they
faced a double-bind by being unwelcome as Catholics in the supposedly secular state
system. Some simply opted out of the profession, like Edward O’Connor who had been
running the Catholic boys’ school in Christchurch very successfully for over twenty
years. When the Marist Brothers arrived in 1888 and took over his school O’Connor
retired from teaching altogether, opening a Catholic bookshop instead.
The Marist Brothers eventually dominated Catholic boys’ schooling across much of
New Zealand. Like the Marist Fathers and the Sacred Heart Sisters they were a religious
congregation of French origin. They were newcomers to Canterbury in 1888 and were
deemed by a Christchurch newspaper to need an introduction when they arrived in
the city in February: “As the confraternity is new to many, even of the Catholics here,
the following information as to its status and work will be appropriate to the present
time. The religious congregation of the Little Brothers of Mary, usually called the Marist
Brothers, was founded in 1817 by the Abbe Champagnat, and introduced into the British
Isles in 1852, and into the Colonies in 1866... Its object is twofold — the sanctification
of its own members and the Christian education of youth. The Brothers conduct parish
schools, middle-class schools (day and evening), and boarding schools. The Society
last year comprised 3600 Brothers, 524 schools, with an average attendance of about
80,000 children … in the British Isles, … South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, New
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Caledonia, Canada, and the United States.” [Star, 2 February 1888] It is intriguing
to discover that the Irish Christian Brothers might have come to Timaru instead. Fr
Foley’s negotiations with that Order in 1888 proved unsuccessful. Timaru would have
to wait for the Marist Brothers after all.
A Mr Lowe served briefly as master at the school after McCarthy’s departure in 1889
but it was William McMonagle who became the last 19th century lay headmaster of
the Timaru Catholic boys’ school. With the priest’s negotiations for religious teachers
well publicised, the new master must have been aware that he faced a very limited
tenure. The Brothers’ coming was finally confirmed in August 1891. A community
of four would arrive to take over the boys’ school from 1 October. In making the
announcement Fr Foley “referred to the great blessings that have been bestowed upon
the parish through the presence of the good nuns, and said that we would have like
advantages by having the brothers in our midst.” [Tablet 14 August 1891] Later he
offered the redundant lay teachers the consolation that “they knew it was not owing
to any fault of theirs that they were dismissed.” McMonagle, speaking on behalf of his
staff (the Misses Harney and Kenny) at their formal farewell was magnanimous. They
were sorry to be leaving, “but as they knew that the parting was through no fault of
their own, he felt that the bidding adieu was much less painful.” He moved on to a
Catholic boys’ school in Blenheim.
According to the formal agreement securing their services for the parish, the
Brothers were to be ‘provided with a dwelling house furnished and suited to community
requirements, free of rent and loan.” Each brother’s travel expenses from Europe
were also to be covered, plus £25 each for books and outfits. The school’s funding
mechanism was also clearly set out: each boy in the lowest class would pay sixpence
per week and all other classes a shilling. But not everyone was expected to pay:
two thirds of the “non-paying children” would be paid for by the parish priest (“the
Missionary Rector”) and the rest by the Brothers. If this arrangement did not produce

View eastward from the new Basilica during construction in 1911. The Brothers’ house is in the foreground, Marist School, St Pat’s
Hall and the tennis courts to the right.
- South Canterbury Museum 2477
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a minimum salary of £60 per Brother, the parish would make up the difference. This
was certainly a good deal for the parish. But building the Brothers’ residence also
presented its biggest financial challenge since the Convent a decade before.
The Brothers’ house was designed by Maurice Duval, just as the convent and the
schools had been. The plan was much less ostentatious, however, “a very neat, though
small building of two storeys” according to a newspaper report, in keeping with
the character of its inhabitants. Not for nothing were the Brothers known as “The
Little Brothers of Mary”. The education they offered matched the workaday needs
of the sons of Timaru’s ordinary Catholics.
Their ‘monastery’ was equally low-key; a
functional house for men, carrying none
of the higher symbolism of the Convent
across the road. The Brothers arrived by
train on 5 October – Brothers Basil, Alfred,
Daniel, and Vincent. They were escorted
to temporary rented accommodation on the
Town Belt (no camping out in the school!)
and welcomed at the same function that
farewelled the existing teachers. Only three
Brothers remained to teach at the school
but it is difficult to identify which three
they were. The Marist school centennial
Most Rev. J J Grimes, D.D., S.M., First Bishop of
history merely identifies Brother Alfred as
Christchurch.
the first principal.
- Held Firm by Faith by Michael O’Meeghan SM.
Bishop Grimes arrived the following
weekend for a foundation stone-laying ceremony. It was a grand affair before a crowd
of over 2,000. A brass band played. The school children led a procession, dignitaries
made speeches, the hat was passed around and £150 subscribed to the building fund.
Further fund-raising was obviously going to be required so the women of the parish
stepped up to organise their first ‘Grand Bazaar’
since the one in 1876 that had under-written
the extension of the first church. Like that
great event the Bazaar was held during Show
Week at the beginning of November. Once again
it was held in Moss Jonas’s auction rooms. The
theme of the 1891 event was “All Nations”, with
the various stalls themed accordingly. There
were six of them: Switzerland and Norway,
run by the Misses Whalley; England and India,
under the control of Mesdames Geaney and
O’Dowd; Scotland and America, presided over
by Mesdames Mahoney and Sugrue; Italy and
Spain, by Mesdames Knight and Landsborough;
Father Louis Hurlin.
Ireland and France, by Mesdames Hall and
[MAW]
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Burns; a Convent one, by Misses Landsborough and Kennedy; and a final refreshment
stall run by the Misses Moloney and Brosnahan. A highlight was the visit of the
Governor, Lord Onslow. At week’s end some £700 had been raised, exactly matching
the 1876 figure but in the much more difficult conditions of a depressed economy.
The school re-opened as “Marist School” in October 1891 with a roll of 145. By
the beginning of 1892 it had grown to 175. The steady growth in numbers put the
Brothers under considerable pressure. In 1894 the school committee offered £40
a year if a fourth Brother could be added to the staff. Unfortunately, the offer
became mired in soured relationships between a new parish priest and a new head
of the Brother’s Timaru community, who did not see eye to eye. Fr Foley had moved
on from Timaru shortly after the Brothers’ arrival. He was replaced by a French
Marist, Fr Louis Hurlin, previously in the Fiji mission, while Br
Pius, also a Frenchman, was now in charge of the school. Their
shared nationality did nothing to facilitate cordial relations.
Fr Hurlin seems to have resented Pius’s authority in the small
religious community across the road from the presbytery and
done everything he could to put his rival in his place. He
complained to Pius’s superiors that he had cut down trees and
removed fences around the monastery without authority. More
significantly he was “discussing vocations with boys without
reference to the Parish Priest.”
Brother Borgia.
- Brosnahan Collection

Competition for recruits was a common point of tension
between local clergy and Brothers across Australasia, a contest
the Sisters in the Convent did not have to worry about. The Timaru community proved
a fertile ground for vocations for all sorts of religious congregations. Among the boys
who witnessed the welcome ceremonies to the Marist Brothers in 1891, for example,
three went on to become Brothers themselves: Michael Coughlan, John Leahy and
Augustus Hansen. Michael Coughlan, who became Br Borgia,
was a Kerrytown boy who went on to a stellar career as a
religious. He was the first Marist Brother to gain a university
degree and his scholastic achievements as a Principal of
Marist schools in New Zealand, Australia and South Africa
were without peer. John Leahy as Br Vigilius and Augustus
Hansen as Br Phelan were also distinguished members of the
congregation. They were joined from among the first group
of boys taught by the Brothers by Patrick Shea (Br Benignus)
a later Marist Provincial, and Patrick McAteer (Br Joseph)
who directed several Marist schools in Australia.
The strained relations across the Town Belt improved
dramatically with Fr Hurlin’s departure for Sydney in 1896.
His successor, the Irish Fr William Lewis, immediately
obtained permission from Bishop Grimes to employ a fourth
Brother. By the last years of the 19th century Timaru’s
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Father William Lewis.
[MAW]

Catholics could be pleased with the comprehensive system of education they had
developed. The religious teachers provided a stable workforce whose teaching
inspired confidence both from a secular and religious point on view. The schools were
a focus of communal pride, admired by the wider Timaru community and an engine
of progress for the employment prospects of the rising generation. On both sides of
Craigie Avenue (a name yet to be applied to the Town Belt) were solid institutions,
well-housed and well-staffed, that nestled around the church and presbytery formed
a Catholic enclave through which flowed the daily life of hundreds of parish families.
Catholicism was not just something they did on Sundays. Every day at school, as well
as for evening and weekend social events, Catholics got together, strengthening the
bonds of religious and ethnic identity that enmeshed their lives.

Report on a typical end-of-year break-up concert at Marist School in 1897.
- New Zealand Tablet 1 January 1897
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The Marist Archives in Wellington kindly sent us photographs from an album collated by Archbishop
Redwood for a history of the diocese of Wellington that he published in 1887. This included a section
on Timaru, which had been part of the Wellington archdiocese up until the creation of the Christchurch
diocese that year. Below are some extracts from Redwood’s account of Timaru and several of the
photographs.

1.

1. The introductory paragraphs of Bishop Redwood’s report
on Timaru.
2. Father Foley SM.
3. Drawing of the Sacred Heart convent.
4. Father Brown, assistant to Father Foley.
5. The Convent and the school, Kerrytown.

3.

4.
5.
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2.

1. The Timaru Presbytery.
2. The Boys School, Timaru.
3. The Temuka Presbytery.
4. The old Church which became the
school and the convent, Temuka.
The new church can be seen in the
background.
5. St Joseph’s Church, Temuka.
6. Bishop Redwood’s conclusion
regarding Timaru in 1887.
1.

2.

3.

5.

4.

6.
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Chapter Six

Church Politics
Of Bishops, Priests and Mixed Loyalties
The previous two chapters have been largely focused on educational developments in
the parish during its formative years. Such a focus seems justified given the importance
of the schools to Sacred Heart history. But there are lots of other developments to
consider. In this chapter we will retrace some of the years already covered but with a
different focus. Here we will look at some of the interesting dynamics in wider church
politics as they applied to Timaru. Inevitably this will concentrate on the personalities
of priests and bishops, who tend to dominate the published reports that underpin so
much of what we know about what happened here in the 19th century. But I will
also try to cast a little light beyond the pulpit and
the presbytery and see what we can discover about
life in the pews and outside the church porch. What
was it like to be a Timaru Catholic in the late 19th
century? How familiar would we find the prayers
and rituals, the spiritual practices and social events
that characterised Catholic life at Sacred Heart in
this period?
First up, we will re-examine Fr Chataigner’s
departure from the parish in 1882. The Frenchman,
famous as ‘the apostle of Canterbury’, slipped
quietly away to Wellington during the same May
week that surging seas wrecked the Benvenue and
the City of Perth in Caroline Bay. Those wrecks and
associated rescue attempts cost nine lives and are
still commemorated by a memorial in Sophia Street.
The priest’s departure was described by the Herald as
“characteristic of the man, who loved his people but
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The Benvenue Monument.

could not bear to be made the subject of personal attentions by them. He went away at
the summons of his superior without acquainting his flock that he was about to leave
them, and great will be the regret of hundreds— of thousands — that he has gone
without their being given an opportunity to express in some way their admiration and
love for him, as a pastor and as a man. We are unable to learn what is the nature of the
office which he has been called to fill, but we are sure it is one of honor [sic] and trust.”
A fortnight later, however, a letter to the paper from someone in the know blew the
gaffe on a breakdown in relationships at the presbytery. It seems that more than one
storm had broken in Timaru during that fateful week.
Personality conflicts between parish priests and their curates are hardly surprising.
Their relationship can be complicated by issues of authority and hierarchy, power and
powerlessness, ambition and resentment. All the elements in fact that are standard
causes of tension in any workplace. In the Timaru presbytery in 1882 there was
the added complication of different national backgrounds, a clash between a young
Irishman and an older Frenchman, as well as strain between the religious style of
a secular priest versus that of a Marist one. Sacred Heart parish had actually been
lucky for its first decade or so to have enjoyed a slick and harmonious partnership
between Chataigner and his Marist confrere and fellow Frenchman ‘good Father John’
Goutenoire. When Goutenoire took over the southern part of the parish on his own
account, however, with the Waimate district becoming a parish in its own right in
1881, he was replaced as curate in Timaru by a secular priest, Fr Thomas Keane.
‘Secular’ priests are those affiliated to a diocese and subject only to its bishop, as
opposed to ‘religious’ priests, like the Marists, who are part of an Order or Society and
subject to its leader rather than local bishops. Religious priests also follow a particular
style of spirituality, based on the distinctive character of their order.
Fr Keane was fresh off the boat, one of a group of three young Irish priests who arrived
in New Zealand at the beginning of 1881 to serve in the Wellington diocese (which
then still included Timaru). In fairness to the young curate, Chataigner may not have
been the easiest man to live with. He was terse, abrupt, not given to tact or diplomacy,
and had never suffered fools gladly. After twenty years in Canterbury and 12 in
Timaru he was probably
also rather set in his
ways. A memoir by his
successor, Fr Tom Devoy,
for instance, describes
the shabbiness of the
Timaru presbytery in
1882 and the reaction
of the next generation
of Irish priests to the
conditions they lived
in: “The kitchen was
very small and the
The Convent and early Presbytery.
dining room the same.
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There was a little room for a bed between the parlour and the dining room. It was a bad
place to sleep in, no air. The French men loved those little alcoves… It would give you
the shivers to sleep in it.” On his arrival, Devoy immediately ordered new carpet and
a new suite of furniture for the presbytery. Fr Keane in contrast would simply have
had to adapt to Fr Chataigner’s establishment when he arrived in Timaru a year earlier.
He seems to have struggled. The parish centennial history records how, “Soon after
his arrival an unfortunate misunderstanding arose between the pastor and Father Keane
concerning dietetic customs – a conflict of French and Irish temperaments and habits.”
Potatoes inevitably come to mind!
Whatever it was that caused the rupture, some of the locals certainly felt that
Fr Chataigner had been hard done by. The letter to the Timaru Herald, referred to
previously, appeared on 31 May 1882 under the nom-de-plume “An Onlooker”. It
hinted darkly at the contretemps that had occurred at the presbytery: “Certain
facts of which I have become cognisant which had taken place before [Fr Chataigner]
left, and which are not unknown in this town, would supply, if I mistake not, the true
explanation of his removal. He could not in honor [sic] remain any longer in an office
where his rights were invaded and his name made a reproach, and he abandoned the
field to the invader, preferring loss to scandal. His Bishop, if I am well informed, did
not choose to think he had any right to complain, and pensioned him off on a farm
somewhere near Napier. If so, God save Bishop Redwood’s old, long-tried, trustworthy
servants from the honors [sic] and trust be has bestowed upon Father Chataigner.”
The Herald had nonetheless been right to describe Chataigner’s abrupt and
unheralded disappearance from Timaru as characteristic of the man. Once something
was decided, he acted. A later French account describes an almost identical departure
from one of his last posts in 1899: “The meal [where a transfer had been announced]
was followed immediately by night prayers and bed, and the following morning, Father
Chataigner was gone. It was very typical of the man that he made his exit so promptly,
and that he appeared at his next post before the Superior-General had advised his
predecessor there of the contemplated change.”
Fr Keane does come across, however, as somewhat of an oddball. A few months before
his bust-up with Chataigner, a letter appeared in the paper describing “Disgraceful
Conduct” by some dozen senior pupils of the Timaru Boys High School. It alleged that
they had assaulted Fr Keane, “by throwing stones and dust and calling him all sorts of
names. If this is what they are taught at school it is a disgrace to the place.” Its writer
signed himself “Edward Greenfield, Church Street” and claimed to have witnessed the
attack. On further investigation by the Rector of the High School this proved to be a
fake identity. I rather suspect that the writer was actually Fr Keane himself. The Boys’
High Rector naturally reacted sharply to the allegations against his boys, approaching
Fr Keane for further details. Here the story became even stranger, Fr Keane apparently
downplayed the incident to the Rector in person and refused to come to the school
to identify his alleged assailants. Tit-for-tat letters between priest and school master
ensued in the newspaper, with Fr Keane asserting that he had “too long borne with
those demonstrations of gross disrespect; for I should have remembered that they were
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not meant as simple personal insults, but rather as expressions of derision for my sacred
character as a priest …” Fr Chataigner’s reaction is unrecorded. I can’t imagine he was
very impressed.
The curate did not last long in Timaru, nor indeed in New Zealand. He moved on
in 1884 to become the first parish priest of Geraldine when it separated from Temuka
into an independent parish. Two-and-a-half years later he was a broken man, his
health collapsing under the rigours of life in a country parish. Again, one wonders
what the tough and stoic Fr Chataigner, who used to sleep under bushes and walk the
length of the South Island, would have thought of that. In fact, Keane had never
been very robust and by 1886 he was suffering from chronic consumption. Reports
of his farewell from Geraldine suggest he had actually been highly regarded by his
parishioners there but he rather spoiled their farewell party for him with gloomy
prognostications of impending death. He relocated to Sydney in the hopes that its
climate might restore him to health but in February 1888 he was found dead in his
bed at Manly “with his rosary clasped to his breast.” Ironically Fr Chataigner had
also gone to Sydney after quitting New Zealand in the wake of the disappointing
end to his tenure in Timaru. He served there briefly as parish priest at St Michael’s,
before transferring to America in 1884 to be a chaplain for the Sacred Heart nuns in
Louisiana. Next he went to England to be Superior of a Marist novitiate at Paignton
before finally returning to France. He died there in 1901 just before his 80th birthday,
still active and working right to the end.
The clash between Fr Keane and Chataigner was far from unique. In fact both of the
other secular Irish priests who arrived in New Zealand with Thomas Keane in 1881 also
clashed with Marist Frenchmen in their first years in the colony. It seems to have been
more than just a matter of personalities. Their tussles were part of a wider struggle
between the French and Irish, the Marists and the secular priests, in Canterbury and
on the West Coast. The conflicts culminated in a bitter contest over the appointment
of Christchurch’s first bishop between 1885 and 1887 when the region separated from
Wellington to form a new diocese. Fr Chataigner’s abrupt departure from Timaru in
May 1882 was not strictly speaking part of this later ecclesiastical power play. It did,
however, foreshadow the struggle to follow, leaving a legacy of loyalties that must
have influenced the parish’s reaction to later developments.
This French/Irish, Marist/secular tussle over Canterbury, essentially a contest for
ecclesiastical power and prestige, has been documented in numerous historical studies
of the colonial church. The conflict went much wider than a single diocese. One of its
key players was Patrick Moran, bishop of Dunedin. By 1879 he was the only Irishman
among the three New Zealand bishops yet each diocese served Catholic populations
overwhelmingly of Irish origin. Moran resented this and schemed intensively in the
1880s to have another Irishman appointed to the new fourth diocese. He also aspired
to lead the New Zealand church from his southern city and expected to become its
Archbishop. This drama was played out in Timaru as much as anywhere else. It
provides a shadowy backdrop to the public Catholic events of these years, which
regularly brought many of the key players through Timaru. This is not apparent, of
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course, in public reports of the day; the bishops and priests smiled and looked pious
and serene on public platforms and altars. Behind the scenes however they schemed
and backstabbed with the best of them.
Take for example the visit to Timaru of Cardinal Moran of Sydney in mid-February
1886. This famous Irish churchman who played such a key role in the late 19thcentury Australian Catholic church arrived in town by train from Dunedin with great
fanfare. He was accompanied by two fellow Australian bishops, from Adelaide and
Maitland (New South Wales), and by all three of the
New Zealand bishops – Redwood of Wellington, Luck of
Auckland and Moran of Dunedin. The visit thus involved
a very significant assemblage of the Australasian church
leadership. The Cardinal had ostensibly come to New
Zealand to consecrate Bishop Moran’s new cathedral in
Dunedin. Timaru was his next port of call after these
ceremonies, with the far-famed convent of the Sacred
Heart Sisters no doubt the main attraction. Touring
the schools the Cardinal followed the established
custom of visiting bishops – granting the children a
day’s holiday. Bishop Redwood trumped this, however,
by suggesting that, since there were so many bishops
visiting, the children should on this occasion get two Cardinal Moran.
- National Portrait Library, Canberra
days of holidays.
Away from public view, meanwhile, a more important battle for influence was being
waged that had begun the year before at an episcopal Council in Sydney. Fr Michael
O’Meeghan’s excellent centennial history of the Christchurch diocese, Held Firm By
Faith, covers these events comprehensively so we don’t need to go into detail here.
His account includes quotes from a very revealing letter in the Marist Archives that
dates from the eve of the 1886 visit to Timaru. This fascinating document offers a real
insight into the church politics swirling around behind the scenes and seems worth
excerpting here too. The letter was written just two weeks before the high-powered
delegation reached Timaru. In it Bishop Redwood describes what was going on in the
colony to Fr John Grimes in Europe. Grimes was the front-runner to be the bishop of
Christchurch but at the time his appointment had been temporarily blocked by the
trans-Tasman intrigues of the two (unrelated) Morans. Redwood’s letter thus gives a
whole different flavour to the Timaru stopover than we get from contemporary reports
of the dignatories’ visits to the schools and Convent.
“This in a few words is what has taken place,” wrote Redwood. “Before anything
was settled in Rome, someone – perhaps one of the highest superiors – wrote to America
that you [Grimes] were appointed to the new See of Christchurch. This piece of news
soon got to New Zealand, via America, and set about 20 secular priests in my diocese
in motion, abetted as they were by the secular bishop of Dunedin, Dr Moran, and by
some of his most influential priests. They got up a petition to Rome, making I believe
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many charges against me (about their being unfairly treated, about being kept under
the Marist Fathers, about not getting the best parishes etc, etc) and asking for a secular
bishop for Christchurch. This petition they either forwarded through Cardinal Moran
when he last went to Europe, or he found it just on his arrival to Rome. At all events
he took it up warmly and got all the negotiations broken off, until the Council of Sydney
should have examined the matter of the Archbishopric of New Zealand, and the new See
of Christchurch.
At the Council he so worded matters with the aid of the secular bishops of Australia
(who were in the majority at the Council) he got the Council to fix on Dunedin for the
Archbishopric of New Zealand and to recommend as dignissimus [first choice] for the
See of Christchurch Dr Ricardo… the former Vicar-General of Dr Moran of Dunedin… The
religious bishops at the Council stood to you and got you recommended as dignior [second
choice] for Christchurch. I have been doing all I can by reports (most exhaustive) to
prevent Dunedin, with its only 14 priests, from becoming the Archbishopric, and to get
a Marist appointed to the New See of Christchurch. The Fathers of the Society of Mary
out here have also sent a very strong report in the same sense. We hope to succeed, but
the Cardinal will certainly do his utmost to frustrate our plans… Meanwhile on the 14th
February, the Cardinal comes to open the new Cathedral at Dunedin – all this is part of
the plan, to push his man.”
Redwood and the Marists ultimately prevailed in the struggle to control Christchurch.
John Joseph Grimes, the English Marist, was confirmed as its first Bishop in May
1887. But the trouble didn’t end there. Bishop Moran in Dunedin proved far from
gracious in defeat. He sniped at the Marists from the pages of his newspaper, the
Tablet, and invoked dramatic conspiracy theories about malign English influences in
Rome obstructing what he believed should be the Irish destiny of the New Zealand
Church. Of course his personal ambitions had also been dashed when Wellington was
simultaneously made the Archdiocese and his rival Francis Redwood, English-born
and a Marist, became the effective head of the Catholic church in New Zealand. Moran
indulged his pique by pointedly spurning the ceremonies conferring the Archbishopric
on Francis Redwood in Wellington as well as Grimes’ consecration in Christchurch later
that year. As the senior Catholic bishop in New Zealand he ought to have been at
both. He went to Australia instead.
Bishop Moran’s assertions of anti-Irish prejudice in Rome had some resonance in
Canterbury where the priests were still at odds and split along secular/Marist lines,
with added complications over Irish/French national origins. The appointment of the
new bishop stimulated further agitation by the Irish seculars through 1887, egged
on by the Tablet’s attacks on Grimes. Fr Denis Carew, an Irish Marist in Greymouth,
hit back, taking the Tablet to task for its attacks and prompting in turn a ferocious
response from Moran. The details of their arguments need not concern us here except
to consider how Timaru’s Catholics might have felt about the issues. They would
certainly have been aware of them. Their Irish loyalties were not in doubt; the 1879
riots attested to that. So too had their generous support for fund-raising appeals by
visiting Irish nationalist politicians through the 1880s. Yet the pioneer French priests
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had earned enormous respect in Timaru and there was a real sense of allegiance to
the Marist Order. It is not so surprising therefore to find a letter to the Tablet from
Thomas Harney, one of the most longstanding members of the parish, expressing a
‘Timaru position’ in support of Carew and the Marists:
“Your reply to the charges brought against you by the Rev Father Carew S.M., is so
full of un-Catholic sentiments, and your late articles so full of false statements, and
some of your correspondents’ letters so replete with mendacious statements, that I beg
leave to replv to them in my own humble way. I will, however, begin by informing you
that in this district, as well as on the West Coast, every one is ‘truly surprised, mortified,
and humiliated’ that you should have allowed the columns of your paper to be disgraced
by the un-Catholic articles and correspondence re the Ecclesiastical appointments lately
made in this Colony; and this you will find out to your own cost and sorrow at the
next visit of your agent throughout this diocese. Though I am a colonist of 22 years
standing, and one of the original subscribers and shareholders of your paper, and at its
first appearance one of its energetic canvassers, I regret that I will be compelled to stop
the same being received under my roof, for I cannot allow my children to read a paper
which disseminates disunion among Catholics of different nationalities.”
Harney went on to make even firmer statements about Timaru’s devotion to the
Marists:
“The sympathy, sir, that has always existed between the French Marist Fathers and
the Irish Catholic throughout New Zealand is another proof of the error of your ideas.
This sympathy, sir, has always been so great that whenever any of them departed from
us the grief has always been universal: but though departed, their works, their selfdenials, their kindness, their dignified and blameless lives, will forever remain green
and fresh in our memories. How often have I not heard the exclamation : “ Ah! the dear
old Fathers, we will never see their likes again.” How often, too, when any change had
to be effected, the first thought and exclamation has been: ‘I hope the new priest will
be a French Father, or a Marist.’ Yes, sir, these are the sentiments of nine-tenths of the
Irish Catholics of this part of New Zealand — and, I am certain, throughout this diocese,
wherever they have been. This may be news to you, sir; but remember Otago is not New
Zealand…”
The last jibe must have struck home – Moran had desperately wanted Otago to be
New Zealand, at least from an episcopal point of view. Harney’s letter was exposed
to withering scorn from a Tablet editorial pen that was well used to skewering its
opponents. Doubt was cast on Harney’s authorship of the letter. Maurice Duval –
Timaru’s most well known Belgian of course – was suggested as the “amanuensis”
pulling Harney’s strings. An eight-point rebuttal of the letter followed. It included
a re-statement of Moran’s old charges against the earlier Marist custodianship of
Otago’s Catholics and interpreted Harney’s statements as suggesting that Timaru’s
Irish Catholics were “turning away with contempt and dislike from Irish priests” – a
rather ludicrous inference. Surprise was expressed that Timaru Irishmen could so
forget their loyalties as to support the machinations in Rome of “Irish evictors, and
great English Lords who, like themselves, hold Irish priests and bishops in contempt…”
Further letters followed, a couple purportedly from other Timaru Catholics aghast at
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Harney’s statements on their behalf and in support of the Tablet, another from Maurice
Duval backing Harney and the Marists. It was all very unfortunate and brought no
glory to any of the combatants.
What else might this long-forgotten controversy tell us about Catholic life in
Timaru? Harney and Duval were certainly major players in Timaru Catholic affairs.
Their correspondence with the Tablet could therefore be considered in some sense
representative of opinion at Sacred Heart. They were part of a relatively small group
of laymen who constitute what might be called ‘the usual suspects’. On every occasion
that Catholic Timaru was on public display, whether for a fund-raising function, the
visit of some Church notable or just the regular activities of parochial life, the same
names tend to appear in newspaper reports. The wives of the same few men matched
them for leadership in women’s affairs. Their children even seem to get the lead roles
in school ‘entertainments’. We have noted some of these names in previous chapters
but there were changes over time as families moved in and out of the parish, especially
during the Long Depression of the 1880s when so many moved to Victoria. There was
also continuity, both in the names and in the occupations of those who carried this
informal mantle of leadership.
Publicans remained to the fore as in earlier years but the few Timaru Catholic
shopkeepers, tradesmen and professionals, and some of the more substantial farmers
were prominent too. Consistently in the front rank into the 1880s were Thomas O’Driscoll
(Hibernian Hotel), Joseph Kett (Grosvenor Hotel), William Gosling (an Englishman
who farmed much of the Conoor district), Thomas Harney (seedsman) and the Belgian
architect Duval. Next in frequency or prominence were men like Thomas Burns (clerk),
Matthew Crannitch (bootmaker), John Delaney (carpenter), Michael Dennehy (gaol
warder), Thomas Dillon (storekeeper), George Filmer (carpenter), Thomas J Kennedy
(actor/theatre manager), Michael J Lynch (solicitor), Henry Patrick Madden (baker),
Daniel Mahoney (Lynwood Hotel), Michael Mullin (Melville and Commercial Hotels),
and Thomas W Tymons (draper). Apart from Gosling and Duval all these men were
Irish or colonials of Irish descent. There were other names of course but this group
was the leading bunch in the 1880s.
This de facto lay leadership carried with it a burden of responsibility. Consider
for example the role played in the parish by Thomas O’Driscoll, the leading Catholic
benefactor of his time. He was always front and centre of any church social event,
especially when it involved making a financial contribution. O’Driscoll was the leading
local donor to the St Patrick’s College fund in 1883, even though he had no sons and
his step-sons were past school age. O’Driscoll was one of the key organisers of a grand
Catholic schools’ picnic at Winchester at the end of 1885, visiting the site beforehand
with the priest to sort out arrangements and then donating substantial cash prizes for
the races. When the Rev Dr Watters, Rector of the new St Patrick’s College in Wellington,
visited Timaru in 1886 to test local candidates for scholarships there, O’Driscoll was
on the railway platform to greet him. Two years later, Bishop Grimes made his first
episcopal visit to the parish. O’Driscoll was not only one of the welcoming committee;
he also donated a ‘throne’ for when the bishop took his place at the front of the church.
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This was, “conspicuous by its massiveness and beauty, and … made entirely of rimu.
The back was plain; the massive canopy was in the castellated Gothic style supported by
carved brackets resting on carved bosses of oak leaves and acorns. The chair … was the
gift of Mr. Thomas O’Driscoll.” [Tablet, 2 March 1888] Likewise, when Mother Sullivan
of the parish school died unexpectedly in 1889, O’Driscoll was one of her pallbearers.
The same year he purchased a section of land known as McGregor’s to provide a site
for a Brothers’ house. When the Brothers’ imminent arrival was announced in 1891,
Fr Foley suggested the parish ladies “should meet with Mrs O’Driscoll and devise for the
furnishing of the Brothers’ residence.” [Tablet, 14 August 1891]
The O’Driscolls ranked as perhaps the leading family in the parish. We noted earlier,
for example, how Thomas’s only child, daughter Katie, was the first boarder in the new
Sacred Heart Convent in 1881. His step-daughter, Margaret Gerity, was also highly
valued as the parish organist. When she married Michael Dennehy junior in 1884 it
was the Timaru Catholic wedding of the year. The O’Driscolls’ staunch Catholicism was
matched by an equal commitment to Irish nationalist politics. Thomas’s tangle with
the law over the 1879 Boxing Day disturbance does not seem to have diminished his
standing in the Catholic community; probably it was enhanced. Nor did it inhibit his
enthusiasm for Irish political causes. In 1883 he was on the welcoming committee for
the Irish National League’s John Redmond when he visited Timaru. When John Dillon
passed through town representing the Irish Land League six years later, O’Driscoll
(whose brother was a prominent Land Leaguer back in Co Kerry) acted as Timaru
treasurer for its Evicted Tenants Fund.
Such activity by the parish’s leading layman gives the lie to the Tablet’s claim in
the 1887 exchange of insults that Timaru Catholics had forgotten their Irish loyalties.
In fact the smooth transition from French to Irish Marist leadership – the hiccup over
Fr Keane notwithstanding – that followed Fr Chataigner’s departure in 1882 suggests
just the opposite. Fr Tom Devoy proved to be a very popular parish priest. Originally
from Queens County (now Co Laois) in Ireland, he had come to Timaru after a stint
at Kumara on the West Coast. This had been his first parish in New Zealand and he
had adapted well to colonial conditions there, earning the respect of his parishioners
who were mainly gold miners from Irish backgrounds. It was in Kumara that he first
demonstrated the knack for fund-raising referred to in
the previous chapter, clearing the parish’s debts and
completing work on its church. Raising finance was
a key attribute for a parish priest, especially in the
colonial era of extensive church and school-building,
and ensured that Devoy’s star would rise rapidly.

Father Devoy.

[MAW]

Irishness actually gave Devoy a key ‘in’ with Catholic
communities like Timaru and Kumara that were still
largely made up of immigrants of Irish origin and
their children. Bishop Moran was quite correct in his
statements on that score. The Marist Order realised
it too and had been astute in reinforcing its pioneer
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French missionaries in New Zealand with a second generation of priests like Devoy,
recruited and trained in Ireland. This eventually took the heat out of the Irish/
French conflict in Canterbury. Personality conflicts were another matter – as the
French/French animosity between Fr Hurlin and Br Pius reveals. Devoy meanwhile
had quickly established his Irish nationalist credentials on arrival in Timaru in 1882.
Attending a lecture by a visiting Tasmanian politician in the Theatre Royal on “The
English in Ireland”, the priest supported the speaker’s critique of the English record
in Ireland and took it further when he “stigmatized the telegrams published in the New
Zealand papers about Irish affairs as lying telegrams and many of the leading articles
founded on them are written to create a prejudice against the Irish.” This statement
received wide publicity. It may have been fair comment but it was straying onto
dangerous ground. It was not something that Fr Chataigner would ever have said in
public, especially in Timaru, especially so soon after 1879.
But Fr Devoy didn’t let his Irish enthusiasms divert his attention from parish
organisation. A branch of the Hibernian Society, St Mary’s, was established in Timaru
early in 1883. This would become an important institution for the men of the parish,
offering opportunities for social get-togethers and public demonstrations of Catholic
solidarity. The Hibernians with their emerald green collars and regalia became a
fixture at parish events, an honour guard to visiting church dignatories and a bulwark
of male Catholic spirituality. Their symbols were obvious markers of Irish ethnic
identity on one level but the Society’s real focus was the here and now of colonial
life. It offered very practical benefits by insuring its members against the results
of illness, accidents and death. By paying into the Society’s fund, members could
expect financial assistance in such times of need. This was crucial in an age without
any state provision of social security. It formed a specifically Catholic link in a chain
of ‘friendly societies’ that offered this safety net across colonial society. This set a
pattern that would subsequently be replicated in all sorts of sporting and cultural
organisations. Catholic clubs and societies provided the Sacred Heart community
with a way of being part of broader Timaru society but on its own terms and in a way
that reinforced the parish community around the twin pillars of Catholic and Irish
identity.
Meanwhile for the younger male set Fr Devoy quickly instituted a Catholic Young
Men’s Literary Society. It met weekly in the boys’ school room, holding debates and
lectures on social questions, readings and recitations, and establishing a nascent
library for members. Leading older men of the parish, like Maurice Duval and Thomas
Harney, were office-holders. The Society filled a gap in the male side of the local
Catholic education system, offering self-help and adult learning opportunities. It
would be more than a generation before the parish could go further than this by
opening a secondary school for its young men. Plenty of other interests were catered
for too. A St Patrick’s brass band, for example, was established in Fr Devoy’s time.
In 1891 his successor, Fr Foley, instituted the Aloysians (the St Aloysian Catholic
Union), a male sodality named for the 16th-century Spanish Jesuit Aloysius Gonzaga,
the Church-assigned patron saint of youth. This may have been a re-branded version
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of the Literary Society; it offered a similar
range of social activities though on the
parish’s feast day in 1893 it also attended
Mass in a body, complete with rosettes
and medals.
These male organisations were
complemented by the Children of Mary and
the Altar Society for the young women.
They often joined forces for picnics and
socials (and to promote marriages within
the fold no doubt). In 1894 the ladies of
A typical Timaru Aloysian Club report published
the
Altar Society presented the Aloysians
in The Tablet April 1899.
with a magnificent banner “with a portrait
of the Saint artistically worked in raised
silver in the centre, on a background of azure blue and fringed all round with magnificent
silver fringe.” The Children of Mary was established by one of the Sacred Heart nuns,
Mother Croak, who came over from America in 1886. She had studied lay apostolate
work there and became the centre of the Timaru Convent’s outreach into the local
community. From within her enclosure Mother Croak provided guidance and direction
for the women of the parish, through retreats and charitable work. This later included
St Anne’s Guild, a hand-picked group of women who reached out to the poor, sick
and aged in their homes. Mother Croak also co-ordinated a discreet informal adoption
service. “Babies were transferred from young unmarried mothers in the darkness of
night and delivered at night to foster parents.” [Cavalcade of Memories, Rita Minehan,
p14.] This clandestine scheme for dealing with unwanted pregnancies is a reminder
of the very different social mores of the late 19th century.
A similar gulf confronts us when we try and imagine what spiritual life was like for
Timaru Catholics in this period. Mass was, of course, in Latin and considerably longer
than today’s version, especially the sermons, which must have seemed interminable.
The Eucharistic fast was from midnight, although in practice this was not necessarily
a weekly burden since the reception of communion was much less frequent. There was
a touch of the scrupulous surrounding the sacrament, something reserved for a big
occasion and requiring recent confession as a bare minimum of preparation. Parish
missions were one such occasion, spiritual festivals over a fortnight or so, usually
with some ‘star’ preacher brought in to stir up the congregation. A Redemptorist
mission in Timaru in 1885 for example got the local Tablet correspondent so excited
he expected mass conversions of the non-Catholic population: “To the non-Catholic,
the sight of crowds of worshippers, many of them coming long distances, hurrying three
times a day to the church for a full fortnight, appeared quite inexplicable, and certainly
most edifying. So great was the impression it made, that we may expect the conversion
of some of them. It was truly a most consoling and touching sight to see the crowds
flocking around the confessionals and, the Holy Table, amongst which were to be seen
many hardened sinners.” [Tablet, 20 March 1885]
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What strikes me forcibly in reading accounts of big religious occasions in this
period – the episcopal visits, confirmations, missions, and so on – is how high-brow
the liturgies seem to have been. This is especially evident in the music; provided by a
choir, usually under the direction of Maurice Duval. The following account is typical.
It describes special ceremonies to mark the unveiling of a statue of the Sacred Heart
in the Timaru church in June 1887:
“In order to mark the day, special musical provision had been made, Weber’s mass
in G being decided upon for the morning service. In spite of the inclemency of the
weather, the ordinary worshippers mustered in good force, and there were present
besides numbers of persons belonging to other communions, whom the prospect of
so rare a musical treat had attracted. The choir was strengthened by the presence of
Misses Kate Haigh and G. Pender as soloists, and an orchestral accompaniment was
supplied by Messrs Haigh senr., and McCarthy, junr., Rudolph, Alfred and Claude Haigh
(violins, organ, cornet and double-bass respectively), and Huggins, clarinet. Under such
favourable circumstances, it is not surprising that the performance was most impressive.
The instrumental accompaniment was, both in expression and balance, beautifully true.
The music was interpreted, and all who have ever heard this fine composition (which
indeed many persons admire more than Mozart’s grand works) were pleased beyond
measure at the sweetness and fulness of the orchestral music.
The solos were in the hands of Misses K. Haigh and Gr. Pender, and were of course
admirably rendered. Miss Pender has a rather powerful mezzo-soprano voice which
was very effective indeed, especially in the Ave Maria of Cherubini which formed the
‘offertoire’. The accompaniment to this is extremely beautiful. But the centre piece of the
whole was the ‘Agnus Dei’, sung (contralto) by Miss Haigh. This young lady’s rich and
powerful voice and somewhat grave utterance and intonation are heard to astonishing
advantage in music of this character, and all that can be said of the ‘Agnus Dei’ is
that it was enthralling, anything more noble and full of devout expression was never
composed, and the singer proved herself worthy to interpret it. Mass was said by the Rev.
Father Bowers, the Rev. Father Foley delivering a discourse.
Vespers were attended by a crowded congregation, the service being conducted by the
Revs. Fathers Foley, Brown and Bowers, the last preaching a very interesting and effective
sermon in which he set forth the history of the devotion of the Sacred Heart. His resonant
voice, perfect fluency and scholarly diction secured for him a most attentive hearing.
‘Tantum Ergo’ as a duet by Miss K. Haigh and Mr Duval, was finely rendered and towards
the close, most beautifully. The ‘Ave Maria’ by Campana, an exquisite production, was
grandly sung by Miss Haigh, and the whole musical programme, managed by Mr Duval,
was a genuine success. During the evening one of the pupils of the Convent, Miss Selina
Hall, suitably habited, recited ‘An Act of Contrition’, the congregation kneeling the
while. We hope the public may be allowed to renew their acquaintance with the masters
of sacred music on future occasions, through the same efficient medium. The Church
last night presented a fine appearance, being crowded with people, and the altar being
splendidly decorated, and lighted with about seventy wax candles.’ [Timaru Herald 21
June 1887]
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Note too that this report comes from the local secular paper rather than the Tablet
– an indication of the cultural kudos attached to such elaborate European-style
Catholicism.
The more homely traditions of Irish Catholicism don’t rate a mention in contemporary
newspapers but we can assume that their influence endured in the private sphere
of individual and family prayer, and probably in funeral customs too. The French
and Italian-style sodalities, however, were having an influence that would shape
personal religious practice for the next century. In the late 1880s, for example, the
Apostleship of Prayer and League of the Sacred Heart was being heavily promoted
in the Canterbury diocese, with branches in Timaru and Temuka by the end of that
decade. Like devotion to the Sacred Heart itself, this sodality was of French origin but
spreading rapidly around the Catholic world through the 19th century. Its central aim
was to encourage the daily praying of an ‘act of consecration’, a prayer that came to
be called the ‘Morning Offering’. Almost a hundred years later I can remember offering
a version of this same prayer at daily assemblies at St Pat’s High School: “O Jesus,
through the Most Pure Heart of Mary, I offer you my prayers, works, joys and sufferings
of this day in reparation of my offences, for the intentions of your Sacred Heart and for
the suffering of the souls in purgatory.”
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First Funeral
Cornelius Brosnahan was the first person to have a funeral at the Basilica. He died
on the 27th November 1911 and because he was much loved and as it was the first
funeral from this church, a photographic record was kept of that funeral. The memorial
card for Cornelius and the photographs of the funeral procession appear below.

Memorial card of C Brosnahan.

Brosnahan mourners.

Funeral cart.

- Spencer Richards

Cornelius Brosnahan funeral.
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Timaru Cemetery

James Dorgan.

Mary and Michael Mullin.

Sisters of Mercy
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Moss Jonas.

Marist Fathers

Home of Compassion
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Chapter Seven

Towards A New Century and a New Church
Sacred Heart 1889 - 1909
As the twentieth century approached, Sacred Heart parish had an established look
to it. All of the things considered desirable in a fully-developed Catholic parish of
that time were in place: a staff of priests (3), nuns (13), lay sisters (10) and religious
brothers (4), a church, a convent, a presbytery, a ‘monastery’ (as the Brothers’ house
was called), and not one but three schools. So far we have spent a lot of time looking
at how these church institutions were established. Their formative years have cast
some light on the nature and aspirations of the early Timaru Catholic community. By
this time, however, its population of lay members had multiplied exponentially from
the original few and now spanned three generations in some families. Many people
must have played their part in developing the networks that knitted this parish
community together. Ordinary believers, the ones who filled the pews at Sacred Heart
each Sunday, constituted the parish’s core existence from day-to-day. Most will never
be known to history, their names and contributions slipping inevitably into obscurity.
Others left more of a mark on the surviving records. These throw up the names of the
leading lights of parish life, some of whom we have encountered already in previous
chapters. As the Victorian era drew to a close there was something of a changing of
the guard in parish leadership as many ‘old identities’ passed on.
The loss of Mother Sullivan in May 1889 has already been referred to. Her death
was a real shock to the parish. She was only 45 and had been the driving force behind
the parish girls’ school ever since the Sacred Heart Sisters arrived in 1880. Within a
few years all of her fellow ‘foundresses’ – the first party of nuns from America – also
died or left Timaru. Sister Mary Heffernan was recalled to the United States in 1891,
Mother Rachel Sharman died in 1894 and Mother Helen Mair in 1895. Fortunately
the Convent had received reinforcements from America through the 1880s. Three of
these later arrivals were to anchor the Sacred Heart Sisters’ presence in Timaru well
into the twentieth century. As the Sisters’ own history has it, “the history of the
Timaru Convent is largely written in their lives.” Mother Annie Lydon was the first of
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the three on the scene, arriving in Timaru as a 23-year-old novice (a nun in training
yet to make her vows) in September 1880. She made her final profession (formally
taking vows as a nun) at Timaru in 1886 and was to spend over fifty years in New
Zealand. A tall, dignified woman, Mother Lydon was a key figure in the success of the
Timaru Convent school. Described by her contemporaries as a ‘great lady’ and ‘a great
educator’, she was an inspiration to her pupils. In characteristic Sacred Heart style,
she trained their minds and characters in a way that formed them for life.
Mother Catherine Croak was the second key identity among the 1880s arrivals. Her
contribution to social work in the parish has already been referred to. She came to
Timaru from her native Chicago in 1886, a young woman having just made her first
vows. She was considered to be in frail health but the Timaru climate must have
agreed with her – despite ongoing health problems she managed nearly fifty years
in New Zealand before her death in 1935. As well as her work with the Children of
Mary, St Anne’s Guild and running a Catholic Library she was principal of Sacred
Heart primary school for fourteen years. Her travelling companion in 1886, Mother
Helen Ryan, was the third member of this influential group. Also from Chicago,
Mother Ryan made her mark on parish life quite literally; she was a fabulous artist.
She painted murals, frescoes and portraits to adorn the Convent and the Church,
including the giant banners that were such a feature in later years of the Rosary
Sunday processions. She also produced ‘illuminated addresses’ on demand (such a
feature of public life at that time for official ‘welcomes’ and ‘farewells’) and numerous
works of art for sale in church fund-raising bazaars. Many Timaru homes proudly
displayed beautifully decorated fire screens from Mother Ryan’s hand. As Sacristan
Mother Ryan also established high standards for the parish’s altar decorations and
maintained a fine stock of liturgical vestments.
Thomas O’Driscoll has figured largely in these pages already. His death on 8 October
1891 was as significant as any change in priestly appointments. It coincided with
the long-awaited arrival of the Marist Brothers and cast a pall over the ceremony held
to lay a foundation stone for the Brothers’ house. He had been such a constant in
parish affairs from its beginning, as well as a reliably generous benefactor, that his
absence took some of the joy out of that celebration. Bishop Grimes acknowledged
this, keeping his official remarks at the unveiling brief so that parishioners could go
on to pay their respects to O’Driscoll’s body awaiting burial in the church across the
road. The official cause of Thomas’s death was peritonitis but popular opinion was
that he died of a broken heart. His beloved daughter Katie had left Timaru early that
year to enter the Sacred Heart convent at Rose Bay in Sydney. In September word
came that she was seriously ill in Sydney and then, while her mother was en route
there, news arrived that Katie had died. A popular young woman in the parish, she
was just 20 years old. Her loss sent Thomas into a deep depression and he seemed
to lose the will to live. He underwent an operation – presumably for appendicitis –
but despite the efforts of four doctors did not survive its effects. Tributes flowed in,
including one from a leading Timaru prohibitionist, Rev William Gillies, who said that
O’Driscoll was “the only publican he knew of who could honestly say that he never took
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a shilling from an intoxicated man or supplied him, and as one who never resorted to
any means or inducements to entice anybody to spend their money with him.” [Tablet,
16 October 1891.]
Not long before his death, O’Driscoll had commissioned fellow parishioner and
noted Timaru architect Maurice Duval to build him a fine new house. It still stands,
giving its name to Lisava Avenue, just off North Street not far from the church.
Duval was another key player in parish affairs
who left it during the 1890s. In his case it was
not death but financial problems that led to his
departure. The Belgian architect had practised
in Timaru for over 19 years and established
himself as a significant presence in the town.
His professional work created a fantastic legacy
in stone in the buildings he was responsible
for erecting. These included all of the major
Catholic constructions of his time – the Sacred
Heart Convent, the boys’ and girls’ Catholic
schools, the Marist Brothers’ house, churches
in Geraldine, Pleasant Point and Fairlie, and
the school in Waimate. He also designed and
built the Anglican church at Beaconsfield and
Catholic churches in Christchurch and Nelson.
In fact Duval constructions could be found all
over South Canterbury – state schools, theatres,
private houses and commercial buildings.
Some, such as the Theatre Royal, Elloughton
Grange, and Claremont, still survive as major
local landmarks while his Alliance Textiles
complex in Bank Street was only demolished in
2010. In short, a significant part of late 19th
century Timaru was the work of this prominent
Catholic.
As a Belgian, Duval also brought a dash
of Continental culture to Timaru. He was
responsible for much of the fine choral music
that distinguished major liturgical celebrations
at Sacred Heart. He brought the same gifts to
Lisava House (top) and the entranceway
with the initials T, O and D (lower).
secular musical events in the town, organising
concerts, singing at public events, conducting
or acting in local theatrical productions, and
playing a lively part in public debates as a frequent newspaper correspondent.
Unfortunately, with the completion of so many major building projects in the town’s
development phase, architectural work dried up in Timaru during the 1890s. In 1894
Duval suffered the ignominy of bankruptcy. The following year he decided to leave
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New Zealand, taking his family to
England. At a farewell gathering,
laid on for him by Timaru’s
construction sector and the town’s
business leaders, Duval made some
revealing comments about colonial
attitudes to architecture and the
limited scope for further major
projects in Timaru. “He had” he
explained, “had to work always
under the colonial rule of providing
30s worth of work at 20s expense.”
There were five architects in Timaru
but scarcely enough work for one:
“The banks are all built, financial
and commercial companies are all
housed, and it was simply impossible
to look for an expenditure of £25,000
Maurice Duval and his family, some years after he left
Timaru.
- A Pike Collection
a year on dwellings, and that sum
must be spent to give even a modest
livelihood to five architects.” [Timaru Herald, 15 June 1895]
From a parish point of view, however, Duval left too soon; Timaru’s greatest Catholic
building project was still to come. By the 1890s the twenty-year-old parish church
at Sacred Heart was far too small for a congregation that would soon exceed 2,000
members. It was clear that a larger church would be needed as the old church was
regularly packed to bursting point with standing room only. Fr Louis Hurlin took a
useful first step towards a new building when he became parish priest in 1892. He
arranged for the parish Altar Society to take out an insurance policy on his life for
£500. When he died in Sydney six years later, the parish received this significant
cash sum as the nucleus of a church-building fund. It was also Fr Hurlin who, in early
1895, purchased the fine two-storey building known as ‘The Priory’ set on four acres
to the north of the church. This had been the residence of the Rector of the Boys’
High School and seemed a perfect fit for the needs of the priests, a suitable match for
the grandeur of the Convent as Bishop Grimes pointed out in blessing it. “Catholics
liked to see their priests well housed, in better homes than their own,” he said. [Timaru
Herald, 7 Oct 1895] The Priory would serve as presbytery for the Marist Fathers in
Timaru for the next 80-odd years.
This new addition to the parish’s property portfolio came with a £1700 price tag but
the ‘Ladies’ were soon organising yet another parish bazaar to wipe out the debt. Fr
Chataigner’s humble old house (which had also been called ‘the priory’) was also sold
off. Later in 1896 it was mounted on skids for removal. Parishioners were startled
to see it sliding along the road. Many old-timers were said to have knelt and blessed
themselves as they watched the building where they had once gathered for Mass pass
by. Shortly before, Fr Hurlin had been replaced as parish priest by Fr William Lewis,
a lively Irishman, who served just two years in Timaru. During his brief tenure, a
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letter arrived in the parish from dear old Fr Chataigner, 78 years old but still working
hard as superior of a Marist Scholasticate (a secondary college for boys intended
for the priesthood) at Belley in the French Alps. His letter, dated 18 August 1897,
was to Thomas Dillon, a longtime parishioner and old friend of the pioneer priest.
Chataigner shared fond memories of his years in Timaru and sought to heal some old
wounds (My friendly compliments to [Thomas] Harney whom I blamed terribly at one
time”). He also spoke encouragingly of the plans for a new church, word of which
must have reached him in France. “Am glad to hear that you there intend adorning
the corner I bought on the belt [Craigie Avenue] with a good church. This was from the
time of purchase a fine hope of mine? Shall I live to see it realised?” Sadly, the answer
was no. It would be another 14 years before the new church was completed by which
time the old Frenchman had been in his grave for a decade.
It would take the drive and ambition of a younger man
to turn Chataigner’s hope into reality. Fortunately for
the parish a curate with the perfect temperament to
see a major building project through to completion
had been appointed to Timaru at the same time as
Fr Hurlin in 1892. Fr John Tubman was 36 when he
arrived and 64 when he left. The thirty-two years
in between were not only the best years of his life
but a uniquely long priestly tenure in the history
of the parish. Tubman was also unique in moving
directly from the curate’s role to that of parish priest
without serving a stint elsewhere. This proved to be
an excellent preparation, allowing him six years to get
to know the parish and its people before taking
Father John Tubman.
on the burden of leadership. He was moreover
blessed with the best traits of Irish affability and
charm. Fr Tubman mixed easily with all classes and ages. He was an ecumenist before
his time, forming a fast friendship with the Vicar of St Mary’s Anglican Church, Henry
Harper, and many other non-Catholics. His open and outgoing personality was a real
asset for the Catholic community, bridging some of the old sectarian divisions, at least
for a time.
Building good relationships with the wider community was one of Fr Tubman’s
legacies. The other was even more significant – building the Basilica. It was not the
first church he built in the parish, however. He began on a smaller scale with a church
at St Andrews. This farming district to the south of Timaru had grown in population as
the Liberal Government’s policy of breaking up the great estates of the land companies
and runholders was put into practice. South Canterbury (along with North Otago)
became the main focus of the ‘lands for settlement’ policy in the 1890s. Thousands
of acres were sub-divided into family sized farms from the old runs that had covered
much of the region since the 1850s. This opened up land for the next generation and
many Irish Catholic families – the Burns, Dalys, Harts, Kennedys, Leonards, Lysaghts,
McCarthys, O’Briens, O’Connors, O’Donoghues, O’Learys, O’Loughlins, Ryans, Scotts,
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Scannells, Sheehans, Stacks and
Sullivans - took advantage of the
opportunity to develop new farms
in places like Lyalldale, Pareora, St
Andrews and Waikakahi. Such closer
settlement boosted populations
and demanded a pastoral response
from the church. In December 1902
a foundation stone was laid for a
Catholic church in the St Andrews
township. The completed building
opened the following May, a neat
brick structure plastered over to
present a striking white exterior
and with seating for 300.
The church property included
considerable room for expansion
as it was hoped the site might
one day be developed into a full
church/school/convent complex.
Appropriately for a district with
a large Scottish population the
church was named for St Andrew,
The Church of St Andrew at St Andrews.
the first Catholic church dedicated
to Scotland’s patron saint in the Christchurch diocese. It was served from Timaru
with a priest travelling south each week to say Mass. A special train was laid on for
the Sunday opening ceremony in May 1903, transporting Timaru parishioners south
to support their country cousins in celebrating the parish’s second church. This drew
a hostile reaction from members of the St Andrews Presbyterian congregation, who
were affronted at the Sabbath being defiled by such travel arrangements, and laid an
official complaint. Presbyterians held very strict views of what was permissible on the
Sabbath, views quite at odds with contemporary Catholic attitudes. Correspondence
followed in the newspaper exposing a cultural divide between the two groups, a
reminder for us of what a challenge sectarian divisions posed to small communities in
the past. We have already seen some of the rough edges of these divisions in Timaru
in the 19th century. St Andrews offers a good case study of how the sectarian divide
played out in a rural community in the 20th century, notably between the substantial
Scottish Presbyterian (and some Ulster Scots-Irish) population and their Irish Catholic
neighbours.
In St Andrews these sectarian antipathies were expressed both geographically and
symbolically through the position of the respective churches. The new Catholic church
was directly opposite the Presbyterian church, the two communities facing off each
Sunday as they went to their respective services. Through the week the Presbyterians
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and Catholics mixed and matched as workers, neighbours and friends. On Sundays,
however, each reverted to its tradition and shunned the ‘opposition’. Alan Annett (a
St Andrews Presbyterian who assisted with the development of this book) recalls this
strictly limited sectarian division persisting well into the twentieth century:
“The Catholics and Presbyterians both had a Church on Thackeray Street, St Andrews,
opposite each other with services on many occasions at the same time with both sticking
strictly to parking only on their respective sides of the street. In the 1930s and 1940s no
personal acknowledgment would be made by either congregation; by the 1950s maybe
a slight nod from opposing footpaths; by the 1960s a slight movement of the hand
extending on gradually to even one or two of the bold swapping the current Church
bulletin but definitely not moving closer than the centre line of the street. Back to
Monday we all returned to one united community working and living our daily lives
which thankfully has progressed now to 7 days per week 24 hours per day.”
The start of the new century also saw a major extension to the Sacred Heart
Convent. The second (south) wing planned by Maurice Duval twenty-five years earlier
was finally constructed in 1905. Additional accommodation had become urgent. The
landmark building was now catering for up to sixty boarders at the school and also
hosted annual retreats for Catholic women that attracted participants from all over
New Zealand. There had also been an influx of French nuns, refugees in a sense after
an anti-clerical government in France at the turn of the century expelled all religious
teaching Orders, closed church schools and seized church property. The French nuns
reinforced the French atmosphere that had always imbued the Sacred Heart Convent.
Even more than the American Sisters they must have seemed like exotic creatures in
Timaru, though their refined tastes and their cultural and artistic gifts were a real
boon to the school. The Sisters brought with them precious church furnishings saved
from the suppressed convents. The Order sent these treasures to its daughter houses
in the New World rather than risk their destruction. Thus the new Convent wing’s
magnificent second floor chapel was greatly enhanced by beautifully carved oak dados,
choir stalls and a pulpit from a chapel at Niort in France (where St Madeleine Sophie
Barat had once worshipped) and a marble pulpit from the Convent of Conflans.
This additional ‘woman power’ at the Convent was a real bonus to the parish. It
contrasted with the difficulties faced by the Marist Brothers in adequately staffing the
boys’ school. From the beginning the Brothers had found it hard to supply four men to
teach in Timaru and by the turn of the century just three Brothers were struggling to
cope with almost 200 boys. Increasingly, older boys were staying on beyond Standard
6 and the Brothers offered a ‘Standard 7’ as a shortened secondary course. Most Marist
boys would not have been able to afford to attend a High School at a time when there
were limited free places available. To relieve some of the pressure, the Sisters took
over infant classes (one source gives a date of 1902, another 1896), a co-educational
arrangement for the primers that endured until the schools merged in the 1980s. The
numbers were of course a tribute to the appeal of the Brothers’ education and the
success of the school under their direction. One area in particular where the Marist
boys were establishing an enviable reputation was on the rugby field.
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Rugby had begun at the boys’ school shortly before the Brothers took over. With
their enthusiastic encouragement, however, the school team had prospered. In 1895
a crack Marist school team had beaten the Timaru High School 20-nil to win a trophy
offered by the South Canterbury Rugby Union. They also played a Christchurch Marist
school team that year and beat them 25-nil. Players from this team carried on into
the South Canterbury third grade competition in 1896 under the name Shamrock.
This junior club soon faded from the scene but a decade later another triumphant
Marist school team provided the genesis of a Catholic rugby club that would become
one of the parish’s most successful organisations. The 1905 Marist team had won the
South Canterbury schools’ banner, scoring 110 points to just 3 against in six games.
Old boys of the school, former members of the champion team among them, gathered
together in early 1906 to discuss forming a club so that they could carry on playing
rugby together. A Catholic Boys Club had been established in the parish the previous
September. It now morphed into a rugby club that took the name Celtic, like the
former Shamrock club a pointer to the strong Irish identity that still permeated the
Timaru Catholic community.
The Celtic Club has its own published history (written by the present author to mark
its 2006 centennial) so will only be referred to in passing in this book. It is worth
noting, however, that Celtic was the first officially Catholic rugby club in New Zealand.
It marked the beginning of a sequence of Catholic rugby clubs to be established around
the country, often in association with Marist schools. This Catholic rugby federation
has endured down to the present when most other Catholic clubs and organisations
have long since disappeared. The ‘Marist’ clubs have made an important contribution
to New Zealand rugby so it should be a point of pride that it all began in Sacred Heart
parish. Even though the Celtic Club long ago established an identity independent of
the parish, it has never shed its historic ties with Sacred Heart. It is a reminder of
the lengthy period when separate Catholic clubs and organisations of all sorts were
deemed necessary. The ‘ghetto of the mind’ that such separate groups expressed has
now faded into history, along with almost all of the Catholic entities it spawned.
The Celtic Sports Club (the banner
under which Celtic rugby and
cricket clubs now operate) is the
last survivor; still in place at the
centre of the Catholic precinct
along Craigie Avenue. Today it
provides a rallying point for many
Timaru Catholics whose religious
affiliation has become a quasitribal identity rather than an
active spiritual practice.
The rugby club was not
actually the first sports’ club to
be established in the parish.

The Celtic Club, still strong in 2011.
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Descriptions of the Convent grounds as far back as 1880 make reference to tennis
being played there. By at least 1895 a St John’s Lawn Tennis Club had been organised,
with players of both sexes involved. Its members were, not surprisingly, drawn from
the better-off members of the parish with the daughters of Timaru’s Catholic publicans
(the Misses McGuiness and Mullin for example) prominent among them. They played
against other Timaru clubs whose members were likewise drawn from the ranks of
the genteel or well-to-do. All sporting codes in New Zealand reflected this socioeconomic bias until the early 1900s. Working people simply did not have the leisure
time to spare for such activities. Most worked six days a week. Only Sunday was
free for recreation but there were strong social restrictions (especially in areas like
Timaru with a strong Presbyterian presence) on what activities were permissible on
the Sabbath. Change came in the early 1900s as the right to an additional half-holiday
was gradually extended to different groups of workers. In Timaru the half-holiday was
set for Thursday afternoon and this became the day for most sporting competitions
in the town. In 1903 the local branch of the Hibernian Society changed its meeting
night away from Thursday so that younger members who were now playing sport in
the afternoon would not be discouraged from attending its evening meetings.
The formation of specifically Catholic clubs in the various sporting codes was
another reaction to this important change in parishioners’ lifestyles. The principle
of fusing a distinctive sense of Catholic identity with non-religious pastimes and
activities was already well established
in the separate school system and the
other recreational bodies such as the
bands and debating clubs of earlier
generations. When holidays had been
a rarer commodity – New Year’s Day, St
Patrick’s Day and the like – the whole
parish had often celebrated as one with
huge picnics and concerts. In 1897, for
example, over 2,000 people gathered
in Timaru for a monster sports meeting
to mark St Patrick’s Day with races,
Irish dancing and music, refreshments
and licensed booths. As leisure time
increased and recreational activities
proliferated, the church moved with
its members into the more specialised A year earlier the Timaru Herald reported on the 1896
realm of organised sports. St John’s St Patrick’s Day.
Tennis Club and the Celtic Rugby
Club were just the beginning of this process, a cunning effort really to maintain the
communal boundaries without restricting the options available to young Catholics.
Its success was evident in the continuing prevalence of in-group endogamy (Catholics
choosing to marry fellow Catholics).
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Fr Tubman oversaw all of these significant changes in parish life, working hard to
maintain pastoral care in a rapidly modernising social and economic environment.
There is little to tell us how many of the big
events of the day played out in the local Catholic
community. How did Sacred Heart parishioners
react to the granting of the vote to women in
1893, for example, or the hyper-Imperialism of
the war in South Africa from 1899-1901? At least
two parishioners were killed in that conflict and
a memorial tablet and window to one, Corporal
Willie Byrne, was erected in Sacred Heart church to
honour him. What of the changes in working life,
increasing mechanisation in the urban workshops,
or the advent of refrigerated shipping that
transformed the prospects of the small farmers?
Then there were the domestic technological
developments; telephones, motorised transport,
electrification. All would have a major impact
on how the parish operated as a community and
how its priests provided pastoral care. The pace
of change must often have seemed exhausting.
Perhaps to pre-empt burn-out, the parish priest
was granted a year’s sabbatical in 1906. Buoyed by
a series of farewell functions, and with generous
gifts of sovereigns clinking in his soutane pockets,
the priest set off on a world tour that would take
him home to Ireland, on to the Holy Land, and
across America to visit his brother (also a priest)
in Nevada.

Commemorating the fallen. Top: the
Byrne memorial window. Bottom:
The memorial plaque to deceased
parishioners in the South African and
First World Wars.

This American interlude is a key part of the
story of the Sacred Heart Basilica. Tradition
has it that Fr Tubman was so impressed by a
magnificent church built by his brother, Fr Thomas
Tubman, at Reno in Nevada that he brought home
photographs of it and that these formed the basis
of the design of his church in Timaru. Sacred
Heart is thus, purportedly, a ‘copy’ of the church
in America or as the 1969 parish history puts it
“a replica”. There are a couple of problems with
this tradition. The first is that the Timaru church
bears only a passing resemblance to the church in
Reno, the cathedral of St Thomas Aquinas, as is
evident from a comparison with the photograph
over. The second problem is that the church in
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Reno had not yet been built when John Tubman visited
his brother there in 1906. Since John Tubman did
not make a return visit to Reno until 1915, by which
time his own Basilica was well and truly completed,
he could not have seen his brother’s church in person
until that time. This raises the question of whether the
‘photos’ referred to were sent over from America after
St Thomas’s Cathedral opened in June 1908. While this
seems highly likely, it remains a considerable jump to
class the Timaru church as in any sense a ‘replica’. I
imagine that the Timaru priest passed his photos on
to the Dunedin architect Frank Petre, perhaps with a
request for such imitation. Petre doesn’t seem to have
taken much notice of the Reno church in developing
his distinctive design for Timaru’s church. Perhaps
St Thomas Aquinas Cathedral,
the two bell towers and the central nave provide some
Reno Nevada.
core reference. He followed instead the model he had
established with his other New Zealand basilica designs
(Christchurch Cathedral and the Waimate and Oamaru basilicas for example).
The Tubman brothers sound reasonably similar; forceful Irish characters who had
stellar clerical careers in overseas churches. They were born at Ballinamore in Co
Leitrim, two of the eight children of James
and Catherine Tubman. After ordination
John spent a period teaching at the Catholic
University in Dublin before volunteering
to come out to St Patrick’s College in
Wellington. His younger brother Thomas
on the other hand went directly to the
United States, serving first as an assistant
priest and then a pastor at Virginia City
and then at Reno, both in Nevada. There
are some interesting coincidences that tie
the respective brothers’ work in Nevada
and Timaru together. One odd one is that
Fr Thomas Tubman looked after the old
missionary Fr Henneberry during an illness
that ended in his death in Virginia City and
preached at his funeral. Henneberry had
made quite a splash during his mission in
Timaru back in 1879, indirectly stimulating
the ill-feeling of local Orangemen as we saw
in Chapter 3. Thomas Tubman also attracted
international attention, reported in the New The Waimate Basilica.
Zealand Tablet, by campaigning against a
- Roncalli Archives.
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boxing prizefight being organised in Nevada for St Patrick’s
Day 1897. “Such a revival of barbarism … would” he said,
“lower Nevada in the estimation of the civilised world.”
His stand proved futile; Nevada embraced boxing and
has had a long history of hosting championship bouts.
The coincidence is that one of the fighters involved in
1897 was from his brother’s bailiwick; none other than
Timaru’s world champion, Bob Fitzsimmons, whose statue
today adorns the old Crown Hotel site in the centre
of town.
Fr Thomas Tubman was appointed to Reno in early
1905. By then the city’s Catholic population had grown
considerably from its early days and its single Catholic
church was far too small. He immediately began
planning a new and much larger one. “The time has come
Bob
Fitzsimmons
statue,
for
making the structures in Reno attractive as well as
Timaru.
useful,” he said, declaring that his new church would be
“one of the finest buildings in the state.” A few months later the old parish church
burnt to the ground. Thomas seized the opportunity to relocate to a new site in the
central city where he purchased an entire block. Plans for the building were ready
by late summer of 1906 – in time to be seen by Fr John on his visit to Reno – and
construction began the following year. The new church, in the Greek Revival style,
opened in June 1908. At the dedication ceremony, the local bishop paid tribute to his
priest’s drive and determination: “If I did not witness the result of this work I would
be inclined to say it was beyond the means and the power of this congregation, but by
the blessing of God and through the business capacity and zeal of Fr Tubman, it has
been finished…” [Tablet, 4 February 1909]. Thomas went home to Ireland for a break
in late 1909 and while he was away his church suffered another disastrous fire and
was severely damaged. Undaunted, he arranged
its reconstruction, completed within a year, and
the church was rededicated in late November
1910. Just like his brother, Thomas Tubman
spent an unusually long time as parish priest
in Reno – 19 years. He died there in 1931 not
long after Reno became an independent diocese
and St Thomas Aquinas church was raised to the
status of a cathedral.

Part of one of Petre’s plans, showing the
proposed cut-off mark by Fr Tubman. For
the full diagram see the next chapter.
- South Canterbury Museum

John Tubman returned to Timaru from his
travels in March 1907, fired with enthusiasm to
begin his own church project. He must have
been proud of his brother’s achievements in
America and no doubt keen to match them in
Timaru. It seems quite remarkable how close in
time their respective projects were; overlapping
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indeed thanks to the fire in Reno and subsequent reconstruction. A touch of sibling
rivalry must have been inevitable in the circumstances. But if John Tubman submitted
details of his brother’s plans to his architect, he got a rude shock when the drawings
and estimates for the new church came back. The costs seemed extravagant and
perhaps the scheme suddenly seemed a little overambitious for his small and modestly
endowed congregation. At any rate the priest decided to make some cost-cutting
revisions to the plan. An annotation on Petre’s plans (now in the South Canterbury
Museum) marks a line along the roof line – beneath the central dome and bell towers
– with “FIRST CONTRACT TO STOP AT THIS”. In modern parlance this would be called
‘staging the project’. The architect would have none of it, however, indeed his
relationship with Fr Tubman is said to have quickly soured. Tradition has it that he
sold the plans to the parish priest and more or less washed his hands of it. We shall
come back to this story in the next chapter.
The Tubman plan also removed the two sacristies to either side of the sanctuary.
It would have been an architectural horror, a truncated stub of Petre’s concept.
Fortunately, the integrity of the design had an ally in the person of Bishop Grimes.
Having recently completed his own magnificent cathedral in Christchurch (likewise to
Petre’s design) and almost bankrupted the diocese in the process, Grimes nonetheless
rejected Tubman’s revisions outright. There was a frank exchange of views over
several weeks between the parish
priest and his bishop. Tubman was
understandably reluctant to take
the financial risks that the bishop
had so recently exposed himself to
in Christchurch. Grimes, however,
was insistent. Nothing less than
the whole plan would do.
In
November 1909 Tubman accepted the
challenge. “Encouraged by your kind
and considerate letter,” he wrote to
Grimes, “ I have made up my mind
to take the plunge. It is an immense
undertaking to attempt the whole plan
of the church, but perhaps providence
might be kind, and as it is, as you say,
an unsatisfactory thing and painful
eyesore to witness what you call ‘a
monstrosity’ … It is I recognise, an
immense undertaking for a place the
size of Timaru, where there is not a
The Tablet’s report on the October 1899 Bazaar raising
single man who can afford to give a funds for a new church.
big donation, and the great majority
very little.”
The parishioners, like Catholics all over New Zealand in fact, had an enviable
reputation for digging deep on behalf of their church. The tradition of holding
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monster fund-raising bazaars was so entrenched that the ladies of the town must
have no longer completed one effort than they started looking toward the next. There
was £7,000 in hand from earlier efforts, a good proportion of the £23,000 that would
ultimately be required (in comparison the Reno church cost £14,000). There were also
solid commitments from parishioners, especially the farmers, to make contributions
in kind. As Tubman confided to the bishop in his November letter, “I have been
around half the farmers of the district this day, and they all promised to send teams
of horses to do the carting.” Others promised timber for the scaffolding. Meanwhile
the Timaru men got stuck into work clearing the site of trees and excavating the
foundations, all on a voluntary basis. Most importantly, and in a remarkable emulation
of Fr Chataigner a generation earlier, Tubman took upon himself the role of building
contractor, employing labour directly, on day rates. “We can save a lot in this way
which we could not on contract.” On this rather dubious basis, work on the great
project began late in 1909.

The parish’s 1907 carnival fund-raiser included publication of this daily satirical newspaper ‘The Young
Dominion’ throughout the week-long event.
- South Canterbury Museum
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Chapter Eight

A Treasure for the Whole Town
Building the Basilica
When I began to write this chapter in late February 2011, Christchurch had just
suffered a devastating earthquake. Major after-shocks followed in June. Their effects
were so wide-ranging that these events will become a watershed in the history of
the city and indeed the country.
Amongst the personal tragedies
of death and serious injury,
the destruction of homes and
businesses, much of the historic
fabric of Christchurch was also
destroyed. The Anglican cathedral
in the Square lost its spire and
sustained significant damage to
the rest of the structure. Just a few
kilometres away, similar damage
befell the Catholic Cathedral of the
The severe damage suffered by the Christchurch Basilica of
Blessed Sacrament. Fortunately
the Blessed Sacrament in the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes.
neither collapse involved loss of
The containers seen are being used to brace the building.
life but the partial destruction of
- Christchurch Diocesan website.
such key icons of Christchurch’s
identity was symbolic of the
disaster’s impact. Initial reports suggested that the Catholic Cathedral was beyond
repair. Hopefully this will have proven incorrect and by the time these words are being
read, repair or reconstruction will be under way. Either way, the 2011 earthquakes
provide a backdrop that altered my approach to this chapter. It was a reminder of how
insubstantial the works of man are, even those as imposing as these great buildings in
stone in which our forefathers and mothers in the faith invested so much.
The Basilica of the Sacred Heart in Timaru is very much a little sister to the grand
Cathedral in Christchurch (likewise a basilica). It was built just a few years later,
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in much the same style and deploying many of the same construction techniques
and architectural features. This close relationship between the two buildings makes
the loss of one especially relevant to any celebration of the other. These buildings
have been precious to their communities well beyond the church membership. They
have also been anchors of Catholic identity in Canterbury. For over a century they
have stood as symbols of our faith in townscapes that they dominated in a way that
we have perhaps taken for granted. This year’s centennial celebrations in Timaru
will take on an altogether more sombre aspect in the light of the plight of the
Christchurch Cathedral. Indeed, this sense of connection applies to a whole string
of Petre basilicas from Wellington to Invercargill. The distinctive architectural style
of these buildings has provided a unique character for some of our most significant
Catholic churches. It seems fitting therefore to set the building of the Timaru church
against the background of all the basilicas designed by Francis Petre and to consider
something of their architectural and aesthetic history.
Francis (Frank) Petre was New Zealand’s first significant homegrown architect. He
was a member of a large and influential English Catholic family in Wellington. His
grandfather was the 11th Baron Petre, a leading member of England’s Catholic aristocracy
and a director of the New Zealand Company. Not surprisingly
then, the Petres were prominent in the establishment of the
New Zealand Company settlement in Wellington where Frank
was born in 1847. He returned to England for his education in
the 1850s, including stints at the Naval College in Portsmouth,
at a Catholic college in France and finally at the prestigious
Jesuit school, Ushaw College in Durham. From school he was
apprenticed to a leading London shipbuilding and engineering
firm where he learnt the latest engineering developments,
notably the use of concrete in construction. He returned to
Francis Petre, architect
New Zealand in 1872 to work on railway construction during the
for over 50 Catholic
great infrastructural boom of that decade, settling in Dunedin
churches including the
which was then the colony’s leading commercial centre and the
Timaru Basilica.
- oc.encydia.com
site of the most impressive architectural developments in the
country. Petre set up his own engineering and architectural
practice in 1875 making an immediate impression with his first big commission, St
Dominic’s Priory in Dunedin.
St Dominic’s is considered one of the most important Victorian buildings in New
Zealand. Petre’s design for it, a simplified form of Gothic, and more importantly his
construction method, was highly innovative. At
the time of its construction it was the largest mass
concrete building in the southern hemisphere,
constructed without reinforcing in a major feat
of engineering. It was Petre’s first demonstration
of his skill with concrete, a material with which
1880 advert in The Tablet.
he would become so synonymous that he earned
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the nickname ‘Lord Concrete’. He went on in 1878 to secure the commission for
Bishop Moran’s cathedral in Dunedin, another Gothic-style building on a challenging
site. This pushed Petre to the forefront of Catholic architecture in New Zealand at a
time when many significant churches were being built. The Petre imprint could be
seen in numerous parish churches across Otago and
Southland, often using concrete as the key building
material. He is sometimes credited with over
seventy churches across the South Island, though
the real number is about fifty. Most of these early
Petre commissions were in the Gothic style that was
considered the default setting for church design in the
English-speaking world in the 19th century. Almost
all of the significant Protestant churches erected in St Joseph’s Cathedral and Dominican
Priory in Dunedin, both designed
New Zealand in the colonial period, for instance, were by Frank Petre.
Gothic in style. In the 1890s, however, Petre changed
- Otago Settlers Museum collection
tack. He turned to an alternative Catholic style, the
ancient Roman basilica form.
A study of Petre’s churches by Diane Wynn-Williams links his later preference for
basilicas to an important shift in English Catholic church-building in the second half
of the 19th century. This also involved a turning away from the Gothic style. It was
part of a broader emphasis on the Roman nature of Catholicism. This philosophy,
known as Ultramontanism (literally “the man beyond the mountains”), stressed the
universal nature of the church but under the primacy of the Pope – whose ‘infallibility’
had been declared at the First Vatican Council in 1870. It involved a heavy emphasis
on uniformity; uniform Roman liturgies, spiritual practices, religious dress and so on.
We have already seen how this was playing out in Timaru where this grand tradition
of Roman spirituality subsumed and overwhelmed older folk religious styles from
Ireland. The glamour and panache of big Catholic occasions at Sacred Heart relied
heavily on their Roman forms and styles. South Canterbury’s Catholic pioneers lapped
up this Ultramontane style of Catholicism. Even the Protestants, who were affronted
by assertions of papal authority and ostensibly disapproving of Catholic religious
practice, seemed to be impressed by its outward forms. So when it came to building
new churches, it was only natural for an Ultramontane church to turn to classical
models and particularly the quintessentially Roman form of the basilica.
There was another side to Petre’s preference for basilicas in his later large-scale
church projects. As Wynn-Williams points out, Petre was often in an awkward position
as a Catholic architect working for the church. He “was often subject to considerable
pressure to design for the church free of charge, his employers resented paying his
accounts and he was often placed in the invidious position of having to beg his clients
for payment.” The Petre family recalled for example how the Dominican Sisters had
struggled to pay his fees for their Priory in the 1870s and offered the young and
childless architect free education for any daughters he might have. Petre accepted the
offer and got his own back when he subsequently produced seven daughters for the
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Sisters to educate. Quite apart from his difficulties securing payment, Petre also faced
the same colonial mindset that had dogged Maurice Duval in Timaru – “providing 30s
worth of work at 20s expense.” His clients invariably wanted big, impressive buildings
that would make a great symbolic statement in their respective landscapes. Yet the
small and poor Catholic congregations inevitably provided inadequate budgets, their
priests and bishops expecting the architect to somehow conjure up churches on a
palatial scale at bargain prices.
The basilica form offered considerable advantages in this context. On the one hand
it provided impressive buildings that explicitly proclaimed the Roman character of the
church. On the other it had a simplicity in structure that was particularly suitable
for concrete construction. Petre used highly mechanised techniques for his poured
concrete walls and then faced them with brick or Oamaru stone. This was a very quick
process, especially compared to the more painstaking stone construction required
for Gothic churches. A useful comparison is the four-year period for the erection of
the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament in Christchurch and the 26 years it took the
Anglicans to complete their cathedral in the Square. Concrete construction was also
much cheaper than any other form of masonry but just as fireproof and permanent
(earthquakes notwithstanding). “Thus it can be seen that the basilican style was a
logical choice for Petre … [I]t enabled him to combine the expediencies of economy and
speed of erection with the historic aesthetics of a form which was extremely familiar
to one who had been educated in France where, during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries most new churches were based on basilican plans in a classical or neoclassical
manner”. [Wynn-Williams (1982) p53].
There were rules to be followed in designing a Catholic church; issued of course
from Rome, by the Sacred Congregation of Rites. This imposed a uniformity on the
interiors of Petre’s churches. Each is cruciform in shape (a cross), consisting of a
wide nave (the long bit of the cross), with very short transepts (the arms of the
cross) containing devotional chapels to left and right, and at the head of the nave a
curved sanctuary for the high altar. This basic plan was common to both his Gothic
churches and the basilicas. The variety came in the exteriors and in the decoration
of the interiors. Petre designed at last nine churches to a basilican plan but none
was the same as any other. The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament is the largest and
indisputably the most impressive of them. It is often considered one of the standouts of church architecture in Australasia. In 2000 it was one of ten buildings chosen
to represent New Zealand architecture in an international series on architecture of the
20th century. George Bernard Shaw was famously so impressed by it that he waxed
lyrical about its unknown (to him) architect, calling him a New Zealand Brunelleschi
(one of the leading architects of the Italian Renaissance).
After the Cathedral, however, there seem to be widely varying assessments of
the respective merits of Petre’s other basilicas. Sacred Heart in Timaru has had its
enthusiasts – from an architectural perspective – as well as its detractors. Phillip
Hamilton, for example, who wrote a biographical study of the architect in 1986,
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considered the Timaru church (along with the Waimate one) “the climax of his entire
career.” In contrast, Wynn-Williams is scathing in her assessment:
“Petre had a […] horror for the Timaru church which … appears to have begun as a
cruciform design, similar in plan to that of Invercargill with the addition of a rounded
apse. This church was built by voluntary labour under the supervision of the parish
priest, Fr Tubman. Petre found him so difficult to work with that he stopped visiting
the site. This time the design was altered to accommodate Fr Tubman’s recollections
of his brother’s church in Reno, Nevada, also a domed basilica with two frontal towers.
Petre’s cruciform has been transformed into a Latin cross with the extension of the nave,
to which has been attached two domed towers. The resulting church lacks cohesion,
elegance and style. Its exterior remains impressive because of its bulk and elevated
site from which it dominates the southern aspect of Timaru. The interior is the least
satisfactory of any of Petre’s designs. The colonnaded apse is poorly related to the
remainder of the church and the central dome intrudes upon the longitudinal emphasis
of the nave. The heavy foliated plasterwork on the ceiling is most uncharacteristic of
Petre and suggests Tubman’s interference in the interior was even greater than his
external influence. It is unfair to Petre to place too great a consideration on this work”.
[p129]
Such an architectural analysis is beyond my ability to critique. The interior of
Sacred Heart strikes me as pretty stylish and I can’t quite grasp how it lacks cohesion
and elegance either. Nonetheless, I’ll leave that for those with a better understanding
of architectural principles. I want to focus instead on Wynn-Williams’ assertion that
the church design is so mucked about with that it can hardly be considered part of
Petre’s corpus of work. This has been a persistent tradition about the church from a
very early point but Wynn-Williams’ 1982 thesis states it most forcefully and bases her
disparagement of the Basilica’s architecture on it. Wynn-Williams was working with
a narrow range of sources, however. One of her principal informants was the elderly
Margaret Petre. Miss Petre was the youngest of Petre’s thirteen children, born in 1905
and thus only 5 years old at the time when Timaru’s basilica was under construction.
She was just thirteen when her father died in 1918. Her memories therefore could
only be second-hand stories passed down through the family and not perhaps quite as
useful a source as they are presented. Hamilton, for example, found the memories of
even some of Margaret’s older siblings “wildly inaccurate” about their father’s business.
We also now know that Fr Tubman had not actually seen his brother’s church in 1910
and more importantly that it is not a “domed basilica”.
The most important evidence, however, are the original plans for the church as
drawn up by Francis Petre (now in the collection of the South Canterbury Museum and
bearing Petre’s office stamp), along with a detailed specification by the architect for
“part of a church to be built at Timaru” signed by Petre and dated 28 October 1909.
Neither source was available to Wynn-Williams in 1982. I have already referred to an
annotation on these plans, which correlates to Fr Tubman’s ‘cut-down’ version of the
church (leaving off the bell towers and sacristies). Petre’s October 1909 document
provides detailed pricing for this option to support a tender process and evidently is a
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Two of the Petre plans (northern elevation and sectional view).
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- S.C. Museum 2005/288.01

later document than the (undated) design drawings. This contradicts Barbara Harper’s
account in the 1969 parish history, which states that Petre was “irate, and refused to
have any more to do with the plan unless his design was followed completely.” This
version is repeated in a parish pamphlet on the basilica prepared by Peter Wood in
1986, which alleges that “Petre was infuriated with the proposal and threatened to
withdraw from the venture unless his original plans were adhered to.” The specification
document suggests instead that the architect remained on reasonable terms with Fr
Tubman until at least October 1909 and was prepared to work with him on cuts and
revisions to reduce the price of the church. It was, as we know, Bishop Grimes rather
than the architect who refused to countenance such ‘a monstrosity’ and insisted on
the full plan being implemented. There is a cryptic annotation on the specification
document that suggests the priest kept these discussions secret: “P S Will you send
these back as soon as possible and mind no one has to know you have them not even Fr
Tubman.” Oddly, this bears the priest’s initials and is in his handwriting.
When Fr Tubman accepted the Bishop’s demand that he complete the architect’s
whole plan, in November 1909, his ‘plan B’ as we have seen was to reduce expenses by
running the building project himself. Since this effectively cut Petre out of the loop,
it may well account for the tradition of his dissatisfaction with and indeed disavowal
of the Timaru church. If so, his disgruntlement was not because the Basilica was not
what he had designed and planned but rather because he had been sidelined once
the actual construction began. Fr Tubman took over the role normally played by the
architect. A young building surveyor by the name of Bart Moriarty looked after the
hands-on supervision of the building work. When the building was completed it was the
priest who received all the kudos for the church’s appearance – as if he had designed
it – and Moriarty for the standard of workmanship of the construction. Petre’s role in
the project was very much overlooked and it would be altogether understandable if he
felt a little hard done by. Miss Petre told Wynn-Williams that her father sold his plans
to Fr Tubman and “withdrew all interest in the project.” [p128] In fact it looks more
likely that he was excluded to save costs. This story seems to have become mixed up
over time with the discarded proposal to muck about with Petre’s design.
How much then does the Tubman church differ from the Petre design? A close
comparison of the plans in the Museum and the building as erected in 1910/11
suggests that the variations are minor. Two can be identified. Firstly, Petre’s design
drawings of the transepts (the cross pieces with Our Lady’s altar on the south and St
Joseph’s on the north side) show four columns along the interior of the outer walls.
These do not feature in the finished building. Secondly, his drawings also show a
series of stained glass windows in the lower level of the rounded apse (behind the
altar), matching those in the upper level. These are missing too. Instead the sections
where the windows would have appeared are brick on the outside and solid plaster
on the interior. Such modest alterations also sound like cost-cutting measures. The
columns and windows would no doubt have been beautiful additions to the church.
Their exclusion, however, does not seem to constitute a fundamental alteration to
the overall plan. In every other regard – heights, widths, towers, domes, windows,
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columns, roof lines, staircases etc etc. – Petre’s design as per the extant plans is what
was built. This also gives the lie to a claim that Tubman had decided “to reduce the
length of the nave by removing two of the bays”, which appeared in an article on the
parish centenary in the Timaru Herald 3 April 1969. I can find no evidence to support
this statement. The Basilica seems to reflects Petre’s vision in its overall scheme as
well as its finer details.
Having put these misconceptions to rest, it is time to consider the achievement
of the Tubman/Moriarty team. There can be no
doubt that they thoroughly deserved all the praise
that was heaped on them at the church’s opening in
October 1911. Tenders were called for the project in
early November 1909. The contract prices received
for the construction were way too high but the subcontracts seemed reasonable. It was this contrast
that inspired Fr Tubman to take a giant leap of faith.
He decided to cut out the construction companies
and set himself up on a one-off basis as what we Advert Timaru Herald, October 1909.
would call today a project manager. He took on the
role of co-ordinating the construction and in an exceedingly bold experiment opted
to build the church by day labour. His right-hand man would be Bart Moriarty, a
twenty-eight year-old building surveyor from Ashburton who had recently completed
work on the Canterbury Farmers building in downtown Timaru. For both of them the
Basilica was a huge gamble, a challenge that would define their careers for good or ill.
Many naysayers doubted they could pull it off. The potential for disaster - financial
and architectural - was immense.
Right from the beginning, the church construction work drew the parish together.
Fr Tubman knew his people and was able to muster their enthusiasm for what lay ahead.
The first way that this manifested itself was in the cartage of building materials, as
well as the supply of feed for the teams of horses involved. The farmers of the parish,
north to the Levels, inland
to Cannington, and south
to St Andrews delivered
on their commitment.
My grandfather, Dan
Brosnahan, recalled as a
teenager with his father
bringing cartloads of
bluegum timber in to
Timaru from the Levels
to serve as scaffolding
on the church site. Peter
Casey’s
grandfather,
Gerald Garrett sent two
A team of day labourers with Father Tubman (right) and Bart
drays, one wagon, eight
Moriarty (back left).
- S.C. Museum 0000
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horses and four sons – Gerald, Tom, Dick and Jack - in from Claremont. The boys
took turn-about two at a time for a week’s carting duty in Timaru. “The horses were
corralled down by Napier St, and the men slept in tents by the fence by Mercy [then
Sacred Heart] Convent. The ladies at the presbytery cooked for the men and a keg of
beer was a welcome refreshment each evening.” Many other farmers did likewise.
The drays dragged gravel from the beach, heavy work requiring a frequent change of
horses and lots of feed. The Casey wagon carried timber from the John Jackson timber
yard, Oamaru stone from the railway and bricks from the College Road brickworks.

Another team of day labourers on the project. Bart Moriarty and Father Tubman are sitting in the middle.
- Sacred Heart Presbytery

The St Andrews members of the parish also contributed fulsomely to the carting
work. William Anderson of Southburn was not even a Catholic but he had married
‘in’ to the community in 1891 when he wed Catherine Ryan at Sacred Heart church.
His support was largely due to his personal regard for Fr Tubman. Anderson’s son,
James, was the teamster for the Anderson wagon team, rising at 4.30am to groom
and feed the horses. They would be on the road by 5am with 50 to 60 bags of wheat,
travelling the 15 miles to town in 2-3 hours depending on traffic. After unloading
the grain, one or two loads would be carried to the church site, either shingle from
the beach, stone from the railway yard, or bricks, cement and other construction
supplies. They would travel home in the afternoon and prepare for a new load the
following day. Other families from the southern country part of the parish involved
included the Blackmores from Southburn, the Tooheys, Harts, Sheehans, Scannells,
Scotts, Stacks, Dalys, O’Loughlins, O’Donoghues, Brosnahans, Hartnetts, O’Driscolls,
Caseys, O’Learys, Sheas, McGraths, Fitzgeralds, McEwans, O’Connors, Ryans, Springs,
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Gaffaneys and O’Boyles. It was a who’s who of the St
Andrews Catholic community. Mick Crowley from Otaio
even loaned his traction engine to the building site for
winching and hauling. In latter years, he would brook
no criticism of the somewhat under-powered engine as
it inched its way up some of his clients’ steeper hills.
His stock reply: “Sure where would a man find a better
little engine than this? She can go anywhere, glory be,
she’s even been up on the high altar of the Basilica in
Timaru.”
Work was well advanced on the church walls by the
time the foundation stone was unveiled by Bishop
Grimes in a colourful ceremony on 6 February 1910. At
3pm a procession began at the Priory led by the Children
Bishop Grimes.
- Catholic Publications Centre.
of Mary in their blue cloaks and veils, followed by the
Hibernians behind their banner, wearing their emerald
green collars, and then all of the different parish groups. There were sixteen priests,
Monsignor McKay from Oamaru, the Marist Deans Regnault and Ginaty, and Bishops
Verdon and Grimes “in full pontificals” with their train-bearers bringing up the rear.
With the Marine Band on hand to provide music before all the ceremonial began, it was
an entertaining spectacle and a fine
way to spend a quiet Sunday afternoon
in Timaru. Spectators perched on the
new foundations or on the piles of
building materials scattered about the
site to get a good view. After opening
prayers, the bishops and priests marked
the spot where the high altar would
be, blessing it before returning to the
foundation stone on the southeast
corner and laying it in place. There
the clergy knelt and recited the Litany
of the Saints in Latin, the stone was
The foundation stone with its Latin inscription
blessed and then the procession re“Blessed and Laid” on 6 February 1911.
formed for a ceremonial march around
the foundations outlining the building’s
complete footprint. This brought home to many the enormity of what the parish had
taken on – the walls seemed to stretch forever and enclosed a simply vast floor space.
There was nothing else on this scale anywhere in Timaru. Could the Catholics really
pull it off?
The burden of expectation fell heaviest on Fr Tubman. He had taken to himself
enormous responsibility in his running of the building operation. But by February
he was growing in confidence. Bart Moriarty was proving to be a more-than-capable
superintendent of works. W.J (Bill) Harding, in charge of the stone-setting on his
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first major job in Timaru, was
showing the expertise that would
make him a long-term identity
in the town’s building trade. The
30-strong building crew that
had been assembled was also
demonstrating a real sense of
commitment to the project. There
were already signs too that the
day labour experiment was going
to deliver significant savings. Fr
Tubman was therefore upbeat in
his message to the large crowd
who gathered for the foundation
stone ceremony (the stone and
silver trowel donated by project
stonemason
John
Cassidy),
including many non-Catholic “old
residents of Timaru”. They were
looking to build a church, he
Bill Harding’s post-construction testimonial from Bart
said, that would last “for many
Moriarty.
- S.C Museum 2007/133.04
centuries… The architect (Mr
Petre) would not be satisfied with
anything inferior, and they had to thank him for his splendid design of a church which
would have two domes and everything finished in majestic form. He (the speaker) was
anxious to see the work let by contract, but the lowest tender (without the domes or
sacristy) was £13,000 so it had been decided to carry the work out by day labour. They
had laid the foundation for the completed building, and would see how far they could
go.” [TH 7 Feb 1910]
Funding was going to be the key to ‘how far they could go’. The project began in
late 1909 with just £7,000 in hand. Tubman had originally thought a building costing
£10,000 would be a realistic aim for his parish. This had been overtaken by the
grandeur of Petre’s plan and by February 1910 the budget was expected to top £20,000.
What was in view was nothing short of an architectural masterpiece. Everyone could
see that the completed Basilica would be the most significant building in Timaru. As
such, its construction merited support from beyond Catholic ranks. Fr Tubman was
quick to acknowledge the significance of donations from outside the church during
the foundation stone ceremony. His strong personal relationship with Mayor James
Craigie, a Scottish Presbyterian, was evident in the latter’s prominence in every public
Catholic occasion. [Craigie had planted out an avenue along the Town Belt with a
double row of trees in 1905. Subsequently it was named Craigie Avenue in his honour.]
Tubman also reported that he had received messages of support from nearly every
minister in Timaru. This seems unexceptional from a 21st-century perspective but it
was an unusual example of ecumenical goodwill in 1910. It became a recurring theme
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in all the priest’s public addresses over the next eighteen months. The church, he
said over and over again, would belong not just to the Catholics but to Timaru. Timaru
responded. Donations rolled in from all quarters. The church construction became a
focus of civic pride, the building site the ‘best show in town’. As the walls rose, the
emerging ‘cathedral-like’ structure became a symbol of communal achievement that
the whole town could share in.
Fund-raising got off to a flying start at the foundation stone ceremony. £1,100
was collected on that day alone. The big push would come soon after, however, with
the traditional bazaar, the cornerstone of parish funding since the 1870s. The 1910
bazaar would set a new benchmark for this tried-and-true method, both in scale and
in achievement. Responsibility for it was delegated to a bright young curate, Fr Paddy
Smyth who had arrived in Timaru in 1909. He would become famous (if not notorious)
for his fund-raising schemes over a lifetime that would later see him serve a term as
parish priest in Timaru. He cut his teeth on the great “Fairyland Carnival” of 1910. But
just as preparations for the bazaar got into full swing the parish suffered a significant
set-back. There had been rumours that the dear old church, long too small for parish
needs but venerated by two generations of worship, was to be demolished. Bishop
Grimes had quashed this with his announcement at the February ceremonies that it
would instead become a parish hall once the new church was ready. Instead, in the
early hours of 6 April 1910 the church was burned to the ground. As its forty-yearold timbers caught fire, the flames quickly enveloped the whole structure, lighting up

Photo of the old church taken shortly before it was burnt to the ground.
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- Wilson Collection

the town for an hour as the fire brigade did its futile best to extinguish the blaze. In
1969 Cissy Dunne could still remember seeing the fire through the drawn blinds from
her childhood home in Buchanan Street. She and her brothers went over and watched
the church burn. “I heard the bell fall.”
It was another eerie link to Fr Tubman’s brother’s experiences in Reno. In fact
there had been an earlier fire in Timaru as well. In September 1908 another early
morning blaze had destroyed the old church’s sacristy and part of its shingle roof.
On that occasion the firemen managed to extinguish the flames, though the parish’s
collection of vestments were lost, as well as a number of chalices and a monstrance.
Fr Kerley had risked his life to remove the Blessed Sacrament from the tabernacle. In
1910, however, nothing was saved. The only bonus was that insurance cover provided
another £1,500 to the building fund, although the real value of the destroyed church
was estimated at £3,000. More immediately,
the parish was without a place to worship.
Two Sundays later the boys’ school was
adapted to serve as a temporary chapel and
300 squeezed in to celebrate Mass. Hopes
that it could double as a school and church
for the next eighteen months were quickly
abandoned. Instead, £300 was spent on
erecting a basic hall. The boys moved there
for their lessons, leaving the Marist School to
be used as a temporary church. Afterwards
This Timaru Herald report of May 1910
the new hall would take the place of the old
suggests a generosity not always shown by
church and become a long-term parochial
insurance companies.
hall named in honour of St Patrick.
Undaunted by the fire, the parishioners redoubled their efforts to prepare for the
bazaar. Fr Smyth brought in a professional organiser from Christchurch, Frederick
Wauchop, to develop a nightly entertainment programme. In just six weeks he put
together a pantomime, “Re-awakening of the Sleeping Beauty” to be staged each night
by 150 parish girls. The Carnival opened on Tuesday 3 May in a new skating rink, the
Olympia Hall in Barnard Street, newly erected and used here for the first time. Despite
its size the new hall struggled to contain the thousand-strong audience on opening
night. Similar sized crowds on the succeeding thirteen nights quickly assured the
bazaar’s success. The whole town was abuzz with it. Fr Tubman took the opportunity
of the opening function to repeat his ecumenical message. “The new church”, he
repeated, “when completed, would be the property, not only of the Catholics, but of
Timaru in general. It would be an architectural ornament to the town, and people of any
denomination would be welcome in it. In the erection of the building no consideration
was being given to the religious denomination of those employed.” [T, 5 May 1910.]
It is worth reflecting on this message. How well have we lived up to the promise it
contains in the last hundred years?
A funding target of £1,000 had been set for the bazaar. This was easily met. Under
Fr Smyth’s direction, managed by Thomas Lynch senior, and with Nicholas Mangos
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keeping a tight watch on the accounts, the show was a roaring success. When it
closed, the total receipts for the 13 nights’ activities were over £1,700, while the
expenses were just £158. The net result of £1,600 was thought to be a New Zealand
record for a church bazaar. The £528 raised by Mrs Thomas Lynch’s stall was likewise
believed to be a national record. Everyone had played their part. Stalwart parish
organist Eileen Dennehy had provided hours of music while all those parish girls
had danced their legs off for Mr Wauchop. Fr Smyth’s speciality was the tug-of-war
competition that proved a great attraction for the young men of the town. The grand
final was a fiercely contested “Maoris vs Whites” display, won eventually by the Maori
team. Not to be outdone, the St Andrews parishioners organised a follow-up bazaar
of their own the following May. It raised a further £656, an impressive sum for a
small country district. In between these big communal efforts, individual and group
donations flowed in, large and small. By mid-1910, Fr Tubman was confident that the
church would not only be completed to its full specification but outstandingly, that
the parish would be left with a very modest debt to clear.
Even so, the announcement in August 1910 that the Sacred Heart parish school
would also be extended was a striking demonstration of the parish’s self-confidence.
The school had in fact been under severe pressure of space for some years. High
attendances, coupled with Mother Croak’s development of a sewing room – a sort of
trades’ training scheme for the parish’s working class girls – had seen classes being
taught in the school’s verandahs both summer and winter. Yet it was clearly a bit
much to ask the parishioners to dig even deeper into their pockets to fund the planned
extensions. Instead the Sacred Heart nuns took the burden on themselves, “providing
all the money required half of it as a gift and half advanced free of interest for a term of
years.” [T 15 Sept 1910] This generous proposal led to the unprecedented experience
for Sacred Heart parishioners of attending a foundation stone ceremony in October
1910 and NOT being asked to contribute to a collection. The school additions were
nonetheless extensive, costing £1,200 and doubling the size of the school complex.
They added a large central hall onto which three new classrooms opened. This was an
American model, reflecting the ongoing international connection of the Sacred Heart
Sisters, but the plans were drawn up by Bart Moriarty. He also superintended the
construction, using day labour as at the church site next door, while William Berry
was the foreman of works.
The school additions were completed in less than five months. The opening ceremony
in February 1911 was relatively low-key. Bishop Grimes took the opportunity to
make a speech about the injustice Catholics continued to suffer in New Zealand on
the education question. Such speeches were a constant feature of Catholic public
events, especially those relating to schools. They are tedious to read in retrospect and
must have been a bore to sit through at the time. Yet, they are of real importance
to our Catholic history. The educational grievance was the defining cause of the
Catholic community for over one hundred years. It bound the community together
as much as the shared Irish ethnicity that was the other common bond for most New
Zealand Catholics. As the Irish link faded, the education issue did not. Instead it
grew in importance as the burden of maintaining the separate Catholic school system
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ground down the community’s limited financial resources. For that reason it is worth
considering Bishop Grimes’ words, especially as he laid down in unusual detail exactly
what the Timaru Catholic community had invested in education up to 1910.
According to Bishop Grimes’ calculations, the boys’ school had cost £1,200 for the
Brothers’ residence, £1,500 for the school building, and at least £12,200 for teachers’
salaries (estimated at £100 per teacher per year) for a total of £14,900. The girls’
school had cost £3,000, the property £1,500 and the teachers £17,000 for a total
of £21,500. These were very conservative estimates, said the bishop, and did not
include the Sacred Heart Convent High School, which had cost a further £70,000 since
its establishment. Altogether this represented the truly massive sum of £106,400
expended by the Timaru Catholic community on education up to 1910, money that
the state had not had to find while at the same time taxing the Catholic community
to fund the state school system. It was this double burden that was the nub of the
Catholic sense of injustice. Despite the fact that a Catholic, Joseph Ward, had been
New Zealand’s Prime Minister since 1906, there had been few concessions from the
state. Indeed, Bishop Grimes thundered at the latest indignity; Catholic winners of
state educational scholarships were not allowed to work them out in Catholic schools.
New Zealand Catholics were being treated, said the bishop, “as though they were the
scum of the earth.” [T 23 Feb 1911]
Despite the Bishop’s public frustration, little remedy for the Catholic position
seemed likely in 1910. Rather, tensions between Catholic and Protestant were on the
rise. In 1908 a papal decree on marriage, Ne Temere, had laid down a new position
that only marriage before a priest was considered legitimate for Catholics. This caused

Ferrier’s photo of the Basilica under construction, with the dome complete, April 1911.
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- The Harvest

huge offence in New Zealand, with its implication that Catholics who married in
Protestant ceremonies were not really married, their children in a sense ‘illegitimate’.
Eventually a law was passed in 1920 making it an offence to cast aspersions on the
legitimacy of a marriage; the only place in the world where such a formal response to
the papal decree occurred. In 1911 the Protestant churches combined around their
own educational grievance – the lack of religious education in state schools – to form
the Bible In Schools League. The Catholics wouldn’t have a bar of this proposal as
they saw it as effectively called for the Protestantisation of the secular state schools.
The vigorous prohibition movement, meanwhile, which sought to make alcohol an
illegal substance, also set up a heated opposition between Catholics and many of the
Protestant churches. With the election of the Ulster Orangeman William Massey as
leader of the conservative Reform government in 1912, the outlook for Catholic causes
deteriorated markedly. The sectarian atmosphere was about to heat up considerably.
Timaru Catholics however were laying down some significant reservoirs of goodwill
with their Protestant neighbours. As the multi-denominational Basilica workforce
pressed on at a breakneck pace through 1910 and 1911, the outline of the new church
rapidly took shape on the Timaru skyline. By October 1910 the north transept was
almost complete. Two of the four huge arches that would support the central dome
were receiving their finishing touches. Their erection was a significant milestone in
the project as they were the widest spanning arches ever constructed in New Zealand,
“being three feet wider than the arches in the Christchurch Cathedral” according to the
Tablet report. By December part of the side wall of the church had reached its full
height and could be seen from all over Timaru. In February, on the first anniversary

The stunning addition to Timaru’s skyline of the completed church in 1911.
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of the foundation stone ceremony Fr Tubman threw the site open “and invited the
parishioners to inspect their property.” [T 2 Feb 1911]. By March the central dome
was sheathed in its copper sheeting and reflecting sunlight in all directions (later
dulling to the green verdigris we are used to) while the 15-foot-high cross took its
place on the summit. Fr Tubman now opened the tower to the public at select hours
to showcase the panoramic views it afforded over Timaru. Weather conditions had
been highly favourable, building supplies had arrived without delay, and the 40odd workers and tradesmen pushed hard to keep ahead of schedule. By August the
scaffolding came down and the grandeur of the building could be seen unimpeded.
An opening date was set: 1 October 1911, Rosary Sunday.
A couple of days before the grand opening, the church lights – electric lights no
less – were switched on for the first time. “The result was a brilliantly and evenly
lighted interior, and from all over the town the higher windows, particularly those
below the central dome and in the towers, could be seen.” [T 28 Sept 1911] Like the
lamp in the Gospels, the new church was set before Timaru as on a lamp stand “to
give light to everyone.” Indeed everyone associated with the project now wanted
to be part of the celebrations (with one notable exception). All four New Zealand
bishops came, each taking a role in the opening ceremonials. Over fifty priests from
all over the country joined them. Every South Canterbury mayor, lots of councillors
and the local parliamentarians also fronted up. Dawn of 1 October 1911 broke on a
perfect South Canterbury day; the most wonderful day in the history of the parish.
The Garrison Band shared duties with the Marine Band to entertain the throngs in
the church grounds, which were richly decorated with bunting for the occasion. Over
1,400 people crammed into the church for services in the morning and again in the
evening. Some had booked their places for a 10-shilling fee weeks before. Nothing
was held back; all the pomp and circumstance, the colour and the ceremonial of
Roman Catholicism at its grandest was deployed.

New Zealand’s four Catholic bishops in 1911: Michael Verdon (Dunedin), Francis Redwood (Wellington),
John Grimes (Christchurch) and Henry Cleary (Auckland).
- Otago Settlers Museum Collection
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Capping everything was the surprise announcement at the beginning of the opening
ceremony that Fr Tubman had been elevated to the position of diocesan consultor,
a position that gave him the title “Dean”. The priest had just celebrated his 25th
anniversary of ordination. The new title was akin to a knighthood, a recognition
from Rome of his heroic labours. Fr Tubman was indeed the toast of the town,
receiving accolades from all sides as the hero of the hour. In vain did the priest try
and acknowledge the role of the Dunedin architect who was notably absent from the
ceremonies. Their roles had in fact become inverted, with the popular view expressed
by Dean Regnault’s statement that, “the beautiful conception of the church was Dean
Tubman’s and Mr Petre had drawn the plan on beautifully symmetrical lines.” Regnault
at least gave the architect a mention; few others did. This was a shame in the long
term, inadvertently diminishing Petre’s architectural achievement in the Basilica. Yet
Tubman fully deserved the kudos on a broader front, having borne an incredible
weight of responsibility in seeing Petre’s plans through to completion. People said
that he had visibly aged during its construction, pouring himself into the project as
if giving it his very life’s blood.
The Timaru Herald provided extensive coverage of the church’s opening ceremonies.
It also paid editorial tribute to the Sacred Heart parish community in comments that
are worth quoting. “It should be, perhaps, their greatest cause of pride that they have
erected this church not merely as a magnificent memorial to their devotion, but to meet
their actual needs. Their Faith has made great progress in South Canterbury in the
fifty years that have elapsed since Mass was first celebrated in the Mechanics’ Institute
and in a private house in Timaru before a congregation of about a score. Those were
the days of small things; what those things have grown to was shown yesterday by the
congregations which assembled under the vast dome of this splendid fane [an old word
meaning church].” [TH 2 Oct 1911] It was also a point of pride, wrote the newspaper,
that the congregation had funded the massive project from its own resources and
“almost free of debt”. Fr Tubman would have added a rider acknowledging the generous
support of many non-Catholics. For their benefit, he made a public statement of the
project’s financial position in the following week. This revealed that he had collected
£18,000 and paid out £16,000 (including £1,000 for the school extensions, £300 for
building the hall, and some minor additions at St Andrews). The remaining liability
was £3,000 but he had cash in hand of £1,800, leaving the actual debt at just £1200.
This was a paltry sum that cast little shadow over the parish’s future. Priest and
people wallowed in the warm afterglow of their great day and looked ahead with
confidence.
POSTSCRIPT: THE SACRED HEART ‘KNOCK-OFF’ IN SYDNEY
Imitation, it is said, is the sincerest form of flattery. In 1917 Sacred Heart Basilica
got a huge compliment from St Francis of Assisi parish at Paddington in Sydney. St
Francis was a busy inner city parish dating from the 1860s. Its first church was
erected in 1866, a second temporary one in the 1880s and a third major expansion
in 1889. Only the nave of the 1889 church was ever completed, however, and by the
early 20th century it was bursting at the seams with five Masses being said there every
Sunday. In 1915 the Archbishop of Sydney decided to press on with the completion
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Above: A modern view of the sanctuary of St Francis of Assisi Church in Paddington, Sydney. Moriarty’s
copy of the Timaru Basilica.
- St Francis of Assisi Parish.

of the church but the original plans were by then too small for the parish’s growing
population. Instead, a new church was commissioned from Bart Moriarty of Lush and
Moriarty Architects. This was none other than the Ashburton building surveyor who
had earned his spurs on the Sacred Heart Basilica project in 1910-11. On its completion
he had gone into partnership with an experienced Dunedin architect, Thomas Lusk
(father of the artist Doris Lusk). In 1912 he built the Dominion Hotel in Timaru for
Jeremiah O’Reilly but then headed to Sydney to seek expanded opportunities. The
Paddington church was one of his first Australian commissions. In the event, only
the sanctuary, transepts and sacristies of Moriarty’s design for St Francis church were
actually built. These were attached to the nave of the old parish church until further
funds should become available to continue his plan.
The Sydney church has endured to the present with this unlikely combination,
altered somewhat by liturgical changes in the 1970s. The remarkable thing about it
is that Moriarty simply replicated the Petre design for Sacred Heart in Timaru. ‘His’
church is pretty much a straight knock-off of the Timaru one as is evident in the
photograph above. It’s a bit hard to know what to make of this. Bart Moriarty was
certainly capable of original design. His subsequent architectural career involved
the design and construction of numerous Catholic churches across Australia. Not
one of them repeats the style of Petre’s Timaru design. His most notable work was
Newman College at Melbourne University. This was actually designed by the American
architect Walter Burley Griffin, famous for designing Canberra, but Bart Moriarty built
it in just 18 months on a ‘cost plus’ basis that must have owed a lot in inspiration to
Fr Tubman’s approach to building Sacred Heart. Newman College is on the Australian
National Heritage list as one of the best examples of Griffin’s architecture. Its reinforced
concrete dome is the only one of its type ever built. Bart Moriarty thus constructed
buildings in two countries that are considered leading examples of another architect’s
work. He died in Melbourne in 1960 aged 78.
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Ferrier’s March 1911 view looking east showing the Marist Brothers house, Marist School, St Pat’s Hall and
the St John’s Club tennis court.
- S.C. Museum 2477

The matching view east taken in 2011 by Nick Anderson. The Craigie Avenue - Browne Street
block is still a Catholic precinct though none of the 1911 buildings survive. Anzac Square can
be seen in the right of the picture.
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Ferrier’s March 1911 view from the Basilica looking north-east towards North Street and the town
centre.
- N Anderson Collection

Matching view north-east taken in 2011 by Nick Anderson. The same flat-roofed two-storey building can
be seen along North Street in both photos. So too can Chalmers and St Mary’s churches.
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Ferrier’s March 1911 view from the Basilica looking north across North Street towards Main School.
- N Anderson Collection

Matching view north taken in 2011 by Nick Anderson.
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Basilica Weddings

Dick and Joan Wood (nee Hertnon), 1947.

William and Mary McGrath
(nee Brosnahan), 1902.

Buzz and Sheila Coman
(nee McGrath), 1951.

Bernadette Simpson
(nee Daly), 1956.
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Tim and Molly Cronin (nee Gridgeman), 1945.

Kevin and Maureen Ancell (nee Cronin), 1969.

Robert and Sally McCoid (nee Ancell), 1992.
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Jack Lysaght wedding.
Sheila McGrath wedding, 1951.

Joan and Bob Oakley, 1951.

Bart and Aileen Conroy (nee Robb), 1956.
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Oakley wedding, 1976.

Pavletich wedding, 1981.

van der Geest wedding, 1975.

Tom and Jane Coughlan (nee Faulks), 1961.

Tutty wedding, 1977.
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Chapter Nine

Treasures and Triumphs, Trouble and Strife
1911 - 1921
Dean Tubman would enjoy a further eight years as parish priest at Timaru following
the opening of his new church in 1911. He used that time to add incrementally to its
beauty and utility, as funds and opportunity allowed. Just months after the opening,
at Christmas in 1911, a Mrs C Byrne of Pleasant Point presented an impressive brass
sanctuary lamp. The following year the magnificent
organ was installed. It was the work of Arthur
Hobday of Wellington, New Zealand’s foremost organ
manufacturer. For Hobday the Basilica offered a chance
to showcase his wares in a peerless acoustic and visual
setting. Perhaps for that reason he offered a discount
on the installation price – £1,100 - and was rewarded
with a glowing testimonial letter from Fr Tubman that
was then used in advertisements. There is evidence
that the central part of the Sacred Heart organ was
recycled from the fire-damaged organ from the old
church. That organ had been a rebuild of one built in
1856 for St. Patrick’s Catholic Church, Sydney by the
English firm of Gray & Davison. Hobday enlarged on
this to provide an instrument whose tonal qualities
have been much admired ever since. It was installed
by his son, Arthur junior, a process interrupted by
the suicide of Hobday senior back in Wellington. This
seems to have led to some shortcuts being taken in an
installation process that was understandably rushed.
Nonetheless, one authority described the Sacred Heart
organ in 1981 as “the finest of the Hobday organs which The sanctuary lamp, Timaru
have been preserved.” Renovated at a cost of $70,000 Basilica.
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in 1986 the organ looks set
to reach its own centennial
date in 2012, still in splendid
working order.
A high altar had been
ordered from Italy even before
the church was completed.
It cost £1,000, paid out of
a bequest from a recently
deceased parishioner, John
Fahey. Made of alabaster,
the successful design was
selected from a large number
submitted by leading marble
works around the world. The
The Hobday organ, Timaru Basilica.
two side altars presumably
came from the same source. Like the Hobday organ, they were paid for from money
collected at the church’s opening functions. The high altar proved to be a perfect fit
for the sanctuary, its circular tabernacle with its neat bronze sliding doors surmounted
by a throne for exposition and topped by a mosaic dome – the ‘baldachino’ - that
echoed the great dome over the church nave. The altar has had its moments over the
last hundred years. In the
1950s the angels at either
end were stripped of their
candelabra for a time in a
misguided drive against
over-ostentation by Bishop
Lyons.
This left them
posing in a very peculiar
stance – ‘dukes up’ as it
were - and earned them
the nickname ‘The fighting
angels’. In the 1970s the
altar became the focus of
A Ferrier photograph of the high altar in 1912. - Private Collection
a sometimes-bitter battle
between parish factions, at
odds over post-Vatican Council II changes to liturgical practice. We will return to that
story in a later chapter but for now it is worth noting that one generation’s treasure
can easily become another generation’s trash. It is important to step back from
the whirligig of fashion – even the slow march of liturgical fashion – and recognise
the imperatives of design and architectural unity. On that basis the high altar has
certainly been integral to the Basilica’s integrity almost from day one.
Another important long-term feature of the church’s fittings to be added postopening was its peal of bells. These recall the generosity of a Waimate parishioner,
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the Ulster-born Catholic Nicholas
Quinn. When he died in 1903, this
Makikihi farmer and brickmaker
bequeathed some £3,000 to various
church causes. He seems to have had a
particular penchant for bells. Among
his bequests was £700 tagged for a set
of bells for the planned Christchurch
cathedral, £600 for the church fund in
Timaru of which £200 was to be spent
on its bells, and another set for the
Waimate church to which he left £600. The bell ropes with their individual names, Timaru
Bells were duly ordered for Sacred Heart Basilica.
from the English firm of John Warner
and Sons at a cost of £1,000. They arrived in mid-1914 and were blessed on 12 July.
Two weeks later the bells were rung for the first time and Dean Tubman got so excited
at hearing them that for a short time he had them rung to mark each hour of the day.
Not everyone in Timaru shared his enthusiasm, however, and when nurses working
night duty at the hospital complained that they couldn’t get any sleep during the
day, this daily chiming ceased. The eight bells span the scale of C and covering a
full octave can be used to play a wide range of music. They bear the names of the
members of Nicholas Quinn’s family: Nicholas, Mary, Francis, John, Michael, Henry,
Thomas and Patrick.
One of the most stunning features of the Sacred Heart Basilica is its complement
of stained glass windows. On opening day, however, the church’s windows were glazed
with what is called ‘cathedral glass’, the dark green glass that still fills most of the
windows. The stained glass was installed subsequently in batches, funded by a range
of benefactors and sourced from top stained glass producers all around the world. The
first group arrived in late 1913. These were nine windows made by John Hardman
and Company of Birmingham, England. Hardmans were perhaps the leading English
stained glass manufacturers of the time. The company had made its reputation
through a long-term collaboration with the great 19th-century Catholic architect A W
Pugin. They had supplied stained glass for Pugin’s Houses of Parliament in London,
as well as the architect’s innumerable churches across England and Ireland. The firm
established a foothold in the colonies when they provided the windows for Sydney’s
Anglican cathedral in the 1860s and then for the much larger Catholic cathedral of
St Mary’s. Though it was begun in the 1880s St Mary’s was not completed until the
1930s and Hardmans’ representatives were regular visitors ‘down under’ throughout
this extended period, which included the time of the Timaru Basilica’s construction.
The Hardman windows are the ‘Baptism of Christ’ in the baptistery at the rear of
the church and the eight windows above the sanctuary. Two of these windows – the
Sacred Heart and St Joseph - were the gift of Fr Thomas McCarthy, a Marist priest
who preached the first mission in the new church in 1913. Not to be outdone,
Fr Tubman contributed a window to his patron saint, St John the Evangelist. The
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Men attending the first mission held in the new church in 1913. Dean Tubman is front left flanked by the
Marist missioners in their distinctive cloaks.
- Sacred Heart presbytery

Celtic Rugby Club gave the St Patrick window as a memorial to Thomas Hertnon, a
popular parishioner who was killed while playing rugby for the club in 1911. The
baptistery window commemorated the South African war casualty, Willie Byrne. The
St Aloysius window is also a memorial window. It commemorates Fr Charles Venning
S.M., member of a prominent Sacred Heart family and one of the first generation of
New Zealand-born Marist priests. Fr Venning had been ordained in 1903 and was
just thirty-three when he died in a motorcycle crash in Wellington in 1912. The
parishioners paid for his window and may have chosen St Aloysius as its subject to
mark the priest’s youthful connection with the old Aloysian Club of the 1890s. The
three other windows were paid for by the parish’s traditional leaders in benefaction:
local publicans in the congregation. Mr and Mrs Edward Ward of the Club Hotel paid
for a window of St Anne, the mother of Mary. Michael and Mary O’Meeghan of the Old
Bank Hotel chose Our Lady – ‘Mother Immaculate’ – for their window. Michael and
Mary Mullin rounded out the Irish contribution with a window of St Bridget.
By 1936, when the church celebrated its 25th anniversary, stained glass windows
had also been added to the transepts. Michael Mullin was the benefactor for four
windows in the south transept (Our Lady’s altar side). They commemorated incidents
from the Gospels: Jesus’ calming of the waters; the multiplication of the loaves and
fishes; the presentation of Jesus in the temple; and the finding of Jesus in the temple.
The O’Meeghan children donated a further window in the north transept (St Joseph’s
altar side) – the crucifixion of the Lord – as a memorial to their parents who died in
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the early 1920s. The first four windows were the work of a Melbourne partnership,
Mathieson and Gibson, who were responsible for many fine windows in churches
across Australasia from the 1930s. The ‘Crucifixion’ on the other hand came from
another Melbourne source, Herbert Credgington’s Catholic Art Gallery. Credgington
also supplied the Lady’s side window ‘Coronation of Mary as Queen of Heaven’, which
the congregation had paid for as a memorial window to Fr Tubman. Credgington,
however, was only an importer, not a manufacturer. He was also a bit dodgy. In 1934
he was prosecuted by the Australian customs for years of import duty evasion on his
consignments of altars, statues and stained glass windows from Europe. Found guilty,
he was fined the considerable sum of £800 plus costs.
A Timaru Herald report of the 1936 anniversary also noted that a recent bequest
had provided for the completion of the church’s complement of stained glass windows.
Subsequently another four windows were added to the north transept to commemorate
the Sullivan family of Guirteen farm at Levels. Four members of the family are named
in the brass plaque beneath the windows; James and Jane Sullivan, their son James
Joseph and their daughter Julia McCabe. James Sullivan was from Kings County (now
Co Offaly) and had come to New Zealand in 1862 as a carpenter. By the early 1880s,
however, he was an extensive landowner and a successful farmer. In 1882 he owned
over £23,000 worth of freehold land from Timaru north to Kakahu, making him the
wealthiest Sullivan in New Zealand. Most of this land was acquired by the Government
in the land schemes of the early 1900s and James retired to his substantial brick
residence at Guirteen. Jane and James Sullivan died within hours of each other on
5 and 6 April 1910 just as the Basilica’s construction was getting under way. There
was something weirdly symbolic about James’s passing. He had helped Fr Chataigner
select the site of the old church and had then superintended its construction in 1874.
His death coincided precisely with the fire that consumed the church during the early
hours of 6 April.
Like the Mathieson and Gibson windows on the Lady’s side, these final additions to
the St Joseph’s altar side were narrative windows recalling Gospel stories: the sermon
on the Mount; Christ the Good Shepherd; the annunciation; and the birth of Christ. The
windows came from a new supplier, however; the famous German firm of F.X. Zettler.
This helps date the windows’ installation reasonably precisely as the firm changed
its name in 1939 when it combined with another Munich company, Franz Mayer, and
then had its studios destroyed by Allied bombing in World War Two. Mayer and Zettler
had become known for their distinctive ‘Munich style’ stained glass and had windows
installed in over one hundred cathedrals worldwide, including St Peter’s in Rome.
They had been particularly successful in North America and Australasia, marketing
their wares aggressively to English-speaking countries and winning numerous awards
and accolades. Their windows revived the mediaeval style of stained glass, using
different coloured pieces of glass forming a mosaic to make a picture rather simply
painting the image onto larger pieces of glass. Zettler windows are characterized by
rich, jewel-like colours and beautifully detailed drawings.
The last group of windows was added to the nave of the church. They came from
the Irish firm of “James Watson and Son, Eire”, dating them to post-1937 when Eire
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became the official name for the Irish state. Watsons is an old family firm based
in Youghal County Cork and still operating in 2011. Their seven windows feature
saints and provide an interesting insight into the spiritual patrons that Sacred Heart
parishioners of the past have particularly valued. My favourite has always been
the window of St Michael the Archangel with its gruesome figure of Satan being
crushed underfoot. He is flanked on the northern side of the nave by St Matthew,
the tax collector who wrote a Gospel. He may have been selected as the patron saint
of Matthew Brodie, the popular second bishop of Christchurch from 1916 to 1943.
St Vincent de Paul comes next, a Frenchman who has been an important spiritual
influence on generations of parishioners through the Society that bears his name and
offers practical support to the poor and needy. At the back of the church is a window
of Columcille (also known as Columba) who was Ireland’s missionary to the Scots. He
constitutes an appropriate point of reference for the numerous Scottish Catholics who
have been part of the Timaru parish.
On the south side of the nave are windows featuring three holy women. First is St
Ita who was a 5th-century nun from County Limerick, sometimes referred to as the “St
Brigid of Munster” and reputed to have taught St Brendan as a boy. It is interesting
that Ita joins with saints Patrick and Brigid in the sanctuary, and Columcille in the
nave, as the only Irish saints in the pantheon of spiritual celebrities displayed in the
Basilica’s windows. Ita is flanked by two more saints from France, another reminder
of the powerful influence of French Catholicism on the church in both Ireland and
New Zealand. This was not just in the distant past either as the window to St Therese
of Lisieux attests. St Therese “of the Little Flower” was a very modern saint, only
canonised in 1925. She quickly became one of the most popular Catholic saints. Her
‘little way’ of everyday sanctity had enormous appeal to ordinary believers such as
those who filled the pews at Sacred Heart. The last window commemorates St Margaret
Mary, another French nun whose ecstatic visions in the 17th century gave rise to the
cult of the Sacred Heart. She seems an especially appropriate presence in a basilica
bearing the name of the devotion she inspired.

Dean Tubman.

- Private collection

The windows, like the bells, statues, altars, and
other ‘extras’ have added markedly to the beauty of
the church’s interior as well as being aids to devotion
for generations of worshippers. Some of them, as we
have seen, were added long after Fr Tubman’s departure
from the parish. The quality of the Basilica’s fittings
and furnishings, however, has always been consistent
with his vision for the church as a place of beauty
in the service of holiness. After his death in 1920 a
delightful tribute to the old priest by Mary Goulter was
published in the Auckland Catholic publication The
Month. It captures the almost symbiotic relationship
that Tubman had established with the Basilica and is
worth quoting extensively:
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“During the years of his residence in Timaru after the completion of the beautiful
church which was his life’s achievement, he seemed to love to be in the shadow of his
church, if he was not actually within it. His day began at dawn, in its walls, at 6.30
Mass; and after that he was generally to be found in his study, which was overshadowed
by the church, or on his verandah, where he could look across at it, or up in the clear
air that circled round its dome, or pacing up and down its aisles, or kneeling in prayer
in one of its quiet corners. It was built under his own immediate supervision, and so
much of himself went to the making of it, that at the end of the two strenuous years
during which it was building, he was visibly aged and bent and weakened, and the
completed church seemed to echo and express his personality with singular faithfulness.
It reflected his solidity of character, his orderly mind, his love for all that was best.
Within and without it, nothing was tawdry or second-rate; the stained windows, the
copper plates of the dome, the tiles of the floor, the marble altars – all were the best
of their kind. For generations to come, to whom he was unknown, he will live in this
church.” [The Month in February 1924]
Balancing the hagiography of Goulter’s rather pious account, there is another
wonderful story about Fr Tubman’s later years in Timaru in the history of the Christchurch
diocese, Held Firm by Faith. Its author, Fr Michael O’Meeghan (a descendant of the
namesake commemorated by windows in the church), records an exchange of letters
between the Timaru priests and the Marist Provincial in 1915 requesting permission to
buy a second car for the parish. One letter by Tubman offers a telling account of the
changes that modern technology was bringing to the pastoral work of a priest. “To do
the work of this parish two horses or cars are necessary. Horses are out of the question
now. There are none that I know of in any presbytery in Canterbury: besides, here the
journeys are too long for any horse.” The ageing pastor also indulged himself with a
little moan about the pressures faced by a parish priest in a typical early 20th-century
parish complex. “It is an awful task to steer a course agreeable to
Bishops, Provincials, Generals, Curates (and they are by far
the worst), Brothers, Nuns, Congregation, finance, the
Devil and myself. This means a lot of masters with
clashing interests. Now, about the motor car …”
This letter was Tubman’s second request for an
additional car, the first having been discreetly
ignored by the Marist Provincial, Dean Patrick
Smyth. The reason for his reluctance was a
separate flow of information on car matters
from the youngest curate in Timaru, Fr Michael
Murphy. The curate had his own perspective
on vehicle use in the parish. Fr O’Meeghan
summarises his complaints; “[The parish car]
was too often not roadworthy because Tubman did
not appreciate how to use it properly. At 60, he was
too old a dog to learn the new trick of driving,
lacked any sense of how to mend a puncture let
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Father Murphy. - Private collection

alone make a minor repair, and refused to accept that only one side of the road was his
to drive on. Timaru district would be safer if Tubman stayed with his horse!” [Held
Firm by Faith, pp255-56]
This exchange is also a reminder of how much was changing in the parish as
developments in the wider world impacted on Timaru. Many such changes were positive
in this period, making life easier and bringing wider prosperity to Timaru’s Catholic
community. The New Zealand economy was purring along, fueled by profits from a
thriving farming sector. After stagnating in the late 19th century, Timaru’s population
grew rapidly in the early 1900s, passing 11,000 in the 1911 census. With major
developments to Timaru’s port, supported by a well-developed rail network, the town
was well placed to service its rural hinterland and share in the economic well-being.
Sheep meat was being processed at Smithfield and Pareora, the two large freezing
works that were the town’s largest employers of labour. Wool from the region’s flocks
kept Timaru woollen mills busy as well, while South Canterbury’s increasing production
of grain supported flour mills and a biscuit factory. Secondary industries, offices
and shops provided other employment opportunities for the new generations coming
through the education system. There was a broad sense of optimism, characteristic of
Edwardian society, with a shared positive outlook to the future. Everything seemed
to be on the up and up.
The Liberal Party still dominated New Zealand politics in the early 1900s, even if
it was beginning to coast on its past achievements in economic and social policy that
had earned the country international attention at the end of the 19th century. When
Prime Minister Richard Seddon died unexpectedly in 1906, he was replaced briefly as
leader by Timaru’s M.P. William Hall-Jones and then by the Southland Catholic, Joseph
Ward. This may have raised false hopes among Catholics, increasing expectations
that increased government support might be forthcoming for Catholic schools. In
fact, Joseph Ward’s political career offered very little to his co-religionists. He was
seldom prepared to stand up and be counted on issues of special
interest to Catholics as a body. This did not save him from
accusations of sectarian favouritism and the more extreme
circles of Protestantism, steeped in traditions of antiCatholicism, warmed increasingly to conspiracy theories
about Ward and Catholic influences on government. The
Vatican didn’t help matters by issuing the 1908 decree
Ne Temere, referred to earlier, that tightened the rules
on Catholic marriage celebrations. It was widely seen
in New Zealand as declaring the marriages of Catholic
who wed in Protestant or civil ceremonies as invalid.
Unsurprisingly many Protestants found this attitude
insulting and it added fuel to a slow-burning resurgence
of anti-Catholic feeling.
Sir Joseph Ward, Prime Minister.
- nzetc.org

This was not obvious at the time. Timaru’s Catholics
would have been forgiven for feeling on top of the
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world as the second decade of the 20th century got under way. It wasn’t simply due
to the opening of the Basilica either. Celtic Rugby Club won the South Canterbury
senior championship for the first time in 1911. Marist school teams won the senior,
senior B and seven-a-side rugby competitions, the school cricket competition and
the school swimming shield. A newly formed Celtic Cricket Club likewise won both
senior and junior grade competitions, while the Catholic girls’ Avoca Hockey Club won
the South Canterbury hockey competition. There was symbolic importance in such
triumphs. Catholic separatism in education, sport and cultural organisation was not
about trying to live apart from the wider community like some sort of exclusive sect.
Rather, it was about forging a place for Catholics as a group within the wider entity
of society. As one New Zealand historian (Christopher van der Krogt) has aptly put
it, Catholics were interested in being ‘a part’, rather than ‘apart’. Catholic teams and
Catholic clubs gave church members a place where they could stand proud as Catholics
and take their place in Timaru society, without having to abandon their distinctive
sense of community with its ethnic and religious characteristics.
Great pride was taken in Catholic achievements, whether in sport, culture, business
or religious life. The Tablet is full of references in the pre-war period to young
Timaru Catholics who were doing well for themselves. It was important for the parish
community to recognise the success of the generation of Timaru boys and girls who had
benefitted from education at Marist or Sacred Heart, as well as the few who had gone
on to secondary education at the Convent or to St Patrick’s College in Wellington. The
first crop of New Zealand-born priests and brothers included a number of Sacred Heart
boys, beginning with Charles Venning and Alex MacDonald ordained in 1903. Other
young men were making inroads in professions and white-collar occupations that
their fathers could never have contemplated. Joe Dunne, for instance, was a highly
regarded clerk at the Canterbury Farmers in
1908 and a few years later passed his exams
in accountancy. J P O’Connor, a Timaru Marist
old boy, was promoted from the Christchurch
office of the NZ Flour Millers’ Association to
manage its Timaru branch in 1911. Michael
Mahoney, following an education at Marist
and St Pat’s Wellington had become a solicitor.
After eleven years at Smithson and Raymond,
he left Timaru in 1911 to become a partner
in an Auckland law firm. The same year W J
Doyle was working for the Justice Department
in Nelson. Most impressive of all was 22-yearold Patrick Ardagh who had just passed his
final medical exam at Otago to become the
youngest doctor in New Zealand.
The Convent old girls do not seem to have
pushed against contemporary gender barriers
in their choice of occupation – there were no
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Miss Nellie McAteer, cutting the cake at the
75th Jubilee of the St John’s Tennis Club.

female doctors or lawyers among the Sacred Heart alumni of this generation - but some
were carving out reputations in more traditional spheres of influence. A goodly number
were self-employed as music teachers and their pupils regularly made the news with top
achievements in music examinations and competitions. Some of these accomplished
musicians like Mrs Nellie Mangos (daughter of the publican Daniel McGuinness and
one of the earliest Convent pupils) also contributed enormously to parish worship by
playing the organ, conducting the choir and performing at innumerable concerts and
functions. Others, such as Nellie McAteer, benefitted from Mother Croak’s development
of technical skills in needlework and tailoring at the school to become one of Timaru’s
leading dressmakers. The school’s technical syllabus, which also included cookery,
aimed “to safeguard the faith and innocence of our Catholic girls who can thus pass from
the school to the workroom and earn a livelihood…” [Tablet, 8 Oct 1908]. A Catholic
Girls’ Hostel was established in September 1916 to provide ‘suitable’ accommodation
for the parish’s young working women, especially those coming in to town from the
country. It proved so popular that within six months a larger building had to be found
and the Hostel moved to “Oakleigh”, a house near the Convent at the corner of Craigie
Avenue and Hassall Street.
One family that brought more than their share of kudos to the parish was the
Lynchs. Thomas and Katherine Lynch came to Timaru from Otago in 1897. Thomas was
a railway man, transferred from Oamaru to take charge of the department’s wharfage
department in Timaru. In due course he became the railway yard foreman. Lynch had
enjoyed a stellar sporting career, representing Otago and the South Island in rugby
in the 1880s. He was also a first-rate tennis player, a top golfer, and good enough
to represent South Canterbury at cricket long enough to have three of his sons join
him in the team. Mrs Lynch, nee Walsh, was an old girl of the Dominican Sisters in
Dunedin and brought her considerable musical talent to the service of the parish choir
for over thirty-five years. It was Katherine Lynch whose stall had set the benchmark
for fund-raising during the great Fairyland Carnival of 1910. The couple had a large
family, six sons and six daughters, whose deeds were to exceed those of their parents.
Thomas junior, “Tiger” Lynch, was perhaps the most famous, becoming Celtic Rugby
Club’s first and greatest All Black in 1913. Brothers Stan and Jim excelled at cricket.
Kitty Lynch became a nurse. Patricia was a champion swimmer. She and her sister
Nan both attained first-rate qualifications and taught music. May became a Dominican
nun.
The most notable achiever in the family, however, (All Black status notwithstanding)
was Philip Lynch. As a baby he had contracted polio, which left him permanently
afflicted with partial paralysis in both legs. Unable to participate in school sports
Lynch excelled instead academically. He was a star pupil of Marist school passing the
public service junior exam in 1910. He set off for Wellington to take up a cadetship
in the Public Works Department. Despite having no secondary education, Lynch was
able to qualify as an architect with the department. Then in 1915 he switched focus
to science, first qualifying for university entrance and then graduating from Victoria
University with his first degree. In his late twenties he decided to study medicine,
spending the next few years at Otago Medical School to gain an M.D. and then
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post-graduate qualifications in pathology. Dr Lynch subsequently became the first
government pathologist and New Zealand’s leading criminal pathologist, a consultant
for the police in most of the major murder trials of the next three decades. In 1966 he
was appointed Chancellor of Victoria University, an incredible achievement for a boy
who started with no more than primary training from the Marist Brothers in Timaru.
Philip Lynch was a star pupil of Brother Egbert, principal at Marist school from 190914 and again from 1925-30. Egbert was an outstanding educator who would prove
adept at identifying academic
talent in the boys in his charge
throughout his long career. It
was Egbert who recognised the
scholastic potential of a young
Dan Davin while teaching in
Invercargill in 1929.
Egbert
pulled strings to ensure that
Davin would finish his schooling
at the Marist Brothers’ top school,
Sacred Heart College in Auckland,
and solicited financial support
from the Invercargill community Brother Egbert, Phil Lynch and others, circa 1909.
- Marist Centennial magazine
to get him there.
This final
year of first class tuition set the
brilliant Southlander up to win the university scholarships that would take him on to a
glittering academic career at Otago and Oxford and become one of New Zealand’s most
notable writers. There was much more to Egbert than talent-spotting however. Born
in Christchurch in 1880 as Michael Jackson, Egbert was one of the first generation of
New Zealand-born Marist Brothers. Professed in Sydney as a sixteen-year-old, Egbert
began his teaching career in Australia where he claimed to have had up to 200 boys
under his care at the same time. “And none of them ever gave me any trouble!”
Egbert returned to New Zealand in 1906. From then until his retirement in 1950
he taught at Marist schools all over the country. He was a man of many idiosyncrasies
and obsessions, described by one Marist Provincial as “our most eccentric brother”.
Stories of his exploits are legion. Many touch on his enthusiasm for singing: long and
loud, in any place and on any occasion. Perhaps his most notable ‘performance’ was
during his 1931 visit to Rome when Egbert climbed up on to the dome of St Peter’s
and boomed forth over the famous square below with “God Defend New Zealand” – in
Maori. Egbert was also notable for his sporting fixations. Like many Marist Brothers
he was a fervent rugby enthusiast. Unlike his confreres Egbert constantly sought to
improve the game with his own innovations. He devised “New Rugby”, a combination
of rugby, league, soccer and Gaelic football. New Cricket or “hit-trick” followed – a
forerunner as it turned out of the limited-over versions of the modern game. Indeed
Egbert came up with his own versions of just about every sporting code. His favourite
pastimes, however, were handball and cycling. In later years he became a notorious
figure on his huge, specially reinforced bicycle, riding with gay abandon through the
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traffic, his cloak flapping in the breeze and his Homburg hat held fast with a long
piece of elastic.
Thousands of ordinary boys benefited just as much as Philip Lynch or Dan Davin
from Egbert’s efforts. In Timaru in the 1920s, during his second stint as Principal
he pushed for the improvement of the “Tussock Domain” beside Marist School into
a proper playing ground for rugby. His letters to the editor as “Mother of Ten”
(he was an inveterate newspaper
correspondent under a range of
nom-de-plume) are credited with
securing local Council support.
Anzac Square was the result,
a playground for generations
of Marist schoolboys and home
ground for decades to the Celtic
Rugby Club. Brother Egbert was
a unique individual but in many
ways his story stands here for
hundreds of other Brothers and
religious Sisters who served in
Anzac Square, 2011.
Timaru. They lived and worked in
spartan conditions, received little material reward and yet devoted their entire lives
to Catholic education. Over the generations a whole ethnic community climbed out
of poverty through their efforts. Catholic histories seldom acknowledge just how
challenging were the conditions that faced our religious teachers: poorly financed
schools with rudimentary textbooks and other teaching aids, and overcrowded
classrooms. The Catholic education system was actually a very fragile flower, always
tottering on the edge of ruin and collapse.
This helps explain the determination, even aggressiveness, with which the Catholic
community agitated for state support for their schools. By 1912 there was an additional
worry that the state schools would become de facto Protestant schools. A new panProtestant organisation, the Bible in Schools League, was pushing for a referendum
to have bible teaching introduced to the state school syllabus. Joseph Ward’s Liberals
had also lost power, replaced by the Reform government led by William Massey, an
Ulster Protestant whose Orange Lodge associations added to Catholic anxiety. A new
Catholic organisation, the Catholic Federation, was formed to provide co-ordinated
national action on Catholic issues. Parish branches were formed around the country,
including one in Timaru. The Federation tangled with the government regularly over
the next decade on education matters without much success. Though it claimed not
to be a political organisation, the Federation’s high public profile raised the hackles
of many non-Catholics and helped revive anti-Catholic traditions.
The big story of the decade following the opening of the Basilica is actually the
resurgence of sectarian ill-feeling in New Zealand. This is little reflected in the
existing historical literature, especially from Catholic sources. Few even acknowledge
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the controversies that raged; most simply skate quickly over the issues in a form of
collective amnesia that underlines how traumatic these events were. We have seen
how successfully Timaru’s Catholics had recovered from their mis-step on sectarian
matters in 1879. There seems to have been little appetite for sectarian controversy in
South Canterbury in the 1910s. Fr Tubman was a champion of the integrated approach
whereby Catholics played their part in Timaru society and shared in the values and
enterprises of their fellow citizens as much as possible. His approach was akin to
that of Mother Suzanne Aubert a generation earlier, neatly described by Jessie Munro
in her prize-winning biography of the missionary nun: “She knew that neighbourly
co-operation among settlers was a thin membrane barely covering a turmoil of feelings
going far back in inherited history. Her approach was to protect the delicate, pulsing
fontanelle of a new society until it had firmed and safely closed.” [Jessie Munro, The
Story of Suzanne Aubert, AUP 1996, pp128-129] Tubman’s close association with civic
leaders, especially James Craigie who was first Mayor and then Member of Parliament
for Timaru, was part of this strategy to protect the ‘delicate fontanelle’ of sectarian
harmony. The Basilica’s adoption as a symbol of civic pride demonstrated the success
of this approach. Yet the ‘soft spot’ of ancient hatreds still lingered just beneath the
surface.
How then did Timaru react when the sectarian monster burst forth anew in New
Zealand society just a few years later? In short, it is almost impossible to say. There
are enormous silences in the surviving record that cloak this period in shadows. This
is true for much of New Zealand but seems even more pronounced in Timaru sources
than elsewhere. Even so, the absence of evidence is itself a form of evidence. The
shadows cast by events can provide a sort of negative reflection of those events.
There were two main issues that caused problems for Catholic New Zealand in the war
years. The first was the Irish rebellion in Dublin during Easter in 1916. This was a
shock for New Zealand’s Irish-descended Catholics as much as for everyone else. The
old controversies over Irish affairs had been losing their sting in the colonies as more
and more people saw that ‘Home Rule’ for Ireland was a reasonable claim. The most
recent New Zealand tour of an Irish nationalist delegation in 1910, for example, had
met with almost universal support. In Timaru, Protestants like Mayor Craigie and
John Anstey, member of the Legislative Council (the Upper House of Parliament) added
their voices to the cause and were happy to appear in the Theatre Royal alongside the
Irish visitors and their local Catholic hosts.
The Easter Rising, with its call for an independent Irish Republic, destroyed much
of the goodwill toward Irish independence in the wider community overnight. Ireland
and the Irish were now tarred with the brush of disloyalty, having attacked the Empire
in the middle of a war that threatened its existence. The taint of disloyalty also
attached itself to the New Zealand Irish, notwithstanding that thousands of young
Catholics were busy fighting and dying for the Empire in France and Belgium. Timaru
Catholics were foursquare behind the war effort. Numerous Marist old boys were on
active service, including ‘Tiger’ Lynch and most of the Celtic rugby seniors. A number
were killed. Their mothers and sisters were busy with patriotic activities on the home
front. Some trained at the hospital for service with the Red Cross, others met at the
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Loughnan house in Perth Street to knit for the soldiers. A Catholic Patriotic Society
met weekly in the Convent’s technical workroom, collecting and packing clothes for
Belgian refugees through 1915. The Sacred Heart nuns, many of French or Belgian
origin, organised numerous patriotic fund-raisers in the convent grounds.
Unfortunately New Zealand society came under increasing strain as the pressures
of the war effort began to bite in 1916. The government had over-committed itself
to provide troops for the Western Front, seemingly desperate to out-perform Australia
and Canada as the most ‘loyal’ of the Empire’s Dominions. As the horrific toll of battle
became evident and endless lists of the dead and wounded appeared in the papers,
traumatised civilians cast about for scapegoats for their suffering. After events
in Ireland in 1916, Catholics were an obvious target. Was the war a Catholic plot
against the Empire? Were they pulling their weight in the war effort? The Tablet and
the bishops produced statistics in response that proved Catholics were volunteering
for war service in line with their proportion of the population. Auckland’s Bishop
Cleary even went to the front as a chaplain. But then a new issue emerged. Voluntary
enlistment had proven inadequate to supply the reinforcements needed. In late 1916
conscription was introduced. First in line were all single men without dependents
aged from 20 to 45. Shortsightedly, the government made no provision to exempt
clergy, relying instead on an appeals process before independent Military Boards.
Conscription was determined on a ballot system, with marbles rolled in a room
in Wellington in a process one historian has compared to a modern Lotto draw. The
prize, however, in 1917-18 was often a one-way trip to France. Among the mainstream
churches the Catholic clergy was uniquely vulnerable to conscription because, unlike
their usually married Protestant equivalents, they were celibates and without family.
This put them in the first rank to be called on under the ballot system. Non-Catholics
could generally cope with the idea of exempting clergy, though there were predictable
howls of outrage from the more extreme bigots, especially those who believed the
Pope was responsible for the war. As the ballots were drawn, the names of a significant
number of Catholic priests appeared on the lists of those ‘called up’. Fr Michael Liston,
rector of Holy Cross seminary and future bishop of Auckland appeared on the very
first ballot. Bishop Matthew Brodie’s name came up a few months later in the fourth
ballot. Each had to appear before a local Military Board to plead a case for exemption.
This was duly accepted but there was a sense of ritual humiliation about the process
that Dr Liston certainly resented, while Bishop Brodie was unique in the British
Empire as a bishop facing compulsory military service. Fr Herring in Temuka and Fr
Stewart in Waimate were both selected and appealed. The Timaru curate Fr Michael
Murphy appealed his first call-up but subsequently went off to serve as a chaplain on
a hospital ship in late 1917.
In Britain, members of the clergy were exempt from conscription as a matter of
course. In Australia, all service was voluntary. But even as it emerged that priests
would not be forced into military service – and in any case sixteen were already
serving as chaplains to the New Zealand forces – students for the priesthood at New
Zealand’s two seminaries were a different matter. In February 1917 two seminarians
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drawn in the ballot had their appeals for exemption turned down in Wellington. A
second pair suffered the same fate in Dunedin in March. Through 1917 over two-dozen
seminarians were balloted for military service. This posed a significant threat to the
functional capacity of the New Zealand Church. Local seminaries had only recently
begun producing home-grown priests and all the dioceses were still heavily dependent
on imported personnel, mainly from Ireland. This source was effectively cut off for
the war’s duration. The bishops mounted a frantic campaign to lobby government for
exemption of their precious student priests. Fortunately a compromise was reached.
The government and the Military Board chairmen agreed that theological students
in their last four years of training, or who had taken vows, would be automatically
exempted. Fr Liston promptly accelerated the status of a number of his Holy Cross
students to meet the new criteria. Junior members of the seminary course, however,
were called up and served in the medical corps.
The potential conscription of priests and seminarians was ultimately a storm in a
tea-cup. Even rabid anti-Catholics could not get much mileage from their exemption.
Clergymen from other denominations were treated exactly the same. What many
non-Catholics could not comprehend, however, was the status of religious Brothers.
There was nothing comparable in any Protestant church and few outside the church
understood their role in the Catholic system. Here was a body of single men, many
in the prime of life and with no family responsibilities. They were not priests. They
taught in schools. How were they any different from the male teachers in state
schools? Over 650 state teachers had enlisted for military service voluntarily, setting a
benchmark for patriotic enthusiasm that few other occupational groups could match.
In a cruel irony, the humble and unassuming men of the Marist Brothers were thus
thrust into the limelight through 1917 as New Zealand’s most notorious ‘shirkers’.
The first Marist Brother appeared on a ballot for the Wellington recruiting district in
early 1917. Then two from Christchurch, one from Greymouth and a Christian Brother
from Dunedin appeared on the lists. Each new ballot saw more names appear. In the
end 35 Brothers received their call-up papers in the last two years of the war, almost
75% of the total number of religious Brothers in New Zealand (42 Marists, 5 Christian
Brothers). Eleven Auckland Brothers, including nine out of the fifteen Brothers on the
staff of Sacred Heart College in Auckland were balloted. Even the school’s principal
Brother Benignus, the Timaru-born Patrick O’Shea, was not spared. Ten Brothers from
Marist schools in the Wellington diocese were called, including Brother Egbert. Seven
Brothers from the three schools in Christchurch diocese were called up, including
Brother Bonaventure and Brother Henrick in Timaru. All five Christian Brothers in
Dunedin were balloted, so too was Brother Phelan (Timaru-born Augustine Hansen) in
Invercargill. All appealed and most received adjournments “sine die”, a legal phrase
that means “until another day”. It effectively left the threat of being re-called for
military service hanging over the individual Brothers with the flow-on threat to the
viability of the Catholic boys’ schools. Put simply, the Brothers’ schools were already
creaking under the strain of too few teachers coping with huge classes before the war
began. Their average class size was 55 (compared to 32 in the state system); without
further recruits from Australia not one Brother could be spared.
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This was possibly the most significant challenge that the Catholic education system
has ever faced in New Zealand. Catholics quickly grasped the threat. Their few small
schools of the late 19th century had proven unviable until the advent of free labour
from the religious teachers. The much more extensive system in place by 1917 – the
Brothers were teaching over 2,000 boys nationally – would not be sustainable without
them. Protest meetings were held in parishes around New Zealand (though apparently
none in Timaru). The Bishops fulminated, the Catholic Federation thundered. The
Tablet, now edited by the raving Sinn Fein enthusiast Fr James Kelly, stirred the pot.
But by mid-1917 there was a new ginger group on the other side. An organisation
calling itself the Protestant Political Association was established that July to combat
undue Catholic influence in New Zealand life and politics. Its hysterically anti-Catholic
spokesman was the Australian Howard Elliott (who Catholics nicknamed “Coward
Yellalot”), a former Baptist minister who toured the country fomenting sectarian illfeeling. He had political allies in the Reform Party, the most vociferous of whom was
the Ashburton M.P. William Nosworthy. The Marist Brothers issue was a gift horse for
these men, an apparent case of Catholic ‘shirking’ that they used to draw thousands
into their new movement in monster public meetings up and down the country.
And so it was that the Marist Brothers made headlines in newspapers across New
Zealand throughout 1917. Never before or since has their name been such a catchphrase for political discord. Cometh the hour, cometh the man. Sir Joseph Ward,
deputy leader of the wartime coalition government, stepped up in defence of the
Brothers. “For the first time in his political life he fought directly and publicly on
behalf of his co-religionists.” [Michael Bassett, Sir Joseph Ward: a political biography,
1993, p230]. In September an Expeditionary Forces Amendment Bill was introduced
to parliament. It formalised the exemption of clergymen from conscription. Its third
clause also provided for the exemption of all teachers. This was Sir Joseph’s device
to save the Brothers further problems without naming them specifically. Few were
fooled. The PPA called the bill the “Marist Brothers’ Protection Bill” and campaigned
against it behind the slogan “Equal rights for all, special privileges for none”. The
bill proved a political hot potato, its progress through parliament dragging out until
the very last session of the political year. Many members spoke in support of the
exemption clause for teachers but in the end the bill only just squeaked through,
36 votes to 32, with three Liberal members ‘crossing the floor’ to vote against their
leader’s amendment. Constitutional deadlock then ensued when the Upper House,
the Legislative Council, more firmly controlled by Reform members threw the bill out
rather than accept Clause 3.
The most strident speech in opposition to the bill in the Lower House came from
an interesting quarter; James Craigie, the Liberal member for Timaru. His was one of
the three “noes” from his Party. Craigie did not often speak in the House. When he
did he tended to be listened to. He made two significant speeches in 1917. The first
in July expressed his deeply felt concern for New Zealand’s servicemen and proposed
a special tax to provide for their welfare after the war. In this speech he revealed
that he had offered to serve himself, despite being ridiculously over-age (at 66). He
strongly believed that the war effort outweighed every other consideration facing
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the country. So much so that he could say of his only son (who was serving with
the London Scottish Regiment) that “I would rather he went and never returned than
that he should never have gone at all.” [NZ Parliamentary Debates, 1917, p423] Such
a depth of patriotic feeling was not totally unusual but it was certainly bordering on
the extreme by 1917. When he spoke in the debate on the Expeditionary Forces Bill
in October, he was unsurprisingly dead against the exemption of the Brothers. In fact
he was even against the exemption of the clergy, firmly believing that the best place
for them to serve as Christian ministers was in the trenches alongside the soldiers.
“We must win the war …”, he said, “Everything else is secondary to the winning of the
war.” [NZPD, 1917, p475.]
In the end, the parliamentary deadlock made compromise impossible and the
Bill was dropped. But early in 1918 the government held a conference with the
chairmen of the Military Appeal Boards and a policy of exemption for all clergymen
and theological students along British lines was adopted. It was also accepted as
a matter of principle that schools could not be allowed to close, providing a clear
case for the exemption of the Brothers as teachers if not as religious. There were
further call-ups but no longer any real fear that Brothers would be forced into military
service. The PPA made much of Catholic ‘special privileges’ and found a responsive
audience across a broad spectrum of New Zealand Protestants. Further agitation over
Irish issues added to the sectarian bitterness until 1922 when the creation of the Irish
Free State finally removed Irish affairs from the mainstream of New Zealand politics.
The residue of ill-feeling generated by these wartime debates lingered for years into
the peace. The PPA fed on a surge of anti-Catholic feeling and remained influential
into the early 1920s. Some Marist and Christian Brothers’ schools suffered a backlash
from state school sports organisations after the war. Catholic school children were
excluded from sports competition with the state schools in Auckland, Wellington,
Christchurch and Dunedin.
How did Timaru people react to the Marist Brothers conscription issue? Nothing
specific to its Timaru application appears in the local paper, not even when Brother
Bonaventure and Brother Henrick appealed their call-ups. The Timaru Herald
downplayed sectarian matters during the war, reporting on the conscription issue
and PPA antics, but very circumspectly. This admirable editorial policy unfortunately
leaves little evidence on their local dimension. The Tablet is little better as a source
– in fact it is hard to even identify who was teaching at Marist in the war years from
contemporary accounts. There is no reference to any protest meeting in Timaru on
the conscription issue, in contrast to Auckland, Wellington, the West Coast, Dunedin
and numerous other places. But clearly local Catholics would have been talking about
it. So many priests, brothers and seminarians with Timaru connections were involved,
their families and friends in the Sacred Heart community would have inevitably shared
their anxiety and offered them support. Perhaps there was embarrassment as well.
Catholics were obviously proud of their schools and appreciative of the men and
women who had devoted their lives to teach in them. But they also shared the wider
community’s investment in the war effort. Slurs on Catholic loyalty must have been a
bitter pill for many to swallow in the heightened patriotic atmosphere of wartime.
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One thing is noticeable in Catholic reports from Timaru in the later years of the war
and its aftermath. Representatives from the wider civic community no longer seem
to have attended Catholic events and celebrations as a matter of course. The Mayor
and local M.P.s had formerly been conspicuous on Catholic platforms, as we noted
in the previous chapter with the many public events connected with the Basilica’s
construction and fund-raising. Is their apparent absence significant? It may be
making too much of very little evidence. Yet it does seem a little odd that after their
very public association earlier in the century Fr Tubman and Mr Craigie never appear
together in any newspaper report that I have seen after the war. The Timaru M.P. did
not even put in an appearance, or send an apology, at the grand farewell function
that was held for the parish priest when he was transferred to Hokitika in 1920. The
chairman of the Timaru Harbour Board was there and an apology was received from
the Mayor Mr Raymond. But of the local Member of Parliament, who had once called
Fr Tubman “one of the chief inhabitants [of Timaru]” [T, 21 March 1907] and who had
known him for almost thirty years, there was not a sign.
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Statues

St Peter Chanel.

St Patrick.

Sacred Heart.

Our Lady of Lourdes.
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St Joseph.

Mother and Child.

St Joseph’s Altar.

Our Lady’s Altar.
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Chapter Ten

A World of Our Own
Parish Life 1920 - 1936
After almost 30 years in Timaru, a time that
must be accounted the most successful period in the
parish’s history, John Tubman received his marching
orders in late 1919. A new Marist provincial, Dean
Holley, had decided to apply his Society’s protocols
limiting tenures for parish priests to a maximum of six
years. These limits had needed to be set aside up till
then to provide more flexibility during the church’s
pioneering phase as personnel requirements evolved.
That’s the official line anyway. This hardly squares
with the orderly sequence of parish priests in Timaru,
which – apart from the original thirteen-year posting
of Fr Chataigner – all fell within the six-year tenure
Dean John Holley.
up until Dean Tubman’s time (and would do so again
[MAW]
thereafter). How had he managed to stretch out his
posting as parish priest to 22 years? His longevity was
even more remarkable, since he had gone straight from being curate to administrator
of the parish, adding another seven years to his term in Timaru. Fr Tubman seems to
have worked the system somehow so that he could stay in Timaru far beyond what
was normal. There must be a story here behind the scenes but unfortunately the
sources available to me don’t provide any answers.
Having endured so long in Timaru, becoming an institution in his own right, it begs
the question as to what point was being served in moving Tubman in 1920. He was
old, with few years of active service remaining to him. He still had plans for Timaru.
On Rosary Sunday 1919 he also achieved the incredible milestone of completely paying
off the parish’s debt on the Basilica when Michael Mullin presented the priest with
a blank cheque to wipe out the outstanding balance. This cleared the way for the
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Basilica to finally be consecrated (a Catholic church is not consecrated while debts
remain against it). Dean Holley’s decision to move him meant that someone else
would enjoy the privilege of conducting this significant formal ceremony. Perhaps
Dean Holley had good reasons for his decision but frankly, moving the old priest to Hokitika - seems petty and a little cruel. Sacred Heart parishioners thought so
too. Unusually, they made their opposition public, openly canvassing the parish’s
dissatisfaction at protest gatherings outside the church after each Mass on Sunday 18
January 1920. This, reported the Timaru Herald was “a sight which was never to be
seen before in connection with the Catholic Church in New Zealand.” [TH, 19 January
1920]
The newspaper reported as typical the presentation
made by Gerald Casey to a gathering of parishioners on
the steps of the church after the last Mass of the morning.
The parishioners, he said, wished to respectfully ask
Bishop Brodie (though it was actually the Marist Provincial
rather than the Bishop who decided on Marist transfers)
to reconsider Dean Tubman’s transfer on several grounds.
Firstly on account of his age, “the parishioners consider
that he should have the consolation of ending his days
here…” Secondly, in recognition of the Dean’s tremendous
achievement in developing church plant and property to an
extent unmatched by any other parish in New Zealand for
Bishop M G Brodie.
[MAW]
its population size. Thirdly, purely on the basis of having
completed the Basilica, Dean Tubman deserved to stay in
Timaru “until he goes to rest within sound of its bells.” Fourthly, since to remove him
before the consecration of the church “would be inconsiderate to him as a gentleman,
unfair to him as a priest, and ungrateful to him as an administrator.” Finally, because
at his advanced age he was being sent to a parish “with many things to build up, with
less assistance than at Timaru, and a much more scattered and wild district to serve.”
Subsequently, letters signed by the leading laymen of Timaru and St Andrews
were sent to Dean Holley expressing the parishioners’ request for a reconsideration.
Catholic histories tend to be a bit po-faced about internal contretemps like this.
The 1969 Sacred Heart parish history records discreetly that “some misunderstanding
arose between the Timaru parishioners and Dean Holley …”. This sounds like code
for a pretty vigorous disagreement but, of course, there was never any question that
the views of the parish laity would prevail. Dean Holley’s power in the matter was
absolute. After further correspondence he issued his decisive ‘fiat’ by telegram: “Final
decision arrived at, in interest of Religious Order, law and discipline.” Poor old Fr
Tubman had to go and poor old Timaru had to let him. For it was not just a loss to
the parish. The wider civic community had taken Fr Tubman to its heart in a way that
no other Catholic priest, before or since, has managed. The Timaru Herald made this
point by devoting an editorial to the priest’s removal:
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“… the Dean’s departure is not a loss only to his flock or to the members of his own
communion. Besides being a most devoted, always active, large-minded pastor of his
Church, he was a great citizen of Timaru … the outstanding virtue of the Dean was his
tolerance for other people’s opinions, and that quality was certainly appreciated by the
general community. With all the energy which he threw into his Church’s work religious
differences never influenced Dean Tubman in his attitude towards his fellow citizens,
or prevented him from working with them for the common good … the war found him
among the best of Empire citizens.” [TH 11 Feb 1920]
Tubman’s time on the West Coast was to be brief. He made another extended
journey to America and Ireland and then, in 1922, he was transferred again, this time
to the Marist seminary in Hawkes Bay. His health became indifferent and he suffered a
major heart attack. In late December 1923 he passed away in his sleep after finishing
a long evening hearing Christmas confessions. He was buried at Taradale, far from the
sound of his beloved bells in Timaru. Some years later, Mary Goulter wrote a lovely
memoir of the old priest in the parish magazine. It included a delightful anecdote
about his homely attitude to faith that offers us a real insight into his personality:
“It is more than twenty-five years ago, but I can still see him leaning against the
balustrade round the dome of his church, gazing reflectively at his lighted pipe, which
he had carried in the hollow of his hand as he passed through the church, and saying
slowly: ‘Now many people would think I was disrespectful to go through the church
without putting out my pipe. But that’s not the way I like to think about Our Lord. He
was a man Himself, and He understands men, and if I could ask Him, I know He’d say:
“Smoke away, Tubman, smoke away.’” [Sacred Heart Parish News, October 1936]
Fr Tubman’s replacement in Timaru was Fr Daniel Hurley, one of the new generation
of New Zealand-born priests. He was indeed the parish’s first New Zealander as parish
priest. Born in Wellington of Irish parents, Fr Hurley had been educated at St Patrick’s
College and the Marist seminary in Napier. After his
ordination in 1907 he spent a year teaching at his
old school, then five years as curate at St Joseph’s in
Wellington. He became parish priest there in 1913 and
spent seven years in what was then one of the largest
parishes in New Zealand. The appointment of such a
high calibre young priest (he was still just 37 years old)
was some consolation to Sacred Heart parishioners. He
offered vigorous leadership to a parish that Fr Tubman
had left in thriving condition. Indeed, after all the
construction and development of the Tubman era
there was virtually nothing left to build. Instead, Fr
Hurley had to consolidate the work of his predecessor
and ensure that Sacred Heart’s dense network of clubs,
societies, sodalities and schools matured and laid down Father Daniel Hurley.
[MAW]
deep roots in a rapidly expanding parish population.
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This happy position did not last long. On 18 July 1924 the Marist boys’ school
was destroyed by fire. Like the church fire in 1910, the conflagration began in the
middle of the night. It was the second school fire in Timaru that month; arson was a
definite possibility. Nothing was spared and by dawn only the brick walls of the old
school were left standing. Many treasures were lost in the blaze, including the school
records, its trophies and honours board, and even a piano from the presbytery that had
been on loan. Insurance cover of £750 proved insufficient for total replacement and
so began the familiar treadmill of fund-raising for a new school. Over the next twenty
months a special collection was held on the first Sunday of every month toward the
rebuilding of Marist. Classes were moved to St Patrick’s Hall, which had only narrowly
avoided destruction in the fire itself. The school’s Director Br Palladius even took his
boys outside for classes when the weather was suitable. Local parishioners Charlie
and Willie Hall took charge of the building project, cleaning up the bricks from the
old school for re-use in its replacement.
The new Marist School was blessed and opened just eight months later at a cost of
£2,000. One of the Brothers had devised an innovative plan for the new building, with
the school running east to west. A linking corridor was placed on the south side while
large windows and double doors on the north side let the sun stream in. This layout
was apparently copied later by the Education Department for new government schools.
It certainly created a complex that made the best use of the school’s location and its
three classrooms served the parish well until the 1980s. Brother Egbert returned
to Timaru to take charge of the new school, assisted by Brothers Fidelis and Philip.
Characteristically Egbert introduced a novel way of marking the senior boys’ departure
from school; instead of giving out prizes, each boy was presented with a prayer book
as a keepsake. “This seemed to us much more satisfactory than giving prizes which
cause a great amount of criticism and often much discouragement among good boys
who are outclassed by more gifted but perhaps lazier classmates.” The lack of senior
prizes did not seem to affect the school’s results. Under Egbert’s direction, and

The rebuilt Marist School beside St Pat’s Hall, which opened in early 1925.
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notwithstanding class sizes that must have regularly exceeded 50 pupils, the school
earned a reputation for the high quality of its teaching. It even won for itself an
enviable nickname, “The Browne Street University”.
Across the road, the Sacred Heart nuns had their own ‘Sacre Coeur’ system for
encouraging excellence. Mary Direen (nee Sherry) who attended the parish school
from 1926-34, recalled what were known as “Notes”.
“Every Friday morning we had ‘Notes’. The whole school gathered in the hall.
Reverend Mother would come down from the Convent, when we would all rise to our feet
and answer her ‘Good morning, my dear children’, with ‘Good morning, reverend Mother.’
Then we sat down to await the results of our week’s work. The best girl in the class had a
silver medal hung round her neck, and she wore that for the next week. Then the names
of those for the ‘Satisfactory’ card advanced for their red cards, handed to them by Rev.
Mother. Then the not-so-goods received their ‘Fair’ cards. ‘Moderates’ were yellow cards.
These were placed on the table and the recipients had to pick them up. Recipients of ‘No
Note’ simply stood up, and the whole school gazed at the miscreants in silence.”
Throughout this period, primary schooling was focused heavily on preparation for
the dreaded “Certificate of Proficiency”, the standard national measure of scholastic
achievement. Passing the ‘Proficiency’ was a real challenge for many until it was
abolished in 1937. Success entitled pupils to two years free secondary education
(though not at Catholic schools) and was the passport for entry to many jobs and
careers. Failure condemned school leavers to fewer choices and lowlier occupations.
Parish boys who wanted secondary education moved into the state system or, for a
few, to St Bede’s College in Christchurch (established in 1911) or St Kevin’s in Oamaru
(from 1927). The girls had a local Catholic option in the Convent if they could pay.
The number of New Zealand children attending secondary schools more than doubled
nationally between 1915 and 1930. Even so, this only represented 55% of all primary
school leavers by 1932. Primary schooling was still as much as many children could
expect. For the Sacred Heart community, the success of its two parish primary schools
was measured by their exam passes and by the placement of ex-pupils in good jobs.
The positive reputation that each school enjoyed in this period was reflected in the
steady improvement in the occupational profile of Timaru Catholics.
Something of this gradual rise in socio-economic status can be gauged by the
advertisements in the Sacred Heart Parish News, a monthly parish newsletter begun
by Fr Hurley in 1923. The News was a true ‘parish pump’ publication, beginning
as four pages that noted births, marriages and deaths in the parish each month,
as well as news from the parish’s diverse organisations, all interspersed with little
spiritual reflections from the parish priest. It cost a shilling per year by subscription,
a shilling and sixpence if it was posted. The advertising that underwrote this venture
has left us with an intriguing snapshot of the local businesses and services with
parish connections. In October 1923, for example, advertisers included J Gilmore
the baker, O’Connor and Southgate plumbers, D J Doyle painter and paperhanger,
M T Houlihan hairdresser and tobacconist, H S Lamb tailor, G F Doyle the grocer,
Steve Cunningham carpenter, P L Collins painter and decorator, George Rush electrical
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The cover of a 1935 issue of the Parish News and an advertisement page from 1928.

engineer, R J Cuddon-Large land agent, and Z Beri undertaker. The Misses Sullivan
offered “distinctive dressing at very moderate cost” at “Therese” in Stafford Street,
while there were four separate taxi drivers to choose from (P Downey, J McAuliffe,
D Pearce and J M Stickings). The largest group, however, was the parish’s music
teachers; seven women with impressive qualifications who offered piano tuition from
their homes, all within a few blocks of the church (Mrs M J Readie, Miss Nan Lynch,
Miss D Mason, Miss G Spring, Miss E Dennehy, Miss M Venning and Miss M Kelly).
These women were the products of a convent education, mostly from the Sacred
Heart Sisters. Their numbers, and the achievements of their pupils that were chronicled
regularly in the Parish News, are testimony to the continuing cultural impact of
the Convent on Timaru. Cost remained a significant barrier that prevented larger
numbers of local Catholics taking advantage of the opportunities provided by the
nuns in their midst. For those who did, however, the Sacred Heart Convent offered
levels of refinement and ‘finish’ that were not on offer anywhere else. The Anglicans
had by now developed a Protestant alternative at Craighead, while Timaru Girls High
School offered a state-sponsored (but fee-paying) option. This reduced the nuns’
earlier dominance of the market for higher education and ultimately undermined
the viability of the Timaru Convent. But while it endured, it was something special.
The distinctive French character of the Sacred Heart system, for example, had been
boosted by the group of nuns exiled from France in the early 20th century. Agnes
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Crowley, a pupil from this era who later became a Sister of St Joseph, recalled the
Convent’s emphasis on art, music and etiquette. “Mother Lydon… requiring that we
learn ‘To sit as a little lady would sit! To rise as a little lady would rise! To stand as
a little lady would stand! To walk as a little lady would walk! And to the ‘Clap! Clap!
Clap of Ma Mere’s signal, she counting aloud ‘1,2,3,4,5,6,’ we must curtsey, more or less
gracefully; mostly LESS, be it admitted!”
In 1925 Fr Hurley was transferred to St Patrick’s parish in Sydney. He spent most
of the rest of his life in Australia, serving as Marist Provincial there for a decade
before being elected Assistant to the Superior General of the Order in Rome in 1947.
He returned to Sydney in 1954 and remained there until his death in 1974 aged 91.
Perhaps appropriately then, it was an Australian, Fr Frank Kerley, who took Hurley’s
place in Timaru. Fr Kerley was no stranger to the parish, having served there as a
curate for five years before the war. As parish priest he inherited a number of debts
from his predecessor who had had to fund enlargements at the parish school as well the
new school building for Marist. The Brothers’ House and presbytery had also required
improvements. Looking to the future, Fr Hurley had purchased land in the north end
of Timaru. Church plant would inevitably be required there as the town expanded
steadily in that direction. Faced with these burdens, Fr Kerley developed a scheme to
regularise the parish income to support its sizeable portfolio of properties. It sounds
like a precursor to the later ‘planned giving’; each parishioner was asked to donate
on the first Sunday of every month to a special Schools’ fund. The ordinary “Penny
Collection” continued on a weekly basis. In a typical month in 1926 it amounted
to £27 while the Schools Collection produced £58, not large sums given the level of
parish activity.
Meanwhile, the Parish News not only continued under Fr Kerley, it underwent a
major transformation. From May 1928 it expanded to a 20-page magazine format (later
32 pages), printed at the office of local newspaper the Timaru Post and registered for
transmission as a newspaper. The price also went up; to threepence an issue or three
shillings and sixpence per annum delivered, four shillings posted. The publication’s
mandate broadened accordingly: “In our columns will be found not alone news of the
Parish and its Catholic life, but also news from the wide world over of Catholic interest.
But even more is needed – and will be given. Matters of specific Catholic argument will
appear dealing with general news of the day and with general comment on institutions
and affairs, and informed throughout with a Catholic spirit. That is what our readers
want.” [SHPN, May 1928]. It certainly seems to have met with a positive response.
The magazine flourished even though its run coincided with the tough years of
worldwide depression. In 1930 over 400 copies were being distributed each month. A
collection of this new format Parish News survives in the Sacred Heart parish archives.
Its reporting of parish affairs is the primary source for the rest of this chapter.
Many of the advertisers from the 1920s faithfully supported the magazine into the
1930s. They were joined by others: McErlane the furniture retailer; McGettigan the coal
merchant; Fahey the dental surgeon; R M Fitzgerald’s fruit shop “The Ideal” in Stafford
Street. Nurse Angland offered maternity services with a Catholic ethos at “Villa Maria”
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in Grey Road, while the
parish’s coterie of female
music teachers were joined
by new additions to the
town’s dressmaking sector:
“The Dorothy” and the
Misses Fountaine, both in
Stafford Street. When P.F.
Cosgrove commenced his
butchery alongside Doyle
the grocer in King Street,
the new enterprise was
given a push in the Parish
News: “Purveying only the
best meats at reasonable
A typical two-page spread from the October 1928 Parish News giving
prices,
together
with
details of local activities.
service and attention, Mr
Cosgrove trusts to receive
a fair measure of Catholic support.” [November 1928] This expectation echoed the
insular community of earlier times when Catholic enterprises were few and far between
and perhaps needed communal patronage to survive. One thinks of the ‘Irish’ hotels
of the late 19th century for instance. The breadth and range of businesses reflected in
the advertisements, however, suggest a whole different social and economic structure
by the late 1920s. Catholics seem to have integrated themselves well and some at
least had climbed decisively off the ‘bottom rung’ of Timaru’s socio-economic ladder.
Expecting special consideration on account of a shared religious affiliation fitted
uncomfortably with the integrated social and economic life that had developed in
Timaru. Did the Catholic community still need that level of solidarity as its members
increasingly took their place on an equal footing with their fellow Protestant citizens?
The old separatist attitude certainly lingered at the presbytery as an exhortation to
support Parish News advertisers made quite explicit in May 1929:
“Catholic Custom
… Too often we hear the cry ‘If I depended upon the Catholics of Timaru I would
starve’. Certainly Parishioners do not support one another as they should. The Catholic
business men of Timaru can hold their own with any others, the goods and service
they give are just as good as any other, and consequently they are entitled justly to
your consideration. Read over the advts. in this issue, and it can be readily seen that
Catholics are well represented in the commercial life of the town. We are only one in
every seven, we ask for no favours, but what we do ask is for the Catholic minority to
help one another and to encourage one another. Let each one be able to say: ‘I at least
give my patronage to a Catholic, provided all things are equal.’ Catholics who advertise
in this, your own chronicle, should have first claim on your custom.”
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The tension between this old view of the Catholic community as holding itself
just a little apart from the mainstream, and a contrasting impulse to just be part of
‘normal’ life runs through the 103 issues of the re-formatted Parish News. It is like an
undercurrent because there are no explicit statements of the ‘assimilation’ argument.
Rather, it is the shadow side to the constant affirmation of Catholic superiority in the
magazine. Or the hectoring tone in reports that tut-tutted about insufficient support
being shown for the parish’s multifarious clubs and organisations. It lay behind the
constant drive to develop new ‘Catholic’ options for any sort of social or sporting
activity. It is perhaps clearest of all in the regular jibes against the biggest threat
to the integrity of the Catholic community as a cohesive group – ‘mixed marriages’.
This was a recurring theme:“The evil of Mixed Marriages is eating into the very core
of Catholic life and dragging many souls to perdition … There is nothing can make up
for the absence of a Catholic partner … let them stamp out the damnable heresy so
insidiously propagated that our own Catholics are not up to marriage standard.” [May
1930]. The recurring nature of this refrain told its own tale. Surrounded by a large
non-Catholic majority and with the old sectarian enmities fading, more and more
Timaru Catholics were looking ‘out’ for romance.
Maintaining a parish community that was socially cohesive as well as spiritually
united remained a major focus, however, especially for the clergy. They worked hard
to support and encourage ‘Catholic’ brands in sport and culture. The Celtic rugby
and cricket clubs had recovered from a wartime hiatus to re-emerge as vigorous
organisations, even if their results on the playing field sometimes fell back from
past glories. St John’s Tennis Club was still going strong too, joined now by a St
Patrick’s Miniature Rifle Club. In 1931 a
St Patrick’s Swimming Club was formed, in
1932 a Catholic Sightseers’ Club for hikers.
In 1935 a Girls Gymnastic Club got under
way. A small but enthusiastic Catholic
Drama Club began putting on dramas and
taking part in competitions with some
success. Inevitably, a Catholic Returned
Soldiers’ Club was also established, priests
like Frs Bartley and Murphy able to take
their place as veterans with records of
wartime service as chaplains. In 1935 the
soldiers paraded at St John’s Hall on Anzac
Day before attending a Requiem Mass for
the fallen in the Basilica. Even within the
tight group identity of the ex-servicemen
it seemed room had to made for a parallel
Catholic strand.
One of the key parish organisations
of this period was the Catholic Club. It
catered for the men of the parish, aiming
“to promote the mutual improvement and
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A Celtic Club report in the Parish News, 1928.

enjoyment of its members by means of meetings
at which lectures, debates, readings, games and
other suitable entertainments will be provided.”
[April 1930] This ‘worthy side’ to the Club’s
programme reached its apogee when it hosted a
Catholic tournament under the auspices of the
Federation of Catholic Clubs over Easter in 1931.
The local team triumphed, winning the Hayward
Shield against stiff competition from Dunedin
and Christchurch Catholic clubs. It proved hard
to sustain the enthusiasm for debating and
impromptu public speaking however. Much
more appealing were the Club’s card evenings,
ping pong competitions and weekly dances in St
Patrick’s Hall. The hall was still the temporary
structure run up so quickly in 1910 after the
church fire but it was proving a real boon to
the parish and was constantly being improved.
The Catholic Club had rooms there and they
were well appointed, with reading material and
games as well as a billiard table. These facilities
were designed to attract regular patronage and

St Patrick’s Rifle Club 1925
E Prendagast, E Power, J Batchelor, J Crowley, C Clarke. Second back: H Travis, M J Fitzharris, L Fountaine,
F Mangos, V Collins, C Knight, W Sterling. Third back: J Fitzgerald, F R Bartos, J Murphy (President), Fr
Hurley (patron), J E A McKeefry (Captain). Standing: W McGrath, L F M McKeefry, J Murphy, A B Lawson,
D Underwood.
- John Clarke collection
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in the early 1930s there was something going on at the Hall every night of the week.
On Mondays it was Euchre, Tuesdays a dance, Wednesdays the Miniature Rifles Club
held a shoot, Thursdays was the Catholic Club’s general meeting of the club, and every
Saturday evening the Dramatic Club met in St John’s Hall.
This lively social life had not developed by chance. The clergy were quite explicit
in their plans for the parish’s young men and women.
“We would like the Catholic
people of Timaru to know that
St Patrick’s Hall is intended to
be the centre of Catholic men’s
activities in the parish; it is so
already, in the intention of the
priests; it should be so in the
mind of every Catholic family in
the town… There is no possible
room for argument, there is
no excuse for those who stand
aside. It is the Catholic Club,
with its Catholic atmosphere,
or the saloon and street
corner, with their unhappy
associations. In one place or
the other must amusement be
found.” [May 1930]

Timaru Catholic Men’s Club 1931 Executive
Front L-R: L J M McKeefry; A D McRae; Fr Vibaud SM; J Rosevear; R
J Seaman. Second Row: J Collins; B Segrief-Leydon; J Batchelor;
G F Doyle; J O’Connor; T J McErlane. Third Row: M Healy; F
Crowley; W S Minehan; J Fitzmaurice; J Fitzgerald; J Venning.

The young women of the
parish had a similar obligation. “Every Catholic
girl owes it to herself to be as attractive and
likeable as she possibly can be, and to encourage,
with kindness and a fine sense of values, the
friendship of Catholic young men…” There
was real exasperation in the presbytery when
many young Timaru Catholics declined to take
advantage of all the opportunities to mix with
‘their own’. “Perhaps a good deal of this is due to Fr Paddy Smyth and the men of the Catholic
Club in 1931.
– Sacred Heart Presbytery
the unfortunate idea, unhappily prevalent, that
what is Catholic is not quite so good. It is this
false notion that accounts for so many of our mixed marriages…” This was the crux
of the problem for the priests and no opportunity was lost to reinforce the horrors of
marrying outside the fold:
“There is no loneliness like to the depressing loneliness of the Catholic party in a
mixed marriage; alone at Mass on Sundays and holidays; alone at the altar rail; alone
in the proper celebration of the great feasts and solemnities of the Church; alone at
benediction; alone at the Mission; alone in Catholic gatherings and social activities –
always alone.” [Christmas 1928]
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This relentless boundary-keeping was part of a Catholic view of the world as
effectively divided between ‘us’, the Catholics, and ‘Non-Catholics’, a subtly insulting
catch-all term for everyone else. This narrow perspective is neatly captured in a
regular “Questions and Answers” column in the Parish News. Its implicit contempt
for Protestant traditions seems shocking from the more ecumenical perspective of
modern times. Here is a sample of some of the questions and answers, a reminder of
how different things used to be:
Question: “Is it right for a Catholic to stand up while a Protestant minister says
grace?”
This was submitted by a young man who had attended the wedding of a nonCatholic couple.
Answer: “Any prayer said by an official Protestant minister is an officially Protestant
religious act, and no Catholic can take part in it. On the other hand, material presence
is of course allowed. Further it is not necessary to be rude, nor to call unnecessary
attention to oneself. Hence, if the other people stand while grace is said, a Catholic may
stand also. We suggest that he should say his own grace silently at the same time.”
[June 1928]
To a question on “Non-Catholic Worship”:
Answer: “Catholics are allowed to visit other churches as buildings, but they are not
allowed to join in the services which take place therein, either because (a) the worship
is not directed to the true God, or else, as in the case of Protestant churches, the right
God is worshipped, but in the wrong way.” [August 1928]
Question: “Can a Catholic act as best man at a non-Catholic wedding?”
Answer: “A Catholic may act as ‘best man’ at a Protestant wedding, provided he takes
no part in the religious ceremony itself, e.g., he should not kneel. But it is always better
to keep out of these things, on account of the difficulties of the position, and the danger
of scandal.” [October 1928]
They were certainly different times. Another question highlights the rigid mindset
that was commonly applied to questions of faith and morals:
Question: “Is it a sin always to say one’s prayers in bed?”
Answer: “There are a few exceptional cases, apart from illness, when one’s prayers
may be said, and said devoutly, in bed, but to make it a regular custom is a serious lack
of generosity and reverence.” [November 1932]
Finding ‘sin’ in saying one’s prayers, whenever and however, would be distinctly odd
in modern Catholic practice. Yet, it does not do to mock past practices and attitudes
unduly. They were rooted in deeply held beliefs and there was genuine holiness to be
found in the quite different ways that Catholics expressed their faith in this period.
Let’s look briefly at the spiritual routines of Sacred Heart in the early 1930s. Sunday
Mass was then, as now, the heart of parish life. There were three Mass times; 7am, 9am
and 10.30am. The requirement to fast from midnight before receiving communion
meant that there were no evening Masses but there were evening ‘devotions’ every
Sunday. St Andrews had a 10.30am Mass every Sunday and an extra one at 9.30am
on the second Sunday each month. When a new bridge was built at Pareora in 1928 a
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good number of Catholics were employed on its construction. A Mass was instituted
for them in a local hall at 9am on the last Sunday of the month. Fr Peoples also
provided a Cathechism class for the Pareora children every second Saturday. On the
northern side of the parish, Mass began to be offered at Washdyke from 1929. It was
also held in a local hall at 8.30am on the third Sunday of the month. Land had been
acquired for a church in the Washdyke area some time previously and in 1930 fundraising began to build it.
On Holy Days of Obligation (the special Feast Days on which attendance at Mass
was obligatory) Mass was offered at Sacred Heart at 6.30am, 7.30am and 9am. Routine
weekday Masses were at 6.30am and 7am, and at 8.45am on Thursdays. There was a
recitation of the Rosary followed by Benediction on Wednesday and Friday evenings at
7.15pm. Confessions followed these services; all in the one-to-one, anonymous setting
of the confessional boxes. Confession was also available on Saturday between 11 and
noon, again between 3 and 5pm, and finally at 7pm. Likewise at 7pm on the eve of
“first Fridays” and Holy Days. Taking communion was much less common at Mass
in this period. The reverence accorded the sacrament often extended to a sense of
unworthiness unless the believer’s sins had been absolved by a very recent confession.
This heavy emphasis on Confession gave that sacrament a much greater prominence
in Catholic life than it enjoys today. Long lines of penitents would be found in the
church for each of the numerous sessions the priests spent in the confession box
each week, especially before important occasions like Easter or Christmas when more
people were inclined to receive communion. “First Fridays” were special because of
a popular devotional practice arising from St Margaret Mary Alacoque’s visions of
the Sacred Heart. This ‘guaranteed’ final repentance to any believer who followed a
prescribed sequence of spiritual practices (including receiving communion) on the
first Friday of nine consecutive months.
Similar devotional practices drew organised groups within the parish to regular
monthly events. The Children of Mary, for instance, was a group that catered for the
young women of the parish between their leaving school and getting married. They
had a regular commitment to communion at Mass on the third Sunday of the month,
assembling together as a
body in the church wearing
their
distinctive
blue
cloaks and white veils. The
Sacred Heart Sodality was
another just for females
but it encompassed both
the girls of the parish
and the married women.
They met in the church
each Thursday evening at
7pm for a special “Sacred
Heart” devotion. A Marist Children of Mary procession.
Third Order group began in
- Sister Elizabeth Sherry RSM
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Timaru in December 1932. The first members
were all women who met on the second
Thursday of each month. For the men there
was the Hibernian Society. Though it was
principally a friendly society – with a focus
on social welfare schemes for its members –
the Hibernians periodically paraded at Mass
in their emerald green lodge collars. In May
1933 the Timaru branch, St Mary’s, celebrated
its fiftieth anniversary. One founding member
from 1883 still survived – Eugene O’Connor –
among a membership that by then stood at
182. From 1928 the men were also exhorted
to join the new Holy Name Society. Its Timaru
branch was the first to be established in the
Christchurch diocese. The Holy Name men also
had a monthly communion. They marched in
procession behind the Blessed Sacrament and
then recited together the Holy Name pledge
and sang the Holy Name hymn (“Holy God we
praise Thy Name…”).
What about the boys? There was no male
equivalent of the Children of Mary but they
Parish News, November 1928.
had a special part to play in parish worship as
altar boys. This was a much more significant
function in the old Tridentine form of the Mass than it is today. It was also at that
time exclusively a male role. The altar boys had to know the words of the Mass off by
heart and be able to answer the priest’s parts with the correct responses, all in Latin.
They also had to get up at 6am on frosty winter mornings to serve their turn at the
early morning Mass. But they had a starring role in all parish liturgies, wearing a
surplice and soutane, processing with the cross or candles, swinging a thurible loaded
with smoking incense. Playing the part of junior clerics, many developed a great
love of ritual from their stints as altar boys. This was no accident either; the pool of
altar boys was a rich source of future priestly vocations. Were any Sacred Heart altar
boys ever molested? The clerical abuse scandals of recent years inevitably raise the
question. No allegations have ever been made. All the rumours from Sacred Heart are
instead about more innocent hijinks on the part of the altar boys. Sneaking a swig
of the altar wine is the traditional misdemeanour. One Sacred Heart boy of the 1940s
told me about their trick of setting fire to the celluloid clerical collars and watching
the spectacular light show as they burned.
Altar boy tomfoolery almost cost the parish its beautiful church in 1934. On
Wednesday evening, 23 August, Benediction was held in the Basilica as usual with two
boys from the senior class at Marist School as altar servers. In the Sacristy afterwards,
the boys played high jinks with the thurible (the metal censer on chains that holds
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burning charcoal and incense), swinging it
about with great gusto. In the process they
inadvertently spilt some burning charcoal
embers on to the floor. In the early hours
of the following morning, the smouldering
charcoal caught fire. Fortunately the fire
brigade was on the scene within minutes and
brought the flames under control. It had been
a narrow escape though; the sacristy and all
its contents were destroyed and for a time
the main body of the church had been in real
danger. The boys’ sacristy had to be rebuilt
with a completely new floor. Evidence of the Burnt beams under the church from the
fire can still be seen in the cellar that runs 1934 fire.
beneath what is now the sacristan’s room on
the north side of the sanctuary. The charred beams give a chilling indication of how
close the parish came to tragedy. One elderly parishioner (Bob O’Connor) provided
these details of the ‘crime’ but charitably opted to keep the names of the miscreants
to himself. One imagines they have all gone to their eternal reward by now, perhaps
with an extra spell in Purgatory en route for this particular sin!
No mention of Sacred Heart’s spiritual routines would be complete without reference
to the Rosary Sunday procession. Mass public processions had been a tradition in the
parish going well back into the 19th century. From 1911, however, a procession on
the anniversary of the opening of the Basilica on Rosary Sunday, the first Sunday
in October, became the major occasion of the parish’s year. The event was actually
one of the red-letter days for the whole diocese – the Bishop always came south for
it – and a major public occasion for Timaru. Thousands of non-Catholics turned out
to watch what developed into a magnificent spectacle. Preparations went on for
weeks beforehand, especially at the schools. Pupils were despatched to the paddocks
behind the Convent to harvest yellow gorse petals, others helped the nuns dye vast
quantities of sawdust into various colours. These were just some of the ingredients
used to create dramatic floral ‘parterres’; elaborate pictures and religious symbols
laid out in patterns on the ground. The parterres marked the route followed by the
procession from around the church and Convent grounds. Men of the parish spent
weeks grooming the church and convent grounds. Mother Ryan painted massive
banners depicting the Sacred Heart and other scenes and symbols. These were draped
around the Convent entrance, where a temporary altar was set up.
On the Sunday itself, the whole parish assembled in its different groups. The order
of procession in the 1930s began at the Convent, with a cross-bearer and acolytes
leading off. They were followed by the boys of Marist School, then the girls from
Sacred Heart and the boarders from the Convent. Young girls from the last class
having made its First Communion came next, wearing their white dresses and veils
and scattering flower petals along the processional route. In the centre was the
Canopy, an embroidered covering held aloft by four men of the parish (a significant
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honour) and under which walked the Bishop holding the Blessed Sacrament in its
monstrance. The priests, nuns and brothers came next, then the parish choir, the
Children of Mary, the Hibernians, the Sacred Heart Sodality members, and the Holy
Name Society men – all wearing their respective vestments, badges, collars or other
regalia. Last of all came the rest of the parishioners. The whole assembly marched
in solemn silence, stopping at various points along the route for prayer, singing and
two Benediction ceremonies. The crowds were far too big to fit into the church at the
end, even one the size of the Basilica. In 1936, for example, over 2,000 people took
part in the procession.
So much for the social and spiritual side of parish life. Sacred Heart was a
thriving, vigorous community by any measure, however much the priests worried
about ‘the problem of leakage’. Yet the years that coincided with the publication
of the Sacred Heart Parish News were also some of the most difficult years in New
Zealand history. After the Wall Street crash of 1929, prices for New Zealand’s primary
products plummeted. With the catastrophic fall in export returns, the whole economy
deteriorated dramatically. Unemployment rose to unprecedented levels, peaking in
Timaru in 1932. Existing sources of charitable aid were unable to cope with the surge
in demand for assistance and there was much misery and suffering. Yet, at the same
time, for those who had jobs and held on to them, the Depression years actually saw a
rise in the value of their incomes and savings. Not everybody starved or went short.
In fact, the lean years were also a period when wonderful new technologies – gas or
electrical water heating and stoves, radios, gramophones, automobiles and much more
– were adopted by more and more households. Both features of the period are evident
in the pages of the Parish News. Advertisements for new kitchen technology from the
Timaru Gas and Coke Company appeared regularly. But so did appeals for donations
to the parish’s welfare organisations and the Timaru Central Relief Society’s depot in
George Street.
Fr Michael Murphy was parish priest during the worst of these years. Fr Kerley
had only lasted two years before ill health forced his resignation. His successor was
Dean John Holley (the same man who had forced Dean Tubman from the parish)
but his health also suffered in Timaru and he was transferred to Napier in early
1932. Fr Murphy, his replacement, was another Tubman-era curate – the one who had
complained to the Bishop about his boss’s poor driving. His dark Irish good looks
earned him the nickname “Magpie”. His role in Timaru relief efforts earned him a
reputation as “a good citizen of the town” that Dean Tubman would have been proud
of. The accolade came from the Timaru Mayor during celebrations of Fr Murphy’s silver
jubilee of ordination in June 1934. He paid tribute to the priest’s work with the
Central Relief Society and as a member of the Unemployment Committee, “a job for
which they did not get many thanks but plenty of kicks”. The limited relief that was
available for the unemployed was doled out cautiously. Fr Murphy had undertaken the
unpleasant task of examining applicants on the unemployed list to verify their need.
It took him beyond the semi-enclosed circle of his Catholic world to mix and match
with all sectors of Timaru society. When Fr Murphy was transferred to Whangarei
in 1936, guests at his farewell function included the Mayor (Mr Satterthwaite) R W
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Simpson of the Central Relief Society, H J Mathers of the Unemployment Committee
and Adjutant Knight of the Salvation Army.
The parish’s longstanding welfare agency, St Anne’s Guild, did its best through the
Depression. Its traditional focus on children, the sick and the aged, continued. Mrs
Leeming (Rita Minehan’s mother) did sterling work with orphans and underprivileged
children, while Mrs Durning and Mrs Orr were in charge of hospital visiting and the
Old People’s Home. Mrs L J O’Connell represented the Guild on the Timaru Unemployed
Women and Girls’ Committee. Other stalwarts were Mesdames Crowe, Venning,
Whitehead, Travis and Miss Sullivan. The Guild also supported Loreto House, a foster
home for children in Wai-iti Road. As demand for assistance surged, the St Vincent de
Paul Society was revived. First introduced to the parish by Fr Chataigner, the Society
had faded away by the end of the 19th century before a brief resurgence led by Tom
Lynch and Nicholas Mangos in 1905. The Society had petered out again during the
wartime period but now it seemed more necessary than ever. In July 1932 the Timaru
branch was re-established with Cecil Clarke as President, L McKeefry as Vice President,
Jack Lysaght as Secretary and J Hannifin as Treasurer. Its first order of business
was to combine with St Anne’s Guild and other parish groups to organise a massive
Charity Ball. The proceeds were to be split between the Society and the Central Relief
Society.
The Charity Ball exemplifies the contrast between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-nots’
of the Depression era. With tickets selling for 10/6 for a double and 6 shillings for
a single, you needed an income to splash out on such a luxury, not to mention the
ball gowns and other accoutrements that participation required. Yet there was no
shortage of takers and 1600 tickets were quickly sold, including 350 to spectators.
The Ball was held at the Canterbury Farmers Wool Store in Stafford Street, transformed
by an army of parish volunteers into a ‘Fairyland’ setting. The lights and decorations
were impressive, a 25-strong orchestra played the music, and a sumptuous supper was
provided (all of it donated). The centrepiece of the evening was the presentation
of eleven debutantes (young women being formally welcomed to adult social life) to
Bishop Brodie. The bishop played his part with style, attired in “black soutane, purple
sash and purple ferainola” and flanked by the official party, a veritable who’s who of
Sacred Heart in the 1930s: Cecil Clarke, Jack Lysaght, J F Mangos, L J O’Connell, G D
Virtue, G F Doyle and L F McKeefry, and the matrons of honour, Mrs N D Mangos and
Mrs L J O’Connell. The ‘Debs’, possibly the parish’s first, were: Monica Fountaine, Jessie
Orr, Molly Rosevear, Edna O’Brien, Phyllis McAulay, Margaret O’Connor, and Maimie
Scott of Timaru, and Mavis Jones, Winifred Dick, Peggy Collins, and Molly Liddy of
Fairlie.
On 3 February 1931 Hawkes Bay was rocked by a massive earthquake. Amidst the
devastation, which virtually destroyed the town of Napier, there was a special Catholic
tragedy. The Marist Seminary at Greenmeadows suffered major damage. Its priests
and students were on retreat and gathered together in the seminary chapel when the
quake struck. Two of the priests and seven students were killed when it collapsed,
among them a Timaru man, Leonard Mangos, who had just begun his studies for the
priesthood. Another Timaru student, James Durning, was pulled from the wreckage
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with a broken back and came home to recuperate. The annual parish picnic was
postponed “in view of the national sorrow.” The Mangos family had been leading lights
in the parish for decades. The Durnings were more recent arrivals, immigrants from
Scotland who settled in Timaru in 1923. With seven sons the Durnings made quite
an addition to the parish’s complement of altar boys. Four of them, James, Frank and
the gifted singing twins Peter and Matthew, became priests. James Durning was the
oldest and first to receive holy orders. He returned to the seminary in 1931 and was
ordained at Timaru in 1933. His ordination was only the second to be held in the
Basilica, after Fr Cyril Ardagh’s in 1916. Another earthquake survivor, John Pearce,
was ordained there in 1936, the first Timaru-born priest to be ordained at home.

St Joseph’s Novitiate, Claremont.

The November 1932 Parish News
reporting on the opening of the
Novitiate.

Training young men to become Marist
Brothers still involved dispatching them to
Australia in the 1920s, though a Juniorate
(a secondary school for prospective
recruits) had opened at Tuakau in the
North Island in 1922. The Brothers had
been trying for years to establish a
Novitiate in New Zealand. In 1932 Denis
Shea, the manager of the Canterbury
Frozen Meat Company, became aware
that, one of South Canterbury’s grand old
estate houses was on the market. Denis’s
brother, Patrick, happened to be the Provincial of
the Marist Brothers, Brother Benignus. Negotiations
were conducted through Thomas Crowe, a Sacred
Heart parishioner and land agent. With support
from Fr Murphy and Bishop Brodie, an agreement was
reached that led to the establishment of St Joseph’s
Novitiate at Claremont. The property provided a
beautiful secluded setting, with a fine bluestone
mansion originally built for George Rhodes and with
acres of trees and farmland surrounding it. The
complex was just a few miles inland from Timaru. It
opened on Rosary Sunday 1932, following the annual
parish procession, in which Brothers Justin and
Malachy and the five novices and three postulants of
the first intake took part. The following April, 4,000
people took part in a formal blessing at Claremont
itself. The Timaru Hibernians providing a guard of
honour for the three bishops – Redwood, Brodie and
Liston – who performed the ceremonials. To have
the Brothers’ main training centre in their midst was
another major asset for the Catholic community of
South Canterbury.
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Just a year later, however, came the bombshell announcement of a major loss to
the parish:
“It was with deep regret that Timaru received the news that the nuns of the Sacred
Heart Convent, Timaru, intended at the end of the year to cease their work of secondary
education in Timaru. During the half century of its existence, the Convent has done
marvellous work in education, and its ex-pupils are to be found in all parts of the
Dominion, affording in their own lives a proof of the solidity of the Catholic training
received in Timaru. It is then with a great feeling of loss that we see this important
department of Sacre Coeur teaching in Timaru closed. The nuns will however, retain their
work of teaching in the Parochial School. We trust that the cessation is only temporary
and that the near future may see a resumption of this work which has conferred such
substantial benefits on Timaru and on the Dominion.” [Christmas 1933]

The announcement must have been a great shock as just four years earlier the Clergy had gathered to
celebrate the success of the Convent in its jubilee year. This 1929 photo shows the Clergy who came for the
celebrations with Archbishop Redwood and Bishops Whyte and Brodie on either side of him.
- Private Collection.

Here was evidence of the depressed economic conditions beginning to bite. After
more than half a century in the parish, the Sacred Heart nuns seemed an immutable
part of Timaru life. Yet their magnificent Convent was expensive to run and depended
on the income from boarders to be viable. As farm incomes dropped, so too did the
number of girls from the country being sent to the nuns for their education. The
Sisters scrimped and deprived themselves even more than usual but in the end they
had to make a hard choice. The Convent boarding school closed at the end of 1933.
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The older nuns left Timaru soon after,
including some like Mother Croak and
Mother Ryan who had lived there for
more than 50 years. Mother Croak did
not long survive the rupture. She died
the following June and, like Fr Tubman
before her, did not have the consolation
of being buried in her beloved Timaru.
She had been a key contributor to
parish life, notwithstanding the
limitations of her enclosed lifestyle.
Under her guidance flourished the
Children of Mary and St Anne’s Guild.
She instituted the Catholic Library
that operated out of the Sacred Heart
school to supply “wholesome reading”
to parishioners and subscribers across
New Zealand. Hers too were the ideas
behind the Workroom, the Catholic
Hostel, the Convent’s annual retreats for
women and its regular January Summer
School to promote Catholic intellectual The Sacred Heart Sisters’ Calvary memorial, 2011.
- N Anderson
life. The Parish News obituary aptly
described her as “the head and front of
all parish activities”[July 1935] a remarkable tribute for an enclosed religious.
The parish owed so much to the input it received from the Convent that the
departure of the Sacred Heart Sisters was a devastating blow. Through 1934 a skeletal
staff remained in Timaru to keep the parish school going. Negotiations began with the
Christchurch Sisters of Mercy to take over operations in Timaru. On Rosary Sunday a
party of six Mercy Sisters took part in the annual parish procession during a visit to
inspect the Convent and school. On 1 December the Convent Old Girls held the last of
their annual reunions with the remaining Sacred Heart nuns, who then left Timaru.
On 12 December the Mercy Order formally took possession of the Convent and school.
The Calvary scene that had graced the Convent grounds for thirty years was relocated
to the church grounds to serve as a memorial to the Sacred Heart nuns’ 55 years of
service to the parish. There it remains. The parish schools re-opened for 1936 on
3 February. At Marist the Brothers had 158 pupils. Across the road the Sisters of
Mercy had 173 girls and 47 junior boys at the parish school. At the High School
(still called Sacred Heart College) there were 47 day girls and 15 boarders. Later in
the year, the first professions were celebrated at the new Mercy Convent when four
young women from Co Limerick made their vows; Margaret O’Connell (Sr M Dympna)
Kathleen Costello (Sr M Sebastian), Mary Hurley (Sr M Clement), Johanna O’Connell
(Sr M Aidan). It was a positive sign for the future and proof that when one chapter
of a story ends, a new one begins.
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The Windows of Sacred Heart
The Basilica is famous for its magnificent stained glass windows. The story of their installation and
background can be found in chapter nine. These photographs provide a close up view of the 26
windows.
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The Crowning of Our Lady.

The Crucifixion.
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The French Influence

St. Vincent de Paul.

St. Therese.

St. Margaret Mary.

The Sacred Heart.
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The Irish Connection

St. Patrick.

St. Bridget.

St. Ita.

St. Columcille.
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Gospel Stories

The Sermon on the Mount.

The Calming of the Waters.

The Loaves and Fishes.

Christ the Good Shepherd.
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The Joyful Mysteries

The Annunciation.

The Nativity.

The Presentation in the Temple.

The Finding in the Temple.
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St. Joseph.

St. John the Evangelist.

St. Anne.

St. Aloysius.
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The Baptism of Christ

Mother Immaculate.

St. Matthew.

St. Michael.
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Chapter Eleven

The Parish Network
Catholic Life 1936 - 1945
In early 1936 a young parishioner was at her family home in Heaton Street when
she noticed two women in religious habits walking down the road towards her. She
was so surprised that called out to her mother, “The nuns are coming!” Although
Timaru had been home to Catholic nuns for over 50 years, the sight of nuns out in
public was a revolutionary development. The Mercy Sisters, newly arrived in town,
were going out in pairs to visit the homes of Sacred Heart parishioners. In so doing
they dramatically underlined the difference between themselves as ‘walking nuns’
and their predecessors, the Sacred Heart Sisters, who lived an ‘enclosed’ life in their
Convent. This change was in many ways a re-balancing of the parish dynamic.
Because for all the marvelous work that the Sacred
Heart Sisters had done during their time in Timaru,
despite the huge regard and affection they had
earned from parishioners, ‘walking nuns’ had always
been more appropriate to the needs of the parish.
The Sacred Heart Convent had been like a precious
jewel set on a band of plain metal – just a little too
grand for its setting. This was why it had seemed
so strange and exotic in the late 19th century and
why visiting Catholic celebrities so often called on
Timaru to observe the grand Convent in the raw
colonial township.

Mary Sherry, Elizabeth Sherry and
Mary Brooker, 1939.

The young girl was Elizabeth Sherry who grew up
and became a Mercy Sister herself. As Sister Mary
Elizabeth RSM she was eventually a distinguished
principal of the parish school and went on to live
much of her adult life first in the 1880 Convent
building and then in its more humble 1980s
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replacement. Sister’s anecdote about her first sight of the Mercies out walking in
1936 signals a change of tack for this history. Up to this point, my sources have
been largely documentary. Early on it was mainly reports in the Tablet and Timaru
Herald, supplemented occasionally by a written memoir or primary sources referred
to in other published histories. In the last chapter I could draw on the parishgenerated Sacred Heart Parish News for an unusually detailed insight into parish life,
albeit largely a view from the presbytery. Unfortunately the News suddenly ceased
publication without explanation at the end of 1936. For the final chapters of this
book, however, we have come into a period that still lives strongly in the memories
of older parishioners. Thanks to the hard work of the book committee, some of these
memories have been recorded for inclusion in this history. A number of parishioners
and former parishioners responded to a call for reminiscences and these provide a new
source for the account that follows.
In the nature of things, most recollections offered are happy ones and often touch
on similar themes. Rosary Sunday processions clearly predominate in the minds of
many as a highpoint of parish life in the past. Likewise service as altar boys has left
a strong impression on the minds of male parishioners. To avoid repetition, I have
drawn on everyone’s contributions but quoted selectively in descriptions of these
subjects below. For things like Rosary Sunday that didn’t change much over time,
I have included here some memories from later decades. Otherwise I have carried
on with the mainly chronological approach of earlier chapters, especially to deal
with subjects that don’t feature in the collective memoirs. It is perhaps an uneasy
combination. The great advantage of personal memory, however, is that it is not
limited to the public and the formal as many of the written sources have been. Even
where names and dates are ‘mis-remembered’ or not quite correct, the Sacred Heart
parish that emerges from the pooled memories is a vibrant community, infused with
a strong but traditional Catholic faith and linked by a host of social and familial
connections. These ties bound people together in a tight network centred on the
Basilica and the parish schools. Most people still walked or biked everywhere in the
1930s. Life was lived much more on the street, in neighbourhoods where everyone
knew everyone else. Catholics stood out, if they practised their faith, known for their
odd habits (fish on Fridays, midnight fasts on Saturdays) but accepted as part of the
flavour of life in mid-20th-century Timaru.
One version of this parish network emerges from a memoir supplied by Sheila
Coman, nee McGrath, in which she looks back over more than eight decades as a
Sacred Heart parishioner. Sheila’s account is full of names, street addresses, families
and relationships, all woven around stories of commitment to and involvement in
the parish. Such details – though far from a comprehensive ‘census’ of the parish –
help us populate the blocks around the Basilica with real people in a way that Tablet
reports or the Parish News simply could not. We get an impression of who was who,
and where, in a Timaru that has now disappeared, along with most of the people
referred to. What follows is an amalgam of Sheila’s personal memories, supplemented
with details from other sources, and grafted on to other contributions to the call for
reminiscences. It provides a glimpse of some of the ‘ordinary’ people of the parish
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who have been largely absent from the account so far, and ranges over the 1930s,
1940s and 1950s. In this period the parish reached its high point as a social network
as well as a spiritual body.
Sheila’s account begins with her own immediate family, living in Catherine Street
just a few blocks south of the church. Her parents were Bill and Mary McGrath. Mary
was a Brosnahan from Kerrytown. She was a child of the immigrant generation, one of
six girls in a family of thirteen. Three of her sisters had become Sisters of St Joseph.
So had three of her first cousins, while another was a Marist priest. Her husband, Bill
McGrath, was a railwayman. The McGraths had six children: Fergus (who gave 23 years
to the Marist Brothers), Molly, Patrick, Kevin, Sheila and Betty, who also became a
Sister of St Joseph. There were two Catholic grocers in the McGrath’s neighbourhood;
the Doyles (Felix and Nora and daughters Kathleen and Ellen) on the corner of William
Street and King Street, and the Murrays (children Margaret, Joan, Ria, Molly and
Brian) in King Street itself. Mr Murray used to deliver groceries on his bike with a
box attached to the front. At Doyles you could get more than just your groceries –
Mrs Doyle also taught music. So did Miss Maggie Venning who lived just around the
corner in Russell Square. On Sundays she joined with another parish music teacher,
Miss Maude Blandford, to run the parish library and Catholic shop (founded by Mother
Croak), which operated out of the Sacred Heart school hall.
Further along King Street was the Laws family. Mr Laws was one of those stalwarts
who took up the collection at church every Sunday. His boys became tradesmen,
electricians and plumbers, who were always on call to deal with problems at the
church. The Stevensons also lived in King Street. There were three boys and one girl,
Frances, who is still active in the parish. In nearby Alexandra Street lived Mick and
Vera O’Connor. Mick was a builder who was often called on for his expertise in parish
work. Likewise Dan Cosgrove the plumber who lived in Hassall Street. Charlie Cole
from Le Cren Street was another good handyman who would fix anything for the nuns
at the Convent. Many trades’ specialties seem to have
passed down through the generations in parish families,
along with a practical commitment to the church. It is a
tradition that has endured.

Maude Driscoll, housekeeper for
the priests for many years.

There were also lots of ‘maiden ladies’ who devoted
much of their life to the church. In North Street lived
the McGrath sisters; Kate who was a housekeeper at
the presbytery and Mary who was chief sacristan at the
church. Sister Joan Kinney’s family also lived in North
Street. She remembers being one of the Sacred Heart
College girls who helped Mary McGrath tend to the altar.
On Saturdays they would clean brass, carry buckets of
flowers and collect altar breads from the convent for the
Masses next day. From 1942 (Sarah) Maude Driscoll was
housekeeper at the presbytery. It was a job that included
cooking all the meals, doing the laundry, cleaning,
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greeting callers and answering the telephone. With the parish staff including the
priests teaching at St Pat’s High School, Maude daily cooked for up to twelve. She
was joined there by Mary Mahoney and Vera McAuliffe. The three were the greatest
of friends: Maude short and stout; Vera tall and thin; and Mary somewhere between.
They shared a great love of racing and the priests (especially Fr Steve Stapleton and Fr
Jesse Kingan in the 1950s and 60s) ensured they rarely missed a meeting at Washdyke
by dropping them at the gate and returning to collect them. Maude served the Timaru
priests for over 30 years and then did a further stint as priest’s housekeeper in Fairlie.
She lived most of her life in the shadow of Sacred Heart Basilica, first in her family
home in North Street, later at the presbytery, and finally as one of the first residents
at Ozanam Courts where she died in 1980.
Lots of Catholic families lived within walking distance of the church. Most of the
streets in the blocks around it had a smattering of parishioners, though there were
no concentrated ‘Catholic’ zones as such. In Heaton Street lived the Vaughans and the
Springs. Mr Vaughan was a local sergeant of police and lived in a police house. He and
his wife were daily Mass goers with six children: Ted, Tony, Kevin, Eileen, Kath and
Patricia, who became a Sister of Mercy. The Springs were old parish identities. Sheila
remembers especially Mena who kept house for the priests, Gertie who taught music
and Leo who became a priest. During WW2 Fr Spring was the senior Catholic chaplain
in the 2NZEF. Frank Stevenson and his wife also lived
in Heaton Street. Four of their daughters became Sisters
of St Joseph. The Neeson brothers were other parish
identities from Heaton Street. Jim Neeson worked for
the nuns keeping the Convent grounds in order while
Joe worked at one of the local picture theatres. We have
already noted Sister Elizabeth’s family, the Sherrys, on
Heaton Street. They lived on the Victoria Street corner
while their relations, the Slatterys, had a house further
along the street. ‘Walking distance’ stretched a bit further
in those days. The Cox family, for example, lived right
at the south end of town, opposite the Terminus Hotel,
but Sheila remembers how “little Mrs Cox” used to walk
to Mass at 6.30am every morning. She would then cross
the road to keep house for the Marist Brothers.

An undated Convent concert
programme, featuring Mrs
Mangos among the artists
performing.

Just opposite the church in Craigie Avenue lived the
Rolands. They were an Austrian family, pre-war refugees
from Nazism. There was one son, Max, and four girls all
of whom were very gifted classical musicians. On Sunday
nights the Rolands would perform at St Pat’s Hall for
parishioners, the proceeds going to parish funds. Olga,
the eldest girl, began a small glove factory from their
home, employing half a dozen girls from the parish. The
hand-sewn, pig-skin gloves were much sought after. The
Mangos family also lived on Craigie Avenue. Their house
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was right alongside the church
where Mrs Mangos had played the
organ for decades. Beside them
was Molly Sullivan (daughter
and only surviving member of
the “Guirteen” Sullivans) who
owned two properties. In front of
her own house she let out a flat
to George Sheehan and his wife.
George Sheehan rang the church
bells each day at noon to signal
Molly Sullivan’s house can be seen to the side of the Basilica
time for the Angelus prayer and
in this photo.
also on Sundays. His daughter
became a Home of Compassion
Sister. When Molly Sullivan died she left the two houses to the parish. They were
subsequently demolished and the Ozanam Courts complex built there by the St
Vincent de Paul Society for elderly
residents’ housing. Molly also left
her little Austin car to the Sisters
of Mercy (in Mother Enda’s time).
This was the Sisters’ first car.
Cain Street was sprinkled
with Catholic homes.
There
were the two Hall brothers and
their large families. Charlie Hall
was a prominent builder, while
his brother Willie retired from
construction at 42 to pursue a life
The Flats of Ozanam Courts, 2011.
of public service (including a tilt
at parliament as we shall see below). Charlie and his wife had five children; Emil,
Carl, Arthur, Norman and Mary. Willie and Nellie Hall had even more: Olaf, Harold,
Jack, Erik, Peter, Marie, Helen, Margaret and William. Mrs Brooker also lived in Cain
Street, with her daughters Mary, in later years the church sacristan, and Doreen,
who became a Sister of Mercy. Jack and Gertie Lysaght and their daughter Catherine
were also Cain Street residents prominent in parish life.
The famous Durnings were Cain Street residents, as were
the McCambridges. Allan and Rita Crowe lived there as
well. So too did the Vuletas. Jack Vuleta was a Croatian
immigrant who ran a hair-dressing salon in the main
street. He was also a bookmaker whose (illegal) betting
service was highly popular with his fellow parishioners.
Jack Vuleta was fondly remembered for his generosity,
especially during the hard years of the 1930s. Many
citizens down on their luck received a helping hand Jack Vuleta.
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from Jack as too did the city’s relief agencies.
During WW2 he was ‘manpowered’ to work at
the Pareora freezing works and donated all
of his wages to charity. The Marist Brothers
were a special cause for Jack, perhaps because
of their role in educating his six sons.
Mrs O’Neil ran the Catholic hostel on the
corner of Hassall Street and Craigie Avenue.
In earlier years it had been for girls attending
the Convent school but later it became a
boarding house for country girls coming to
town for work. On the other corner were
the Smiths, who operated the brickworks in
College Road. The Dalys were another devout
family from Hassall Street. Mr and Mrs James
Daly were daily Mass-goers with three sons,
Bernard, Hugh and Len. They ran the Hassall
Street service station, carried on later by
Kitty Kane and Noreen Daly performing in the
Basilica.
Bernard into the 1970s. The Gilmores had a
bakery around the corner in Harper Street.
The Rush family also lived in that street. George Rush was an electrician, who, like
the other tradesmen in the parish, was often called on to fix things at the church or
schools. Two daughters, Mary and Monica, became Sisters of Mercy. Charles Lagan
also had two daughters who became religious, Fay joining the Missionary Sisters of
the Society of Mary and Enid the Sisters of Mercy. Charlie Lagan held an important
position as manager of the New Zealand Breweries plant in Timaru. He apparently
favoured Catholics to work for him so that the office staff was stacked with girls
from the parish. Many of the brewery workers were Catholics too. Ann Quinn, Joan
Doyle and Sheila McGrath worked in the brewery office, as did Betty Laws, Margaret
Fitzgerald and Francie Stevenson.
These names offer only a glimpse into the parish community ‘on the ground’.
Obviously there were loads of others, many of them as active in parish life as any
mentioned here.
Hotelkeepers do not seem to have had the same role as parish leaders and
philanthropists in the 1930s as they had in the previous century (perhaps because of
the reduced hours of trade with ‘six o’clock closing’ after 1917). Nonetheless Catholics
were still prominent as publicans in Timaru. Maurice McKenna had the Club Hotel.
Jack Shea ran the Old Bank while his sons, Harry and Cyril, had the Empire Hotel after
returning from the war. Brother Jack Shea had the Shamrock (later called the City)
and then took over the Old Bank after his father. At the Dominion were the Wardells,
followed there by Jack Crate, while the Richards family ran the Terminus Hotel. Mrs
McKnight ran the Excelsior Hotel, having earlier had the Club Hotel. Leo Brophy had
the Commercial, followed by Bill Stevenson before the hotel burnt down. This was
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an era of surreptitious drinking ‘after hours’ when secret knocks and backdoor entry
were required to access licensed premises in the evening. Personal networks were
important in this context both to gain entry, and for the publicans to trust their
after-hours clientele and protect themselves from the risk of prosecution.
Restricted hotel hours had been passed as a wartime measure in 1917 but remained
in place thereafter. After decades of agitation by the prohibition movement, this
‘six o’clock closing’ was as close as the anti-grog
campaigners ever got to banning alcohol in New
Zealand. Gambling was the other great bugbear
of the ‘wowser’ brigade. Legal restrictions had
also come into force banning ‘bookies’ from
racecourses in 1910. This forced their betting
activity underground. ‘Booze’ and ‘betting’
were enthusiasms that were popularly identified
with Catholics, since their Church took a much
more liberal approach to both than most of
the Protestant denominations. And indeed
bookies (like Phil Sherry and Jack Vuleta) and
hotelkeepers were valued members of the Sacred Archbishop Redwood expressed the popular
Catholic view in opposing prohibition.
Heart parish community, the extra-legal aspects
-Parish News, October 1928
of their work happily tolerated.
Problem
gambling and problem drinking were also part
and parcel of parish life, logically impacting more on Catholics than other groups
with a less permissive attitude. A cloak of discretion drops over this shadow side of
Catholic life, however. Its sins and sorrows were reserved for the confessional and
remain a zone of silence in the collective parish memory.
Irish affairs largely disappeared from New Zealand political life after the 1920s.
St Patrick’s Day was still celebrated in Timaru, usually with a big concert in St Pat’s
Hall that doubled as a fund-raiser for the parish schools. Stripped of its political
dimension, Irishness could be cherished in a sentimental way that offered no threat
to Empire loyalty. Anti-Catholic extremism faded too. School children still shouted
abuse at each other as they passed on the street en route to their separate schools but
sectarian differences otherwise played out largely on the sports field. Catholic Clubs
were automatically standard bearers for their faith, the sporting contests providing a
‘safe zone’ for traditional enmities to be worked out without flowing over too much
to social life. Having to fund their separate school system while also paying for state
education through their taxes was an enduring Catholic grievance against the state.
Little progress was made on this issue through the middle decades of the 20th century
however. There was no interest from any political party in altering the status quo
and Catholics just had to hold on and wait for a more favourable political climate.
The Church as a public body actually went rather quiet on all fronts. The historian
Michael King described a sort of general withdrawal from wider social concerns in
this period: “The Catholic community was turned inwards on itself, looking to its own
affairs, not participating very much in the general work of the community at large.
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Its attitude towards the outsider was defensive and triumphalistic, and the Catholic
journals of the period tend to rely heavily on a rather smug apologetic and cosy praise
of ‘our’ churches, ‘our’ bishops and ‘our’ schools.” [God’s Farthest Outpost: a history of
Catholics in New Zealand, 1997, p146.]
If the Church kept a rather low profile
in public life in the 1930s, Catholics were
nonetheless part of some rather significant
changes in New Zealand society. The
biggest political development was the
election of a Labour Government in 1935.
Its development of a social welfare system
‘from the cradle to the grave’ was a defining
achievement that permanently changed
New Zealand’s political landscape. Timaru
had in fact long been a Labour stronghold.
The town’s major industries - the freezing
works, woollen mills, wharves and other
industrial enterprises - were heavily
unionised workplaces. The Labour Party
was well-organised and funded locally as
Rev. Clyde Carr.
- Richard Mahony
a result. The Timaru electorate went to
Labour as early as the 1928 election when it was won by the Rev Clyde Carr. This
remarkable character, a somewhat eccentric and controversial figure in the Party, then
held the seat for Labour through eleven general elections until his retirement in 1962.
This is a record for incumbency in a single electorate by any New Zealand politician.
Carr was obviously not a Catholic – the ‘Reverend’ was a relic of his short time as first
a Methodist and then a Congregational minister. Yet the ‘Catholic vote’ was widely
believed to have been crucial in his winning the seat in 1928 and the Browne Street
polling booth (in St Pat’s Hall) was won by Labour throughout his long career.
A link between Catholic support and the rise of the Labour Party is commonly
assumed in New Zealand history. There has been little detailed investigation of how
this actually played out in particular localities. Timaru would be a good case study.
It was an electorate where Labour support developed early as well as a place with
a significant Catholic population. One study that has looked at Clyde Carr’s long
political career compared the town to nine other provincial towns with a similar
position on the cusp of rural/urban life. [Stephen Kerr, “Good Old Clyde’: Clyde Carr
M.P., Timaru and the art of incumbency, 1928-1962” University of Canterbury, 2003.]
Of the ten – the others were Gisborne, Hamilton, Hastings, Invercargill, Napier, Nelson,
New Plymouth, Palmerston North, and Wanganui – Timaru consistently had one of the
highest proportions of Catholics in its population. In 1926 this had been 14% (about
the national average) but it rose steadily through the century until it reached 16.8%
in 1961, the highest proportion of any of these provincial towns. Since Timaru’s
population grew much more slowly than the other towns in the same period, this
suggests a superior breeding rate by Catholics compared to their fellow citizens (no
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surprise to anyone observing the large families at Sacred Heart). Large families and
the prevalence of working class occupations probably offer sufficient explanation for
a general disposition to Labour voting in the parish. Not surprisingly there were also
some notable parish characters known to be Labour Party and/or union stalwarts; men
like Gordon Ray, Harry McManus, Oliver Gavigan, Des Townsend.
Did Catholic support for Labour and its social welfare revolution owe anything to
Catholic social teaching? Pope Leo XIII had famously outlined a theology of workplace
relations in the 1891 encyclical Rerum Novarum setting out the “Rights and Duties
of Capital and Labour”. This had probably not trickled down to the pews at Sacred
Heart but Catholic trade unionists would have been well aware of its support for the
right of workers to union representation and collective bargaining. The parish clergy
were probably a little more conservative by nature. An editorial on “The Meaning
of the World-Wide Depression” in the Sacred Heart Parish News in February 1933, for
example, showed scant awareness of Catholic social teaching. As unemployment and
poverty reached a peak in Timaru it suggested that, “when God permits suffering,
slump, depression, and poverty, it is in order to prevent our disordinate attachment
to the false goods of this world. Such is His way of teaching us a right Standard of
Values.” Its recommendation of the way forward must have made miserable reading
for unemployed members of the parish; “… let us face the new world-conditions in
a manly way. Let us stop wishing for other social conditions than those intended by
God.”
Yet just a few months later the Parish News was quoting Pope Pius XI’s 1931
encyclical Quadragesimo Anno, a fortieth anniversary
‘sequel’ to Rerum Novarum. The News’ August 1933 editorial
highlighted the Pope’s indictment of the international
financiers in exacerbating the world-wide Depression. It
pointed to the obscenity of the five big banks in New
Zealand reporting record profits in the midst of general
depression and poverty and quoted the Pope’s affirmation
of “the common good” as the central concern in relations
between capital and labour, a responsibility properly
exercised by the State and not financial institutions. This
concept of the common good was where church teaching
and Labour Party policies came together. For the working
families of Sacred Heart, however, support for Labour was Michael Joseph Savage
a natural class affiliation not a theological position. The
- NZ history.net.nz
rapid recovery in New Zealand’s economic fortunes that
followed Labour’s rise to power in 1935 was universally welcomed. It is said that after
his early death many Catholic homes hung a portrait of Michael Joseph Savage (the
Labour Prime Minister who was a Catholic of Irish descent) alongside those of the
Sacred Heart and Virgin Mary.
More well-to-do members of the parish community had a very different political
orientation. Ironically perhaps, it was from their ranks that the parish produced men
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who aspired to political office. William Angland, for example, was the first Catholic
to become Mayor of Timaru. He was a colourful character, an Irishman noted for his
argumentativeness. His ascent to the mayoralty in 1913 had not been very popular
in the town at the time. The Timaru Herald thought that Angland’s election would
“be received with feelings of regret and almost incredulity. A candidate who has little
to recommend him except a municipal career of inconsistency and insubordination has
been elected to the chief magistracy of the town by the vote of a small fraction of its
inhabitants’.” [City centennial, p151.] I wonder if the “small fraction” is a reference to
possible Catholic ‘block voting’, a concept that consistently worried many Protestants.
Angland lost the next election but he kept standing for the mayoralty in subsequent
elections. He finally triumphed, becoming Mayor again in 1929. By then Angland
had apparently toned down his outspokenness and he actually won general approval
for his strenuous efforts as Mayor to help Timaru’s unemployed. This didn’t help him
retain his office, however, and he lost to his deputy in 1931.
In 1935 Angland announced that he intended standing for parliament against Clyde
Carr for the conservative Reform/United coalition. Another candidate actually won
the nomination so Angland avoided the indignity of a shellacking in the big swing
that swept Labour to power. In the 1938 election, however, it was another Sacred
Heart parishioner, William Hall, who stood against Clyde Carr. Hall was the first
Timaru candidate to stand for the newly-formed National Party. He had already had
a long career in local body politics but according to Kerr’s analysis of the election he
lacked the common touch needed to earn higher office. Hall was “authoritarian and
failed to grasp issues of importance to common people… He prided himself on having
received no education other than primary school and the ‘school of hard knocks’…
During his campaign, Hall expressed a number of chauvinist opinions regarding race
and gender roles. He believed that teaching mothering skills to girls was essential in
order to increase New Zealand’s white population as defence against the ‘hungry hordes
of Asia’, complaining that ‘at present a girl is taught everything but her real job in life,
to be a home maker.’” [Kerr, pp80-81.]
William Hall was my great-uncle. When he was a very old man in his 90s and I was
a small child I used to be taken to visit him in his Cain Street home and thought the
world of him. I knew all about his decades of public service in Timaru – he helped
establish the South Canterbury Museum for instance – but not about his political
aspirations. The 1938 election campaign was apparently a rather bitter affair and
Uncle Willie was hectored and booed by Carr’s supporters throughout his campaign.
Tom Egan was a boy at Sacred Heart school at the time who also happened to live in
Hassall Street not far from the Halls:
“Mr W Hall in Cain Street used to leave boxes of fruit from his orchard on the footpath
for the children to take on their way home from school. This was greatly appreciated by
the children in these hard times until someone wrote on Mr Hall’s fence ‘Vote Labour’.
Mr Hall was the National candidate for the General Election at this time and for a period
the practice of leaving out fruit ceased. I do not think what was written on Mr Hall’s
fence was the action of any school pupils.”
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The silver jubilee of the Basilica was celebrated in October 1936. To mark the
occasion new marble steps, an altar rail and brass gates had been added to the
sanctuary and marble steps and altar rails to the side altars. The symbolism of these
additions is perhaps less obvious to us now. In those days, however, the sanctuary was
a sacred space, reserved for men. The only time women (apart from the sacristans)
were allowed there was on their wedding day, if they had a Nuptial Mass. A number
of parishioners mention this exclusion in their memories. Not that lay men casually
wandered onto the sanctuary either. There were no lay readers, no extra-ordinary
ministers of the Eucharist in the Tridentine rite of the Mass (the formula set out in
1570 following the Council of Trent). The priest was the central actor in the liturgical
drama. He stood at the altar with his back to the people and intoned the words of the
liturgy in Latin. Only the altar boys replied, though in their absence responses might
come from beyond the altar rails (even from women!). Hence the standard description
of “hearing Mass”, literally what most worshippers did, if they could even hear the
words from an unamplified voice that was facing away from the congregation. Hence
too the vital role played by the altar boys. They were in a truly privileged position
but … boys have always been boys.
“Being an altar boy in the 40s was an enjoyable experience,” according to Peter
Tutty, “but not so enjoyable was the rising in mid-winter to cycle down to the basilica
to do your duty for early Mass. One of the tasks was to light all of the candles, and
especially around Christmas, there seemed to be dozens of them. Many are the photos
taken showing the altar in all its glory festooned with flowers and candles. Another
of the jobs was to remove the altar cloth off the communion rails. It became very
competitive and was known as the altar boy’s flick. The challenge was to remove the
altar cloth in one movement. The altar boys room was where the flower arrangers now
are. It’s a wonder it was not burnt to the ground with the mini fires that happened
whilst lighting the incense.”
Rosemary Lamb remembers her brothers, Tom and Richard, cycling off to serve at
the weekday 6am Mass. It was a common sight to see them each wearing one Marist
and one St Pat’s sock. “If Richard got there first he would grab the longest soutane
which he tripped over, leaving Thomas with one that barely reached his knees. Fr
Outtrim [1951-57] had a pot tummy and used to twiddle his thumbs in front of it. Mum
used to starch the boys’ surplices so they stuck out in front. In walked Richard and Fr
Outtrim both twiddling thumbs over their stomachs!” Tom Lamb remembers that they
would sometimes arrive at the church before the priest: “Some of the priests were not
so good at early rising. The church would be in total darkness save for the eerie light of
the sanctuary lamp (always lit to indicate the ‘real presence’ in the tabernacle). This
would cast all sorts of dark shadows especially around the back of the altar where I
would have to go to the priests’ sacristy to turn on the main lights – a bit hit and miss
as there was a very large switch board.”
Being a parish altar server was no sinecure. As Tom Lamb explains: “To be chosen to
be an altar boy was considered up there in the privilege department. Each year a group
would be taken for instruction. This process commenced with the introduction to the
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formal Latin of the Mass with its considerable dialogue between the altar boy and Priest.
This was the biggest hurdle to be learnt, taking many hours of tuition from Fr Heagney
[1941-48] and many, many hours studying at home as well. Practice sessions at the
church in the afternoon, with and without vestments, culminated eventually in being
invited onto the weekly roster with another experienced boy. The roster was posted in
the altar boys’ sacristy in the church of a Friday afternoon. For me becoming an Altar
Boy was definitely one of the highlights of my spiritual journey. The mystery which
surrounded the Mass’s celebration, the ritual attached to vestments, vessels, movement,
and significance given to altar boys through them speaking on behalf of the gathered
community highlighted the importance in my mind of the responsibility and privilege
attached to the task. I think then, we of the laity regarded the priests as the closest to
God himself it was ever possible to get!
The elaborate liturgical celebrations that were part and parcel of parish worship
reinforced these powerful messages. The priests and their retinue of altar boys pulled
out all the stops on significant occasions when, as Tom puts it:
“There would be absolute armies of boys gathered on the altar. One such regular
occasion was the First Sunday procession around the inside of the church in the evening.
Flower girls in white with a wee bell, followed by Children of Mary – unmarried young
women (virgins no less) and secondary school girls including the boarders from Sacred
Heart, were then followed by the Sisters of Mercy with the Hibernian Society last. After
that came the altar boys and the priests carrying the Monstrance… Big occasions would
have up to 4 priests and 18 odd altar boys all with various jobs to do. Practices would
be held for a couple of hours after school in preparation. The altar would be absolutely
covered with flowers and myriads of candles spread right across and up and down.
Lilies, in season, would make the atmosphere fragile and sometimes boys fainted. Some
of us learnt quite quickly that it was imperative that you start lighting from the top
back to the lower nearest bank of candles. Once I was fortunate to have one of the
priests observe how I was going with the lighting as he rushed up to extinguish my
flaming surplice”.
Weddings and religious professions were other ‘big shows’. The two were not
dissimilar, as girls becoming nuns were seens as ‘Brides of Christ’. Tom Lamb again:
“The postulants came in wedding finery – just like the brides of the day and after
presentation went out some time later to change into the first set of gear which we all
described as being a ‘bonnet’. There were often tears in the eyes of the family members
as they saw their children (17 – 18 year olds) take their initial steps into the religious
life. Nuns in white veils professed before the bishop and took vows for 5 years and
ultimately for life – all very moving.”
The altar boys were assured of a good meal at the feast that followed a religious
profession. They might get the chance of a snack after a wedding too:
“Talking about meals reminds me that we also served at weddings – by invitation
usually – so the better an impression one made the more likely one might be invited to
serve. It was great looking down the aisle watching the bridal party stepping out – the
bridegroom who had been waiting nervously. These were Nuptial Masses and they took
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quite some time. The bride and groom after signing the register were offered a cup of
tea and biscuits as both would have been fasting since midnight and by 10.30am or
later would be a mite peckish. All weddings were conducted before mid day then! Any
food left on the tray was devoured before the tray was sent back to the presbytery. We
were sometimes tipped too!”
In Fr Heagney’s time [1941-48], the altar boy group had an annual picnic biking
out to Pareora or the Brothers’ Novitiate at Claremont.
The pattern of parish worship remained much the same from the 1930s to the
1950s. Ellen Gallen, for example, recalls the parish sodalities – the Holy Name Society
and Hibernians for the men, the Sacred Heart Sodality and Children of Mary for the
women – still going strong at the end of this period. As a seventeen year old she was
a member of the Children of Mary: “We wore blue cloaks and a white veil to our monthly
Mass. (I remember my friend and I biking to the basilica wearing our blue cloaks, which
would be billowing out behind us!) We had a small blue handbook/prayerbook to help
us to aspire to greater heights in our faith and to model ourselves on Our Blessed Lady.
I loved these meetings. The Novena to Our Lady of Fatima each Saturday evening was
always well attended. Full church on most occasions. Fr Outtrim walked up and down
the main aisle praying the Rosary and we always finished up with No. 17 – The Fatima
Hymn. In those days (1950s) we always went to Novena before going out to movies or
dances.”

An undated photograph of the Sacred Heart choir.
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Confession was also a Saturday night ritual for many young parishioners. As Brian
Richards remembers, “we attended the confessional at least once a month. On many
occasions, however, I think the graces we received were in danger of being lost. Most
of us were anxious to hasten to the movies or a local dance and sometimes the queue
was quite long. Leaning up against the wall waiting for one’s turn! I will never forget
the looks of those waiting when someone spent a seemingly inordinate time in the
confessional.”
Kathleen Gallen (nee O’Connor) also has a favourite Confession memory, “[T]here
were two curates, one who was very deaf and one who spoke in a loud voice. On Friday
evenings they heard confessions in the two side confessional boxes – take your pick!!!
There would be queues right up the side of the church. The Parish Priest would often
come in late and take the box at the back and immediately he appeared there would be
an almighty rush to get in the queue for the box at the back.”
A major rite of passage for young Catholics was their “First Communion” Day.
They dressed up in fine style; boys in white shirts and ties, girls all in white like
little brides. A treat-filled feast followed the ceremony but fasting was required
beforehand. This obligation was taken very seriously by Catholics. Reverence for the
sacrament dictated that a communicant could consume no other food or drink from
midnight of the night before taking communion. Tom Egan failed miserably on his big
day in 1937:
“The children assembled at the Convent grounds at 7.30am for 8.30am Mass. During
this time while playing I broke my fast by taking a drink of water from a tap. The
upshot for having the drink was that I could not make my First Holy Communion with
the other children nor was I allowed to sit with them in the church. I sat with my
mother on Our Lady’s side of the church. However, I was granted special permission to
attend the breakfast afterwards. I finally made my First Holy Communion the next day,
Monday.”
Cecilia Davis (nee Allen) had an even worse experience in 1952:
“I made my First Communion in October 1952 wearing a white nylon frock, smocked
all over the front by my mother, Maureen Allen, and wearing a veil she had likewise
embroidered, both now in the Timaru Museum. I was recovering at the time from
yet another relapse of Undulant fever, contracted from the bottles of school milk the
week I started school in the spring of 1949. This fever was characterised by very high
temperatures and vomiting, so I was warned about what I would not be wise to do after
I had received Communion – but nerves prevailed and [I] suddenly gagged with the host
in my mouth and sent it back. I was not allowed physically to touch the host and white
ironed cloths were called for to protect the Sacred Host and I was escorted across to
Sacred Heart School to have my mouth rinsed out! I never did get to sample the special
breakfast, but it certainly didn’t put me off, but does bring a smile to my face when I
put my hand out each Sunday.”
The First Communion girls got to wear their dresses and veils again at the following
Rosary Sunday procession, during which they were flower girls, sprinkling petals along
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1952 First Communion group with Fr Outtrim.

the processional route. Rosary Sunday was Sacred Heart’s biggest annual occasion and
naturally looms large in parishioners’ memories. Margaret McSweeney can remember,
“not having to do homework for nights leading up to the Procession if we went to the
brickworks and picked gorse petals for some of the patterns.” The petals were one
ingredient in the amazing parterres that were described in an earlier chapter. Fr
Kevin O’Donoghue remembers from his school days in the 1940s how, “Plans were
drawn in chalk on the paths depicting the Holy Eucharist and symbols of the church
laid down in dense sawdust every few yards. The colours were wonderfully spectacular.”
Mary Brown recalls how,“sawdust was trucked into the convent grounds from the local
saw mills around the town. Names like the Hands mill, a local family firewood firm and
the Washdyke mill. This sawdust had to be dyed different colours to match the designs
or patterns to go on the sawdust carpet which started at the hedge entrance walkway to
the presbytery on the boundary of the Sacred Heart School ....”
Cecilia Davis had a special interest in the parterres in the
1950s – her father Bert Allen was an analytical chemist and
dyer at the Timaru Woollen Mills and he used to supervise
the dying of the sawdust. “Early that morning, all the drives
and pathways en route were swept clear of shingle, leaves,
dust etc and a special patterned carpet laid with the help of
all the school children and selected others using flower heads
e.g. yellow broom and the grape hyacinth, coloured sawdust,
which had been dyed the previous week in sacks immersed in
boiling dye solutions contained in 40 gallon drums located in
the boarders changing gym…”
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Cecilia Davis.

Timaru was famous for the Rosary Sunday procession and many people would travel
long distances to be part of it. The format was unchanged from the 1920s, although
organisation and all the arrangements were in the hands of the Holy Name Society
by the late 1930s. It was the Hibernians’ privilege, however, to appoint members to
carry the canopy over the Bishop and Blessed Sacrament. The procession set off at
2.30pm. It curled around the entire Catholic complex on the eastern side of Craigie
Avenue, beginning at the parish school, passing on to the Convent and finishing in
the Basilica. Mary Brown’s description is typical of many:
“The people in the procession would walk each side of the sawdust carpet. Firstly
would be the pupils of all the Roman Catholic schools in the area, followed by the Legion
of Mary comprising the ladies of the parish, the Holy Name Society consisting of the
men of the parish, then members of the Hibernian Society, a Catholic men’s benefit
group, members of the parish with family and friends. Then came the flower girls who
went before the Bishop who was last in the procession holding the Blessed Eucharist in
the monstrance. These flower girls would turn at intervals to the sound of three bells
and spread flower petals across the path of the Bishop and the Blessed Eucharist in the
monstrance. Each side of the Bishop were four Hibernian Society men each holding a
pole supporting the canopy over the Bishop and the monstrance symbolising that they
were the protectors of the Catholic faith.”

The Holy Name Society, Timaru 1939.

- Sacred Heart Presbytery

The procession was a major public expression of identity. In Mary’s words:“It was
an open sign of our faith as to who we were and to whom we belonged - the Roman
Catholic church. “
Annual missions were another feature of parish spiritual life that imprinted
themselves strongly on parishioners’ memories. A notice in the parish priest’s
announcements for September 1944 outlines the rationale for these regular spiritual
‘rev-ups’: “We are all inclined to grow lukewarm & tepid and to become negligent in
our spiritual duties. It is during the time of a Mission – during the days of special
grace – that we gain new strength and vigour to do God’s will as we should.” During
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the week-long event that followed there were daily Masses at 6.15 and 7am with “an
instruction” between them. Another Mass followed at 9am. Every evening there was
“Devotions” at 7.30pm. Confessions were heard after the 9am Mass and after the
evening Devotions. On Friday the “Forty Hours Devotion” began immediately after a
6.30am “sung” Mass. The Children of Mary and school children were expected to attend
to take part in a procession that morning. It all culminated in a “general Communion
of the Parish” on the Sunday when Fr Smyth expected that, “Everyone should be at the
[altar] rails.” Expectations of mass participation were high: “All should endeavour
to attend Mass and an instruction in the morning, and devotions in the evening. Try to
bring others with you, especially any who are inclined to be careless.”
The visiting missioners tended to be of the ‘fire and brimstone’ variety. Their sermons
were designed to strike fear into the hearts of the backsliders and lacksadaisical
Catholics who were their main target. The message was communicated with the
same vigour to students at the parish schools as Peter Brosnahan remembers from his
third form days at St Pat’s in 1953. Some of his classmates seem to have been less
impressionable:
“The sheer enthusiasm with which the priests threw themselves into the task of
correcting our errant ways was somewhat daunting for an impressionable young thirteen
year old. I recall one day concluding that there was no way I could avoid the ultimate of
all punishments in view of my many and huge misdemeanours. Even the saints, housed
in their magnificent stained glass windows, seemed to glare down at me in unanimous
disapproval. It has to be confessed that some of my classmates, maybe more confident
about their prospects of an after-life, whiled away their time in some questionable
pursuits. One favourite pastime was to surreptitiously etch one’s name and year with a
pocket knife into the varnished church pew… Some time ago, I returned to the Sacred
Heart Basilica after a long absence from the district to find the same majestic, awe
inspiring structure that had been an integral part of my upbringing half a century
earlier and, believe it or not, etched on the seat immediately in front of me was the
name of a classmate and the very year – 1953!”
St Patrick’s High School was the first of a number of major additions to the parish
plant in this period. Its opening in November 1937 represented the final piece of the
puzzle in Sacred Heart’s development into a fully realised parish. Why had it taken so
long? Part of the reason must have been because demand for boys’ Catholic secondary
education was actually quite low. It was only in the 1930s that progression beyond
primary school began to be the norm for working class children. There had always
been alternatives for the middle class boys whose parents could pay or the specially
gifted who could win scholarships. Locally there were the state schools, especially
Timaru Boys High which educated numerous Catholic boys, including a brace who
went on to become priests. Fathers Leo Spring, Len Brice, John Pierce, John Kitts, and
Frank Durning were all TBHS old boys. Wellington’s St Patrick’s College had provided
a Catholic secondary option since 1885. Christchurch’s St Bede’s opened in 1911. It
touted for business in the Sacred Heart Parish News in the early 1930s;“Catholics of
Timaru! Support Your Own Diocesan College.” This was perhaps a pointed dig at St
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Kevin’s in Oamaru. Though it was officially in the Dunedin diocese, St Kevin’s was
actually much closer to Timaru than St Bede’s. After St Kevin’s opening in 1927 there
was sharp competition between the two Catholic colleges for Timaru boys. Each faced
a challenge to stay afloat during the Depression; St Bede’s boarding roll dropped from
105 in 1924 to a low of just 38 boys ten tears later.
It was Fr Daniel Hurley who had first suggested developing a boys’ secondary school
for Sacred Heart parish in 1923 when he was parish priest. By 1937 Hurley had risen
to become the Marist Provincial and was in a position to commit members of the
Society to staff such a school. This was, of course, the critical factor. Without a
religious workforce, none of the parish’s schools was viable. Priest-teachers, however,
could be accommodated in the existing presbytery. That meant that the only capital
cost facing the parish was to stump up for a school building. There was space for
one on the old horse paddock behind the Priory. Fund-raising got under way in
earnest in late 1936 with the traditional Bazaar. It was well-timed, coinciding with
the return of better economic times, and under Fr Paddy Smyth’s energetic direction
raised £2,170. Volunteer labour cleared the site, plans were drawn up and through
1937 a two-classroom block went up just north of the Sacred Heart Convent. George
Dawson was foreman, Mick O’Connor and Bill Richardson the builders and Dan Doyle
did the plumbing work. On 28 November Bishop Brodie came down to bless and open
the school. Sister Joan Kinney remembers being confirmed by the bishop on the same
day. Her brother Pat was a first-day pupil at the new school.

St Patrick’s High School in 1938 – the first year staff and pupils.

Pat Kinney was one of 27 boys who enrolled at the new school. First in the gate at
7.30am on the opening day, 7 February 1938, was Patrick Batchelor. It seems slightly
ridiculous that the school was named for St Patrick. The Marist Fathers already had their
secondary school in Wellington named for the Irish saint. Then again, when they had
opened a second college in the Wellington area, at Silverstream in 1931, they called it St
Patrick’s too. Their first four New Zealand secondary colleges were thus St Pat’s (Town),
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St Pat’s (Silverstream),
St Bede’s and St Pat’s
(Timaru). The tradition
is that the name was
actually a tribute to the
parish priest Fr Paddy
Smyth. To add to the
confusion of names, the
new school’s first rector
shared the parish priest’s
surname, albeit with a
different spelling and
pronunciation. This was
The sliding door between the classrooms is visible in this 1938
Fr Lawrence Smith who
photograph.
came south from St Bede’s
to set up the new St Pat’s. The newly ordained Fr Alex Ward was his assistant. It was
a humble beginning, just two teachers and two classrooms (though they were linked
by a sliding door that could be opened out to create one larger space), a science room,
boiler room and toilet block. The school opened offering just a Third Form course,
adding an extra level on each successive school year. An additional classroom was
built on in 1940 (funded anonymously by Molly Sullivan).
The Smith/Smyth combination made a formidable team. Neither was ever short
of a word. Fr Paddy Smyth was notorious for never leaving the pulpit without asking
for money, an attribute that he deployed to the parish’s advantage with his highly
successful fund-raising campaigns. Fr Lawrie Smith was the school’s Latin expert.
Gerald Richards has a memory of the Rector’s “favourite utterance …‘Ye Gods and little
fishes and diminutive denizens of the deep’ particularly when one of his Latin scholars was
a little short on declensions.” Jack Gardner started at St Pat’s in 1939. He remembers
how during class breaks Fr Smith would have the boys out with shovels and wheel
barrows levelling the playing area for sports fields. The boys made do with whatever
they could find for
sports gear until Molly
Sullivan took pity on
them and supplied
cricket equipment. She
also helped transport
the boys to and from
sports games. On one
occasion though they
got the use of Fr Smyth’s
V8 car for transport to a
rugby match but “Only if
you be sure of winning!”
Unfortunately they lost School excavations, 1939.
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and that was the end of the car. Smyth was rather proud of his cars. On one occasion
he proudly announced the purchase of a new one to the congregation, “Now I’ve
brought you a new car. It belongs to the parish but God help anyone of you I see trying
to drive it!”
Fr Lawrie Smith laid solid foundations for the new school. He chose its motto,
“Fortes in Fide” (Strong in Faith), its colours (blue and gold) and the monogram worn
on school caps. He also seems to have attempted to maintain discipline with a light
hand. This experiment ended after just a few months. The school’s official diary
noted on 7 July, “The attempt to dispense completely with corporal punishment had to
be given up. Cane used on one boy for undisciplined conduct.” Caning was of course
standard practice at any boys’ school in this period.
John Fitzgerald recalls, however, that “the Marists hardly
ever belted boys around”, certainly much less so than
the Christian Brothers at St Kevin’s (where John spent
his 6th Form year in 1947) who had a more disciplinarian
approach. John started at St Pat’s in 1944. By then the
school had four classes, from Third through to Sixth Form.
It was still a small operation though. In John’s three
years at the school its peak roll was never more than 60
boys. It had, he recalls, “ a good atmosphere there with
no bullying”. Three priests taught everything: Fr Andy
Lysaght, the second Rector, taught English; Fr Jim Mannix
taught history, geography and Christian Doctrine; and Fr
Burke took chemistry and science. Fr Burke was also a
Father Burke, St Patrick’s 1942keen photographer and organised a Camera Club. All of
56, famous for his love of
the teacher-priests supported extra-curricula activities,
photography.
most often as coaches to sports’ teams.
The Mercy Sisters had meanwhile revived the fortunes of the girls’ secondary school,
which they re-opened as ‘Sacred Heart Girls College’ at the beginning of 1936. It was a
sensitive gesture to retain the Sacred Heart name. There were changes, however. As well
as reviving the secondary boarding school the Mercies established a Montessori infants’
school that evolved into a fully-fledged primary school known as “St Catherine’s”. The
Montessori system of education involved an alternative approach to learning, centred
on the children and their learning interests. It would have been in marked contrast
to the standard educational model in 1930s New Zealand. For the Mercies it was
a funding mechanism as well. Just like the original Sacred Heart Sisters’ two-tier
system of schooling in Timaru, St Catherine’s was known as the “High Convent”, with
an implied sense of superiority about its pupils and their education. Children going
to the “High Convent” used a different gate to the parish school children and were
not expected to mix with them. It was unapologetically a snob system but essentially
a strategy to ensure that the Mercy Sisters could survive financially. Another was
the musical tuition the Sisters offered to private pupils. This provided another vital
source of income as well as a point of contact with the wider Timaru community.
Many non-Catholics came to the Convent for music and speech lessons.
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St Catherine’s Primary School, 1944.

The Parish gathers to meet the Apostolic delegate, Archbishop Panico, 1940. The clergy L-R Father A Ward,
Father P J Smyth, Archbishop Panico, Bishop Brodie, Father S O’Connor, Father Smith.
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Teresa Cooney (nee Marlow) lived in Buchanan Street and did all her primary
schooling at Sacred Heart in the Mercy era. She shares her memories of school days
in Craigie Avenue:
“My earliest memories are of slippers, slates and slate pencils and the Progressive
reading books. Each day began and ended with Prayers plus the daily Rosary in the hall
after play. School colours were blue and gold and the school motto was ‘Wisdom is better
than Gold’. Boys could attend at primer level but went to the Marist school from then
on. We had a uniform of navy gymfrock, white blouse, tie and my pet hate, long black
stockings. We wore panama hats in the summer and a felt one in the winter. For me the
best day of the week was Thursday. In the morning it was cooking class at Main School
and in the afternoon it was off to the Bay to play basketball against the local schools.
Our teachers were Sisters of Mercy from the local convent. They were hard working and
dedicated and gave me a lifelong love for learning for which I am very grateful.”

Sacred Heart Girls’ College operetta Princess Juju, circa 1940.

The first band of Mercy Sisters had been shocked to discover the hardships
their predecessors had been enduring at the Convent, which was in need of urgent
improvements. In an eerie repeat of the Sacred Heart Sisters’ experience the Mercies
endured the tragic loss of their Superior, Mother Agatha McDonnell, soon after arriving
in Timaru. She became ill in May and died on 29 June 1936. Her replacement, Mother
de Sales, faced an uphill challenge in reviving the College. In the year the school had
been closed, the girls continuing on from Form 2 at the parish primary had had to
go to Timaru Girls High School. A lot of Catholic girls went there for their secondary
schooling at that time anyway. Some of the 1935 class simply chose to stay at Girls
High. Most returned, however, and Sacred Heart Girls College began 1936 with fifteen
boarders and a total roll of 39. There were also 30 children for the ‘High Convent’
Montessori (compared to 230 at the parish primary). Numbers grew steadily over
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the following years. In 1946 an assembly hall and classroom was built alongside the
Convent. Two further dormitories were also created on the Convent’s second floor to
accommodate the increasing number of boarders. By the 1950s there were over 150
pupils at the College and 100 at St Catherine’s. In 1957 a new classroom block was
constructed adjacent to the Convent. Two more classrooms were added in 1959 as the
roll surged past 200.
Joan Oakley (nee Charles) lived on a farm at Rangitata. She spent 1940 as a boarder
at the Sacred Heart Convent, a year she
remembers with great fondness:
“It was certainly strange to be in a
dormitory with six other girls and Sr
Dominica in the bed nearest the door.
Our beds were hospital type, separated
by blue curtains which were neatly drawn
into pleats by day. We had a large bowl
and jug of cold water on each locker.
Housekeeping was of a high standard, so
much so that I frequently had to remake Joan Oakley, 1950.
my bed. One thing there was a lot of was
silence. We were allowed to talk to one
another during our evening meal, but practically everywhere inside a building seemed
to be a silent space, apart from our recreation time in the evening. There was plenty of
sound, of course, with so many of us having music lessons and allotted practice times.
I had never been in a place with so many pianos…
The old convent buildings were of interest with beautifully carved wood on the
stairways, and the lovely paintings on the walls especially in the chapel. I think we
understood how sad the Sacred Heart sisters must have been to leave. All the schools
used to attend the big church on Wednesdays, each class with its supervising religious
sister or brother. Sometimes there was a wedding and this always created great interest.
School lessons were interesting, too, and we were well taught by Mother Aquin.
The standard of music was always high and we boarders also had verse speaking with
Sr Lawrence. It was a great way to learn poetry and to improve our diction. On Sunday
afternoons we would walk in pairs along the same route to Otipua Road accompanied
by two sisters, and on the first Sunday of the month we could spend the day with family
or other relations. I think one of the things I found hardest to accept was that our
letters were read before we received them, and our weekly letters home had also to be
approved. Looking back on it we were very isolated not having newspapers or radio, and
it would have been hard to realize that the country was at war.”
One of the attractions of the Timaru Convent for the Mercy Sisters was its suitability
as a novitiate. In fact the Timaru complex also became the Sisters’ Mother House or
diocesan headquarters, housing its leadership team as well as its training facility. These
had previously been located at Villa Maria in Christchurch. We have already noted
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the first profession ceremony, celebrated by Bishop Brodie in the Convent chapel in
May 1936. It was the first of many. Timaru proved a fertile recruiting ground for the
Sisters with a large number of vocations from among the College’s pupils. The Convent
building pulsed (quietly) with life; at its peak there were 95 boarders and 50 Sisters
living there. Being so much more visible than the Sacred Heart nuns had been, the
Mercy Sisters were a highly significant presence in the parish. On Sundays they filled
row after row of the Basilica at Mass, marked out by their distinctive black habits and
veils. The Marist Brothers too were a visible symbol of religious life in the parish,
especially when the novices from Claremont came into town. With the presbytery
now also full of priests - four parish staff and three teachers at St Pat’s - the Catholic
institutional structure in Timaru was reaching its highest point of development.
Fund-raising for a church at Washdyke had progressed steadily since 1930. In 1936
the old church from Waimate, used as a Catholic hall since the construction of the
Waimate basilica in 1907, was moved to Washdyke and re-erected there. It suffered
significant damage during heavy gales in November (its spire was toppled) but was
repaired in time for an official opening on Palm Sunday 1937. Joy Lindsay gathered
the reminiscences of some Washdyke parishioners (Elsie O’Connor nee Gallagher, Esther
Daly nee Spring, Chris Brosnahan and Mary Brosnahan nee O’Connor). They remember
a vibrant community life:
“There was no such thing as Parish Councils until the late 1960s so the parishioners
took care of all the maintenance of the church and grounds. The women washed the
altar linen, cleaned the church and did the flowers. As there was no water at the Church
it had to be brought from home and the altar boys took a thermos of water for Mass
on Sunday. The men mowed the lawns, sprayed the weeds, cut the hedges and did the
‘nightman’s’ job. There was never a need for a meeting; the parishioners automatically
came to the fore … The confessional had curtains for the parishioners in those days and
an elderly gentleman always managed to get caught up in the curtain and, with his loud
voice and very Irish brogue, the rest of the congregation could see him and hear all his
sins. One day there was quite a commotion in the confessional and the congregation
came to attention when Father came out to get the lady’s husband as she had fallen
through the kneeler which apparently was a little rotten.”
Timaru’s population growth may have been below the national average but the rise
in numbers was steady nonetheless. By the late 1930s there had been considerable
suburban expansion towards the north. Many parishioners were now faced with a
long journey to Mass at Craigie Avenue. Jack Gardner, for example, remembers Nancy
and Molly Ryan of Raymond Street using just one bike to go to Mass. One would
ride the bike so far, leave it by a garden fence, then walk some distance while the
other climbed on the bike, then left it at a certain place. All this was repeated all
the way to Craigie Avenue. Jack could never work out how both Ryan girls arrived
at Mass at the same time. In any case, it was time for the Church to catch up with
these developments. Fortunately Fr Hurley’s land acquisitions in the early 1920s had
been well chosen. In 1937 fund-raising began for a new church in Douglas Street. It
was a modest brick structure, dedicated to St Joseph. Bishop Brodie opened it on 16
October 1938. For the next 14 years, until Timaru North became a separate parish in
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1952, St Joseph’s was served by the Marist priests from Craigie Avenue. A new school
was also built beside St Joseph’s and shared its name. It opened for the 1939 school
year with 40 pupils, catering like Sacred Heart school for boys up to Standard 3 level
and girls through to Form 2. Two Sisters from the Convent were driven there daily by
a priest or by Joseph Dunne from Woodlands Road.
On the southern side of town, Mass was still being said in a hall at Pareora once a
month. Josie Towler (nee Hanson) remembers those days well. The first service at
Pareora had been held at the home of her grandparents John and Mary O’Connor at a
time when there were only three Catholic families in the district.
“This continued once a month for some time until a family of Topps moved to the
district and we shifted to the hall …The hall in those times held a dance each Saturday
night so Sunday morning was an early start – the piano turned round, a table in front
and a form for communion – with a few lace cloths from Mum and Gran – it looked very
flash. The hall served us for many years, 8am once a month - other Sundays we walked
to the main road and cadged a ride to St Andrews – mostly picked up by the Priest from
town. In the early fifties, Fr Hannah arrived. With the aid of six men from Pareora, and
Timaru builders, they obtained the Toch H building from Temuka. They worked every
weekend and changed it to what we thought was just wonderful – our first church. This
was a great celebration opened by Bishop Joyce with visitors from afar. St Paul’s served
us very well until our new church was built in 1967. Alas no more – had two of my
children married there, great memories.”
Further south, the children at St Andrews had a weekly Wednesday visit from
the priest for catechism classes. Bryan Lysaght describes these arrangements in the
1940s:
“From 9am-9.30am on a Wednesday of the week a priest would travel from Timaru
to the school to ‘take’ Catholic children for Catechism. Also Presbyterian and Anglican
ministers would teach their doctrine. It was a huge joke if some of the children
happened to be in the wrong classes. A huge joke for the children but pretty serious
stuff for the parents. Once a year ‘the country kids’ were invited by the Sisters of Mercy
to the big Convent for Religious Education. The ‘Country kids’ were the children who
went to a state primary school. This covered all the schools near and far, that were in
Sacred Heart Parish area. My memories of this week in the August school holidays were
not happy ones … My fondest memories of this ‘Convent week’ was the yummy scones
with raspberry jam on them, and of course the hymns. We were taught, especially ‘Hail
Queen of Heaven’ and ‘O Sacrament Divine’.
It is often easier to date beginnings than endings. Often there is no distinct finale
to organisations or customs; they simply fade away. Something like this must have
happened to St Anne’s Guild. Perhaps it failed to make the transition from the Sacred
Heart Sisters to the Mercies. In any event, the Guild, an organisation that had done
so much good for so long, no longer features in records of parish life by the late
1930s. Some of its pastoral work may have been superseded by greater community
outreach of the Mercy Sisters. There was still room for lay women to put their faith
into practice, however. In 1931 Bishop Liston established a new Catholic women’s
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organisation in the Auckland diocese, the Catholic Women’s League. It focused on the
conventional role of women as homemakers with a motto of “Faith and Service”. The
League came to the Christchurch diocese in 1936, Wellington in 1944 and Dunedin in
1949, the same year it became a national organisation. A branch of the League was
established in Timaru in April 1941. It has proven to be one of the most versatile and
durable organisations in the history of the parish. For decades, women of the League
have knitted and baked, raised money for the missions, visited the sick, gardened and
run discussion groups.
The League worked alongside the existing St Vincent de Paul Society, which had
established a women’s auxiliary group in 1940. Through the war years and beyond,
this group organised food parcels to be sent to Britain where rationing made life hard
for many into the 1950s. The Society’s international network was used to distribute
the parcels through St Vincent de Paul conferences across Britain. The women also
helped with wartime entertainment and social events provided at St Pat’s Hall for
visiting seamen of all denominations. This grew out of the Society’s ‘apostleship of
the sea’, an important aspect of its pastoral work from the mid 1930s. As a port town
Timaru hosted numerous trading vessels and their crews often included Catholics from
all around the world. Joe O’Gorman was the first ‘Apostleship of the Sea’ official
visitor, succeeded in after years by Jim Cunningham, but other members helped with
a roster to visit the ships in port.

St John’s Tennis Club golden jubilee, 1944.

- Anne Buckley

From 1939 to 1945 parish life carried on under the shadow of war. Unlike the
First World War, there was no repeat of the sectarian tension that had marred
community relations in that conflict. Clergy and religious teachers were exempt
from conscription and Catholic schooling carried on, under the same stresses and
pressures as every other part of the education system. Catholics were foursquare
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St John’s Tennis Club members in 1938.

– Fr John Craddock SM

behind the war effort and young men from
Sacred Heart enlisted in large numbers for
military service. Young women joined up
too once women’s auxiliary services were
created. Soon the casualty notices began to
come in. Eugene Hetherington is thought
to have been the first Timaru Catholic to
die in the war. A Marist School old boy,
Eugene was killed in England while serving
as a pilot in the Royal Air Force in December
1939. Over two dozen more servicemen
from the parish would follow him in giving
their lives. By 1941 over 50 members of the
Celtic Rugby Club were overseas. The war
disrupted normal life enormously; men and
women were ‘manpowered’ into jobs and
moved around the country. Petrol, clothing
and many basic food items were rationed.
Fears of a Japanese invasion saw air raid
shelters being dug in the school playgrounds
and barbed wire laid along the beach at
Caroline Bay. But spiritual needs remained The Second World War plaque, Timaru
much the same. Mass, confession, Rosaries Basilica.
and Novenas carried on week by week at the
parish’s four churches, while fervent prayers were offered for sons and daughters in
harm’s way abroad.
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Rosary Sunday
Rosary Sunday was the most important day in the parish calendar from the opening
of the Basilica on that day in 1911 right up until the early 1970s. It was a showcase of
Timaru Catholic life that attracted large crowds, both to participate in the procession
and to watch it pass. These photographs capture some of the flavour of the event,
as well as the extensive preparations that went into its organisation. Making up the
colourful ‘parterres’ from dyed sawdust and flower petals was a memorable feature of
school life for many parish children
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Chapter Twelve

The Church Triumphant
1945 - 1962
Wartime also saw some significant changes in Catholic leadership. Locally, Fr Paddy
Smyth’s tenure as parish priest came to an end in 1942. He left behind a muchenhanced parish infrastructure: two new schools, two new churches, improvements
to the Basilica, renovations at St Pat’s Hall and some well overdue maintenance on
the Convent, Marist and Sacred Heart schools. His successor was Fr John McHardy, a
down-to-earth, approachable pastor who proved very popular.
Fr McHardy’s younger brother, Emmet, had not long before
died after developing tuberculosis while stationed as a Marist
missionary in the Solomon Islands. The younger Fr McHardy
had been a prolific correspondent and the letters he had sent
home from the islands made powerful reading. John McHardy
had commissioned the noted Catholic poet Eileen Duggan to
edit his brother’s correspondence for publication. The resulting
book, Blazing the Trail, was a bestseller among Catholics in
1935 and inspired many young men to try their vocation to the
priesthood. Emmet McHardy is one of the few locally-produced
Catholics who may yet one day qualify for canonisation. So
there was a little cachet of sanctity associated with the new
parish priest.

Fr J McHardy.
[MAW]

Matthew Brodie’s long tenure as Bishop of Christchurch had
also come to an end. The bishop passed away after several
months’ illness in October 1943. He was 79 years old and had
been bishop for 27 years (since 1916). Brodie was the first New
Zealand-born priest to become a bishop. He had distinguished
himself as a priest during the Waihi miners’ strike in 1912.
Many Catholics from his parish were among the striking miners
and Brodie had played a key role during the conflict in difficult
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circumstances. As police resorted to violence to break their strike, Fr Brodie had
walked a tightrope, “sympathetic to the miners’ cause while suspicious of their left
wing leaders, [and he] did not follow the Government line.” [O’Meeghan, p250.] This
combination of pastoral sympathy and political nous marked Brodie out as a future
leader. His time soon came with the appointment to Christchurch. He had been a
popular choice. His long episcopate was marked by “a low key, unostentatious manner”
that nonetheless provided “positive leadership and guidance” to the diocese. This was
particularly evident during the Depression when he issued instructions that parishes
and religious institutions in the diocese should undertake any building projects they
had in mind as soon as possible to help alleviate unemployment.
Bishop Brodie also lived an extremely simple personal
life. Fr O’Meeghan records that when the tax authorities
enquired about the bishop’s personal income in 1924,
they were told that he actually had none. He was
generous with his episcopal resources, helping members
of the Canterbury Unemployed Workers Movement with
their fares when they travelled to Wellington to lobby
for Christchurch’s unemployed. Bishop Brodie was also
a frequent and welcome visitor to Timaru. Unbeknown
to the parishioners, however, the bishop faced pressure
from his diocesan clergy to remove the South Canterbury
parishes from Marist control. He had inherited a difficult
Bishop Brodie.
legacy from Bishop Grimes; the old rivalry between Marist
- Held Firm by Faith
and secular clergy in Christchurch diocese continued
by M. O’Meeghan
into the 20th century. The Marist’s early presence in the
mission field had given them a firm hold on the largest
and most well financed parishes, including Timaru. This made things difficult for
diocesan priests who were left with smaller, poorer parishes and chafed at the restricted
opportunities this left for their priestly careers. Brodie had even had Christchurch
seminarians at Mosgiel asking to be released from his diocese because of the lack
of opportunities of appointments there. In the mid-1930s the Marists surrendered
Geraldine (1934) and Fairlie parishes (1935) to diocesan control but held on to Timaru,
Temuka and Waimate.
These clerical rivalries outlasted Bishop Brodie and were one of the issues facing
his successor Bishop Patrick Lyons in 1944. Lyons was not the original appointee to
succeed Bishop Brodie. That was Monsignor William Ormond of Auckland. Ormond,
however, was struck down by illness before his consecration and had to resign. Lyons
was his replacement, an Australian from Melbourne. He came to a diocese that was in
difficult financial circumstances and which lacked the tight administrative framework
that he was used to in Australia. The new Bishop made it his mission to tidy things
up. Sorting out the Marists was an important item on his agenda. In 1948 he asked
the Marist Assistant General Fr Dubois (who was visiting New Zealand from Europe to
re-establish contacts broken by the war years) to hand over all of the Marist parishes in
Christchurch diocese within a year. Dubois agreed to this demand, subject to approval
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from Rome, but when the New Zealand Marists heard about
it, they were appalled at the Lyons’ ambush and prepared to
mount a resistance campaign in Rome. Lyons pulled back
somewhat and offered an olive branch by asking the Marists
what they would be prepared to offer. The separation of
Timaru North from the Sacred Heart parish in 1952 was one
of the outcomes of this rapprochement.
Fr Smyth has gone down in history as the great fundraiser, a polite way of remembering his relentless pursuit
of donations from the parish community. Cost, however,
was a necessary obsession with parish priests of this era.
His successor, Fr McHardy, had to be no less persistent in Bishop Lyons.
- Catholic Publications Centre
raising funds to keep the parish plant solvent. “Giving” is a
primary theme of the weekly parish bulletins in a year-long
sample from 1944-45 that I examined. Every week there was a report on money raised
at some parish event or another, as well as a weekly tally of the Sunday collection.
The parish sodalities took turn about to run a weekly social on Thursday nights at St
Pat’s Hall; dances and Euchre evenings. The Catholic Women’s League had jumble sales
almost as often. Then there were the “special collections”, such as the Dominican
Sisters’ appeal in 1944 for a new Catholic institution in Wellington for the deaf and
dumb, another to establish a “junior seminary” in Christchurch, the annual diocesan
charities appeal, the “Peter’s Pence” collection at Easter and another “Christmas Dues”
one in December. If the Church was to run on the ‘penny’ contributions of the ordinary
believer, the combined pennies had to add up to pounds, and lots of them.
Some of this financial pressure shines through in Fr McHardy’s appeal for funds to
build a parish gymnasium in 1950. An old army canteen hut had become available
from the wartime camp at Washdyke racecourse. The parish priest thought it would
be a great amenity for the parish’s sports clubs, especially Celtic Rugby Club (of which
he was patron), and a facility to help keep the young people involved in parish life.
Volunteer workers pitched in on Saturdays and evenings to prepare the site and raise
the concrete foundation walls. This cut the cost of building to just on £2,000 but this
was still a significant sum to raise. Fr McHardy made a direct appeal to parishioners
through the bulletin, bluntly sharing his concerns about parish finances:
“Financial Side:- Anxiety. On present revenue from Collections etc we are just able
to make ends meet. In fact we have to watch expenditure carefully. The Schools of
course are our biggest item – last year approximately £1600. I dislike trying to raise
money through Bazaar or Carnival or Raffles. I am making a straight out appeal to
Parishioners to give directly to build the gym. Over the last 9 years there has been no
special call upon Parishioners, & I am confident that now we have the opportunity of
putting up what I am assured will be an excellent building at low cost; parishioners will
give their generous support.”
The gymnasium building was moved on to a site beside St Pat’s Hall at the corner
of Craigie Avenue and Browne Street. Celtic Club members put lights and showers
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into the completed gymnasium. In fact this
was the first time Club members had ever had
access to showers after team training. The
new gym was a real boon to Celtic, rapidly
becoming the focus of all Club activities. Celtic
was enjoying a golden era in this period. Its
senior team won the Skinner Cup (the South
Canterbury championship) in 1948, 1952, 1953,
1955 and 1957. Jack Goddard became its second
All Black representative in in 1949. His brother
Morrie had also achieved All Black status (194649) but alas not from Celtic. Like a number
of disaffected Celtic men over the years, Morrie
and George Goddard had left Celtic in 1940 to
join arch-rivals Zingari. This became something
of a tradition. Pat and Claude Fitzgerald – “the
Jack Goddard.
Morrie Goddard.
fighting Fitzes” – did
the same thing in
1947. Some said this was because of criticism from the Celtic
club president at the Fitzgerald boys’ irregular appearance at
Mass. Morrie Goddard on the other hand remained a staunch
Catholic and regular worshipper at the Basilica throughout
his long and distinguished rugby career with Zingari. Nor
was it one-way traffic. Disaffected Zingari players would also
defect to Celtic. In fact so many non-Catholics became key
players in Celtic teams in the 1940s, and so many Catholics
played for Zingari, that the old religious divisions became
George Goddard.
confused. It was hard to yell “Give it to the Doolans!” when
so many Catholics were in Zingari colours and so many
Protestants wore Celtic green.
This mixing of the rugby tribes in Timaru is all the more notable when set against
the parish priest’s maintenance of the ‘border controls’ around his flock on two other
fronts. These efforts also show up in the notices from Fr McHardy’s weekly parish
bulletins for 1944-45. The first relates to the obligation imposed on Catholic families
to send their children to Catholic schools. At the beginning of the 1945 school year,
Fr McHardy placed what seems to have been an annual reminder of these requirements
in the bulletin:
“At this time of year it is necessary for us to remind parents of the Church’s laws
concerning the Catholic Education of their children. Canon 1372 states:- ‘Parents are
bound by a most grave obligation to ensure that their children are thoroughly trained
in the truths of the Catholic Faith.’ Canon 1374 states: - ‘Catholic Children must not
attend non-Catholic Schools, According to the Instructions of the Holy See, the Bishop
of the Diocese alone is to decide when parents are justified in sending their children to
non-Catholic schools.
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So Catholic Parents are bound by Canon 1374 to consult the Bishop of the Diocese
before sending a Catholic child to any school except a Catholic school. Furthermore the
term MOST GRAVE OBLIGATION in the law of the Church means an obligation binding
under pain of Mortal Sin. Hence parents who violate the above laws, and send their
children to non-Catholic schools without having obtained permission of the Bishop,
involve themselves in the guilt of Mortal Sin, and as long as the violation of the law
continues, no Confessor can grant absolution.”
It seems a little ironic that this notice coincided with the Feast of the Holy Family.
There had always been Catholic parents who ignored these constraints or defied the
regulations in the interests of their children. Tom Egan remembers his grandmother,
Mrs Timothy Sullivan, doing so in the 1920s. After the death of her husband at
Havelock in 1916, Mrs Sullivan moved to Timaru with her ten children and enrolled
them at the parish school.
“At the end of their first week, the children came home and told their mother they
had to go to the school on Saturday morning to scrub the floors. Their mother said no to
the request and the following week she was summoned to the convent and told that this
was the rule and practice. My grandmother informed the nuns that she was sending the
children to the school to be educated and not to scrub floors. The children were taken
away from the school and enrolled at the Waimataitai school where they completed their
education. Her action meant she could not receive the Sacraments but this did not stop
her and every Sunday she lined up the children to take up a front seat at the church.
Subsequently one of the daughters entered the Mercy Order in Wellington where she
remained for the rest of her life.”
‘Defiant loyalty’ to the Church of this sort must have taken considerable character.
More often, one imagines, families under such proscriptions simply ‘left the Church’.
Their enduring sense of identity as ‘Catholics’ partially accounts for the gap between
census figures on the number of Timaru Catholics and the significantly smaller number
of active parishioners. These estranged Catholics might sometimes return at Mission
time or under the shadow of impending death. Their ‘leakage’ was a serious issue for
the Catholic community but one that is virtually impossible to deal with in a history
such as this. Those who left generally went without giving voice to their discontent.
Except perhaps on the rugby field?
The 1945 bulletins’ second example of institutional Catholic rigidity at mid-century
relates to the ecumenical services held at the end of the Second World War. There
was rich irony in this as well. The war, after all, had been all about everyone pulling
together in support of New Zealand’s communal war effort. Catholics had suffered no
sectarian ostracism this time and had in turn played their part fully, both on active
service and in patriotic activity on the home front. Yet when victory in Europe was
imminent and planning began for communal celebrations of the long-awaited day,
Bishop Lyons’ primary concern was to make sure that Catholics did not join with
other Christian churches to mark the event. Instead, he instructed parish priests to
timetable a Benediction service for the same time as a combined service and direct
parishioners to attend this separate Catholic event.
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“We remind you of the Bishop’s circular read last Sunday
concerning Victory Celebrations. His Lordship said that
Catholics cannot attend combined Religious Services and
that in Parish Churches, Benediction should be given at
the same hour as these combined services are held in the
various towns. Consequently there will be Benediction in
this church at the same time as the Thanksgiving Service
on the Bay. School children are to assemble at their schools
one hour after the news is received and to come to the
church in a body for Benediction. We hope too that all
adults who can do so will attend.”
Bishop Lyons.

Bishop Lyons’ focus on administration was legendary.
He insisted on a standard method of keeping parish
accounts and required detailed reports on every minute
detail of a parish’s operations and resources. This did
not particularly endear him to his priests and religious and his formal visitations of
their parishes and institutions were akin to a visit from the school inspectors. As Fr
O’Meeghan puts it in the diocesan history, Bishop Lyons had “more of the character of
a commanding officer inspecting his troops than of the shepherd encouraging his flock.”
[O’Meeghan, p265] His Timaru visitation led to various directives on parish worship
that didn’t go down too well among parishioners. Dympna Sullivan recalls some of
Lyon’s instructions:
- The Beginnings: Catholic
Centennial Souvenir book.

“Bishop Lyons was a strict Bishop and forbade the lights on the angels on the altar to
be lit. He said that only candles that burn were to be used on the altar. Also the gong
was banned and was replaced by a bell for the offertory. He also ordered the church
bells to be played by an electric button. The bells could no longer play hymns.”
I referred in an earlier chapter to the nickname given the poor ‘lightless’ altar
statues, with their arms raised but empty – “The Fighting Angels”. The loss of the
gong was an even more serious blow for the altar boys as Tom Lamb remembers:
Prior to becoming an altar boy I had always been very taken with the gong used at
Mass. It was of polished brass, quite large about 300mm in diameter, and stood about
the same in height with a lovely leather covered hammer to strike it. How I looked
forward to having a go with that! Anyway
Bishop Lyons decreed that several articles
were not liturgically correct, i.e. didn’t
suit Rome!! And they were removed.
Amongst these things which I noticed,
in particular, were the two angel statues
that stood on either end and at the back
of the altar. These had candle like lights
which used to create an especially lovely
atmosphere. The use of bright red capes
and white collars that were donned on
The Angels holding their lights, 2011.
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high occasions was stopped at this time too. The other banned article was the gong and
it departed just about the time I began serving.
It was replaced with a very smallish bell. Not my idea of a good replacement at all.
So having had to make the change there was no way I wasn’t going to make this thing
ring out and we all became quite adept at making sure that those in the back of the
church heard it. This particular week morning I was serving with my brother and gave
the bell the usual burst. After Mass Fr Cooke … before dismissing us, asked us if we had
any connection with the fire department. Because we were extremely proud of our Uncle
Jim who happened to be the deputy fire chief in Dunedin, we puffed out our chests and
began to tell all about the honour that we shared in our family. We were interrupted
by Fr C who bellowed at us ‘Well don’t ring that bloody bell so loud in future!’ The gong
came back into favour after a change of a couple of bishops, unfortunately, too late for
me to have a go.”
Lyons did not last long. His approach had been a marked contrast to the warm
pastoralism of old Bishop Brodie and really, he just didn’t fit the diocese. In 1950 he
resigned and became instead an auxiliary bishop in Sydney. “After he left”, Dympna
recalls, “everything was returned to
how it was before.” Bishop Lyons
is remembered today by the public
speaking competition between Catholic
secondary schools in the Christchurch
diocese that bears his name; the Bishop
Lyons Shield. His demand for petty
detail on parish life has one substantial
benefit for this history. A copy of the
report prepared by Fr McHardy for Lyons’
visitation of Timaru from 6-9 November
1947 survives in the parish archives.
It offers a marvelous stock take of the The first St Patrick’s team to win the Bishop Lyons
parish plant, details on parish numbers, Shield, 1956.
- St Patrick’s 1962 Jubilee magazine.
and an insight into what was important
to the church of that time. Timaru’s
report has a note in the Bishop’s hand, “A special note should be made of the excellent
way in which all the parochial books and accounts have been kept.” Well done Fr
McHardy! The report itself is a printed form with spaces for each parish’s details. It
was prepared “in duplicate” with one copy to be kept at the Cathedral in Christchurch
and one for reference purposes in the parish. It specified eleven different registers
that had to be prepared “for the inspection of the Bishop on the occasion of his visitation
to your Parish.”
Fr McHardy’s report on Sacred Heart records that there were 2,800 active Catholics
in the parish in 1947 among a Timaru population of 25,000 (11% of the total town
population compared to 15.4% recorded in the census two years earlier). They were
served by four churches: Sacred Heart could accommodate 900; St Joseph’s in Douglas
St 300; St Andrew’s 300; and St Patrick’s Washdyke 200. All four churches were in good
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order (“Are the Churches neat, inside and outside, as becomes God’s houses? Yes.”) On
a Sunday, there were six Masses said across the parish. “Yalumba” wine was used as
altar wine, imported ready bottled by R Wilson & Co. (From what firm is altar wine
procured?) The Bishop seems to have had his eye on those Sacred Heart altar boys
too - “Is altar wine in danger of adulteration in the sacristy?” There had been twelve
converts at Sacred Heart in the previous twelve months. The 2,800 parishioners had
received Communion 48,000 times in the same period (an average of just 17 times per
capita over 52 weeks). There had been 27 marriages of Catholics in the preceding year
of which 14 were “mixed marriages” and three were marriages outside the Church.
“What efforts have been made to validate such marriages? [Answer] With 2 there is
little hope. One will probably be fixed.” There were also 25 “clandestine marriages” in
the parish (though it is not clear to me what exactly this refers to).
The report form provided a standard list of parish confraternities, not all of which
were represented at Sacred Heart: there was for instance no “Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine” at that time (though doctrinal discussions were dealt with by the Discussions
Group of the Catholic Women’s League and by Fr Lysaght’s Aquinas Club for the men).
Nor was there any longer a parish Altar Society, no Confraternity of the Rosary,
no Confraternity of the Sacred Heart for men, and no Confraternity of the Blessed
Sacrament. The Propagation of the Faith (a missions’ fund-raiser), on the other hand
had 950 members, the Holy
Name Society 280, the women’s
Sacred Heart Confraternity
230, the Children of Mary
205 and the St Vincent de
Paul Society had twelve men,
eleven “Ladies of Charity” and
36 honorary members. Timaru
also had a host of clubs and
societies that weren’t on the
standard list. They included
the Catholic Social Club with its
130 members; St John’s Tennis
Catholic Table Tennis team (left to right): Kath Venning, Agnes
Club with 70; St Patrick’s Table
Buckley, Thelma Burton, Kath Story.
- Buckley Collection
Tennis with 40; the Celtic
Football Club, Hibernians and
Catholic Women’s League (no numbers provided). The CWL had a Discussions group,
another for Missions, one for Sewing, one for Drama and another for Bridge. There was
also the Third Order of Mary (130 members) and the Catholic Dramatic Club, a unique
Timaru phenomenon since 1926 of which more below.
The parish schools also stacked up well. There were five of them now, all of them
taught entirely by religious teachers: Sacred Heart Girls’ College with six teachers for its
140 secondary pupils and two for its primary division of 50 pupils (the ‘High Convent’).
The Sacred Heart primary school had 212 pupils being taught by three professed Sisters,
two postulants and one novice. Marist School had three Brothers for its 153 boys.
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St Joseph’s school in
June Street had two
Sisters teaching 96
children. St Patrick’s
High School had three
priests teaching 60
boys. This made a
total of 711 pupils
attending
Catholic
schools in the parish.
1948 sewing class at the convent with Sister Dominica.
“How
are the Schools
- Roncalli College archives
supported?”
Both
primary and secondary
schools were “free to day pupils” and the schools “supported out of Parish Funds.” The
Sacred Heart Girls’ College made its own charges for boarders (no reference was made
to the fees charged for primary pupils at the High Convent). The parish had to find
£1,165 to pay the salaries of the religious: £200 for Sacred Heart College, £360 for
Sacred Heart primary, £200 for St Patrick’s and £400 for Marist. The Brothers paid for
their housekeeper and their social security out of their annual stipend. Altogether it
was a pretty impressive educational portfolio for such a modest cost.
Much of what has been written about parish life in Timaru is simply a variation on
themes that would have been characteristic of Catholic life anywhere in New Zealand
at this time. There were some distinctive elements,
however. One of them was the parish Dramatic Club
that had begun in 1926 but reached new levels of
achievement in the post-war years. It grew out of
the Catholic Social Club at a time when interest in
amateur theatre was growing in South Canterbury.
The South Canterbury Drama League had been formed
earlier in the same year and was organising an annual
The Passion Play circa 1946.
Depicts Cecil Clarke, John Clarke,
drama festival. It was only natural that parish drama
Mary Brooker, J Crowley, V King,
enthusiasts should want to develop a specifically
J Scraab, M Bray, Kevin Casey, L
Catholic drama club. Its numbers were originally
Jackson.
- J Clarke collection
quite small but members were both enthusiastic and
talented. In 1930 the Catholic Drama Club took out
the Drama League shield for the first time with George Bernard Shaw’s play How He
Lied to Her Husband. Its cast of three included Cecil and Mary Clarke, a husband
and wife team who were founding members and would be Club stalwarts throughout
its existence (the third cast member was R Craig). The Club met weekly through the
winter months in St John’s Hall. During the war, however, numbers fell and meetings
were switched to members’ homes.
The home meetings were a great success, most often held at the Clarke home at 177
Le Cren Street. Numbers picked up after the war and membership was opened up to the
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non-Catholic spouses of members.
Before this only Catholics could be
Club members, a common though
not universal restriction for
Catholic organisations. In its first
20 years the Club won the South
Canterbury Drama League Shield
seven times. In 1939 the Club’s
entry The Willing Spirit had gone
on to the national competition
finals. In 1953 The Singing Sands
repeated this feat and was placed
second overall nationally. In the
Cast of The Singing Sands, 1953.
- J Clarke collection
early years, one act plays with
small casts were the focus. Right
from the beginning these were taken on the road to
be performed at parishes around South Canterbury.
Performances were used to raise funds, especially for
the parish schools. The Club’s Passion Play was a feature
of Holy Week calendar in Timaru and other parishes
until the late 1950s. In 1953 the Club celebrated its
jubilee by staging a three-act production, Laburnum
Grove by J B Priestley. It filled St Pat’s Hall for three
The Drama Club jubilee production
Laburnam Grove, 1953.
nights to great reviews. The longer plays then became
- J Clarke collection
a staple of Club production, earning good revenues
that were ploughed back into lights.
The Catholic Drama Club launched the directorial careers of three women - Mary
Clarke, Molly Faulks and Dawn Somerville - who went on to make major contributions
to drama in South Canterbury and beyond. In the 1950s, for example, Mary Clarke
began producing plays for the boys at St Pat’s High School. Shakespeare’s Coriolanus
in 1950 involved virtually the whole school roll of less
than 60. Fr Burke’s camera captured the boys’ efforts for
posterity. Molly Faulks later directed the boys in two very
successful plays for the Drama League’s annual festival.
Both were considered the best plays in the competition for
their year but were deemed ineligible for prizes since they
were school productions. Some of the young thespians who
starred in these productions went on to careers in radio and
television – Mark and Philip Leishman, John McBeth – while
others achieved success in other fields (social activist Dennis
O’Reilly, law professor Mark Henaghan). A high point of the
Club’s history was Mary Clarke’s production of The Way of the
Cross, a much-enlarged version of the passion play. It was
The 1959 programme for
staged at the Timaru Botanic Gardens in 1959 to mark the The Way of The Cross.
South Canterbury centennial. Though presented under the
- J Clarke collection
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St Patrick’s production of Coriolanus.

- Roncalli College archives

banner of the South Canterbury Drama League, the Catholic community was heavily
involved in the production. Even the Brothers and novices from Claremont took
parts.
Some of the great dramas of national life on the other hand have left little imprint
on parish memories. The great waterfront dispute of 1951 is a case in point. This
was New Zealand’s most significant industrial action of the 20th century, a showdown
between the powerful Waterside Workers’ Union and the National government of Sid
Holland.The conflict began when the watersiders refused to accept overtime during a
dispute over a wage rise in early 1951. The employers then locked them out and port
activity across the country ground to a halt. For a port town like Timaru, this was a
dire development; the flow of trade in and out of the region depended on the loading
and unloading of ships. The National government’s reaction was extreme. Servicemen
were brought on to the wharves to load the ships and get freight moving again.
Normal civil rights such as free speech were suspended under a State of Emergency
that also made it a crime to offer any support or assistance to the men on strike or
their families. The strikers were effectively being starved into submission. They held
on for 151 days but ultimately it was no contest. The full might of the state was
brought to bear on the strikers. The Waterside Workers’ Union was crushed, broken up
into smaller local unions at each port.
The waterfront dispute’s causes and consequences are not important to our story
but how it played out in Timaru could be. The Mayor of Timaru in 1951 was William
‘Tex’ Richards, a teacher at the Timaru Technical College and a devout Catholic (only
the second Catholic Mayor of Timaru). Under the government’s Emergency Regulations,
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Mayor Richards was thrust into the
position of local potentate. It was
his job to establish an Emergency
Committee in Timaru and oversee
the loading of ships in the port by
army personnel. He even had the
railway lines lifted from the wharves
to make it easier to get army trucks
close to the ships. The Mayor’s daily
statements in the press on progress
at the port made Tex Richards the
public face of the government’s
repressive policies in Timaru. At
Mayor Richards in full regalia.
the same time, of course, many of
the striking watersiders were his
fellow worshippers at Sacred Heart. Men like the fiery Irishman Jack Cooke who
took up the collection plate every week at church. Jack O’Keefe was another Sacred
Heart watersider, as was Greg Fitzgerald, a daily Mass-goer, three of whose daughters
became Sisters of Mercy. Frank Stevenson was another wharfie from Sacred Heart.
Four of his daughters became nuns with the Sisters of St Joseph. Bert Frame wasn’t a
Catholic but his wife and daughter were Sacred Heart parishioners.
The waterfront dispute – strike or lockout depending on your political views –
polarised communities bitterly. Local farmers were aggrieved that their wool couldn’t
get to market at a time when wool prices were at an all-time high. The strikers were
equally distressed at the difficulties their families faced. For many the long months
without an income were extremely hard. Despite the legal sanctions, many received
practical support from friends and relations anyway. What about in Timaru? None
of the existing reference works on the dispute mention it. Until someone does the
research, we can only speculate on experience within the parish community. Clearly,
however, the St Vincent de Paul Society had a long-standing welfare mission to seamen.
In the nature of the Society any outreach to strikers’ families would have been behind
the scenes, providing food and other support to those in need anonymously. One
prominent parishioner is remembered by wharfies for secretly supplying meat during
the strike at considerable risk to his employment. Fortunately, Timaru saw little of
the physical conflict that broke out in the major centres. According to Stephen Kerr’s
dissertation on Clyde Carr, the effects of the 1951 dispute were relatively minor in
South Canterbury. Few of the threatened shortages of household essentials actually
came to pass. When the Union finally accepted defeat, Timaru’s watersiders were
among the first in the country to re-register in the new industrial framework.
The waterfront dispute story doesn’t end there. Following his triumph over the
unions, Prime Minister Holland called a snap election later in 1951. There was a lot of
propaganda about the supposed influence of Communists in the trade unions. Against
a backdrop of the Cold War struggle between the communist east and capitalist west,
this was a powerful political message in 1951. Public opinion was in any case firmly
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against the unions and Holland wanted to capitalise on the resulting electoral swing
to National. The Timaru Mayor had attracted the Prime Minister’s attention with his
successful co-ordination of the local Emergency Committee. John Richards recalls
his father being ill in hospital with pneumonia when Holland came to his bedside
to ask him to stand for National in the election. Though personally quite a liberal
man, Richards accepted the challenge, taking on the wily Labour veteran Clyde Carr.
Unfortunately for him, Richards was struck down by influenza and was unable to
hold any meetings for the first two thirds of the election campaign. Though a strong
candidate, his ill health crippled his campaigning and created doubt in the local mind
that he was fit to stand. He also seemed equivocal about representing National.
Meanwhile Clyde Carr was fighting for his political life. He showed his experience
and drew on his decades of electoral work for Timaru to hold on to the seat despite a
huge swing against Labour nationally. The polling booth in Browne Street remained
solidly for Labour.
The 1950s also began with some significant changes in the diocese and the parish.
First came the appointment of Edward Joyce to be Lyons’ replacement as the fourth
Bishop of Christchurch. The new bishop was the first
‘local’ in the role, an experienced parish priest from within
the diocese who had also served as an army chaplain. He
was able to marry the administrative efficiency that had
been Bishop Lyons’ trademark with more of the pastoral
warmth that had been the hallmark of the beloved Bishop
Brodie. Both qualities were certainly needed in Joyce’s
14 years as bishop, which coincided with the post-war
‘baby boom’ and an era of growth in the Canterbury
parishes unmatched since the late 1800s. Bishop Joyce’s
first action with implications for Timaru was to secure
a foundation of the Sisters of Compassion for the town
to care for handicapped children and the elderly. The
Sisters were New Zealand’s first homegrown religious
congregation, established by the French-born Suzanne
Bishop E M Joyce.
Aubert at the end of the 19th century. They added a new
- St Patrick’s 1962 Jubilee magazine
dimension to the work of Catholic religious in Timaru,
supplementing the teaching role of the Mercy Sisters and Marist Brothers.
There had been previous attempts to attract the Sisters of Compassion to Timaru.
Fr Tubman had tried hard in 1904 when Mother Aubert passed through Timaru and
stayed at the Sacred Heart Convent. Thomas O’Driscoll’s old home “Lisava House” was
available for purchase at the time. It was close to the church and eminently suitable for
the Sisters’ work. Bishop Grimes supported the idea to begin with but then withdrew
his permission, much to Fr Tubman’s disappointment. Efforts were renewed in 1929
when the Claremont property came on the market. In the difficult circumstances of
the Depression the Sisters were unable to take advantage of this opportunity. In 1951,
however, this long-hoped for addition to the parish’s social welfare initiatives came to
fruition. St Saviour’s, the old Anglican orphanage in Morgans Road, was purchased.
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It came with a large brick house and fifteen acres of land. Four Sisters – Mother
Veronica, Sisters Marcelle, Catherine and Celestine – arrived from the north and the
parish swung into gear to help them settle in. The Catholic Women’s League and St
Vincent de Paul Society offered their practical support, Mother Mercedes provided
hospitality and gifts from the Mercy Convent, and local farmers donated stock and
grain feed. Alterations got underway inside the old orphanage building while teams
of volunteers helped tidy up the grounds. The new Home was named St Vianney’s
after the famous French priest who had been a major influence on the young Suzanne
Aubert.
Fr McHardy was on hand to welcome the new religious community into his parish
but it was one of his last significant acts as parish priest. In
1951 he transferred north to Wellington and was replaced
by Fr Cornelius Outtrim. It fell to the new man to oversee
the separation of the northern part of Timaru from Sacred
Heart to form the parish of Timaru North. Under the Code
of Canon Law issued in 1917, when a parish belonging to
a religious congregation was divided, any newly created
parish automatically came under the bishop’s control to be
staffed by his diocesan priests. This paved the way for the
Marist presence in Timaru to continue while also providing
opportunities for the diocesan clergy in the town. It was
a timely development for Timaru catching up with years
of suburban expansion north and westwards. It was also
relatively straightforward to set up since St Joseph’s church
Fr C Outtrim.
was already in place as the nucleus of the new parish.
[MAW]
Timaru North was officially established on 10 February
1952. An Irish priest, Fr Thomas McKeon, was its first
parish priest, assisted by Fr G Fahey and the recently ordained Fr Brian Ashby in his
first parish posting. For the first year or so the priests lived in a cottage on the Home
of Compassion site until a
new presbytery was ready
for them in Douglas Street
in 1953. The new parish
took with it the Washdyke
church of St Patrick as well
as St Joseph’s church and
school and also pastoral
care for the Claremont
Novitiate and the new
Home of Compassion.
Connections between the
latter two institutions and
Sacred Heart remained
A 1950s wedding at St Joseph’s North Timaru.
strong however.
- Brosnahan collection
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At mid-century the Sacred Heart parish was still a very homogenous community,
the descendants of 19th-century Irish migrants, with a leavening of Scots and English.
At the end of the war a small group of Polish girls came to board at the Convent,
adding a memorable dash of Catholicism from a different cultural tradition. In the
assimilationist thinking of the time, these girls were encouraged to adapt quickly to
New Zealand ways, learn English and ‘fit in’. This must have been painful for them at
times. They were refugees from a war-ravaged Poland, many of them orphans who had
come to New Zealand for temporary refuge in 1944. The Soviet occupation of their
homeland at war’s end transformed their sojourn in New Zealand into a permanent
exile. Bishop Kavanagh of Dunedin was their chaplain. He arranged for Catholic
boarding schools up and down the country to take in a quota of the Polish orphans
and equip them for their new lives in New Zealand by providing a secondary education.
A few Polish boys also attended St Pat’s boarding privately with parishioners. Sister
Leonie (Helen O’Neill) contributed a memoir of the Polish girls to the schools’ jubilee
booklet in 1982:
“One distinct memory of the after-war years was the arrival of Irena (big), Irena
(little), Danuta and Jadwiga to our Boarding School.
Other Polish girls followed, as day girls or as boarders,
but these four first ones, left an impression. Four of us
were chosen to be their guardians, and help them. There
were language difficulties, of course, but they learned
our language and customs faster than we learned theirs.
Danuta came home with me [to Fairlie] one time, I
remember for the Christmas holidays. My mother urged
Danuta to tell us how Christmas was celebrated in her
country, and our family let Danuta organise Christmas
her way. I look back on it now as my most memorable
Christmas of those years.”
The Polish students left Timaru after their schooling Two Polish refugees Irena and
Teresa Ogonowska, 1950.
was complete. They were followed, however, by another
- Private collection
group of European Catholic immigrants.
Dutch
Catholics began to arrive in the early 1950s, part of a
great wave of post-war migrants. These Dutch settlers were the first significant group
of immigrants recruited by the New Zealand government from anywhere other than
Britain or Ireland since the 19th century. There were thousands of them across the
country, deliberately sent to different areas to prevent any large grouping that might
form an ethnic community keeping itself apart from the mainstream. The government
plan was that the Dutch would quickly assimilate, learn English and adapt to a New
Zealand lifestyle in whatever region they were sent to. The immigrants responded to
this pretty positively overall. They proved adaptable, quick to adjust to New Zealand
conditions and ready to work hard to get ahead. Sometimes their very willingness to
strive was counted against them. Inevitably, New Zealanders cast a severe eye over
the newcomers in their midst. It wasn’t long, however, before both sides began to
appreciate what each other had to offer.
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Peter and Maria Spruyt were among the earliest Dutch immigrants to join Sacred
Heart parish. Like many of their generation, they had travelled to New Zealand in
1952 as a young engaged couple to qualify for the assisted passages (not available to
married people or families). Peter had always had a special devotion to the Sacred
Heart and finding that Timaru’s Catholic parish shared this affiliation meant a great
deal to him. He and Maria were married at the Basilica by Fr Outtrim in August 1952,
the first Dutch couple to be married there. Maria remembers the adjustment that their
new life required:
“Even though the culture of New Zealand was very different from Holland at that
time and ‘Kiwi English’ was most unlike anything we had learned at school, hearing
Latin spoken at Mass provided a link to where we had come from and was therefore reassuring and made us feel at home. A major priority in the early days was to assimilate
into Timaru life. I will always feel grateful to the parishioners who came forward with
great love and welcomed us new settlers into their community. Very special were the
folk who kindly accepted our invitations to be godparents to our children [Anke, Otto,
Marieke, Odette, Carl].”
John Kunnen was another Dutchman who came to New Zealand on the ship
Sibajak in 1953. John was a joiner and bricklayer by trade. With the end of postwar reconstruction work he could see that a period
of unemployment was looming in Holland. The
government of the day was encouraging people to
emigrate with advertising campaigns in print and at
the movies. Living conditions were also cramped and,
despite having a good job and feeling confident that he
would be able to keep it, John decided to emigrate to
New Zealand. He was able to pay his own way, rather
than be assisted and then bonded to work, so only had
to pass an interview with a New Zealand official at the
Hague. A predecessor from his village, Chris de Goede,
had already gone out and was in Timaru. So when
asked where he wanted to go, John said “Timaru” and
this was accepted. He had no job lined up but New
Zealand economy was booming and he had no difficulty
John Kunnen, 1954.		
- Private collection
getting one with Bill Harding (the foreman from the
Basilica construction in 1910). Within a year, John was
offered a job as foreman but opted instead to go out on his own as a builder.
There were a number of single young Dutchmen in Timaru in the mid-1950s.
Peter van Tilborg, Henry and John De Groot, and Bernard Overmars were all from the
southern Netherlands, the Catholic part of the country. Not all of the Catholic Dutch
carried on their religious life in New Zealand. Like emigrants everywhere, some chose
to leave old affiliations behind in the old country. Others found their religion a great
help in settling in to their new country. John Kunnen found the church to be pretty
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similar in both countries, fitting in fairly easily to life in the parish. Henry De Groot
lived behind the Convent in a hut that became a gathering place in the evenings
for the single Dutchmen when there were few other places to go. They used to get
supper from the Convent at 9pm. John built a henhouse for the Convent on his
Saturday afternoons. He got to know the nuns and they got to know him. Men in the
Catholic Youth Group also welcomed the Dutchmen into their activities. The weekly
dances held at St Pat’s Hall were an important place for making social contacts. John
Kunnen met his future wife, Betty Blaikie, there in 1954. Betty was an Anglican but
began “taking instructions” from Fr Brice and he married the couple at the Basilica
in 1957.
In the early 1950s there were still two weekly dances at St Pat’s Hall, one on
Thursday and another on Saturday night. These were fund-raisers for the parish
that brought in a significant income. There were also four major dances for held at
summer, autumn, winter and spring that could have up to 400 in attendance. Ray
Brosnahan, Brian Conroy, Keith O’Connor and Pat Fitzgerald took turns to be M.C.
at these dances. There was also a dance for members of the Catholic Social Club on
Sunday nights after Benediction. Tickets were sold at the church so if you didn’t go
to Benediction, you didn’t get in to the dance! Mrs Ball and Mrs Ethel Finn played
the piano, often with a drummer, and sometimes Hunter Finn would play his double
bass. Rosemary Lamb remembers the dances fondly but wonders in retrospect about
what went on ‘out the back’:
“On a Sunday evening after Benediction we would retire to the gymnasium for a
dance. We had a pianist and we danced all the old favourite ballroom dances. It was a
great way to get together with other Catholic youth. The boys were allowed to go outside
between dances but the girls never were. I suspect there were a few beers in the boot! I
asked Len Daly once why the girls couldn’t go outside. His reply was if a girl wanted to
go outside, she was no lady! It was the rugby, racing and beer days of NZ men!”
To be a ‘lady’ also required formal ‘presentation’ to society as a debutante at the
end of a girl’s school days.
This custom had been
established in the parish,
as we have already noted,
in 1931. It was revived
after the war. Jo Motz
recalls being among the
‘Debs’ at the first post-war
Ball in 1952 or 53. “I was
partnered by Pat McCarthy
and presented to Bishop
Joyce. I think there were a
huge amount of Debs.” The
balls were a grand parish
occasion, a celebration of
The organising committee for the 1952 Ball.
- Private collection
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its young women making the transition from adolescence to adult social life. Older
members of the community came to support the cause, enjoy the occasion and dance
the night away. Funds raised were donated to the St Vincent de Paul society or the
Home of Compassion. Matrons were appointed to chaperone the girls and train in
them in deportment and etiquette. Mothers and daughters went all out to prepare
ball gowns; they had to be full-length and white but other than that choice of fabric,
pleating, beading, lace and other trimmings was over to the individual. Partners
came preferably from the parish’s stock of young manhood, or perhaps a cousin or
relation from somewhere else. Each couple were presented to the Bishop and the ball
committee and then the music began and dancing carried on into the early hours.

The 1952 Debutante Ball was the first held after the war. Father Outtrim, Bishop Joyce and Father
McEwan among the official party on the stage with the ‘Debs’.
- Private collection

St Pat’s Hall was the venue for the debutante ball as for nearly every other parish
social occasion. It was one of the hardest-working of all the parish’s assets, used
frequently through the week by all sorts of groups. The Hall’s destruction by fire on
1 September 1954 was thus a tremendous blow; the third serious conflagration in the
parish’s history. Ray Brosnahan remembers being the last to leave after the usual
Saturday night dance, “I locked the door about 1am and later in the night the Hall
was burnt to the ground. The fire started from a meeting which had been held in a
room at the rear of the Hall, possibly a cigarette butt.” By morning, all that was left
was a twisted pile of rubble and ash. Fr Outtrim stood amidst the ruins in despair.
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The gymnasium now came into its own, offering
a temporary alternative for at least some of the
events that would have been held in the Hall.
Plans to rebuild St Pat’s Hall were soon under
development. Bishop Joyce laid down a challenge,
however. The parish had to raise £10,000 before
embarking on any reconstruction. Perhaps the
bishop was concerned at how much was being
asked of Sacred Heart parishioners. Two new
classrooms had just been built at Marist School at
a cost of £8,000. Extensions were also urgently
required at Sacred Heart College.
In 1955 Fr Outtrim was replaced as parish
priest by Fr Steve Stapleton. Stapleton was
Fr S Stapleton.
a Timaru old boy, the first homegrown parish
[MAW]
priest. Rebuilding St Pat’s Hall was to be his
major project. A committee was set up to target the £10,000 and quickly raised the
full amount. Discussions continued about the design of the new hall. A couple of
the young Dutch tradesmen (John Kunnen and Peter van Tilborg) came up with a
highly innovative open plan design that maximized the flexibility of hall spaces, with
sliding doors between the dance hall and the supper room. The old heads among the
parish complement of tradesmen preferred a tried-and–true conventional design to
replace like with like. The finished product was a marvelous facility. It opened on
3 February 1957 at a completed cost of £25,000. Something had changed, however.
The dances in the new Hall never quite seemed to have the same following as in the
old. A new type of fund-raiser was needed to reduce the remaining debt on the Hall.
The “Hacienda” dine-and-dance cabaret was the result. Its first incarnation involved
paid staff and proved unprofitable. The concept was revised and a team of parish
volunteers came forward to run the events.

Hacienda Cabaret waiters, 1962 L to R: Jim, Dan and Brian Cosgrove.
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The Hacienda was an
incredible operation. It
provided
top
class
entertainment and excellent
food on a par with
a fulltime professional
nightclub venue. Yet it
was powered entirely by
voluntary labour from
within
Sacred
Heart
parish. One team led by
Gordon and Mary Ray
looked after the catering.
A second team under Cecil
and Mary Clarke’s direction
organised the decorations

and entertainment. The St Vincent de Paul Society led by Pat Dawson and George
Taylor provided the bartenders and waiters. Up to twenty people would be involved
on a weekly basis through the late 1950s and early 1960s. Brian Cosgrove recalls the
cabaret’s wide appeal:
“The hall bookings were very heavy in those years with many companies and sports
clubs using it for Christmas parties and socials throughout the year. Family names that
come to mind among the helpers were the Clarkes, Clemens, Cosgroves, Dawsons, Devlins,
Lambs, Raes and Taylors. These voluntary helpers carried out all the bar, catering and
serving duties with the supper being a main part of the evening with crayfish being
always on the menu. The music was provided by the Lex Sinclair’s 5 piece dance band
including our very own Margaret Taylor on the piano.”
Rosemary Lamb remembers how much time and effort was involved:
“[The Hacienda] was a great initiative as it tapped into money from the larger
community and was not reliant on the Catholics only. It was hard work, as besides
setting up the hall each week, with the help of some husbands, there was the supper to
provide. My mother was also heavily involved with St Vincent de Paul at the time and
my father often suggested she take her mattress up there! In 1963 the ‘Hacienda’ was
still running and the ladies all worked together to put on my sister, Alice’s marriage
reception in the August. They stopped when the hall was mortgage free!!”
The late 1950s saw a few other changes in the parish that should be mentioned.
One significant ‘hiccup’ in 1957 was the withdrawal of the Marist Brothers from
Timaru. Vocations had not kept pace with demand for the Brothers’ services around
New Zealand, a sign of things to come. Reluctantly the parish farewelled the Brothers
who had been a parish fixture for 66 years. Marist priests, Frs Taylor and Neville, took
over, with assistance from John Clarke and F H Shepherd, the first lay teachers at the
school since 1891. At the Convent Mother Aloysius provided continuity as principal
of Sacred Heart College throughout the decade. The Convent community also had
a religious superior, however, and Mother Mercedes was succeeded by Mother Enda
in this role in 1958. The Mercy Sisters were still travelling across town to staff St
Joseph’s school in the North End and in Mother Enda’s administration a new threeroom primary school was built at Marchwiel. Fr Stapleton left Timaru in 1961. His
successor was Fr Jesse Kingan, a popular pastor and something of ‘a man’s man’. He
had a distinguished war record as a military chaplain who had won the Military Cross.
In 1962 St Pat’s High School celebrated its silver jubilee. The school had grown
physically to encompass eight classrooms. Six priests now taught 154 pupils.
As the 1960s dawned, the Church was approaching a watershed in its history.
Not that anyone saw it coming. The old sureties of faith and the confidently selfabsorbed and inward-looking Catholic community seemed set to march on into the
future indefinitely. But some seeds of change were sent ‘blowing in the wind’ in
this period. Even before the the war there had been some significant developments
in Catholic thinking on social action. Post-war these had coalesced into Fr Joseph
Cardijn’s Young Christian Workers organisation in Europe. The Belgian priest’s “See,
Judge, Act” model of applied Catholic social teaching was influential in inspiring lay
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movements around the world. What they had in common was an attitude of looking
outward and trying to influence the world rather than withdrawing defensively from
it. In Christchurch diocese the development of a Catholic Youth Movement was
the responsibility of a charismatic young diocesan priest, Fr John Curnow. It was
introduced to Timaru in the mid-1950s with Fr Steve Stapleton as it chaplain.
John Fitzgerald was a foundation member. He recalls the spiritual programme
involving study of scripture and applying the “see, judge, act” method to concrete
social issues. The group was arranged into different cells with five or six members
per team. There was one group for the girls, another for the boys, each with its
own chaplain. They held weekend retreats in the country, Temuka one year, Pareora
another. There were other trips to Mount Cook and Akaroa, fun events alongside
the serious. Rosemary Lamb remembers a CYM initiative to “put Christ back into
Christmas”:
“Christmas cards were becoming more and more secular and the true meaning of
Christmas was eluding us. We decided, with the help of youth from other churches in
Timaru, to make an all-out effort to get Christ back into Christmas. To this end we
put up posters, designed and placed Christmas cribs at strategic points in the city and
encouraged the use of the Christ child in Christmas messages. Many shops supported us
and put on their own displays.”
Many CYM leaders around New Zealand
went on to leadership roles in the church or
wider society. Cardinal Tom Williams was one,
Jim Anderton was another. In Timaru early
leaders were Honor Doherty and Pauline Feeley
in the girls’ group and Charlie Stickings, Len
Daly and Tom Doherty in the boys’. In 1957
the respective leaders were Ray Brosnahan and
Helen Scully. Their marriage in February 1958
must have had something of the ‘wedding of the
year’ about it. It also signalled the maturing
of this youth echelon into a wider parish
leadership group as young married couples.
The Catholic Youth Movement morphed with
them into the Christian Family Movement. It
was these young leaders who would face the
great challenge ahead, bringing the Church
into the modern world. Laying down that
challenge would be a new pope. In October
1958 Pope Pius XII died, having led the church
with conservative rigour for almost 20 years.
The cardinals gathered in Rome to appoint The Brosnahan-Scully wedding 1958.
his replacement. They chose the 76-year-old
Patriarch of Venice Angelo Roncalli. No-one was more surprised than the elderly
Cardinal Roncalli. Elected as a short-term stop-gap, the new Pope John XXIII would
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turn out to be a quiet revolutionary. He immediately called a general Council of the
Church. At its first session in 1962 the Pope symbolically opened a window and said,
“Let the winds of change blow into the Church!” The future Church would be a very
different institution as a result.

A Prayer for Conversions card carried by local
parishioner Kitty Kane. Small prayer cards like this
were common in the 1950s and 1960s.
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Images from an album of parish scenes presented to
Fr McHardy by the children of the parish schools in 1951.
[MAW]

The Basilica from Marist School.

Rosary Sunday procession.

Rosary Sunday.

St Joseph’s church altar.
Rosary Sunday.

Rosary Sunday.

The altar during Exposition.
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Sacred Heart primary school.

The Gymnasium.

St Patrick’s High School.

St Joseph’s in Douglas Street.
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The original St Patrick’s Hall.

First Communion group with Fr McHardy.

St Andrew’s church in St Andrews.

School cadets at St Pat’s.
The original Marist Brothers’ house.
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Girls at the gate of St Joseph’s School.

First Communion group at St Joseph’s.

School children awaiting the Apostolic delegate in 1950.

Boys at Marist school reading in the sunshine.
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St Joseph’s school in the north end.

St Patrick’s church at Washdyke.

The Sacred Heart presbytery.

Marist Brothers’ school.
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Rosary Sunday altar set up in front of the Convent.

Catholic Youth Group bus trip to Mt Cook, 1950s.
– Brosnahan collection

Catholic Drama Club production ‘Davy Jones Incorporated’, 1950s.
– Brosnahan collection
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Stations of the Cross
The Stations now in the Basilica were unveiled on 26 September 1967. They replaced
an earlier set and were made by Hampton’s Studio of Christchurch. They are made of
carved plaster with 70mm relief and lightly bronzed over to give a good outline to the
figures, set against a flat gold mosaic background.

1. Jesus is condemned to death.

2. Jesus is given his cross.

3. Jesus falls the first time.

4. Jesus meets his mother.

5. Simon of Cyrene carries the cross.

6. Veronica wipes the face of Jesus.
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7. Jesus falls the second time.

8. Jesus meets the Daughters of Jerusalem.

9. Jesus falls for the third time.

10. Jesus is stripped of his garments.

11. Crucifixion; Jesus is nailed to the cross.

12. Jesus dies on the cross.

13. Jesus’ body is removed from the cross.

14. Jesus is laid in the tomb and covered in
incense.
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Chapter Thirteen

Turbulent Times in the Church
1962 - 1981
The early 1960s was an amazing time in the history of the Church. Pope John’s
‘opening of the windows to let some fresh air in’ was to prove both liberating and
disconcerting. Decades, if not centuries, of pent-up pressure seemed to burst forth
in an unprecedented series of changes and a significant re-examination of major
Church positions and practices. Sadly, Pope John himself never lived to see his
Second Vatican Council through to its conclusion. In September 1962 the pope was
diagnosed with cancer of the stomach. He died the following June at the age of 81.
His four short years as pontiff had nonetheless been revolutionary. The Church’s
long defensive withdrawal from modernity had ended, even if only temporarily. By
gathering together the world’s bishops in the Church’s twenty-first ecumenical council,
the Pope reaffirmed their role as his colleagues in Church governance and teaching.
This re-balanced somewhat the excessive emphasis on papal authority that had grown
out of the first Vatican Council in the 1870s. Religious leaders from other Christian
traditions were also invited to the Council as observers, foreshadowing the opening of
dialogue on church unity that was one of the Council’s great legacies.
Pope John’s successor, Cardinal Montini, had long been seen as a future pope.
When the old man had announced his intention of calling a Council of the Church,
Montini remarked to a friend, “this holy old boy doesn’t realise what a hornet’s nest
he’s stirring up.” In fact, it would fall to the new pope to deal with the ‘hornet’s
nest’, a task which tested him mightily over the decade and a half of his own papacy.
Prophetically, Montini took the name “Paul VI” to signal his intention of taking the
Church’s message of faith out to the world as the apostle Paul had done. The Council
had finished its first session under John but was automatically dissolved by his death.
Pope Paul re-convened the Council in late 1963 and guided it through three further
sessions to its conclusion in 1965. Some major documents emerged from the conciliar
process: on the Liturgy in 1963, on the nature of the Church and on Ecumenism in
1964, and on Religious Life in 1965. They were produced out of debates and discussions
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by over 2,000 bishops and experts – the largest gathering of Church leaders in Catholic
history. All of New Zealand’s bishops attended at least some of the Council, except for
the elderly Archbishop Liston of Auckland.
Bishop Joyce of Christchurch attended the first conciliar session in Rome in late
1962 which focused on the Church’s liturgy. Fr O’Meeghan suggests in his diocesan
history that Joyce, like many older bishops, would have found the discussions in Rome
challenging. The staid and traditional theological training that bishops like Joyce
had received in seminaries in the early 20th century left them ill-equipped for the
new thinking on liturgy that had emerged in Europe. It
quickly emerged that this was likely to lead to modern
languages replacing Latin in the Church’s worship.
This was formalised by the time the Bishop returned
to Christchurch from the Council’s second session at
Christmas in 1963 with the release of the first major
document; the Constitution on Sacred Liturgy. The
first of its far-reaching changes were to be introduced
almost immediately, taking effect from February 1964.
Joyce was not alive to see this. He died suddenly on
28 January, aged just 59. His successor was Brian
Ashby, a forty-year-old priest of the diocese who had
been running the recently-established Catholic Enquiry
Centre in Wellington. Timaru people were thrilled. Fr
Ashby was well-known from his days as a curate at
Bishop Brian Ashby.
Timaru North and was easily claimed as one of ‘Timaru’s
own’.
An important record of the 1960s at Sacred Heart is a diary of events kept at the
presbytery and headed “House Records”. This begins in 1962 when Fr Jesse Kingan
was parish priest, assisted in the parish by Fr Steve O’Connor and Fr A Ward. Fr
Crombie was Rector at St Pat’s with five
other Marist priests staffing the school:
Frs Devonport, Leeming, Bradley, Darby
and Twiss. The big news of that year was
the return of the Marist Brothers. After
five years away, the Brothers returned to
take charge of their old school in Timaru
once more. Brother Sylvester was the new
principal, assisted by Br Valentine, but Fr
Neville stayed on to teach Form 1 and Fr
John Owens from Timaru North also taught
there. In a sign of future developments,
there was also a lay teacher, Miss Helen
Cunningham, to teach the Standard 3
boys. The Brothers’ old house on Craigie
Fr Jesse Kingan with Frs Steve O’Connor and A
Ward.
- Private collection
Avenue had been used in their absence
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to house Hungarian refugees. Following their return it was demolished to make way
for a more modern replacement while the Brothers stayed temporarily at a house in
North Street. John Kunnen contracted to build the Monastery to a design by Peter
Mulholland (both men“of the parish” as Fr Kingan noted in the diary). Donations
of material helped keep down the building cost and the new building was opened in
July 1963.

Attendees and celebrants at St Patrick’s 75th Jubilee celebrations, 1962.

- Private collection

Another educational milestone was celebrated in 1962 with the silver jubilee of St
Pat’s High School. Numbers at both the parish secondary schools had continued to
grow steadily and would continue to do so in the years ahead. This placed increasing
pressure on the religious congregations to provide adequate staff for them. There were
never going to be enough, even before the drastic decline in religious vocations of the
1970s. Lay teachers made their first appearance at the two schools in this period, the
beginning of a transition that would ultimately see the withdrawal of all the religious
teachers. Stan Hughes was the first at St Pat’s in 1967. By 1970 there were five lay
teachers at Mercy College alongside eleven Sisters. It would be over thirty years
before the last religious teacher left Timaru but the change was as inexorable as it was
gradual. The implications for the schools’ viability were enormous. Catholics by the
1960s were in a much more prosperous position than their forbears of the 1880s had
been when the first Catholic schools got under way. Even so, the burden of financing
separate schools was still beyond their resources without the free labour supplied by
the religious teachers.
Yet appeals to the government for public funding – “State Aid” – for Catholic
schools seemed as hopeless as ever. In 1956 the bishops had charged the Holy
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Name Society with mounting
a publicity campaign for the
Catholic school system under the
slogan “Hear the Case.” The Holy
Name campaign appealed for the
state to fund the salaries of lay
teachers at Catholic schools,
provide an annual grant for the
schools based on 40% of the cost
of educating pupils in the state
system, and subsidise new school
buildings and extensions. All
Sacred Heart Boarders, 1966.
- Roncalli College archives
the old arguments for fairness,
double taxation on Catholics
and so on were presented anew in a substantial publicity campaign in the news
media to accompany a nation-wide petition. These efforts bore no immediate fruit.
There proved to be little public sympathy for the Catholic cause and parliament flatly
rejected the case for further state support for the Catholic system. For the 1960
election HNS representatives called on every candidate to make a personal pitch for
political support. In Timaru Clyde Carr told the Catholic delegation that until there
was general support for their platform he would vote for the status quo. The National
candidate, R. E. White, proved more amenable but his fulsome support counted for
little when he failed to win the seat. The outlook for the schools was increasingly
grim. While opponents of state aid derided all private schools as ‘snob schools’, the
Catholic versions were steadily falling behind the state system. They were becoming
increasingly shabby institutions, smaller in size but with much larger class sizes,
poorer buildings and fewer facilities than the public schools.
In 1965 Bishop Ashby took the dramatic step of closing the primer classes in all
Catholic schools in the Christchurch diocese. The implied threat was that if the
Catholic school system was pushed to the point of collapse, the state system faced a
significant influx of additional pupils at all levels and would struggle to cope. Perhaps
it would make more sense to prop up the Catholic system instead. For whatever
reason there was a major shift in the political landscape in the early 1970s, which saw
both major political parties newly open to re-exploring the state relationship with the
Catholic school system. The convoluted evolution of this educational policy has its
own history [Rory Sweetman, ‘A Fair and Just Solution?’: a history of the integration of
private schools in New Zealand, 2002] so we don’t need to go into the details here. It
would be hard to overstate the importance of this development, however. In 1974, his
point proven perhaps, Bishop Ashby reinstated the primer classes across his diocese
and Catholic infants returned to Sacred Heart school. Negotiations began for the new
arrangements that would eventually see Catholic schools “integrated” into the state
system while preserving their “special character”.
I was one of the cohort of Catholic children who made their educational debut in the
state system as a result of Bishop Ashby’s 1965 decision. I attended the Main School
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from 1967-69. My first teacher there ironically was a Catholic and member of the
parish, Mrs Mary Walsh. There was quite a smattering of Catholics in our infant class,
boys and girls I would move on with to Sacred Heart for Standard One in 1970. We
faced no discrimination at Main School, fitting in seamlessly to school life alongside
everyone else. Our religious education became the responsibility of the Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine, an enthusiastic group of lay people who voluntarily provided
classes on a week night at Sacred Heart school. I remember these evening classes very
fondly. So does Aileen Conroy, one of the teachers:
“I became involved with C.C.D. in the late 1960s when the head teacher, Corrie
O’Gorman, left. Classes were held weekly in the old Sacred Heart school. The teachers
were given instructions by Sr Mary Winifred (Stack). This was a busy bustling, happy
time. The children had boundless energy, loved going out at night and were a joy.
As they arrived their teachers were always waiting and took them to their various
classrooms for a prayer and their instruction. An afternoon C.C.D. class was also run.
This gave us a chance to bring the children over to the church. Fr J Hendren SM often
joined us there much to the delight of the children and we all sat and had a quiet talk
to Jesus.
My memories of this time are of Fr Reader sitting with all the children sitting around
as he explained the Mass to them, before saying Mass, and the children singing and
clapping, and the mums and dads and their families gathering round. Also the amazing
band of men and women who came every week with well prepared lessons who loved
these kids and the children loved them back. One little lad delighted in tolling the old
school bell when he thought he’d had enough. I often wondered what the neighbours
thought.”
Kath Calvert was involved with CCD at Pareora:
“Our children attended the [CCD] classes at Pareora for a number of years – this too
was a very vital organisation in the parish. It involved children and their parents from
the country areas of Timaru. We met each Monday after school and the children and
their teachers would work through a programme of lessons tailored to each age group.
We were always well supported by a priest and an advisor from the Catholic Education
Office in Christchurch. CCD picnics were always well-attended and great fun.
The CCD period at Sacred Heart coincided with the peak years of the Christian
Family Movement in the parish,
many parents and children
participating in both activities.
The CFM was in many ways a
successor organisation to the
Catholic Youth Movement of
the 1950s. Ray Brosnahan was
a Timaru member of both:
“In the 1960s a follow up
to the CYM was the Christian
Family Movement with the
CCD picnic, 1979.
- Private collection
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same priest chaplain, its mentor and inspiration Father John Curnow. Several groups of
married couples took part in the same cell system as in CYM, about five couples to a cell.
The same principle of SEE, JUDGE, ACT, was followed, groups meeting together once a
month in member’s homes. Studies on the Scriptures were also undertaken. The Groups
also came together for social occasions where their children also took part and picnics,
weekend camps etc. Lifelong friendships were formed and many now in their eighties
look back with fond memories of time spent in the Christian Family Movement.”
Aileen Conroy also recalls the Movement’s introduction to Timaru:
“[The CFM] was introduced by the late Fr John Curnow in the late 60s. The President
Couple were Noreen and Peter Liddy who led the group in prayer, advice, support, ideas
and laughter. The group consisted of a number of younger married couples with children
with babies through to teenagers. The emphasis was on family life. Although we
followed the book provided, often during the monthly meetings, the conversations veered
around to topics people
felt strongly about and
everyone was encouraged
to have an opinion and
in a short time the group
had become a group of
close knit friends. This
in turn led to family trips
to Gunn’s Bush, Raincliff,
Lindisfarne and Blue
Skies. I remember going to
Gunn’s Bush after a trip to
Blue Skies in Christchurch
Sisters Pauline O’Regan and Monica Stack, Molly and Pat Bowler, Fr
where we heard the Lord’s
Michael O’Hagan, Helen and Ray Brosnahan at a CFM picnic in 1968.
Prayer sung for the first
- Brosnahan collection
time ever. As we all sat
around a big table talking about the trip, Noreen said ‘Come on sing it for us’, which
we did and everyone sang the Lord’s Prayer holding hands around the table. Great
memories from a long time past.”
As a child participant, those CFM camps were certainly memorable experiences that
contributed to the development of my faith life. I consider myself highly fortunate to
have experienced a Catholic education from religious teachers; Mercy Sisters, Marist
Brothers and Marist priests. The imprint of those dedicated men and women on my
character is indelible, marking out the way I view the world through eyes of faith.
The influence of my lay teachers in the CCD and CFM is harder to pin-point. They
modeled a life where faith and family life fused effortlessly. They worked together to
create a community of faith, they were open to the many changes flowing through
from the Council, and they took their Catholic beliefs out to the wider world in which
they worked and lived. This is the path that most Catholics have to follow in their
adult lives. Those dedicated Sacred Heart lay leaders of the 1960s were important
role models for the challenges that lay ahead. I wonder if it is just a coincidence
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that many of those few members of my generation who have remained active in their
Catholic identity share that early formative experience in the CCD and CFM?
No-one could have foreseen with any confidence in the 1960s that the future
of the parish schools would ultimately be secured by state funding. The burden of
maintaining and improving them still lay heavy on the parish’s finances. In 1963, for
example, a new Assembly Hall was built for Sacred Heart Girls’ College alongside the
boundary with St Pat’s. It also contained a Home Economics Room and Library. Less
than a decade later a new classroom block was needed to accommodate a school roll
that had risen to over 330. In 1967 a new classroom had also been constructed at St
Pat’s, named the Ashby Block in honour of the bishop. Fortunately, an agreement had
been reached to share the cost of the two secondary colleges with the other South
Canterbury parishes. Even so, Sacred Heart still bore the heaviest burden, paying 56%
of the cost of the Ashby Block for example. Further developments were also needed
through the decade at the primary schools. Marist purchased the old Celtic Clubrooms
for use as a library in 1968 and then added a major new classroom and administration
block in 1970. Sacred Heart primary meantime also required alterations and additions.
It had moreover to accommodate additional batches of pupils on three occasions: in
1967 when the ‘High Convent’ (St Catherine’s) was scrapped; in 1968 when Standard
3 boys stayed on instead of going over to Marist; and in 1974 when the primer classes
were re-instated.

1962 view from St Pat’s towards the Girls College.

- Roncalli College archives
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Parish finances were radically
reorganised to meet such needs
across New Zealand in the early 1960s
by the introduction of “planned
giving”.
This was an American
concept that offered many benefits
for financial planning by providing
greater certainty about future parish
income. With such an extensive
portfolio of buildings and properties
at Sacred Heart - four schools, three
churches, a presbytery, a monastery
The 1963 Planned Giving Brochure.
and a convent – such certainty was
essential. Things had moved on
from the old days of financing parish capital developments on an ad hoc basis through
bazaars, the weekly dances, and even the massive voluntary effort of the Hacienda
team. Planned giving required each parishioner to make a commitment on financial
contributions over a three-year period and then stick to their pledge. The campaign
was launched in October 1963 with a glossy brochure, setting out its rationale and
expected benefits, accompanied by a systematic canvas of parish homes by a selected
group of laymen. Their role was to mentor the households on their list by setting out
what each canvasser had pledged personally and then asking the householders what
they could afford. The brochure contained the parish priest’s direct appeal, casting
the giving in terms of the choice between God and Mammon:
“Generous as He has been and wants to be, [God] has seriously warned us that
we cannot serve two masters – God and Mammon … For me, the great value of our
present Programme is that it gives us the opportunity of deciding definitely for God as
the Master whom we choose, By our pledge to Him – made reasonably, with some real
sacrifice according to our means – we acknowledge a basic fact: that we are only His
TRUSTEES, only STEWARDS of the talents and possessions that He in His Providence has
arranged that we have. We are thus preparing for the momentous reckoning when we
will give an account of our Stewardship. Each of us will have to do that…”
Meantime, each householder faced a more immediate ‘reckoning’ with their fellow
parishioner who likely knew or had a fair idea of what his or her means might be.
The canvassers were supposed to apply a certain amount of pressure to up people’s
pledges but not all felt comfortable with that part of their role. Even so, there was
some clever if subtle manipulation involved, getting old rivals to outbid each other
with information on what each had pledged. The brochure didn’t mince words in any
case: “If it doesn’t hurt – then it isn’t enough.” This programme proved remarkably
successful. Parish giving rose from a weekly average in 1963 of just $156 (adjusted
from imperial currency) to $881 in 1964. It dropped back a little in the second and
third years of the plan cycle but even then the weekly average was still $735 in 1966.
This reduction was anticipated in any case; part of the natural sequence in such plans.
Fr Kingan noted with satisfaction in the parish diary in May 1965 that after eighteen
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The very successful Planned Giving dinner, 1963.

months’ planned giving was “right on target!” at £34,090. Nor was it simply about
money. The planned giving programme kicked off with a giant “Parish Family Dinner”
on 22 October 1963. Some 1,200 parishioners sat down to dinner together at the new
Pyne Gould Guinness store in Fraser Street, “the largest dinner of its kind to be held in
South Canterbury”, according to the Timaru Herald.
This grand dinner could almost be tagged as the pinnacle of Sacred Heart parish
as a social as well as a religious community. Never again would so many gather for a
social function associated with the parish. The high tide of the Catholic community
as a group apart had already passed. The thrust of the new vision of the Church
emerging in Rome would be summed up a year later in the great Council document
Lumen Gentium (Light of the Nations), the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church. No
longer did the Catholic Church define itself as the sole repository of truth and holiness
in the world. Nor were rival Christian denominations damned anymore as heretics on
their way to hell. While the Church of Christ was still held to “subsist” in the Catholic
Church, "Nevertheless, many elements of sanctification and of truth are found outside its
visible confines." Salvation was even open to pagans and non-believers, “who, without
blame on their part, have not yet arrived at an explicit knowledge of God and with His
grace strive to live a good life.” Rather than the “Church Triumphant”, Catholics were
now offered a view of themselves as a pilgrim people of God, journeying through life
as witnesses to the world. It was an altogether more challenging ecclesiology, and
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perhaps less attractive to those in the pews than the old exclusive certainty had
been.
Bishop Ashby headed off to Rome in late 1964 as one of the youngest bishops in the
world. He would participate enthusiastically in Council deliberations over the next
two years, an experience he later described
as “like going back to school for two years.”
He witnessed decisions there that would
reshape the Church dramatically and then
returned to Christchurch to oversee their
application in his diocese. More than
any other New Zealand bishop, Ashby’s
twenty-year episcopate would be defined
by the Vatican Council and the joys and
sorrows it inspired. Even before he was
consecrated as bishop, however, in August
1964, English began to replace Latin as
the language of the Mass. Many Catholics
would find this change a real wrench. For
years they had defended their Church’s use
of archaic Latin and imbued it with heavy
symbolism about the ‘universal’ nature of
Catholicism. Wherever one travelled, they
A sample of Basilica sheet music used for the
Latin services.
argued, the Mass was the same. Every
time the sacrifice was offered, anywhere
in the world, at any time, the words were identical; timeless, placeless, mysterious
and beautiful. But if the switch to English was shocking for some, it was exciting
for others. At Sacred Heart, the changes were led by members of the Christian Family
Movement. Ray Brosnahan remembers the thrill of praying at Mass in English for the
first time:
“After Vatican II, when English was introduced into the Mass, and for the first time
the priest faced the people, CFM members spread out in the Basilica and loudly lead
responses in English for several weeks until the congregation became familiar with
the English Mass. I might say it was very exciting to be speaking in English and
understanding the words spoken during Mass.”
For some believers, however, “understanding the words” somehow reduced the
experience of the Mass. Memoirs of ‘lapsed’ Catholics of this era often refer to
disenchantment with the liturgical revolution of the 1960s, a sense that the ‘mystery’
and ‘mystique’ of the Mass disappeared with the Latin. From this perspective, the
very virtue of using the language of daily life for communal worship, making it
comprehensible, also made it somehow mundane. Perhaps even more significant than
the change in language, was the change in focus from personal prayer to communal
worship. In the Tridentine Rite, the congregation had played a passive role, leaving
it to the priest and altar boys to chant the Latin dialogue by rote. The choir sang
the hymns. The individual worshipper simply sat and listened – hence the common
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expression “to hear Mass” – sometimes following the words in a Missal with a parallel
text in English. Often people would say their own prayers, or pray the Rosary,
virtually ignoring what was going on at the altar. This could make for profound
spiritual experiences but only on an individual basis. What the new liturgy called
for was a re-instatement of the Church’s ancient experience of liturgy as communal
worship. Hence the call and response between celebrant and congregation. Likewise
the communal singing. The Mass was to become both an expression of the Church as
a faith community and a means of building that community.
One of the first fruits of the successful planned giving campaign was a £20,000
renovation of the Basilica. This began with repainting of the exterior and repairs
to the roof in February 1965. The
following year workmen moved inside.
Fr Kingan showed John Kunnen the
specifications for the repainting of
the church early on. John took one
look at the programme of work and
saw that it was too complicated, with
expectations that the contractors
would put up and take down interior
scaffolding for the convenience of
church functions.
He suggested
instead that they ask Gordon Ray
and the Hacienda people to shut
down functions at St Pat’s Hall for
the renovation period and use it for
services. Otherwise it would have
been far too expensive. This sped up
the works programme considerably The Basilica repainting, 1965.
and brought significant savings. For
eight weeks, from mid-June to mid-August 1966 parishioners ‘camped out’ in the Hall.
It was a novel setting for Mass, mixing the sacred with more profane memories from
so many parish social functions over the years. Altogether it was a happy experiment
and brought the parish together. Worship returned to the Basilica on 21 August. It
looked splendid after its first complete repainting since 1911, with the addition of
green, red and amber pastel shadings to the ceiling decorations.
There were a few other changes and improvements. Frank Fitzgerald and Peter
Gilchrist had been replacing the lamps in the church since the mid-1950s. Their
workload increased considerably in 1965. Peter recalled some of the jobs they performed.
Modern lampshades were fitted to the lighting pendants and the mechanisms for
lowering the pendants were considerably modified. Until then, there had been no
heating in the basilica. “People just kept their overcoats on.” The heating system was
designed in Wellington and involved the installation of a number of 4 kw infrared
heaters. Power points for a sound system were also installed. As with the heating
there had been no sound amplification prior to this renovation. “Priests knew how
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to project their voices in those days”. The very heavy original marble switchboard
located in the sacristy was replaced with a much larger one of modern construction.
This is still in use in 2011. Another change was to the position of the large crucifix
that used to hang between the pillars on the St Joseph’s side of the church. John
Kunnen had suggested moving it to the middle of the sanctuary. Fr Kingan got Peter
and Frank to effect the move. While each of them pulled on individual pulleys, the
priest stood in the middle of the church and bellowed directions until the cross was
considered to be truly vertical. Until then, it was the sanctuary lamp – which was an
oil one – which had hung in the middle of the sanctuary. It now had to be shifted
to its present location to the left side of the sanctuary. It was electrified at the same
time.
The 1966 renovations would have been an ideal time to make further changes to
the lay-out of the Basilica to suit new ways of celebrating the Mass. Unfortunately
there was a significant delay in formulating the new liturgical requirements growing
out of the Vatican Council. The Council also allowed for a greater degree of local
variety, customs and practices to be determined by local bishops’ conferences. The
changes were thus gradual and incremental. English was introduced to the Mass
in August 1964, for example, but the full version of the new Mass in English only
came out in 1970. I remember its introduction well. As a small boy I had struggled
mightily to behave and endure the hour and a quarter in church required by the old
Mass liturgy. I regularly had to be excused to go and sit in the family car (parked up
among the trees in the centre of Craigie Avenue as was the custom at that time). I
can remember my Standard One teacher, Sr Mary Veronica, promising me that it would
be better in the ‘new’ Mass. Sure enough, the format was shorter, just 45 minutes on
average, and I never needed to slip out early again.
One notable change had preceded Vatican II. In June 1962 Bishop Joyce gave his
permission for Sacred Heart to institute a Mass at 5pm on Sunday evening. I presume
from this that the requirement to fast from midnight before receiving communion
must have been relaxed to the hour-long fast that I remember from my childhood.
Later changes would see a shift from kneeling at the altar rails for reception of the
sacrament (on the tongue) to receiving it in lines processing up the aisles of the
church. This must have simplified things for the altar boys whose job it was to follow
the priests along behind the rails and hold a silver patten beneath the communicants’
chins to catch any fallen hosts. I remember it being a rather unsavoury task in the
1970s, standing beside the priest at the altar rail gates and holding the patten in this
way. As Simon Liddy also recalls, this allowed us as altar servers to “see how well, or
poorly people would present their tongue. Many a time I thought ‘for goodness sake
stick it out some more’ and was amazed how well the priest managed.” It was much
later before receiving communion ‘in the hand’ became acceptable practice at Sacred
Heart, though it was well entrenched in the Timaru North parish from the mid-1970s.
My sister once forgot which parish we were attending Mass in and inadvertently
extended her hands to receive the host from one of the Marist priests only to have
her hand slapped down, much to her chagrin and embarrassment.
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Fr Kingan was transferred to Wanganui at the
beginning of 1967. Fr Darcy Reader took his place in
Timaru. He was a wise and gentle man whose job it
would be to guide the parish through the liturgical
changes ahead. Two significant innovations were
introduced to parish worship early in his tenure in
June 1967. First was the congregational singing of
the hymns at Mass. Len McGoldrick and Eric Kane
were appointed to direct operations by conducting
the singing from the front of the church. At first, the
hymns were drawn from the traditional repertoire.
Gradually, however, new hymns were composed to
reflect the mood of the times. Some were beautiful
and have stood the test of time. Others were less
Fr Darcy Reader.
successful and are perhaps best forgotten. The
[MAW]
second change was the introduction of lay readers
to deliver the ‘Liturgy of the Word’. To begin with,
this was a task reserved for men. It was not long, however, before women joined the
male readers at the lectern. John Fitzgerald has a memory that the first to do so
was my mother, Helen Brosnahan, and that the grand occasion was a Christmas Day
Mass.
Later in 1967 a new church was opened at Pareora. It was the first church in the
diocese to be designed for the new liturgy, an important consideration since the
priest would now face the people
while saying Mass and altars could
no longer be set so far back in the
sanctuary. The new church replaced
the old Hall that had served the
Pareora congregation since 1954.
Designed by Peter van Tilborg and
built by A. Cloughley, it was named
for St Paul and could seat 160.
There was a sticky moment during
the opening ceremony on Rosary
Sunday (8 October 1967) when
Fr Reader removed the protective
covering from the church’s
Photograph of the old Pareora church from the 1963
foundation stone only to find it brochure.
had been set the wrong way and
its inscription was upside down. There was a moment’s stunned silence before Bishop
Ashby smoothly carried on with the blessing ceremony. Pareora’s Anglican vicar, Rev
E H Newman, who also spoke at the opening, made light of the faux pas suggesting
that “there are a lot of upside down people in the world!” A priest meanwhile mused
on possible solutions, “What do we do now – turn the stone or the church?” Fr Reader
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took it all in his stride, “Well, we can laugh about it now.” The next month, the parish
diary records a start being made at St Andrews to have Mass said facing the people.
Alterations were soon completed to the church’s sanctuary and altar rails in line with
the new liturgical requirements.
The Anglican vicar’s participation in the Pareora ceremony was only one of many
ecumenical exchanges in these years. The Vatican Council’s 1964 Decree on Ecumenism
had dramatically reversed the old prohibitions on Catholic participation in non-Catholic
religious services. Bishop Ashby modeled the new approach in 1966 when he attended
the consecration of Alan Pyatt as Anglican Bishop of Christchurch. The two men
subsequently became fast friends, supporting each other throughout their respective
episcopacies. What a contrast to Bishop Lyons’ approach a mere twenty years earlier.
The two bishops shared a platform in Timaru in May 1967, sitting alongside the
Presbyterian minister Rev M Wilson and the Methodist Rev W Dawson at a Christian
Unity conference in the city. This was followed later in the year by “Mission ‘67” a
combined church outreach to Timaru homes “to stir the city” as Fr Reader recorded
in the parish diary. Other initiatives followed, the Timaru Catholic parishes taking
responsibility for the ‘Meals-on wheels’ service for the month of December (“a lay
movement in community service”) and joining with other churches to establish a
‘Samaritan Service’ in Timaru. The decade ended with “Interview ‘69”, another national
ecumenical programme that saw Catholics engage with their Protestant friends and
neighbours in an outreach to Timaru.
When Denis Dowling moved to Sacred Heart parish in 1967 after some years living
in Hamilton, he recalls being impressed with a culture of generosity toward the church
in the parish:
“On the first Sunday we attended Mass in the Basilica, the then Parish Priest, Fr
Reader, said that in keeping with the recent interior repainting, it was intended that
new Stations of the Cross be erected. He said that while the Parish was prepared to pay
for these, it would be nice if they were donated. A few weeks later he announced that
‘all the stations have been donated’. I couldn’t help but marvel at the generosity of the
parishioners. At that time, Hamilton would have been twice the size of Timaru. We had
been parishioners of a reasonably affluent parish, Te Rapa. Yet, it was a difficult task
to raise funds for anything. People were more interested in owning a boat and a batch
at Whangamata. There was no Catholic church in Hamilton anywhere near the beauty
or magnificence of Sacred Heart Basilica, Timaru.”
He soon discovered another cultural difference between the two cities:
“When making a purchase in Hamilton it was common practice back in the mid
sixties to ‘bargain for cash’. No doubt, to help facilitate this, the Catholic community
had their own credit union St Mary’s Credit Union. The reductions one could obtain in
offering to pay cash to a retailer more than outweighed the cost of the charge imposed
by the Credit Union. Shortly after arriving in Timaru, I mentioned this practice to long
time parishioner and businessman, Dan Cosgrove Senior. He fixed me with a beady
stare and announced ‘we don’t go in for that sort of thing in Timaru’. I never raised the
subject again within South Canterbury!”
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The late 1960s
and early 1970s was
a time of transition
at Sacred Heart. As
changes arising from
the Vatican Council
began
to
flow
through into parish
life, many longestablished customs
and
organisations
fell by the wayside.
Others adapted to the
new circumstances
and discovered in
the new emphasis
on lay participation
The Centenary Mass, Caroline Bay, 1969.
greatly
increased
opportunities to live
out a Catholic faith. One casualty was the Rosary Sunday procession, so long the
signature event of the parish’s year. It is hard to know now exactly why it came to
an end. In 1967 newspaper reports described that year’s procession as the “biggest
yet” after several years where nor’westerly winds had disrupted the event. All the
usual sodalities and orders from parishes around South Canterbury were involved,
as were first communicants from the two North End schools of St Joseph’s and St
Mary’s, who joined those from Sacred Heart for the honoured role of scattering petals
before the Blessed Sacrament en route. In 1968 Marist School made attendance at the
procession optional for the first time
and “to the satisfaction of the Brothers
most of the boys turned up.” In 1969
the parish diary records a “change in
ending of proceedings”. Sister Elizabeth
thinks this had something to do with
the eventual end of the tradition. The
new classroom block had opened at St
Pat’s the year before and somehow this
disrupted the processional flow such
that it no longer worked effectively.

The 3 April 1969 Timaru Herald report on the planned
celebrations for the centenary of the parish.
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There were at least two more
Rosary Sunday processions. I have a
strong memory of participating in the
procession as part of the most recent
First Communicant group while in Sister
Judith’s Standard 2 class at Sacred Heart

in 1971. This was almost certainly the final one. Sure
enough, I found a newspaper report in the Timaru
Herald reporting a turn-out of several thousands in
fine mild weather on 3 October 1971. It was, reported
the paper, a larger procession than the previous year’s,
with Timaru Catholic primary and secondary school
pupils and representatives of various South Canterbury
parishes leading the way. Bishop Ashby carried the
monstrance assisted by Fr Foley of St Joseph’s and Fr
Gill. Fr Laffey was the Master of Ceremonies, prayers
were led by Frs Leeming and Twiss while Cecil Clarke
was the processional Marshal. No mention is made of
the old sodalities, though this may simply reflect an
article written for a non-Catholic audience to whom
The Harvest by Barbara Harper was
such detail would have been irrelevant. Nonetheless,
written for the parish centenary.
the Holy Name Society, the Children of Mary and the
other pious sodalities had not survived the 1960s. Of
the regalia-wearing parish groups only the Hibernians remained. Without the colour
and dash that these groups had added to the great procession show, it perhaps lost
much of its raison d’etre. In any case, 1971 seems to have been it. A great parish
tradition had reached the end of the line.
As with all endings, there were new beginnings to fill the vacuum left by what had
disappeared. Lay participation in parish affairs increased if anything in the 1970s; it
simply took different forms. In 1970 Fr Reader prepared an information brochure on
Sacred Heart parish. This document offers another useful snapshot of the parish at
a new stage in its organisational life. The most striking difference from Fr McHardy’s
1947 report, noted in the previous chapter, is the enhanced leadership role accorded
lay men and women. This was most clearly expressed by the new Parish Council,
a direct fruit of Vatican II. Of its fourteen members, nine had been elected by the
parishioners (the other five were ex officio members: Fr Reader as parish priest, Sister
Elizabeth, Brother William, Fr Manning as parish school principals, and the parish
accountant George Gamble). Their photographs and personal details took pride of
place inside the brochure. It seems worthwhile to record who these first elected lay
representatives in the parish’s history were: Ray McAleer, solicitor; Gordon Ray, NZ
Labour Party; John Callaghan, solicitor; Miss Cassie Fitzgerald, clerk; Frank Fitzgerald,
electrician; Dan Cosgrove (snr), company director; Kevin Feeley, builder; Kevin Smith,
business manager; and Brian Lysaght, farmer (country representative).
The parish’s schools also invited greater lay involvement with the creation of school
committees and Parent Teacher Associations. These were listed with the Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine (entirely run by lay volunteers) as the parish’s educational
establishment in the brochure’s second page, along with photographs of the four
schools. Next came a list of the spiritual and social groups and organisations. Top of
the list were the St Vincent de Paul Society and the Catholic Women’s League, the two
institutions that would endure most strongly through these years of change. Next came
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the Hibernians, the Christian
Family Movement (then in its
hey day), the Catholic Nurses
Guild, Sacred Heart Study
and Debating Group, Third
Order of Mary, Planned-Giving
Committee and Diocesan
Loan Scheme. The sports’
clubs were also holding up
well. In 1970 there was an
Indoor Bowling Club, Table
Tennis Club, St John’s Tennis
Club, Celtic rugby, squash
and cricket clubs, and the St
Patrick’s Basketball Club. All
of these organisations still
A newspaper cutting of the Timaru celebrations marking 100
operated from premises in the
years of the St Vincent de Paul Society in New Zealand.
‘Catholic Quarter’ around the
Basilica, a map of which completed the brochure; St Pat’s Hall, the Gymnasium, the
tennis courts on the corner of Heaton and Rose Streets, or Celtic’s new premises
behind the church on Napier Street.
The most striking feature of this 1970 snapshot, however, is the continued
importance of religious in Sacred Heart life. When the parish celebrated its centenary
the previous year, there were fully twelve priests living at the presbytery: Fr Reader as
parish priest; Frs O’Connor, Butler and O’Hagan as his assistants; Frs O’Brien, Baillie,
Leeming, Hamilton, Twiss, Allardyce, Ryan and McGuire as teachers at St Pat’s. A

Marists gathered at Claremont in 1978 for the closing ceremony.
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year earlier there had been four residents in the Brothers’ Monastery across the road:
Brothers William, Benedict, Robert and Leo. Just a few miles away, there were more
Brothers and trainee religious at Claremont. Novices and postulants from the Novitiate
were frequent visitors to the school right through my time there from 1973-75. Some
of my school friends used to bike out to Claremont from time to time and stay the
weekend with the Brothers. I joined them on at least one occasion but rather disgraced
myself by crashing into a glass door during a game of chasing, necessitating a trip in
to the Timaru Hospital for some stitches. There were even more nuns at the imposing
Convent building that still dominated the parish skyline southwards, balancing the
weight of the Basilica to the north. Nuns, Brothers and priests were ubiquitous, all
wearing their distinctive religious habits. But all that was about to end.
In September 1967 Bishop Ashby received the vows of 18 Marist Brothers’ Novices
and gave the habit to another 17 in a ceremony at Sacred Heart Basilica. Such a bumper
crop of new recruits must have made the future seem secure for the Brothers in New
Zealand. Within a decade, however, the flow of new blood had stopped as suddenly
as a tap being turned off. The Novitiate at Claremont was closed in 1978. Brother
Basil Neville stayed on for a few more years to maintain a Marist presence, living with
the Sullivan family who were caretakers of the property. But then Claremont was
sold; serving first as an addiction treatment centre and then as a conference venue.
Meanwhile the grand old Timaru Convent was also emptying out. The Convent had
ceased being the Mercy Sisters’ mother house in 1968 and the Mercy Novitiate moved
to Christchurch soon after. In 1976 the last intake of boarders finished at the school,
ending an educational tradition that went back to 1880. Pressure was growing on the
Sisters to upgrade their ageing building. For boarding to have continued, fire control
systems would have had to be added, while earthquake reinforcing was also overdue
as the building began to subside at its southern end. These capital developments were
far beyond the Sisters’ resources.
Religious life was probably tested more by Vatican II than almost any other
area of Catholic life. Every religious congregation was challenged to re-examine
its fundamental purpose, going back to its foundation to re-discover its essential
‘charism’. In the process everything else was up for review as well. The rigid discipline
and uniformity that had been part and parcel of community life no longer seemed
appropriate. More regard was given to individual needs and development. Religious
garb was first modified and then discarded altogether. Priests, nuns and brothers
descended from the pedestal that so many Catholics had placed them on and emerged
as individuals with personalities, and sometimes with problems as well. The pace of
change was too fast for some, too slow for others. It generated uncertainty and was
unsettling for many religious whose vocations had been formed in completely different
circumstances. There were radical changes of direction, new periods of study and
reflection. The upshot was a whole new scenario in which religious teachers would
no longer provide the backbone of the Catholic education system. These dramatic
developments were not immediately obvious in Timaru in the 1970s. There were
few defections directly from the Sacred Heart presbytery or Convent. The slump in
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new vocations and the accompanying wave of clergy and religious abandoning their
vocations would nonetheless wash over the parish and its institutions in due course.
A more immediate challenge for the parish was how to adapt the Basilica to meet
the needs of the new Mass. This required that the altar should be the focal point
of worship while the Blessed Sacrament should be reserved separately elsewhere in
the church as a focus of devotion outside of Mass. In 1971 Bishop Ashby issued a
circular requiring all churches in his diocese to make the required alterations by 1974.
Pareora and St Andrews already conformed to the new rubrics. Sacred Heart had also
made some initial moves by erecting a new temporary altar forward of the original
marble one. A matching lectern and presidential chair had also been installed. Fr
Reader and the parish council now decided it was time to embed these changes in
more permanent materials. Making any change to such a beloved building, however,
was always going to be a challenge. In the spirit of consultation, suggestions were
invited from interested parties by way of a design competition for the new altar
arrangements. This was advertised in various newspapers and in the two Catholic
weeklies in April 1972. A prize of $200 was offered and Sacred Heart parishioners
were to vote for the winning entry “after some weeks of Sunday instructions on the
meaning of the new liturgy …” [Tablet 1 March 1972]. The successful design would be
forwarded to Bishop Ashby and his Diocesan Building Committee for a final decision.
I can remember trooping off to St Pat’s Hall after Mass one Sunday to view the
various plans that had been submitted. There was an interesting range of suggestions,
from radical remodeling of the entire church interior to one plan that seemed to keep
things almost exactly as they were. This reflected the diversity of views within the
parish on the proposed changes. The Timaru Herald soon sniffed out this underlying
tension. In mid-April it published an article under the heading “South Canterbury May
Lose Notable Artistic Feature”. It quoted the Director of the Aigantigue Art Gallery, Mr
A G Manson, cautioning Sacred Heart parishioners from disturbing the aesthetic unity
of the original sanctuary lay-out by removing its marble altar. “It would be true to say
that the interior of this church was designed to include the altar as the main focal point,
and its setting of Ionic-style columns emphasises this visual effect … I think we should
bear in mind that we have a duty as custodians of the very few examples of fine historic
architecture in the city, to hand them on as intact as possible to future generations.”
[TH, 15 April 1972].
The paper had been tipped off by a small group within the parish who were
determined to preserve the historic sanctuary as it was and, especially, to ‘save the
altar’. Exponents of the new liturgy were equally fired up. Heated words were exchanged
at meetings; public and private. There was even a threat to take the Bishop to court
to stop any alterations. Such a drastic step would have had dire consequences for
any parties to such an action. Under Canon Law they would have faced automatic
excommunication. Bishop Ashby reached out to influential figures in the parish
(the Knights of the Southern Cross) to calm the waters. He did not want devout
parishioners with lifetimes of loyalty to the Church to be put in such a position. A
similar battle was brewing in Christchurch where a comparable group of liturgical
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conservatives was equally determined to preserve the historic fabric of the Cathedral
of the Blessed Sacrament. The altars had become touchstones for deeper conflicts over
liturgical change and a general sense of regret that old ways were being abandoned.
This was entirely understandable. The Catholic Church had never experienced a period
of change as rapid and profound as in these years after the Council.
In 1978 Fr Ernie Simmons published a history of the New Zealand Church in which
he neatly summarized the New Zealand laity’s response to Vatican II. He suggested
that there had been three main reactions to its challenges:
“In the first place there were many Catholics who had been held in the Church by
habit more than conviction. They took advantage of the confusion and the arguments
to quietly opt out altogether… The second kind of reaction was to cling to a very
conservative Catholic position and to condemn all new ideas as heretical, wrong or
misguided. There was a feeling among this group that if only Catholics returned to their
old, sound ways, everything would settle down and come right again… A very large
group of Catholics simply did their best to follow the Church’s lead, loyally accepting the
new ways and trying to get used to them.” [E R Simmons, A Brief History of the Catholic
Church in New Zealand, 1978, p112]
The altar controversy exposed fractures within the Sacred Heart parish community
very much along these lines. Fortunately the ties that bound people together in
Timaru transcended such differences of opinion, however deeply felt. In the end,
the refurbishment plans were shelved and the ‘temporary’ altar left to serve a little
longer. Almost everybody could live with this, adopting Fr Simmons third approach
and trying to get used to the new ways.
The altar contretemps had been very stressful for Fr Reader however. He famously
nodded off to sleep on his beloved yacht in the Timaru harbour on one occasion and
almost drifted on to the rocks. In 1973 he was succeeded as parish priest by his assistant
Fr Paddy Butler. Fr Butler was a bit more conservative than his predecessor and the
pace of change slowed a little. He was also struggling with his position as a member
of a religious order. Eventually
he resigned from the Society
of Mary and transferred to the
Wellington arch-diocese as a
secular priest. This brought
Fr John Healy, a Temukaborn Marist, to Timaru as
parish priest in early 1975.
He was a marvelous pastor,
a lively character who drew
the parish together with the
warmth of his personality. He
laid down a new challenge.
The parish’s dozen resident
Fr Paddy Butler.
Fr John Healy.
priests
were crammed together
[MAW]
[MAW]
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in dire conditions in the
dungeon-like presbytery, a
building first constructed
in 1865. It was time for a
change, one that would
unite rather than divide
and offer no offence to
anyone’s religious feelings.
The people rallied to the
cause, raising the $48,000
required to complete the
fundraising for a new
presbytery in double-quick
time. The venerable old The opening ceremony for the new Presbytery, December 1978.
Priory was demolished with
little regret in 1977. Its replacement, a two-storey brick and stucco building designed
by local architect Ron Doig, opened on 10 December 1978.
There has been a lot to cover in this chapter. With so many events and developments
to chronicle it would be easy to lose sight of the core values of Sacred Heart, the
faithful service of God that continued year in and year out, whatever else was going
on. As an antidote to the
predominant ‘big picture’
focus, I thought it might
be useful to present pen
portraits of three women
who, each in very different
ways, characterised the best
aspects of Catholicism and
who were widely admired in
the parish in this era. The
first is Miss Alice McGovern.
Alice was an unmarried
laywoman who lived a life of
heroic sanctity and quietly
extended loving care to
many of the most difficult
and marginalised members The cutting of the cake at the 50th jubilee of the Mercy Sisters at
Timaru, 1975. Depicted L-R Sisters Mary Enda Ryan, Mary Thérèse
of the Timaru community. Roche and Mary Raphael Lindsay.
She was born on a small
farm near Milton in Otago in 1905. She came to live in Timaru in 1961, sharing a
home with her older sister Catherine in Victoria Street. Alice was a schoolteacher by
profession but came to Timaru to look after her sister who had become an invalid. She
was a member of an Australian Sodality, the Community of the Assumption, whose
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special focus was to pray for the sick. Alice took its ministry further, becoming a
devoted visitor to anyone in need of company, in Homes and Hospitals across Timaru,
“the lady with the basket”.
I remember being taught at school about Blessed Matthew Talbot, an early 20thcentury Irish labourer who lived a quiet life of heroic asceticism and became famed among
the ordinary people for his sanctity. I immediately thought of “Miss McGovern”, an
unmistakable figure at Mass or walking about the streets. She exuded an air of sanctity,
a quiet holiness that
left you in little doubt
that she was special, a
true saint in our midst.
Other people compared
her to Mother Teresa
of Calcutta. Like the
Indian missionary, Miss
McGovern extended her
compassion to people
whom others found
Photograph of the Mercy sisters at their Jubilee celebrations, 1975.
hard to accept. This
had personal resonance
for me because I had an elderly great aunt who was something of a notable eccentric
in the parish community. Children sniggered at her as she shuffled along the street,
usually walking in the gutter with her head bent and eyes down. Her
clothes reeked of mothballs, an unpleasant aroma that drifted across
the pews at Mass wherever she sat. I’m ashamed to admit that my
great aunt made me feel uncomfortable as a child. She was a vaguely
disturbing figure to me on her occasional visits to our home or that
of our grandparents. Yet Alice McGovern was devoted to my aunt,
Miss Alice
showing warm affection to her as well as practical support and help. It
McGovern.
was a lesson in the real meaning of seeing Christ in every person.
There was a spiritual ‘bumper sticker’ that became popular in the
1970s: “Live simply so that others may simply live.” This might have been a motto
for Alice McGovern. She stripped her house of possessions, giving everything away
to people more needy than herself. To quote from her obituary in the Assumption
Community’s magazine, “Her good deeds were not of the heroic kind. She sat with
the sick, she loved the unloved, she comforted the lonely, she prayed with the dying.
She gave all she had and she wanted for nothing.” And she did it all with a smile, a
smile that seemed to me to capture the essence of that odd word “beatific” (blissfully
happy). In her last days, Miss McGovern became rather frail but she lived in her own
home until suffering a stroke. She spent her last week in the hospital, dying there
on 21 May 1986 aged 80. Her funeral at the Basilica was a tremendous celebration,
with five priests on the altar including her cousin Fr Tom McGovern. In her will, Alice
left her house to the Crippled Children’s Society. It was old and run-down and was
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demolished. In its place a new building was constructed and it became the Timaru Toy
Library in her honour. A remembrance tree was later planted outside as a memorial.
My second vignette touches on the life of Rita Minehan, a stand-out ‘character’
in Sacred Heart history who was in many ways the polar opposite of Alice McGovern.
Where Alice was quiet and unassuming, Rita was a flamboyant character who loved to
cause a sensation whenever she entered the church. It had been that way her whole
life. As Rita Leeming, she had been a star of the Children of Mary and Catholic Girls’
Club through the 1920s until her marriage to Bill Minehan in 1930. An old girl of
Sacred Heart Girls’ College, Rita had been a professional music teacher since leaving
school in 1923. Her background was undoubtedly more privileged that most girls in
the parish but she was also well acquainted with the struggles of poorer Catholics
through her mother’s work with St Anne’s Guild. Marrying Bill Minehan, a slightly
older man who was manager of the Canterbury Frozen Meat Company, kept her in the
style to which she was accustomed. It was also a good match for a devout Catholic
girl – Bill Minehan regularly carried off titles at Catholic debating competitions and

Mrs Rita Minehan unveiling a plaque on the Basilica commemorating parishioners and friends.

was a stalwart of the Catholic Club. Together they raised five children and Rita firmly
established herself as Sacred Heart’s queen of style. The clothes, the glasses, that
fabulous shade of hair dye – Rita was still turning heads at Mass in her 90s.
Richard Mahoney remembers Rita as “the first lady of the Sacred Heart Basilica”, an
excellent way of describing her position in the parish community. She was, he notes,
“an articulate and talented person especially associated with music, but also was quite
a determined person when it came to church politics. She was also a fashion conscious
lady because everytime on a Sunday after the ringing of the bells at the 10am (now
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9am) Mass Rita would walk up from the back of the church just as the priest was about
to deliver his sermon and everyone present would turn around to glimpse what she was
wearing.”
Annette Farr and Christine Cheesman have special memories of the Christmas Eve
Midnight Mass at Sacred Heart, always enlivened by Rita’s carefully staged entrance:
“Christmas was always a spectacle, with special memories of Mrs Minehan’s flamboyant
hats processing down the aisle after ringing the bells, to a pew specially reserved and
roped off. Then from her capacious hand bag came forth a large pair of scissors and
a ceremonious cutting of the ribbon allowing her followers to assume their seats in a
packed to overflowing church.”
Ringing the bells was just one of Rita’s specialities. It was a role she performed
for 78 years, from 1925 until 2003 (when she was 97 and still climbing up the windy
staircase to the belfry). She followed in a line of female ‘campanologists’ (bellringers)
at Sacred Heart stretching back to Mabel and Sarah Schaab in the 1910s, followed
by Vera and Ida Collings, Rita and Mary Martin, and more recently Jane O’Reilly and
Bridget Robb. Once Rita became proficient at playing the bells – quite an art by all
accounts – she passed on the skill to succeeding generations of bellringers, who were
either taught by her or else by those she had taught, right down to recent times.
Margaret and Monica Niall were her first pupils. They became minor Timaru celebrities
for their Sunday performances on the Sacred Heart bells and accumulated 44 years
on the ropes between them. Martin Kane was one of her later pupils. He recalls
affectionately his first Christmas Eve Midnight Mass on the ropes:
“We had to be in the tower 30 minutes beforehand and began ringing at 11:55pm
for 10 minutes.
The cue for the choir below was ‘Faith of our Fathers’ - once that
was finished, they could start. It was amazing to see the basilica so full. People, that
year, were standing packed into the aisles! Why
we bellringers had a seat near the front, I'll
never know. Rita had the small scissors in her
handbag to cut our ‘reserved’ string away and
we all took our pew with somewhat jealous looks
from those standing nearby. In later years, one
bellringer was tasked with collecting Mrs Minehan
from Rhodes Street, whilst the others awaited her
arrival at the basilica 15 minutes before ringing
started. We were each given an item to carry up
into the tower - an umbrella, a purse, a pair of
gloves usually. On arrival in the ringing room,
there was the task of removing the rings and, at
the end, the long job of getting them back on.”

Martin Kane, bell ringer, age 7.
- Private collection

Music was Rita’s great passion. She taught
untold numbers of Timaru pupils on her beloved
Bosendorfer piano, a treasure acquired direct
from the Vienna factory during her famous tour
of the Continent in 1960. Rita also involved
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herself with numerous social and political causes – she was the staunchest defender
of the Sacred Heart altar in 1972 and a dedicated advocate of the rights of the unborn
child. Whatever the cause, and she had a real penchant for those where she was in the
minority, Rita always committed herself heart and soul. Yet whatever was said or done
by those who opposed her views, Rita never held a grudge. She was unfailingly polite,
always gracious, totally dignified. She was thrilled in her later years to be recognised
with both a Queen’s Service Medal and the Papal Benemerenti Medal (for long and
exceptional service to the Catholic Church, their families and community). Behind
the furs and fancy spectacles, however, was a deeply spiritual woman. Throughout her
long life Rita was devoted to serving the Church she loved. She died six weeks before
her 100th birthday on 2 July 2006.
Sister Mary Elizabeth is the third woman I have chosen to represent life in the
Sacred Heart Catholic community in the 1960s and 70s. She played a key role for most
of this period as the principal of the parish school. Sister Elizabeth was born and bred
in Timaru, the middle of five children of Philip Sherry and Mary Slattery. She lived
on Heaton Street as a child and attended Sacred Heart primary and then Sacred Heart
Girls’ College. After leaving school she worked for two years at the D.S.I.R. research
centre in Washdyke. Then she joined the Convent, spending six months as a postulant
and then a further two years as a novice. Her profession ceremony took place in the
Convent chapel. At that time the Mercy Sisters started a teacher training centre at
Lyttelton, so that the Sisters could take the state teacher exam and qualify for a trained
teacher’s certificate. Sr Elizabeth was one of the first to go through this training.

Sister Mary Elizabeth introducing a vice-regal party to Sacred Heart Primary students.
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After the two-year course
at Lyttelton, she spent
several years teaching
at various small convent
schools in Canterbury and
on the West Coast. Then
in 1967 she was appointed
principal at Sacred Heart
Timaru. Its staff consisted
of seven nuns - Sr Rosaleen
Hendren, Sr Mary Rush, Sr
Elizabeth, Sr Vianney, Sr
Hilary, Sr Rosalie Gilbert
Sacred Heart Primary staff, 1983.
- Private collection
and Sr Josephine O’Connell
– and just one lay teacher, Mrs Sheila Butler. By 1992, when she retired, Sr Elizabeth
was the only religious teacher in the school.
Sr Elizabeth oversaw three significant developments in her first years at Sacred
Heart. The first was to integrate the children from St Catherine’s (the High Convent)
into the main primary school. St Catherine’s closed in 1966 due to a shortage of staff
at the Convent. Sr Elizabeth’s task at the beginning of 1967 was to settle its 60-odd
pupils into Sacred Heart. Despite its academic and social pretensions, St Catherine’s
had always suffered from small numbers and limited facilities for play. The children
seemed to be pleased to come down to the larger school and the amalgamation
worked very well. The following year, boys from Standard 3 had to be accommodated;
previously they had been taught at Marist. Mrs Marie McGrath was employed to teach
them and proved a dab hand at dealing with their boisterousness. They did their
own school cleaning in those days. Sr Elizabeth would get the boys cleaning the
floor of the hall by skating up and down it in socks. This was also the time when
Canterbury’s Catholic schools were not providing infant classes. Three years later,
however, Sr Elizabeth had the job of ringing up Catholic parents to get the children
back. A decade later, the school celebrated its centenary (1979) and began preparing
for integration. This resolved into a second amalgamation, merging Marist and Sacred
Heart to form one parish primary school.
Through all the changes of these years, changes which swirled through the school
system in particular, Sr Elizabeth was ‘a rock of good sense’ at the heart of parish
affairs. When the late Edgar Murphy wrote the school’s centennial history in 1979,
he included a little snapshot of a ‘day in the life’ of Sister as principal. It was not
concerned with classes or administration. Instead it focused on her calm good humour
and patience in dealing with all the myriad excitements and distresses of her pupils. Sr
Elizabeth brought the same quality of unruffled assurance to all her life in the parish.
Her imperturbability seemed to draw on deep wisdom, the outward expression of her
profound Mercy spirit. It has been Sacred Heart’s great fortune that Sr Elizabeth has
been spared for a long life. In 2011 she remains a steady presence in the Convent and
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the parish, still offering her services to the school with remedial teaching long after
formal retirement. She is as elegant in her own way as Mrs Minehan; the smart blue
Mercy religious habit and traditional veil is her particular fashion statement long after
most of the Sisters have adopted lay clothing.
There were many other notable personalities at Sacred Heart in these years. Likewise
there were many more events and developments than it is possible to cover here. Two
issues remain, however, without which any analysis of Catholic history in this period
would be incomplete. The first is the papal pronouncement in July 1968 that forbade
Catholic use of artificial forms of birth control. This came in the form of Pope Paul’s
encyclical letter, Humanae Vitae (Of Human Life). The encyclical letter actually covered
a lot more than just the matter of birth control. It set out a comprehensive ethic
of life, reaffirming the Church’s commitment to the sanctity of human life from the
moment of conception to the last breath. In this it laid a stake in the ground for later
debates over abortion and euthanasia. But in 1968 all that people really noticed was
the ‘ruling’ on contraception. There had been considerable build-up to the encyclical’s
release. Pope John XXIII had appointed a commission of theologians to advise him
on issues relating to new contraceptive technologies in 1963. After his death, Pope
Paul added to the commission with members from different fields, including married
couples. In 1967 word leaked out that the commission strongly favoured a change in
the Church’s traditional opposition to contraceptive technology.
It was in fact a devout Catholic doctor, John Rock, an obstetrician and gynecologist
at the Harvard Medical School, who led the development of the oral contraceptive pill
in the 1950s. This has been hailed as one of the great technological breakthroughs of
the 20th century, providing women with control over their fertility for the first time
in human history. In 1958 Pope Pius XII approved the use of the new pill to treat
menstrual disorders. Dr Rock was convinced that his method of regulating fertility
with hormones was based on the natural menstrual cycle and would inevitably be
approved for Catholic use to limit reproduction. He campaigned publicly for such
approval through the 1960s. This garnered a lot of press and, after word leaked out
about the findings of the Pope’s commission, it was widely expected that Catholic
endorsement of the oral contraceptive pill was imminent. But Pope Paul rejected the
advice tendered by the majority report of his Commission. He opted instead to follow
a minority view (including the Polish Bishop Karol Wojtyla who would become Pope
John Paul II in 1978) and re-affirm traditional statements by his predecessors ruling
out any ‘artificial’ interference with the sexual act to prevent conception. Catholic
doctors were encouraged to develop methods based on the rhythm of fertility to
regulate births, taking advantage of the naturally-occurring infertile phase in the
menstrual cycle. In a word, the pill was out as a legitimate tool for Catholic family
planning.
At Sacred Heart there had been some dissatisfaction at the prospect of a change in
Church teaching on contraception. Some of the old matriarchs of the parish, women
who had produced large broods of children as a matter of course, seemed miffed that
the next generation might have an easier road than the one they had endured. Once
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Humanae Vitae appeared, Fr Bill Haassie, a theologian among the priests teaching at
St Pat’s High School, conducted a series of meetings in the parish with the Catholic
Women’s League and other groups, to explain the Pope’s teaching in the encyclical.
Women of this generation had grown up under a complex web of Catholic prohibitions
and restrictions. They were also used to deferring to priests. Accepting the Pope’s
teaching was perhaps not such a big step for them. The same would not be true for
their daughters. Open dissent was not required. Catholic women simply ignored the
proscription, adopting modern medical methods to regulate their fertility just as their
non-Catholic peers were doing. A minority became enthusiasts for ‘natural family
planning’, more scientifically applied versions of the old ‘rhythm method’, especially
the Australian-developed “Billings Method”.
Humanae Vitae seems in retrospect to have been something of a watershed in
the post-conciliar period. It was the moment when the open-ness to change, the
engagement with the modern world, that characterised the Vatican Council stopped.
It was as if the Pope took fright at collegiality with his fellow bishops and retreated
into the traditional mould of papal leadership from the top down. The principle of the
‘sensus fidelium’ (‘the sense of the faithful’ - the notion that the faithful, as a whole,
have an instinct about when a teaching is—or is not—in harmony with the true faith)
had reached its apogee with the lay input into the Commission on Birth Control, and
been rejected. The primacy of the Magisterium (the teaching authority of the Pope in
communion with the bishops) was re-asserted and has been defended vigorously ever
since. However, as far as birth control was concerned, the cat was already out of the
bag. Catholic women proved disinterested in taking the Church’s advice on what was
best for them. What they discovered was that it was still possible to be a Catholic and
disagree with the Pope, and the Bishop. Catholics, it seemed, had liberty to follow the
dictates of their conscience. The parish magazine had made exactly this point, almost
sixty years earlier in an article on “Freedom of Conscience”:
“The truth is, the Catholic Church has no means of forcing her teaching or her laws
upon anyone… If Catholics accept certain truths which the Church teaches it is because
they believe them. If they observe certain commandments it is of their own free will.
They have personal liberty to reject any teaching and disobey any law of the Church and
not suffer any penalty in this world.” [SHN, December 1929, p28]
Something similar can be discerned in the Church’s involvement in social justice
issues. Sacred Heart parishioners had always proven remarkably generous toward the
poor and marginalised, quick to support the victims of poverty or natural calamities.
The St Vincent de Paul Society represents this side of the parish’s pastoral outreach to
the Timaru community. In the 1960s the men’s and women’s conferences of the Society
were combined but the work of visiting the sick and elderly or helping the needy with
food, clothing and furniture continued. A house was purchased in Elizabeth Street
as a hostel for immigrants. Within a decade another house was opened in Otipua
Road for Vietnamese refugees, the “boat people” of the late 1970s. The Society’s
first “Opportunity Shop” was opened in leased premises on Stafford Street in 1963.
It continues operating in 2011, now in the former Salvation Army Fortress across the
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road, which was purchased in 1990. It is manned by volunteers, many of them nonCatholics, who live out the parable of the Good Samaritan in their work. In 1976 the
Society was charged by Bishop Ashby with developing elderly persons’ housing on land
endowed for the purpose on
the north side of the Basilica
(a bequest from the late
Molly Sullivan). A modern
block of sixteen units was
built and named Ozanam
Court Flats in honour of the
Society’s French founder,
Blessed Frederic Ozanam.
The practice of individual
charity is a bedrock of
Catholic faith. In the 1960s,
however, there was growing
awareness of the social
Palm Sunday, 1979.
- E Gallen
context of injustice and
poverty. Development aid
began to focus on systems and structures as in the old Chinese proverb, “Give a man a
fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”
Catholic overseas aid broadened out from the traditional support for Catholic missions
toward the wider development of neighbouring societies in Asia and the Pacific. Bishop
Ashby took the lead in this with his chairmanship of a National Catholic Commission
for Justice and Peace from 1969-78, and of its restructured version from 1979-85, the

Fr Kevin Head, Fr Brian Fennessy and Fr Tom O’Connor (centre) at Sacred Heart, early 1980s.
- Private collection
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Commission for Evangelisation, Justice and Development. Fr John Curnow was the
driving force behind the Commission, working with many of the ‘graduates’ of his
earlier Catholic Youth Movement. The Commission’s work was frequently controversial,
working in partnership with groups and individuals that many Catholics considered
dubious company. It was a point of challenge for the local Church; more often than
not too much of a challenge for those in the pews on Sunday.
Perhaps the most controversial of all the Commission’s involvements in the 1970s
was with the campaign against
racial segregation in South Africa.
Bishop Ashby took a lead on this
issue, as on so many, visiting the
country to observe ‘apartheid’ (the
systematic organisation of South
African society along racial lines)
in action. In 1981 the Commission
made a donation to H.A.R.T., an
anti-apartheid organisation, for
its education campaign against a
tour of New Zealand by the South
African rugby team planned for
1981. This caused a furore within
The advertisement opposing the 1981 Tour with many Sacred
the Church nationally, since
Heart parishioners featuring on it.
- Pavletich collection
H.A.R.T. was seen as an unduly
radical group to get church support. In Timaru there was a lot of support for rugby
and for the slogan of the time that ‘sport and politics shouldn’t mix’. Adopting a
position against the Springbok tour was quite a brave stance in such an atmosphere.
Over 2,500 South Canterbury rugby supporters marched in a pro-tour rally in Timaru
on 8 May. A week earlier Fr Brian Quin, a Marist teacher at St Pat’s High School, had
led just 200 on an anti-tour demonstration. The anti-tour group he led was small,
just 48 members, but with a substantial church support base, with four ministers, two
ministers’ wives, four other Catholic priests and one Catholic nun in its membership.
Social justice, then, was not
a great rallying cry for most
Sacred
Heart
parishioners;
neither on the individual level of
the St Vincent de Paul Society’s
charitable endeavours, nor on
the activist platforms of the
Justice and Peace Commission.
Sunday worship and Catholic
schooling remained the core of
parish life, just as they had been
for a century. One big change
was coming though. After a

Marist school staff on last day of the school.
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hundred years of agitation, Catholic claims for
‘justice’ for their education system had finally won
through. At the end of 1981, Marist boys’ school
celebrated its centennial but after one more year
closed for good. The following year a single coeducational parish primary school began, a model
of amalgamation that would soon follow for the
parish’s two secondary schools. More significant
than the ending of single-sex education, however,
was the merging of the independent Catholic
institutions into the state system as ‘integrated
schools’. How would their ‘special character’ as
vehicles for maintaining Catholic identity – the
whole point of their existence – survive in this
new context?
Marist Brothers pupils during the last
year of the school.
- Private collection

Roncalli College.
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Bishop Ashby and official party at a Debutante Ball, 1960s.
– Brosnahan collection

Fr Jesse Kingan and Debutante Ball party, 1960s. – Brosnahan collection

Bishop Joyce processes into St Pat’s Hall for a Debutante Ball in the early
1960s.
– Brosnahan collection
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Mass in the Basilica, late 1970s.
– Sacred Heart Presbytery

First Communion group receive the sacrament from Fr Healy,
1977.
– Brosnahan collection

Brother priests, Denis and Michael O’Hagan.
– Brosnahan collection

Concelebrating Mass in the Convent chapel c1980: Fathers Quin; McGovern;
McDonnell; Hamilton; Healy; Duncan; Baillie; Bryant; and Hendren.
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Pat Breeze (above) was ordained on 18 September 1993 (below).

Historic vestments on display.

- Mavis Kennedy 2006.
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The Priory, Timaru’s second Catholic presbytery.

Mary Brooker (centre) and Helen Cunningham (right) also
taught at Marist in the Brothers’ absence.

1969 Centennial Committee
Back row: Messrs R P McAleer, W S Minehan, J E Cosgrove, G McGillen D C Leishman.
Middle row: Messrs A W Moore, W M Cavanagh, C B McConnochie, B J Daly, B R Bunz,
R J Brosnahan.
Front row: Mrs R Minehan, Miss J Orr, Mrs F MacManus, Very Rev. Fr D A Reader S.M.,
Mr G S Ray (chairman), Miss C P Fitzgerald, Mrs B McGillen.
Insets: left Mr F L Sherry; right Mr E G Johnston. Absent: Very Rev. Fr P Foley.
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Debating Club 1958.

Old Presbytery with Sacred Heart School in background, 1970s.

Denis Dowling.

The Basilica model (Horst Elsen)
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Members of the victorious 2011 Roncalli 1st XV. The first team to beat Timaru Boys’ High School in 24
years. Winners of the Plate Section of The Press Cup.
- Timaru Herald

Fr John Coleman (centre) first Mass at Sacred Heart July 1957, the altar servers are Ray
Brosnahan (left) and Peter Casey.
- Brosnahan collection.
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Relics of St. Therese of Lisieux, escorted by Knights of the Southern Cross, at Sacred Heart
Basilica 2005.

F V (Vern) Brosnahan, Q.S.M.
Undertook the sanctuary alterations in
1982 and superintended the restoration
work of the 1990s.

Dan Cosgrove.
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Chapter Fourteen

The Final Chapter: Sacred Heart Parish
1981 - 2011
There remains a final thirty years to bring the story of Sacred Heart parish up to
the present. As we begin to consider events that are so recent in time, it becomes
more of a challenge to place them in an historical framework. More of the people who
were involved remain as living members of the parish community. Others have moved
on somewhere else but are still alive and well. To be fair, their memories ought to be
included here, offering a range of perspectives on which a reasonable and balanced
interpretation might be based. Sadly there has not been time or the means to reach
out to all the many people that might have been consulted in this way. Only a very
few have offered memories on their own initiative. This is an important caveat to
bear in mind in reading what follows. The sharp outlines of ‘history’ require time and
space to emerge from the chaos of everyday life; what follows therefore can only be an
interim report on the developments of recent times. For that reason there is probably
much that should be considered speculative, even opinionated, in my assessment of
these final three decades in the life of the parish.

View south from the Basilica in 1984, just before the demolition of the Convent.
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- B Pavletich collection

One unfortunate feature of the late 1970s and early 1980s was the destruction of
most of the parish’s historic buildings. The old presbytery had gone in 1977. Then,
within a few short years of celebrating the respective centennials of the Sacred
Heart school, the Convent and Marist school, the historic buildings that housed these
institutions were all levelled. Few voices seem to have been raised in their defence.
Adaptive re-use of historic buildings had yet to enter the New Zealand mindset. In
the 1980s, pragmatic considerations predominated. ‘Down with the old, up with the
new’ was the prevailing philosophy. The Convent had been gradually abandoned as
the needs of the Mercy Sisters changed and the building itself became run-down.
Modern safety requirements had put paid to the accommodation of boarders there in
1976; in the following years the upper floor was left vacant and school use became
restricted to limited areas of the ground floor. As vocations slumped the Mercy
religious community faced a future of smaller numbers of Sisters, steadily ageing
and in need of more comfortable and adaptable housing. The building’s upkeep was
beyond the congregation’s resources and future use would require both earthquake
strengthening and dealing with subsidence at the southern end. For the Sisters at
least, it was time for a new home.
Through 1982 a new modern brick home was constructed by the Sisters in the
Convent grounds between the old building and Sacred Heart school. Once it was
completed, planning began to demolish the old Convent. Its furniture, old books,
fittings and interior decoration were sold at auction. Some important treasures were
incorporated in the new convent; the historic tabernacle and marble altar from the
chapel for example, originally from the Sacred Heart Convent at Conflans in France,
went into the new convent’s chapel, as did its altar rails adapted into a lectern. It
wasn’t much to survive from a building that had been a defining feature on the
Timaru skyline for over a century. Such a symbol of the Timaru Catholic community’s
aspirations in 1880, its significance to the city’s heritage was rather more profound

The new home for the Sisters in Craigie Avenue.

- Sister Elizabeth Sherry RSM
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than most Timaruvians were aware. Nor was the city so awash with buildings of its
style and grandeur that the loss could be anything but a major reduction in Timaru’s
built heritage. Much of that awareness would only develop once the bulldozers had
levelled the site and there was a hole in the collective memory where the grand old
edifice had been. Too late then to consider alternatives. School playing fields took
its place.
One other feature of the parish’s heritage disappeared without lament in 1982.
The “Iron Curtain”, a green corrugated iron fence the original version of which had
separated St Pat’s from the girls’ secondary school since 1938, came down with little
fanfare (about a decade
before the ideological
border dividing Europe
after which it was
named).
In fact, the
border between the two
schools had become
increasingly ‘porous’ over
the years as rational use
of limited resources saw
pupils from both schools
‘cross over’ to combined
classes, especially at the
senior level, from 1965
on. By the time I was
in the Seventh Form at
Timaru Herald cutting featuring St Pat’s boys pulling out the last posts
St Pat’s in 1980, I had
of the “iron curtain”. L-R: Simon Scott (rear), Brian Graham (front),
classes for four out of
Chris Scott, James Daly, Andrew McGillen and Brendan Kearns.
five curriculum subjects
as well as religious
education at Mercy College. The two schools had joined together for athletics and
swimming sports’ days, and for musical and drama productions since the mid-70s. The
levelling of the fence was practically all that was required in fact to inaugurate the
new combined co-educational secondary school in 1982, at least to begin with. Each
school had strong traditions to contribute to the new College, which fittingly adopted
the family name of Pope John XXIII, that great leader of change in the Church, to
become Roncalli College.
Questions of heritage, aesthetics, tradition and change were also back on the
agenda at the presbytery. In 1981 Fr John Healy was replaced as parish priest at
Sacred Heart by Fr Tom O’Connor. Part of the new incumbent’s brief for the parish
was to complete the renovation of the Basilica’s sanctuary, to finally bring it into line
with modern liturgical requirements. One of the Marist Society’s Council advised him
to, “take six months to think about it and the next six months to do it.” In fact it was
almost a year to the day after Fr O’Connor’s arrival that work began on the necessary
renovations. His task was made easier by Bishop Ashby’s concession that the old altar
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did not need to be moved. Sitting in his study, the new parish priest drew up a simple
plan with a compass and a piece of paper. It envisaged extending the sanctuary
forward by making a projecting semi-circular set of steps. After taking architectural
advice this was pretty much what happened. A
number of pews would have to be removed but
the plan provided for these to be recycled into
a new altar and lectern. Unfortunately this
part of the plan was rejected by the Diocesan
Liturgy Committee in Christchurch and the
concept remains, in this sense, uncompleted.
To complete the necessary building work, the
Basilica was closed for a fortnight in February
1982. This affected just one Sunday and parish
Masses were transferred for the day to St Pat’s
Hall.
The renovation plan was announced in the
parish bulletin. The retention of the old altar
satisfied most of those who had been opposed
to earlier plans for change. There remained a
small but determined group, however, who were
Fr Tom O’Connor.
[MAW]
unhappy with the alterations. Rita Minehan
was, as before, the figurehead of resistance,
strongly supported by a group of about a dozen parishioners, including John Kunnen
and Frank Sherry. There were a number of meetings to try and reach consensus,
including one between the opposition group, the priests and parish council, as well as
a discussion about the changes at the parish annual general meeting. The actual start
date of the work was kept under wraps, however, and this led to some disgruntlement
later about inadequate consultation. It also added a bit of a cloak and dagger element
to proceedings. Some of the work went on at night, for example, including the
removal of the pews. Part of this was because of the speed of the work programme,
required to get the church back up and operational again as soon as possible. The latenight activity at the church was noticed by elderly parishioners in Wellington Street
who rang John Kunnen.
John immediately drove down to the church to confront what he considered a
secretive operation to remove the church’s furniture and fittings in the dead of night.
A number of the kauri pews and the pulpit were being carried out of the Basilica,
down the front steps to a waiting truck. They were then to be driven to the Claremont
Novitiate for storage, pending the planned recycling into new altar and lectern. John
Kunnen suddenly appeared out of the darkness with his camera. Harsh words were
exchanged. Some of those involved wince a little at the memory today. Having since
travelled to Europe and seen the magnificant old churches with their pre-Vatican II
sanctuaries untouched, they wonder at the real need to make any changes at Sacred
Heart. In fact, the changes made were remarkably sympathetic to the sanctuary’s
aesthetic and elegant in their simplicity. The marble altar rails and brass gate (which
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were not original to the design anyway having been installed for the church’s silver
jubilee in 1936) were removed, the steps reshaped into a curve extending forward of
the sanctuary, and red carpet laid down. Everything done was reversible; a section of
rail and the brass gates were removed to the baptistery at the rear of the church, and
the remainder of the rail went down underneath the extended section of steps.
The renovated sanctuary has actually worked very well as a liturgical space. In that
sense the delay in making the changes was all to the good. It meant that the parish
avoided some of the more invasive alterations made in other churches around the
country, some of which (such at St Joseph’s Cathedral in Dunedin where an antique
marble altar was removed) have since been reversed. Timaru had nonetheless suffered
some casualties from the liturgical fashions of the 1970s. Some old and venerable
decorations were casually removed from the church, stored or disposed of, and almost
lost forever. This included the ornate brass sanctuary lamp and the replica of Raphael
Sanzio’s Madonna of the Chair in an elaborate gilded frame that used to hang between
the pillars to the right of the sanctuary. Fr Michael Unverricht served in the parish
from 1976 to 1979. At the behest of longtime sacristan Mary Brooker, he made it his
mission to track down these missing treasures. First of all he found that the sanctuary
lamp had been dismembered. One part was in an outhouse behind the presbytery, its
chains were in the Convent basement, and the large brass bowl was in a hayshed on a
farm outside Gisborne. Tracking them all down was a long and convoluted process but
it was crowned with success when the lamp –reassembled, cleaned and polished - was
restored to pride of place in the sanctuary.
Michael recounts the next step in his ‘mission’ for Mary Brooker:
“The return of Raphael’s ‘Madonna of the Chair’ was a different story. Many
parishioners informed me that it was hanging in the Aigantighe Art Gallery in Wai-iti
Road. One day I made a visit to the gallery and there on the wall of the stairway landing
hung the Madonna of the Chair in an ornate gilded frame. I spoke to the director of the
gallery and was informed their copy came from Oamaru. The gallery was aware of the
missing replica from the Basilica but was adamant theirs was not the missing copy. I
believed that to be so ... The gilded frame taken down from the Basilica was eventually
found in the basement of the Mercy Convent. The canvas has been cut from the frame
around the square sides of the canvas. When I left Sacred Heart Parish in January 1980,
I said ‘sorry’ to Mary Brooker for not being able to complete the final part of our mission.
Some months later I received a cardboard tube in the mail where I was working at St
Mary’s Parish Mt Albert Auckland. Inside was the missing canvas with a note which read:
‘Dear Father, you will know what to do with this’. The note was not signed. The canvas
had a small tear and I asked Father Tom O’Connor who was the Parish Priest of Sacred
Heart at the time, if he would pay the restoration costs of $600.00. The ‘Madonna of
the Chair’ now hangs back in the Basilica and the Sanctuary Lamp has been returned to
its rightful place high above the sanctuary.”
The grand opening of the renovated sanctuary was set for Friday 19 February 1982.
It was timed to coincide with the ordination of Fr Brian Fennessy, a major parish
celebration that was likely to allay any lingering discontent over the alterations
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process. Preparations went down to the wire. A retired carpet layer had been brought
back in for the specialised job of laying carpet around the new curved steps and Fr
Brian remembers him still being busy at the ordination rehearsal at 4.30pm. In my
profile of Rita Minehan I suggested that she was someone who never held a grudge.
That didn’t mean she was above a little symbolic
protest, however. Fr Brian remembers that the
church bells were not rung at his ordination,
perhaps the only time a new priest had not been
honoured in this way. The new sanctuary was
quickly accepted, however, as a fine piece of
work. John Kunnen’s only criticism was that it
hadn’t gone far enough – in his opinion the new
altar should have been brought even further
forward. Yet there were some lingering hard
feelings. John had been chairman of the Sacred
Heart school committee for over nine years but
he resigned in 1982.
Major change was ahead for Sacred Heart’s
primary schools in any case. Marist School
celebrated its centenary in 1981 but closed at
the end of the following year. In preparation
for integration into the state education system
significant upgrading was required for the parish’s
two primary schools. The decision was therefore
made to merge the schools and concentrate
them on one site. It made more sense to develop
this around the Marist complex, which had more
modern facilities (the Brothers’ house from the
1960s, the classroom block added to the school
in the early 1970s). Almost half a million dollars
was spent, demolishing the old 1924 classrooms,
upgrading the 1970s classrooms and adapting
the Brothers’ house into further classrooms and
the housekeeper’s flat into an administration
block. One classroom was shifted over from
The official opening of the school on its
the Sacred Heart site and a new library and
new site- Father O’Connor, Sister Elizabeth
classroom complex built to provide a total of
and Bishop Hanrahan.
nine modern classrooms and ancilliary services.
The Brothers decided their declining manpower
would be better concentrated elsewhere. Sister Elizabeth provided continuity as the
first principal of the new co-educational Sacred Heart primary. In March 1985 the
redeveloped school opened on the Heaton Street site and the historic Sacred Heart
complex across the road was abandoned. It was demolished in 1986 and the school
grounds were transferred to Roncalli College as additional playing fields.

Rita Minehan.

- Private collection
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The old Sacred Heart Primary, prior to its demolition.

- Sister Elizabeth Sherry RSM

Major building programmes were also required to bring Roncalli College up to state
school standards. These were staged over a period of time as fund-raising for the
necessary redevelopment proceeded. An administration block had been erected in
1982. A science block followed in 1984, then a music suite in 1985. In 1986 the
original St Pat’s classrooms – the Smyth Block – were re-modelled into an Art and Craft
Room and a Workshop area. In 1992 the building erected in 1946 as a hall for Sacred
Heart Girls College (later turned into classrooms) was demolished and replaced with a
new library and chapel. In 1998 the Roncalli Gymnasium was opened. Over a decade
and a half, the College had gradually reinvented itself around the skeleton of the two
original school complexes. There were lingering traces of St Pat’s and Mercy but what
had emerged was an impressive modern school complex that was as good or better than
any other secondary
school in Timaru.
More important than
the buildings was
the sort of school
community that had
developed.
Good
pastoral
leadership
had come from its
inaugural principal Fr
Mark Beban, his work
made easier by the
stalwart support of Sr
Mary Catherwood who
had led Mercy College The opening of the Roncalli College Gymnasium, perhaps the best school
from 1975-81 and gym in South Canterbury.
- Roncalli College archives
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A 1998 aerial view of the Catholic precinct. (The large tent in the middle of the photo was part of the
gymnasium celebrations).
- Roncalli College archives

stayed on as a deputy principal for the new school. Together they crafted a fine
school spirit, achieved academic, cultural and sporting excellence, and bedded the
school community into Timaru life.
These major changes in the school system altered the dynamic of parish life
decisively. Parish finances no longer revolved around the education system. This
was just as well in fact since the numbers contributing to the church through the
collection plate were beginning to decline quite markedly. A process of wastage
had begun that continues unabated to the present. Catholics stopped defining their
religious identity against the practice of weekly Mass attendance. Or at least many
did. Others remained as faithful as ever to the traditional obligations, turning up
week after week, fulfilling their spiritual duties with faith and enthusiasm. Small
groups of mostly older parishioners attended Mass on a daily basis, their commitment
pulsing with the vibrancy of the belief it both expressed and fed. Over time, however,
whole cohorts of believers disappeared from the Sacred Heart pews. This is not unqiue
to the parish, of course; the same process could be observed in almost any parish in
New Zealand. Its causes and timing are very difficult to assess. What is unavoidable
are the implications of this catastrophic collapse in religious practice for the future
viability of the parish.
This was not yet so obvious in the 1980s. The successful transition of the schools
into their new forms, and into the state-funded status of ‘integrated schools’, was a
cause for real celebration (and relief). The parish could then get onto some other capital
projects at the church. These were largely funded by a number of major bequests.
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The sanctuary remodelling had cost approximately $17,000. New ‘reconciliation room’
style confessionals cost about $11,000. Next up was an external repaint of the church,
spread over a four-year period. This cost about $20,000 and ultimately proved not
very successful. The paint had to be stripped off again in the 1990s. More successful
was the polycarbonate protection placed over the church’s stained glass windows
at a cost of $30,000. The church’s roof tiles were also in a bad way by the early
1980s and $20,000 was spent replacing them. The biggest sum, $75,000, was spent
on the grand old Hobday organ, which reached its 75th anniversary in 1986. Over
1985-86 Timaru’s own South Island Organ Company undertook its restoration, notably
resetting the action and pipework. The restorers found evidence that the original
installation in 1912 had been rushed (no doubt due to Arthur Hobday senior’s suicide
in Wellington) and some shortcuts had been taken. The organ was built with three
keyboards, for example, but only two of them played any pipes. The third keyboard
(the Choir Manual) seemed to have been included for future expansion of the pipes
and reservoirs. However there was no space inside the organ in which to site the
mechanism and pipework required for this Choir keyboard, mystifying the restorers
as to where Hobday had intended putting it. During the restoration three new ranks
of pipes and two new couplers were added to the organ as well as technical devices
to improve the action. The restored organ was opened in September 1986, and was
subsequently used for various recordings by New Zealand and international artists.
The Basilica’s present organist, Terry Kennedy, has many great memories of playing
at Sacred Heart over more than three
decades:
“Three events which… will always
stick in my mind were playing for a
large number of years for the Christmas
Midnight Mass. Always a joy and with
the altar ablaze with candles, the flowers
and decorated crib and the smell of those
lilies.
Another, when I organised during
Lent for the feast of St Patrick, which just
happened to fall that year on a Sunday a
special Irish sing-along prior to the 10am
Mass commencing to which hundreds of
people attended. In fact, the church
and choir lofts were packed with people
from all walks of life at least 15 minutes Terry Kennedy at the organ.
prior to the celebration starting. It was
a huge success even if it were still in the
season of ‘Lent’ and people loved singing all those well known Irish melodies.
Finally, the event which brought me great satisfaction was being able to attract and
then eventually organise TV ONE to visit Timaru and stage for the very first time its
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popular ‘Praise Be’ in the Basilica. Its restoration hadn’t long been completed and the
comments from the TV Crew and Production Team on the beauty of both the interior and
exterior of this fine building were quite amazing. It ranked, in their eyes, among one
of the best churches in New Zealand.
Sadly, after weeks of fine weather the week the filming was to take place including
rehearsals, the skies opened up and not only heavy rain but freezing temperatures
greeted us all on that early September evening in 2005. But like show business and
with the help of the good Lord ‘The final show was in the can’ and we awaited the
screening.
On the third Sunday in October at 9am ‘Praise Be’ for the first time ever was transmitted
on TV ONE to the whole of New Zealand from Sacred Heart Basilica here in Timaru and
the audience ‘loved it’ … Now the whole of New Zealand could see this magnificent
church and see and hear not only our ‘mixed congregation’ and various groups and
choirs but outstanding scenes from within our city.”
Terry also reminds us of his many predecessors in the role of organist. “Congregations
here at Sacred Heart have been very fortunate to have experienced such loyal service
over many years from so many talented people, some sadly no longer with us.” I have
made only passing reference to these dedicated musicians so far, yet they played a
huge role in creating liturgies at Sacred Heart that moved the soul as well as the
mind in a way that only music can. This was especially important in the pre-Vatican
II days, before congregational singing became the norm. Jean Woodall, for example,
recalls her mother’s long involvement as a church organist:
“My mother, Mrs Kathleen Murphy, played the organ at Sacred Heart from 1942 to
1957. She recalled walking home from choir practice in the middle of the road during
the blackouts in the war years. About June 1954 we were privileged to have Mina Foley
sing at our Novena, a well known artist at the time. I recall she sang the ‘Panis’ and
‘Ave Maria’. My mother was delighted to have had the opportunity to accompany her on
the organ. Her singing was heavenly.”
Tom Lamb offers another perspective on Mrs Murphy’s playing, from the rather
different perspective of an altar boy of the early 1950s:
“One thing I really enjoyed after these [church] celebrations was hearing Mrs Kath
Murphy, a close friend of mum’s, giving the organ full throttle. She would let it roar
out for a short time, far too short for me. It was exhilarating. On more than one time
I asked why she didn’t play longer and she always replied that to leave it on tremolo for
too long might damage the church building such was the power of vibration – I would
have quite liked to have tested this a bit further!”
The organists worked hand in glove with the parish’s choirs and choir leaders to
provide music for worship. Sacred Heart has been blessed with many fine singers and
dedicated choir leaders over the years. Jean Woodall remembers her mother working
with one of them, Miss Lilian McDonald: “The 10.30am Mass was a sung Mass [in the
1940s and 50s] and the choir sang every Sunday. The singing, of course, was in Latin.
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Choir practice was held every Wednesday evening 7 to 9pm under the conductorship
of Miss Lilian McDonald.” As a young woman in the parish Sister Joan Kinney was
a member of Miss McDonald’s choir in the 1930s when Mrs Nelly Mangos was still
playing the organ and when Marist school had a famous choir under Brother Marcellin
Cosgrove:
“Music played a big part and we were fortunate in having a wonderful organ and
organist – Mrs Mangos. Lilian McDonald had a great voice and choir to which I eventually
belonged. We sang a variety of Mass settings at 10.30am each Sunday. Later Mrs
Murphy took over as organist. Br Marcellin’s boys’ choir singing unaccompanied was
always a delightful help to prayer.”
Peter Casey likewise has happy memories of his time in the parish choir in the early
1960s when Fr Ward was its director:
“Father Ward was a professional musician and always
set very high standards. During his time our choir was
asked to perform at a recital for combined churches. He
trained us to sing choral music without an organ. For us to
start on the correct note he used four tuning forks. On the
big night we sang at Chalmers Presbyterian Church to a full
congregation, we received a standing ovation. The choir were
a very happy bunch and on one occasion after practice, our
funny man George Gamble (he was a comedian) suggested
that Mr & Mrs Murphy, both accomplished musicians, play
the ‘Black and White Rag’ to which we all agreed. It was
a grand performance and I am sure the Church was never
the same again – happy folk enjoying a special moment,
Fr Michael Tomasi.
great!”
[MAW]
Working together for a common cause was one of the
joys of singing in the parish choir. Similar sentiments motivated a new group that
came together in March 1984 at Fr O’Connor’s behest to provide practical assistance
to parishioners at moments of need. First called “Family Life and Service” this later
resolved into the “Community Life and Service” group. Its first co-ordinator was
Maureen Robinson, succeeded by Bernadette Simpson. It met in homes on a monthly
basis and initially focused on assisting the families of bereaved parishioners. Members
would help with funeral arrangements, help plan the liturgy and provide meals for the
bereaved family. Gradually the group’s mission extended to visiting new parishioners,
helping with transport where needed, and visiting the sick and elderly of the parish.
Family meals were provided when mothers were sick and children were cared for
when family difficulties arose. It was a modern successor to St Anne’s Guild, treating
recipients of its assistance with the same confidentiality. All sorts of ministries spun
off the group; accommodating ‘out of towners’ who were visiting relatives in hospital,
arranging Masses of Anointing on a regular basis, and even a social group for widows
and widowers. In 1986 the CLS group began catering for weddings too. This was more
like the “Hacienda” effort of the 1960s but without the profit motive. It required
the same massive volunteer effort and, despite the hard work, generated a similar
atmosphere of fun and enjoyment for those involved.
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In 1987 Fr Tom O’Connor’s term as parish priest came to an end, having been
extended by a year from the normal tenure. His replacement was Fr Michael Tomasi,
a priest who had spent many years in Marist schools and the seminary but had never
before been a parish priest. He soon proved perfectly suited to the role, an outstanding
pastor who was able to relate to everybody with ease. He became one of Sacred Heart’s
most popular parish priests; everybody liked him. When he was joined as a pastoral
assistant by Br Larry Greco, a fellow descendant of Wellington’s Italian community,
it seemed like an Italian takeover of the old Irish stronghold. It was also perhaps a
sign of the times that a Marist ‘lay brother’ should take on the curate’s position at the
presbytery, always formerly held by a priest. As the Marists gradually withdrew from
Roncalli (the Society had decided that from 1991 no more Marists would be appointed
there), the large modern presbytery suddenly began to look a bit larger than necessary.
Timaru would never again have the luxury of a baker’s dozen of priests in residence as
there had been when it was built. The numbers would slowly shrink as priests passed
on or were moved elsewhere. Even so, in the late 1980s there were still ten Marists at
the presbytery: Fr Tomasi, Br Larry, Fr Dick McDonnell (esteemed for his heroic work
as a hospital chaplain), Fr Vince Curtain and Fr Jim Hendren in the parish and Fr Mark
Beban, Fr Kevin Murphy and Fr John Mori, and Br Raymond Kelleher in the College.
The declining numbers of religious meant an increasing burden of pastoral work
would have to be born by lay parishioners. This accorded with Vatican II’s vision of
greater lay participation in church life but this would be making a virtue of what
was actually a necessity. In Fr Tomasi’s time, for example, the first “Liturgy of the
Word” was held in the parish, in place of a clerically-celebrated daily Mass. The
occasion was a priestly conflab with the Bishop in Christchurch. All the priests had
to go, except for the elderly Fr Hendren. My father, Ray Brosnahan, was given the
job of leading the liturgy. A little anxious at what was involved, he thought that
perhaps Fr Hendren would choose to intervene. Fr Tomasi told him simply that if Fr
Hendren did make an appearance, “Tell him to bugger off.” It was only natural that
lay ministers would feel the need to defer to priests; it was the Catholic way. Priests
likewise sometimes struggled to accept lay initiatives. Jill Day, for example, can
remember strong resistance from some residents of the presbytery when the Parish
Council decided to allow girls to serve on the altar in 1991. The request had come
from Sacred Heart School where the boys were proving reluctant to serve but the girls
were keen:
“[One priest] took the stand that it was against church policy and wrote numerous
letters to the Parish Council quoting church papers and Italian Cardinals’ views on the
matter. I, with one or two others, pursued the discussion at each monthly meeting
for 6-8 months. Eventually several females were allowed to be trained and the first
two girls to serve were Stephanie Grogan (mother Bernadette teaches still at Sacred
Heart Primary) and Emma O’Connor. That was in 1991. Br Larry Greco and Maureen
Zandbergen trained the children previous to Lorraine Doyle.”
In the same period a parish Liturgy Committee was established to co-ordinate each
week’s Mass preparations. Jill Day was also a member of this group:
“In the 1990s the Liturgy Committee was set up and with the guidance of Br Larry
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Greco, Pat Goodwin, Mary Histen and myself would meet during the week and prepare
a theme for the Sunday Mass choosing the hymns, setting out a suitable display on
the altar, made and hung banners and co-ordinated the Prayers of the Faithful from
different groups in the parish e.g. Catholic Women’s League etc and doing the rosters for
Lectors and Eucharistic Ministers, also organising training sessions for these groups.”
Eucharistic Ministers were an innovation that had long been unnecessary at Sacred
Heart because of all the resident priests who would appear at Mass at communion time
to distribute the sacrament. Lay Eucharistic Ministers now gradually took over, also
distributing the sacrament to the ill and house-bound of the parish. The reverence
that accompanied their appearance on the sanctuary alongside the priest was an
indication of the deep piety that lay ministries drew on. They were a welcome sign
that liturgy could still be Catholic and holy, even with reduced clerical input.
Another area of responsibility that devolved to the laity in this period was
the catechesis (formal religious instruction) of adult converts to the faith. The
old procedure of private ‘instructions’ from a priest now gave way to a communal
programme of prayer and learning known as the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults.
‘Graduates’ now tended to be baptised as a central part of the Easter Vigil ceremonies,
rather than privately making their way into the Church at random times. This was a
throw back to the process observed in the early Church communities. This was now
recovered and adapted for modern times but with the same primary role accorded to
the faith community through its lay leaders. Such converts have always been a feature
of parish life. In former times many must have felt a fair degree of pressure to make
the transition, usually prompted by romance and the desire to marry a Catholic. Molly
Carnegie’s memories capture something of this atmosphere with her future husband’s
conversion in the 1930s.
“Father Peoples … gave my
husband instructions before
we got married.
My father
turned a Catholic for my
mother. My sister’s husband
also turned a Catholic for her
and my brother’s wife did the
same.” The very concept of
‘turning’ conveys very well the
sectarian boundaries that were
involved in such a transfer of
loyalties. Converts nonetheless
often made very happy and
The Leishman family.
- Private collection
committed members of the
parish community, frequently
assuming leadership roles and outperforming the cradle Catholics in their spiritual
lives. One thinks of such leaders of parish life as Joe Rosevear in the 1930s or Dave
Leishman in the 1960s. Val Ponsonby is another who was received into the church
many years ago following her marriage and has been very active in parish life in recent
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years: “After Pat’s death I have been more involved in parish functions and gained so
much in return. I love our Sacred Heart Basilica and especially our Christmas and Easter
celebrations. The Basilica is so much part of my life, enjoyment and thanksgiving.”
Not all those marrying Catholics make such a ‘leap of faith’, especially not today.
In the modern ecumenical environment, something more than compulsion is required.
The late Garry de Joux, for example, who was a very active member of the Sacred
Heart Parish Council in the 1990s was born a Methodist and waited 14 years after
marrying his Catholic wife Bev before making that journey. He explained why he had
eventually done so in a parish newsletter in 1996. His account was prompted by the
question of why so many adult converts were so active in the parish at that time,
seemingly placing a greater value on the Church than those born into it:
“In my childhood, my family attended Bank Street Methodist Church and later the
Woodlands Road Church. After our marriage Bev influenced me to attend Mass and I
often did so. However, I saw no reason to join the Catholic Church just because of my
wife, and it certainly wasn’t the hymn singing that was going to attract me! But slowly
over the years the desire to partake in and experience Holy Communion became stronger.
It was about this time that I attended the christening of a friend’s baby daughter. The
late Fr Jim Hendren was the celebrant... His explanations during the service were so
enlightening to me that I suddenly knew – ‘This is it!’ I hoped it was the Lord making
my mind up. After the usual instructions, I was received into the church, and the rest
is for me, history.
We know that the Catholic Church is the first Christian Church, Peter’s church. It has
had its moments in history both famous and infamous. To my mind it holds the key to
something other faiths don’t seem to put much emphasis on – the right to attend Mass
and receive the Body of Christ, daily if desired. The week to be is now not complete
unless I attend Mass and go to Holy Communion. Perhaps this could be where we find
so much value in the faith. The privilege of receiving Holy Communion. It often seems
many born Catholics take this privilege for granted. Those of us who have been lucky
enough to convert obviously appreciate it.”
Conversion of a different sort
was under way at St Pat’s Hall in
the early 1990s. For some time
the parish had struggled to make
effective use of the hall. The
weekly parish dances had long
since ceased and there were now
few parish occasions that needed
such a large facility. Meanwhile
the Celtic Rugby Club was finding
its headquarters behind the
church in Napier Street were too
small to meet its needs. A chance
discussion between a Club official

The Parish Centre, Napier St, 2011.
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and a Sacred Heart parish building committee member produced the innovative idea
of swapping buildings. Celtic’s Napier Street complex looked like a much better fit
for the parish’s needs while St Pat’s Hall made sense as a new Celtic headquarters.
Negotiations followed and on 15 November 1991 the Club took possession of the Hall
while the Catholic Diocese of Christchurch took over the Napier Street complex. The
refurbished Celtic Clubrooms were officially opened at a social evening on 2 May
1992. The facility was to be known as the Celtic Sports Centre to recognise its role
as an amenity for as many sporting codes as might wish to come into partnership
with Celtic there. Since 1992 many of those original aspirations for the Celtic Sports
Centre have been realised. The Celtic Cricket Club, Celtic Indoor Bowling Club, St Pat’s
Netball Club and the Timaru Wrestling Club all relocated their activities to the new
facility. And even if few of the sports men and women were regulars at the Basilica
anymore, there was a pleasing historical continuity that the ‘Catholic’ sports clubs still
operated under its symbolic shadow in Craigie Avenue.
The parish had down-sized its social facilities with the development of the parish
centre in Napier Street. Down-sizing was not an option for the church, however, and
by the 1990s significant maintenance costs were looming. More than maintenance
would be required in fact;
it was time for a major
restoration of the Basilica.
Preparing the ground for
this project dominated
Fr Tomasi’s last years in
Timaru. At the outset all
that was contemplated was
the completion of painting
of the church exterior that
had already begun. The
estimated cost of $300,000
for this work was considered
a generous allowance and
presented a somewhat Father Tomasi’s restoration committee, January 1995.
daunting
fund-raising
target for the parish community. Maurice Eathorne was appointed to lead the project,
supported by a sixteen-strong committee. The appeal was launched with a social
evening in the new Celtic Sports Centre on 5 June 1993. This proved very successful
in drawing the parishioners in behind the project. Within eighteen months the entire
sum had been raised. By that time, however, it had become clear that more than a
new paint job was required and much more money would be required to restore the
Basilica’s exterior. More, in fact, than the Sacred Heart community could realistically
fund from its own resources. It was decided to apply for financial support from the
Lotteries Board. This required the formation of a charitable trust to act as the legal
entity for any grant received.
The formation of the Sacred Heart Basilica Restoration Trust was a watershed event.
To raise its profile, four prominent people were appointed as patrons. One was the
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The front and back page of the Restoration fund-raising brochure.

Catholic Bishop of Christchurch and another was Rita Minehan. Critically the other
two trustees were non-Catholics; Lady Fiona Elworthy and the Timaru Mayor, Wynne
Raymond. In Maurice Eathorne’s words this “raised the profile of the building from
‘the Catholic Church’ to ‘Timaru’s basilica’.” This was, in fact, a return to Fr Tubman’s
vision for the Basilica back in 1911. The fundraising would likewise replicate his
appeal to the generosity of the wider community. The bulk of the money would
ultimately come from the Lotteries Environment and Heritage Board (two grants
totalling $627,000) and the $300,000 donated by parishioners. Further contributions
came from numerous charitable bodies, notably local pub charities, the Trustbank
Community Trust and the Stout Trust in Wellington ($60,000 for work on the stained
glass windows). Late in the process came a small but symbolically significant grant of
$1,000 from the Midland Masonic Lodge Trust. A generation earlier the notion of the
Masonic Lodge funding repairs to a Catholic church would have seemed an inversion
of the natural order.
The Lotteries Board connection had guided the restoration toward top-of-the-line
conservation advice from the New Zealand Historic Places Trust’s specialist heritage
architect Ian Bowman. He provided a detailed report in early 1994 on methods
of restoration and future maintenance requirements for the church’s exterior and
interior. The Lotteries Board funding application also required letters of support
from prominent people in the district, a detailed history of the building, its plans,
construction history and so on. This data gathering exercise was important in raising
awareness of the Basilica’s significance, not just to the Catholic community but as
a premier example of New Zealand’s historic built environment. Substantiating the
building’s national significance was a critical factor in securing much of the funding.
The process also prompted a greater appreciation of the monetary value of the church
and its fittings. When the stained glass windows were being assessed, for example,
the parish priest asked the consultant, Graham Stewart, ‘what they were worth’. The
estimate provided was $75,000. “Altogether?” asked the priest. “No, per window,”
was the response, or about $1.85 million for the combined sets of windows.
Work on the Basilica’s exterior got under way in September 1994. Fr Tomasi left the
parish a few months later. Just before his departure he was interviewed by the Timaru
Herald and paid tribute to the vibrant Catholicism of the parish community:
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“At Sacred Heart we have 600 people regularly attend our Sunday Masses, plus
people that come along every day during the week. And the support that has been had
for the Basilica restoration project has just been tremendous. The people have shown
their commitment and support for the church through that. In 18 months they have
raised nearly $300,000. The parish has done extremely well. It is the best indicator
of the support and generosity of the parish and is outstanding. [Timaru Herald, 18
January 1995]

This Timaru Herald headline said it all. 30 September 1995.

He was replaced by Fr John Fitzsimmons. An excellent
preacher, Fr Fitzsimmons had many family connections
in South Canterbury. He is remembered by many for a
wonderful Mass to celebrate St Patrick’s Day, which
fell on a Sunday in 1996. The church was decorated
with shamrocks and Terry Kennedy was given carte
blanche to play Irish songs on the organ. The sermon
reminded parishioners of their Irish heritage, a legacy
which ought to make them oppose racism in all its
forms, in recognition of the racial discrimination their
forbears had suffered in the past. Fr Fitzsimmons was
a practical down-to-earth man, loving nothing more
than to tend the presbytery garden in his old clothes
and hobnail boots. His skills as an administrator were
also much valued and after less than two years he was
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Fr John Fitzsimmons.		
[MAW]

called to Wellington to serve in the Marist central
administration there. Fr Matthew Cosgriff took his
place in Timaru. It would be his task to see the
restoration through to completion.

Fr Matthew Cosgriff.
[MAW]

Photographs of the restoration.
- Feely collection

Photographs of the restoration.

The actual restoration work was complicated,
particularly the removal of paint from the Oamaru
stone to restore it to its original condition. A series
of contractors was involved, working in sequence
to remove the paint, repair and replace damaged
stonework, restore the stained glass windows, place
lead on all horizontal surfaces, and repair the metal
window frames. Local architect John Wilson had
oversight from an architectural perspective but the
practical supervision and co-ordination of contractors
was undertaken first by Bernard Feely and then by
Vern Brosnahan. Scaffolding was a major expense –
the 1910 option of farmers donating bluegums from
the Levels was not a starter eighty years later – and
the complex sequencing of the different contract
operations made it difficult to use the scaffolding
efficiently. Contract negotiations were handled with
aplomb by the chairman of the parish Finance and
Property Committee, Brian Cosgrove, while the Trust
committee worked hard to keep the funding flowing
in. It was a significant challenge to the parish’s
resources. The successful completion of the exterior
restoration in April 1997 was a major achievement for
all concerned.
Fund-raising was meanwhile also going on for the
Roncalli College’s planned gymnasium complex. In
1996 Fr Beban resigned as principal and was replaced
by John Hogue. When Sr Mary Catherwood left her

- Feely collection
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Fr Cosgriff with the workers.

position as deputy principal the following year, a new
era of lay direction of Catholic schools had emphatically
arrived. There had been a lay principal at Sacred Heart
primary since Sr Elizabeth’s retirement in 1992. It would
be another few years before the schools saw the last of
the religious teachers (when Fr John Mori left Roncalli
in 2003) but the transition was virtually complete. With
the religious teachers went something of the old Catholic
character of the schools. The nuns, priests and brothers
had not just looked different from lay teachers with their
Fr John Mori.
distinctive garb, they were different. They carried with
them the atmosphere of the religious communities in which
they lived. They were living, breathing symbols of lives set apart for the service of
God, without the distractions of families or households to attend to outside of school.
The very best of them displayed a pastoral interest in their pupils that was lifeenhancing and almost all of them could be expected to devote hours of their private
time to extra-curricula school activities.
It was pointless to lament this significant
change. There were no more religious teachers
coming on stream to maintain the tradition.
What had to be determined was how a lay
teaching force, many of them non-Catholics,
would sustain the “special character” that
was enshrined in the schools’ integration
agreements. One thing that soon became clear
was that Roncalli College could foot it with any
other secondary school in South Canterbury.
The College’s academic results, its sporting and
cultural life, and the quality of its staff, were
vindicated by the strong demand for places
there. The Catholic community continued to
support the College by sending its teenagers to be
educated there while there was stiff competition
The Roncalli College Past Pupils‘
for ‘non-preference’ places (the limited number acknowledgement of the passing of an
of non-Catholic students allowed under the era.
- Roncalli College archives.
integration agreement). On many fronts the
College seemed to go from strength to strength
after the departure of the religious teachers. There was just one major caveat: few
Roncalli students were to be seen at Sunday Mass at the Sacred Heart Basilica. Nor,
however, were their parents. Something significant had happened to what it meant
to be Catholic. Catholic education was still part of the mix, Catholic practice, at least
as defined by weekly Mass-going, was not.
Fr Cosgriff brought an open-heartedness to his role as parish priest. He was very
relaxed in allowing lay leaders to play a greater role in parish ministry. Even better,
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Fr Matt Cosgriff and Fr Pat Breeze lead the procession into the restored Basilica.

The congregation gathered, celebrating the opening of the fully renovated church.

he was undaunted when things sometimes went awry and was always happy to try
new things. He encouraged recognition of the parish’s increasingly diverse ethnic
make-up. The old-established Irish families were now complemented not only by
the Dutch and British migrants of the 1950s but by Filipinos, Tongans, Chinese and
Poles. Fr Cosgriff’s “cultural dinners” were a nice way of sharing the richness of the
different cultures and fostering a sense of togetherness within the parish community.
The Passionist Family groups worked in a similar way, mixing old and young, married
and single, to create bonds of caring that extended beyond weekly worship together.
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Fr Cosgriff also entered into the activities of the local Ministers’ Association with
enthusiasm, always open to ecumenical initiatives. He got off-side with some in
the parish when he publicly championed Bishop John Spong after articles by the
controversial American Episcopal leader were published in the Timaru Herald in 2001.
His willingness to go into bat for someone whose views he didn’t necessarily share was
a tribute to Fr Cosgriff’s open-mindedness. Fr Cosgriff went on sabbatical soon after.
Parishioners were sad to hear a little later that he had left the priesthood but wished
him well when he got married.
The relaxing of old tensions between rival Christian denominations that Fr Cosgriff
had exemplified was one of the most welcome developments of the post-Vatican II era.
It was inspired in no small part by the diminished ‘triumphalism’ of the Catholic side.
It still left plenty of room for friendly rivalry between Catholic and Protestant as the
following story from St Andrews illustrates nicely:
“Around the late 1990s a regular church-going Presbyterian was driving past the
Catholic Church at St Andrews and noticed an attempt had been made to paint, in white,
the street-facing frontage of the Catholic Church. He was reasonably unimpressed as
the ‘painter’ had started from the bottom and worked upwards about two metres (more
or less). More if a stone or rock was available to stand on and less if there was a
hollow in the ground making for a waved horizon and a not very attractive result. The
Presbyterian couldn’t wait to get home and phone a friend and regular attendant at
the Catholic Church who, as luck would have it, owned up to being the loyal volunteer
painter. When questioned he said there was a celebration coming up and he felt the
Church needed a bit of a spruce up but the budget allowed for one tin of paint only and
that was the best he could do, thinking it would be OK as he had observed parishioners
walking towards the Church door and invariably they had their heads down.
The Presbyterian was unconvinced and saw a great opportunity to continue a bit of
stirring so sent a cheque for $100 to the ‘painter’ to buy more paint. The Catholic friend
also saw an opportunity and gave the cheque to the Sacred Heart Parish Council who
were not going to be embarassed by a stirring Protestant and proceeded forthwith to
provide enough paint to do the entire Catholic Church at St Andrews.”
On a more serious note, another active Presbyterian, Dr Peter Gardner, a minister
for over forty years who worships regularly at the Basilica, offers his thoughts on the
coming together of old denominational rivals during his lifetime:
“Although I was barely aware of it, in the early sixties the Second Vatican Council was
convened (1962 - 1965). Some of the new directions which were then being promoted in
Rome began to filter down into the Catholic Church at large. Without doubt one of the
most important of these was the notion that we Protestants were ‘separated brethren’
rather than misguided souls who were destined to spend eternity in one of the lower
regions of Dante’s Inferno. This refreshing attitude was welcomed by many Catholics, as
indeed it was by many Protestants. I remember gaining the impression that this new
openness towards non-Catholic Christians was something for which some Catholics had,
deep down, been yearning for a long time…
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[While in Dunedin in the 1980s] I served on the Dialogue - set up by the Catholic
Bishops and the General Assembly (of the Presbyterian Church) - in which participants
explored each others’ Faith from a wide variety of standpoints. Although our differences
were not overlooked or ignored, attention was now given to what we shared in common,
and I think we were all surprised at how much we did hold in common. We also came
to the realisation that there were different ways - all of which were quite legitimate - of
doing the same thing. The Presbyterian members of the Dialogue managed to persuade
the General Assembly to expunge from one of our Church’s subordinate standards - a
17th century document which reflected the theological turbulence of the times - some
scurrilous references to the papacy. Although we were very pleased to have achieved
this we were nonetheless distressed to realise that there were some in the General
Assembly who opposed the move…
My impression is that amongst most people of my denomination the old anti-Catholic
prejudice has gone. Laus Deo! However, I am aware that, that is not true in every
case: some people cling tenaciously to quite rabid anti-Catholic views, either because
of some incident that has occurred in times past, or in other cases from what I suspect
is nothing more than sheer perversity. This is not merely regrettable but very sad. I’m
sure that one of the ways to overcome these lingering prejudices is by our doing things
together, and getting to know and trust one another better. Coming together to study the
Scriptures, especially the Gospels - which are focused on the words and saving works of
the Lord Jesus - is, I have no doubt, a great way of fostering and forming good relations
between our two denominations. One of the greatest joys for me was to discover that
the Christ who is spoken of and preached about, honoured, adored and worshipped, in
the Catholic Church is the very same Christ whom I have loved, known, and sought to
serve all my life. He is the one who can bring us together - if we let him.
What the future holds, I do not know. But it is my fervent hope that the great
thaw that it has been my delight to experience proves to be no false Spring, but that
it is something in which we as Christians can rejoice, and on which we can build, to
our mutual enrichment. Above all, greater cooperation between us will lead to the
enhancement of our service to God: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, to whom be all glory,
majesty, dominion and power; always, now and ever, and to the ages of ages.
‘How good and how pleasant it is
when brothers and sisters live in unity!
It is like the dew of Hermon which falls
on the heights of Zion.
For there the Lord gives his blessing,
life forever.’
- Psalm (132) 133 vv. 1 & 3.”
Fr Earl Crotty was appointed parish priest at Sacred Heart in 2001. Five years
later he presided over one of the most significant farewells in the parish’s history.
After 137 years of service to South Canterbury, the Society of Mary had decided to
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concentrate its manpower
in the north. Sacred Heart
parish was finally passing to
diocesan control. The final
community of four priests
and two lay brothers, all
men in their 70s, were
farewelled on 8 December
2006, the Feast of the
Immaculate Conception. All
headed north but to diverse
new ministries. Fr Vince
Curtain, who had been a
member of the Timaru
Fr Earl Crotty.
community for some 15
years, went to Akaroa with
Br Hugh Peacock. Fr Peter Bradley and Br Luke Paget went to Christchurch North. Fr
Kevin O’Donoghue went to Wairoa, while Fr Crotty undertook a renewal programme
overseas. The Marists had also been looking after St Patrick’s parish in Waimate for
some time. Both parishes would now become the responsibility of just two diocesan
priests, Fr Peter Costello and Fr Kevin Wei, who took over the parish on 21 January
2007. The shortage of priests was really beginning to bite.
Lay ministries became more important
than ever. The Community Life and Service
group was still going strong. The St Vincent
de Paul Society was also as energetic as
ever; a small but dedicated group. But
many of the old established groups in
the parish were ageing and atrophying.
By 2011 the Hibernians were down to
less than thirty members and their most
regular function was to attend the funerals
Fr Peter Costello.
Fr Kevin Wei.
of Society members who have died. The
Catholic Women’s League, long the most active lay organisation in the parish were on
a similar trajectory. Membership peaked at 373 in 1958 when the Sacred Heart branch
of the League was industriously supporting three mission stations and undertaking
a busy round of education, fund-raising and pastoral work. By the time the League
celebrated its 40th anniversary in Timaru in 1981, membership had fallen to 80 with
only a couple of dozen members regularly attending meetings. In 1994 the League’s
annual report noted the advanced age of its 60 remaining members who nonetheless
achieved their annual target of sending almost $4,000 to the three mission stations.
“It is a great effort from our few faithful members as each year we are becoming older
and no sign of getting new and younger members into our Circle, try as we may!!” The
remaining members were undaunted, sustaining a high level of good works despite
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the steady attrition wrought by age and
death. In April 2011 the Timaru branch
of the League celebrated its 70th birthday.
Membership stood at 38.
Fr Costello has had a hard time of it,
maintaining old levels of pastoral care with
a much reduced staff. He also suffered a
high turnover of assistants. Fr Wei became
seriously ill early in his posting and was
replaced temporarily by Fr Kevin Foote. Fr
The final Marist Mass, Timaru Basilica, 2006.
Peter Brockhill came next, on loan from
Palmerston North diocese, and then Fr Peter
Farrant who was unable to drive and thus unable to help with ministry in Waimate or St
Andrews. He was replaced by a Polish priest, Fr Andrew Bernady, who came for a year
but was also unable to drive.
Early in 2011 Fr Chris Friel,
parish priest at Timaru North,
was appointed to a double
role, also serving as assistant
priest at Sacred Heart. This
churn of personnel clearly
foreshadows the difficulties
ahead. Hard choices will have
to be made to cope with the
problem of fewer priests and
larger parishes in the future.
At the time of writing a future
restructuring of Timaru and
Waimate into a single parish
with just two priests is under
development. This will be
Fr Chris Friel was ordained in the Basilica in 1994. He was from
a full turn of the circle to
Pleasant Point and a St Pat’s old boy.
the days of Chataigner and
Goutenoire who ministered to
the same large area but without the aid of modern transport and communication
technology. Another key difference is the fervour of 19th-century Catholics for the
sacraments contrasting with the apathy of their descendants. In 2010 Sacred Heart
parish had a roll of just over 2,000 members. The annual October Mass count revealed
an average attendance of just 299 at Sunday worship.
The Mass count figures come as no surprise to anyone who has attended services
at the Basilica in recent years. Whole generational cohorts are almost entirely absent
from the church; few children, fewer teenagers, only handfuls of adults under the age
of 50. As an occasional visitor coming home to Timaru, I look in vain at Mass for my
contemporaries from St Pat’s or Mercy College. I could name those I recognise from
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school days on the fingers of one hand. Meanwhile Roncalli College is bursting at the
seams. Demand for education there has become such that the integration agreement
roll limit of 495 had to be extended in 2011. It is now set at 520 and in mid-2011
the school roll sat at 509 domestic students and a further 35 international fee-paying
students. Only a couple of dozen of these teenagers are ‘non-preference’ students, which
means there are at least 500 Catholics of secondary school age in South Canterbury
and equally large numbers of
Catholic parents of school-age
children. A large number of
those at Roncalli, of course,
are from Timaru North parish,
or the country district parishs
north and south so it is not
a straightforward comparison.
But what these figures show
most clearly is that there
is a disconnection between
modern Catholic identity and
traditional Catholic practice. Mass on the Bay to celebrate the new Millennium, 2000.
It is not the place here
for crystal-ball gazing but the implications of this for the future of the parish are
obviously enormous.
For the devout and faithful remnant, however, spiritual life at Sacred Heart continues
to feed souls and inspire ‘thoughts of heaven’. Jane Coughlan suggests that we take
heart from all that continues to be holy and Catholic in modern parish life:
“Parish life is still vibrant and the bells are still rung on Sunday morning. Sacred
Heart School is full though Marist Brothers and Mercy Sisters have gone. The presence of
the Mercy Sisters is still very special for our parish and they are a wonderful powerhouse
of prayer for us all… The Marists who made such a magnificant contribution have gone,
We have to move on. The Basilica built by our forbears in 1911 stands as a witness to
their faith then and ours now. Much has changed but our sign of Christ stands as a
witness still to the faith of the generation who built it in 1911 and ours now.”
Kath Calvert agrees:
“While our numbers in the parish are declining along with the numbers of clergy,
I believe that we have a faith filled congregation. I always marvel at the number of
people who attend daily Mass, who take Communion to the sick and those confined to
homes and at the numbers who give freely of their time and energy to carry out all sorts
of tasks around the parish. We are truly blessed.”
Members of the Liddy family have been Sacred Heart stalwarts for four generations.
Noreen and Peter and their eight children were regulars at Mass in my childhood,
usually occupying a pew just behind Mrs Minehan. Sally Feely (nee Liddy) and her
brother Simon provided some family memories for this history. Their final comment
sums up the way many families feel about the church after similarly long associations:
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“A lot has changed, but the Basilica still represents much to our family. Marriages,
baptisms, funerals – the Basilica feels the right place for us to be.”

The Basilica on a winter morning taken from the hospital.
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- Brian High photograph

Sacred Heart Parish 2011

Father Costello.

Chris Friel, Assistant Priest.

The Mercy Sisters in 2010. Back Row: Sr Eileen Mary Burrell, Sr Elizabeth Sherry, Sr Diana Thomas, Sr
Diane Tyro. Front Row: Sr Joan Kinney, Sr Celine Shanks, Sr Adrian Keating.
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Parish Council
Back row (l to r): John Edwards, Margaret Geels, Rev Peter Costello, Jim Anderson, Belinda Dewe, Jackie
Fraser, Shane Walden. Front row (l to r): Meli Tui’tufu, Sally Feely (Chair), Catherine Barker,
Maree Cunningham. Absent: Martin Kane.

Finance Committee
Back row (l to r): Noela Robb, Bernard Feely, Father Peter Costello, Noel Murray.
Front row (l to r): Helen Simmons, Brian Cosgrove.
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Centennial Committee
Back row (l to r): Simon Liddy, Noel Murray, Sally Feely, Bernard Pavletich, Father Peter Costello.
Front row (l to r): Margaret Cosgrove (Secretary), Jane Coughlan (Chair), Mavis Kennedy.

Liturgy Committee
Back row (l to r): Father Peter Costello, Tom Coughlan, Kevin Lange.
Front row (l to r): Bev de Joux, Ray Brosnahan, Margaret Cowan, Madeleine Willets, Bernadette Simpson.
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Eucharistic Ministers
Back row (l to r): Tom Coughlan, Richard Mahoney, Des Lysaght, Jill Day, Simon Liddy, Peter
McAuley, George Butler, Bernard Pavletich, Noel Murray.
Middle row (l to r): Annabelle Duffield, Meli Tui’tufu, Ray Brosnahan, John Doyle, Martin Ryan,
Sharon Leonard, Belinda Dewe, Sally Feely, Bernard Feely, Patrick Scott, Brian Daly, Terry Whyte.
Front row (l to r): Shirley Leonard, Bernadette Simpson, Ngaire Nicol, Lorraine Doyle, Colleen Segar,
Rosemary Thompson, Madeleine Willetts, Bev de Joux, Anne Crawford, Marie Cunningham,
Lorraine Doyle, Maureen Ancell,, Carolyn Peattie.

Altar Servers
Back row (l to r): John Doyle, Abby O’Brien, Renee Leonard, Lorraine Doyle, Father Costello, Hannah Dale.
Front row (l to r): Alex Betts, Neve Betts, Matthew Cochran-Bennett, Amie Nichol, Chelsea Franch,
Michelle Dewe.
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Readers
Back row (l to r): Kevin Lange, David Winn, Mary Anderson.
Middle row (l to r): John Tattnell, Carol Dawson, Tony Wood, Jackie Fraser, Terry Whyte, Snr Diana Thomas.
Front row (l to r): Sr Joan Kinney, Marlen Shewan, Anne Bucklay, Clare Hanes, Shirley Leonard,
Jo-Anne Cole, Kath Calvert, Maree McKenzie.

Choir and Organists
Back row (l to r): Alf Woodall, Bernard Feely, John Doyle, Shane Waldren, Bob Douglas (Organist).
Third row (l to r): Maree Farr, Betty Beeby, Joy Cooper, Marl Holman, Bev de Joux, Martin Kane (Organist).
Second row (l to r): Edna Candy, Veronica McDonald, Colleen McKillop, Joanne Cole, Rosemary Lamb
(Organist), Shirley Leonard (Organist).
Front row (l to r): Jenna-Maree Cheesman, Christine Cheesman, Jan Zandbergen (Organist), Annette Farr,
Betty Phillips.
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Sacristans
Back row (l to r): Nora Daly, Mavis Kennedy, Tui Scannell, Mary Anderson, Bernadette Grogan, Kevin
Fogarty, Aileen Conroy, Jill Day, Noeline Hone, Jan Fogarty, Margaret Cowan.
Front row (l to r): John Fitzgerald, Eileen King, Helen Simmons, Margaret McCabe, Tom Coughlan, Juvi
Salcedo, Bernadette Simpson.
Absent: Kath Calvert, Ray Brosnahan, Margaret Geels, Bernadette O’Reilly, Margaret Vuletta.
Inset: Ngaire Nichol.

St Vincent de Paul Society 2011
Back row (l to r): Michael Sugrue, Margaret McSweeney, Gerald Goodwin, Kevin Lange, Rosemary Thompson,
Denis Dowling, John Fitzgerald.
Front row (l to r): Sr Diane Thomas RSM, Jean Woodall, Margaret Vuleta, Mary Brown, Val Ponsonby.
Absent: Bill Tindall, Pat Grogan.
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Catholic Women’s League 2011
Back row (l to r): Lorraine Doyle, Maree McKenzie, Veronica Casey, Elizabeth Roinson, Betty Kunnen,
Margaret Edwards, Betty Beeby, Patricia Murphy, Joy Cooper, Margaret McCabe, Val Ponsonby, Mary Kerr,
Veronica Macdonald, Colleen McKillop, Maree Farr.
Front row (l to r): Shona Scannell, Noreen Daly, Colleen Mortimer, Mary Brown, Jean Woodall, Eileen King,
Myrtle Kane, Joan Wood, Bernadette Simpson.
Absent: Pat Gordon, Joan McPherson, Bev de Joux, Kath Boyle, Popsie Keane, Catherine Lysaght, Jane
Coughlan, Pauline Fitzgerald, Joan Oakley, Bernadette O’Reilly, Maureen Zanbergen, Margaret Breeze,
Margaret McDougall.

Timaru Hibernian Branch 2003
Left to right: Ray Brosnahan, Father Peter Bradley, Frank Casey (dec), Peter van Tilborg (dec),
Tom Gallagher,
Pat Dolan, Denis Dowling, Brian Edwards (dec), John Fitzgerald, Allister Cotterell, Laurie Munro,
Brian Daly, John Kunnen, Martin Sullivan (dec), Michael Gaffney (dec).
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Presbytery Staff
Left to right: Ngaire Nicol, Jan Zanbergen, Father Peter Costello, Helen Simmons, Maureen Ancell,
Bill Johnstone, Rosie Thompson.

Grounds Working Bee
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Appendix A
Fr Jean-Baptiste CHATAIGNER SM
Born:
Semur-en-Brisonnais, Diocese of Autun Diocese.?
04/12/1821. :- Saone - et - Loire, Autun Diocese. ?
Entered Society of Mary 1846/47.
Novitiate at Belley
Professed
17/12/1847
Ordained ?.
1848.
1869 – 75
Parish of Timaru
1878-1882
Timaru.
Died:
16 May,1901 at La Neyliere.

Fr Augustine SAUZEAU SM
Born:
St.Hilaire, Vendee France 18/0/183
Educated:
Qualified in medicine.
Professed:
09/10/1859
Came to NZ:
1861
Timaru:
1882 (-till June)
Died:
24 December 1892.

Fr Thomas DEVOY SM
Born:
24 April 1843, Ballythomas House, Maryboro Queen’s County.
Ireland in the Diocese of Kildare
Educated:
National School, Maryboro, Kildare
1868 Dundalk, Ireland
1872 BeIley, France
Professed:
29 September 1874 Lyon
		 1875-1876. Belley Scholasticate
Ordained:		 24 August 1877, Dundalk
1882 -1883 Timaru
Died:
11 June 1927

Fr James FOLEY SM
Born:
11/4/1847,Ballinahinch. Co.Tippperary, Diocese of 				
Cashel, Ireland.
Educated:
Cistercian Abbey School, Mt.Melleray. Cork
Professed:
30/8/1873.
Ordained:
30/8/1874 by Bishop Francis Redwood in Dublin.
Timaru:
1885 - 1892
Temuka:
1904 - 1905
Died:
Mater Hospital Auckland 16/12/
Notes:
Christian education was very important to him and he
was responsible for arranging for the Marist Teaching
Brothers to come to Timaru and open a school in October 1891.
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Fr Louis HURLIN
Born:
Educated
Professed:
Ordained:
Came to N.Z.:
Died:
Notes:

Metz, Lorraine, France. 07/03/1857
09/06/1878.
1892 - 1896. Christchurch; Timaru Meeanee, Napier.
12/08/1898.
Missionary in Fiji and then in Timaru purchased more
property and a house for Priests.

			
Fr William J LEWIS
Born:
20 February 1853, Kildare, Ireland
Educated:
1877 Dundalk, Pupil. 1880-1881
Student CUS Staff 1880
Professed:
24 September 1879
Ordained:
???? 1879?
Came to NZ:
1882- 1883
Timaru:
1895 - 1898
Died:
27 June 1907

Fr John TUBMAN SM
Born:
25/08/1856 Leitrim Ireland.
Educated:
local National School and then Marist Fathers College
Dundalk.
Professed:
27/08/1882.
Ordained:
22/08/1886.
Came to NZ:
February 1889.
Timaru:
1891 - 1919. Curate and then Parish Priest.
Died:
23/12/1923. Meeanee.

Fr Daniel Henry HURLEY SM
Born:
5 January 1883 in Lower Hutt
Educated:
1899 -1902 St Patrick’s College, Wellington
Professed:
25/11/1905
Ordained:
1/1 2/1 907 by Archbishop Redwood
Timaru:
1920 -1926
Died:
30 July 1974
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Fr Francis KERLEY SM
Born:
Geelong, Melbourne,Victoria. Australia, 19/11/1876
Education:
St.Patrick’s Coll, Wgton, N.Z. 1889 - 1895. (First XV)
Vow of Obedience: 17/03/1897
Professed:
06/12/1899
Ordained:
02/12/1900.
Temuka:
Curate 1901 - 05, Parish Priest 1906-7, 1914 – 20 and 1934
Timaru:
Curate Timaru Parish 1908/09; Priest Timaru 1927 – 29
Farlie:
Parish Priest 1924 – 26
Died in Auckland: 26/10/1935.

Dean John R HOLLEY SM
Born:
3 February 1866 in Christchurch
Educated:
St Leo’s Academy, Christchurch
St Mary’s School, Dundalk Seminary, Paignton, England.
Novitiate
Professed:
15 August 1890
Ordained:
8 December 1895 at Meeanee by Archbishop Redwood
Timaru:
1929 -1932
Died:
2 February 1942, Lewisham Hospital, Wellington

Fr Michael Andrew MURPHY SM
Born:
Educated:
Professed:
Ordained:
Timaru:
Died:

22 January 1884 in Kumara, Christchurch Diocese
Convent School, Kumara
1899 -1903 St Patrick’s College, Wellington
30 November 1907
21 November 1909
1910 - 1917
1932 - 1936, Superior and Parish Priest
3 January 1955
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Fr Patrick Joseph SMYTH SM
Born:
29 June 1879, at Rathaney, Co. Limerick,
Cashel Diocese, Ireland
Educated:
Marist College, Dundalk Paignton and Ste Foy
Professed:
4 March 1905
Ordained:
26 November 1905 in Hastings
Came to NZ:
1904 from Limerick
Timaru:
1909 - 1914
1936 - 1942 Parish Priest
Temuka:
1942 - 1947
1948 - 1951 Curate
Died:
27 May 1953 Little Company of Mary Hospital Christchurch
Notes:
Arranged for the foundation of St Patrick’s School, Timaru
Played an important role in the erection of the Basilica of the Sacred Heart in
Timaru.
In Timaru he also built St Joseph’s Church and was known to his confreres as
“Paddy the Builder”.
Fr John Stephen McHARDY SM “Jock”
Born:
26 December 1898 at Pihama
Educated:
Pihama State School
1913 -1916 St Patrick’s College, Wellington
1917 — 1923 Greenmeadows
Professed:
15 August 1920
Ordained:
16 December 1923 at Greenmeadows
Timaru:
1942 -1951 Parish Priest
Died:
12 May 1979 at Silverstream
Notes:
Brother of Father Emmet McHardy SM
Cousin of Fr George McHardy SM

Fr Cornelius James OUTTRIM SM
Born:
13 February 1885 in Wellington
Educated:
Marist Brothers School
1908-1909 St Patrick’s College
Professed:
28 November 1914
Ordained:
21 December 1916
Fairlie:
1931 - 1932 Parish Priest
Temuka:
1932 - 937 Parish PriestP.P.
Timaru:
1951 - 1955 Parish Priest
Died:
7 February 1961
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Fr Stephen Joseph STAPLETON SM
Born:
3 June 1916 at Timaru
Educated:
State School Waimataitai, Timaru Boys’ High School,
St Bede’s
Professed:
13 March 1938
Ordained:
20 December 1942
Timaru:
1954 - 1955
1956 - 1962 Parish Priest & Superior
Died:
15 August 1993
Fr Jesse Lawrence KINGAN SM
Born:
27 September 1901, Tai Tapu, Christchurch
Educated:
1908 - 1915 St Mary’s Convent, Christchurch
1916—1919
St Bede’s, Ferry Rd
Professed:
11 February 1926
Ordained:
15 December 1929 at Greenmeadows
Timaru:
1961 Assistant
1962 - 1966 Parish Priest
Died:
31 January 1977

Fr D’Arcy Albert READER SM
Born:
31 March 1918
Educated:
1931 - 1936 St Patrick’s College, Wellington
Professed:
15 February 1939
Ordained:
12 December 1943 at Greenmeadows
by Bishop O’Shea
Timaru:
1967 - 1972 Sacred Heart, Timaru
Died:
27 May 2004, Home of Compassion, Silverstream
Fr Patrick Joseph BUTLER SM
Born:
12 March 1938 at Hastings
Educated:
St Joseph’s Upper Hutt St John’s Hastings
Professed:
2 February 1952
Ordained:
25 July 1956 at Hastings
Timaru:
1969 - 1970 Curate
1973 - 1974 Parish Priest
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Fr John Francis HEALY SM
Born:
24 June 1924 at Temuka
Educated:
Covent School, Temuka
St Bede’s college, Christchurch
Professed:
11 February 1956
Ordained:
24 July 1960 in Christchurch Cathedral
Timaru:
1975 - 1980 Parish Priest
2001 - 2002 Sacred Heart Presbytery
2003 St Vianney’s Home of Compassion
2004 - 2005 Margaret Wilson Rest Home
Died:
18 August 2005
Fr Thomas Patrick O’CONNOR SM
Born:
18 June 1942, Dunedin
Educated:
Loretto College, Christchurch
1955 -1959, St Kevin’s College
Professed:
7 January 1963
Ordained:
20 March 1966 at Our Lady of Lourdes,
Palmerston North by Bishop Snedden
Timaru:
1981 - 1987 Sacred Heart, Timaru
Parish Priest and Superior
Fr Michael Leonard TOMASI SM
Born:		
9/10/1927, Kumara
Educated:		
St Bedes College 1942 -1947
Professed:		
2 February 1950
Ordained:		
25 July 1954 by Bishop Joyce
Timaru: 		
1988-94 Sacred Heart. Timaru Parish Priest
		
and Superior
Died: 		
27 March 2007

Fr John David Stephen FITZSIMMONS SM
Born:
31 May 1934 at Hawarden, Canterbury
Educated:
Cheviot State School, Loreto College, St Bede’s College
Professed:
9 February 1955
Ordained:
15 July 1959 at Cheviot by Bishop Joyce
Timaru:
1993 Supply work Timaru North/ Locum in Bishopdale
1994 Akaroa (Locum) / Timaru Assistant
1995 - 1996 Timaru Parish Priest and Superior
Died:
5 August 2007 in Christchurch
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Fr Matthew John COSGRIFF SM
Born:
24 May 1941, Papanui, Christchurch
Educated:
Loreto College, Christchurch St Bede’s College
Professed:
28 January 1950
Ordained:
6 December 1964
Timaru:
1997 - 2002 Timaru , Parish Priest and Superior
Fr Earl Francis CROTTY SM
Born:
11 October 1933 at Wanganui
Educated:
St Partick’s Silverstream , 3 years
B.A in history
Professed:
7 February 1954
Ordained:
17 July 1958
Timaru:
2002 Sacred Heart, Assistant
2003 - 2006 Sacred Heart Parish Priest and Superior

PRIESTS OF THE DIOCESE OF CHRISTCHURCH
WHO SERVED IN TIMARU AS PARISH PRIESTS
P Costello

2007 - 2011
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PRIESTS OF THE DIOCESE OF CHRISTCHURCH WHO SERVED IN
TIMARU AS CURATES
K Wei
K Foote
P Brockhill

2007
2007
2008 - 2009

P Farrant
A Bernady
C Friel
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2009 - 2010
2010 - 2011
2011

Appendix B
The Durnings of Cain Street
In 1922 a family of 10 arrived from Glasgow, Scotland and settled in Cain Street, Timaru.
The father, Charlie Durning, spent most of his working life as a reporter for the Timaru
Herald.
The most extraordinary feature of this large family of mainly boys is that none of them
received a Catholic secondary education, yet four of them went on to become distinguished
priests in their own right – which is considered a New Zealand record for any one family!
Father Matt Durning was a noted teacher and sports coach, and ended up as a Rector of
St Bedes.
Father Frank Durning was also a teacher, university lecturer, and a noted historian
specialising in medieval church history.
Father Peter Durning was a late vocation, and previously had served as a pilot in the
Pacific during World War II, and was a noted representative golfer and tennis player.
Father Jim Durning as a seminarian had the unusual experience of surviving the Napier
Earthquake of 1931, trapped in the rubble of a collapsed chapel at Greenmeadows for
3 days, beside fellow Timaruvian and seminarian Len Mangos, who tragically died. His
obituary appeared in the local newspaper. He kept a copy of this, commenting that he was
pleased he was so well thought of by his colleagues! He subsequently served for many years
on the Maori mission, becoming the most fluent European speaker of Maori in New Zealand,
and his recordings are kept in the Alexander Turnbull Library. When he died, Parliament
rose as a mark of respect to the extraordinary contribution Fr Jim Durning had made to the
Maori language, at the request of the MP for Western Maori – Koro Wetere.
Sacred Heart Parish is indeed blessed to have among its parish family such distinguished
clergy as the four Durning boys. - Contributed by Bernard Pavletich

Back row (l to r): Charlie, Peter, Frank, James, Matthew, William.
Front row (l to r): Maria, William, Sarah, Margaret, Tommy.
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Appendix C
This list of surnames has been developed from parish records, supplemented by our memories to try and
fill in any gaps in the record. We have tried to make it as comprehensive as possible and commemorate
the large number of families who have been part of the parish community over its history. Undoubtedly
there will be some names we have missed and we apologise sincerely to any families concerned.
Agnew
Aitken
Allan
Allan-Drake
Allnutt
Amalfitano
Ancell
Anderson
Angland
Annett
Appleby
Ardagh
Armishaw
Armstrong
Arnold
Arras
Ashton
Askey
Atkinson
Atwill
Austin
Ayres
Bain
Baird
Baird
Baker
Baldwin
Ballantyne
Banks
Barker
Barnes
Barrett
Bartlett
Barwood
Batchelor
Beaumont
Beeby
Beens
Benbow
Bennett
Bennison
Benson
Bent
Best
Betts
Bidlake
Bilpan
Bishop

Bisschops
Blackmore
Blanford
Blank
Bleeker
Boddye
Bolton-Harding
Boot
Borkowski
Bottomly
Bowen
Bowler
Bown
Boyd
Boyle
Bradley
Breen
Breeze
Brennan
Brien
Brokenshire
Brooker
Brookes
Brookland
Brophy
Brosnahan
Brosnan
Brown
Brownie
Brownlie
Brunton
Bryan
Bryden
Buckley
Buckman
Bunz
Burdon
Burgess
Burke
Burns
Burrell
Burt
Burton
Butler
Byrnes
Cahill
Cain
Cairns

Calkin
Callaghan
Callahan
Calleja
Calvert
Cameron
Campbell
Candy
Cantwell
Carey
Carlaw
Carmody
Carnegie
Carney
Carruthers
Carson
Carter
Casey
Cassidy
Cavanagh
Chamberlain
Chambers
Chapman
Charles
Charteris
Chesney
Christie
Churchman
Clark
Clarke
Clay
Clemens
Clifford
Cochrane
Cody
Coffey
Cole
Coleman
Collings
Collins
Columb
Colvill
Coman
Conaghan
Conlan
Connolly
Connor
Conroy
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Conway
Cook
Cooney
Cooper
Corry
Corry-Mattingley
Cosgrove
Costigan
Cotter
Cotterell
Coughlan
Courtney
Cowan
Cox
Crawford
Cremin
Cronin
Crooks
Crowe
Crowley
Cruice
Cuddihy
Cullen
Cullimore
Cunningham
Curry
Curtis
Curtis-Dempsey
Cuthill
D’Arcy
Dale
Dalliesi
Dalrymple
Daly
Daniel
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